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"Truth is a mattes of the imagination. The soullclest fact may fail or prevail in the style of 
its telling: like that singular organic jewel of our seas, isrhich grows brighter as  one wolllan 

wears i t  and, worn by another, dulls ancl goes to dust. Facts are no more solid, coherent, 
round, ancl seal than pearls are." 

(LeGuin, 1969) 
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Abstract 

A cluster of industry is a n  economic occurrence t h a t  provides a particular 

industry with a distinct, a n d  sometilnes global, competitive advantage. A 

cluster infers a level of critical mass  i n  te rms  of firms, industry players, 

employment, active business relationships, innovation, knowledge 

developrnellt a n d  a n  economic contribution to a domestic economy. Maritime 

clusters a re  industries t h a t  are usually located a t ,  or  were originally centred 

on, the trading activities of a port. Some of the world's major maritime 

clusters include the clusters of Rotterdam, Singapore a n d  London. 

Ireland is a n  island rlation on the periphery of Europe and  therefore 

requires the facilities to accornlnodate the t rade of commodities. The 

country's principle port lies in  the Greater Dublin Region (GDR) a n d  

therefore there is some level of lnaritilne transport activity. Also, the critical 

Inass of maritime and  maritime t ransport  related firms lies in  the GDR. 

Therefore, i t  is  lino\vn t h a t  there is soine level of maritime t ransport  

clustering. I n  the context of the requirement of a n  island for t ransport  

facilities, and  the concept t h a t  there a re  far Inore smaller potential 

maritime clusters like Dublin t han  there a re  major maritime clusters lilie 

Rotterdam - "what is the potential f o ~  the clustering of the maritime 

transport sector in  the greater Dublin region?" 

Governments or policy makers  ~visli ing to create a cluster, or to enhance the  

clustel-ing potential of a n  industrj- .  will a t tempt  to mimic the behaviour of 

major successf~ll clusters. Clusters a re  complex systems. Basically. all 

clusters a re  different: therefore, a n  econolnic fo~.mula devised from the 

observation of any successf~ll  cluster ~ i l l  not guarantee success. However 

this  does not inlply tha t  a smaller cluster can not improve its clustering 

potential in  sonie way. The current  research was facilitated by experts from 

GDR maritinie transport industry,  through the application of the Delphi 

hilethod. A consensus on key clustering-enhal~cing- characteristics. derived 

from four economic theories tha t  conceptualize clustering and  competitive 

advantage provided the frameniorli for the c u r ~ ~ e n t  research. The consensus 
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achieved will help build knowledge and understailding of potential 

clustering of the maritime transport sector in the GDR. 

Keywords: Nlaritinie, Clusters, Ports, Econo~nic Development, City, Delphi. 

Title: The Potential for Clustering of the Maritime Transport Sector in the 
Greater Dublin Region 
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PhD Executive Summary: The Potential for Clustering of the 
Maritime Transport Sector in the Greater Dublin Region. 

Background 

A cluster of industry is a n  econonlic occurrence t h a t  provides a particular 

industry with a distinct sonletimes global competitive advantage. Successful 

clusters are  seen a s  avenues for and  national growth. h4aritime 

clusters a re  industries t h a t  a re  usually located a t ,  or originally centred on, 

t he  trading activities of a port. Some of the world's major lllariti~lle clusters 

include the clusters of Rotterdam, Singapore a n d  London. Island nations 

like Ireland require out of necessity transport activities to facilitate the 

t rade of commodities. However, due to Ireland's peripheral location and  i ts  

lack of tranship~lleil t  port s ta tus ,  the maritime transport sector i n  the  

greater Dublin region (GDR) is not a world-renowned marltime transport 

cluster. Ho~vever  due to the requirement of transportation facilities, and  

despite the small  nature of the cluster and  its international co~npetitors,  i t  

is unreasonable to perceive t h a t  the GDR nlaritinle t ransport  sector cannot 

ilnprove i t s  clustering potential. 

Aims of the  research 

By examining the potential clustering of the GDR nzaritime transport 

sector. the main a i ~ l l s  and objectives of the research are: 

e To establish by consensus if tlie GDR maritime ~~~~~~~~~~t sector is a 
m a ~ ~ i  time t17wnspo12t cluster. 

0 To develop guidance for the clevelopment of' the C;L>R maritinle 
tl.ansport cluster. 

To develop a level of understanding on the capabilitj. of the GDK 
nlaritinie transport sector to improve its clustering potential. 

Q The taliing of established theories to see how useful the; are  to 
provide a structure for explorative analysis. 

0 The development of a n  effective and  explorative research process. 

The lie)- research questions are: 

Q 1TThat is the potential for the clustering of tlie GDR maritime 
transport sector? 
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I s  the GDR a maritime transport cluster or is it the result of basic 
firm agglomeration? 

Method 

The  nature of the research is explorative and  i t  investigates the potential 

clustering of the GDR maritime transport sector. Therefore, for the purpose 

of da ta  collection, the Delphi Method n7as applied. The Delphi Method is a 

technique to utilise and  obtain a n  agreement or  consensus on a number of 

s ta tements ,  opinions or views. The method caters for the utilisation of 

experts from the GDR maritime transport industry; a s  who is more suitable 

to  provide opinion on the GDK. maritime transport sector t han  appropriate 

experts active within the industry? As the research question is based on 

clusters, the  Delphi panel was constructed with experts from all of the 

maritime transport sectors f~lnctioning within the  GDR maritime transport 

sector. 

Clusters of industry a re  complex systems and  there is no one economic 

theory or lnodel tha t  can be applied to a n  individual cluster to evaluate or 

measure i ts  full effect. de Langen (2003) devised a frame~vork for cluster 

analysis based on four of the main schools of thought on industrial  

clustering and  conlpetitive advantage. The core clustering features devised 

from econolnic theories help provide a framen~ork to aid in  the design of the 

Delphi questionnaire, a s  it allo\s.s for the analysis of a cluster from a 

checlilist pe~.spective; a type of cluster strength, weakness, opportunities 

and  thl-eats (S\T70T) anal!-sis hused on characteristics tha t  call potentially 

impl~o\~e industrial  cluste~*ing. 

Sample 

For each question the Delphi pailel were required to select either a n  "agree". 

"disagree" or "unable to comment" response. The Delphi panel were also 

instructed t h a t  they lnust provide a n  explanation for their answer. Fol* 

example: the first question in  the Delphi aslied the panel if the>- consider 

the greater Dublin region maritime t12ansport sector a s  a maritime transport 

cluster. Of the total  37 returned responses, 29 agreed. 7 disagreed and 1 was 
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unable to comment. The importance of the first question in  Round 1 of the  

GDR Delphi is to ascertain if the Delphi candidates consider t h a t  they a re  

operating within a maritime transport cluster. The opinions or explanations 

provided by the panel lnelnbers i n  support of their  answers  were 

constructed into threads of opinion, 117hich were used to discuss and  fur ther  

validate the final consensus results of the Delphi. 

Findings 

The  Delphi consisted of 17 questions of which 11 reached a final level of 

consensus agreement. Consensus was achieved in questions based on: 

econonlic theory regarding the level of t rust ;  the heterogeneity of the sector; 

levels of internal  and  external competition; cluster knowledge and  access to 

cluster knowledge; the labour supply; proximity to the cluster and  benefits 

thereof; the cluster's abillty for future potential; and  a consensus on the 

GDR maritime transport sector a s  a maritime t ransport  cluster. 

Conclusion 

The  research identified with a reasonable level of consensus agreement t h a t  

the  GDR nlar i t in~e  sector is a mai.itime transport cluster and  t h a t  it ha s  

potential for f ~ l r t h e r  industry clustering. The opinions, provided in  response 

to the Delphi questions, devised a further 19 research questions to help 

examine and  build underst,anding of the sector and  its clustering potent,ial. 

Fro111 the Delphi, the panel highlighted tha t ,  in their opinion, although they 

consiclei- the GDR a ma~.i t imr ti.;lnspo~*t cluster. it could also 13cl t h ~  

consequence of' majoi. port facilitj- and  the capital citj- being one and  thc 

same.  Tlle sector may physicall>- appear  to be a sillall cluster, but the 

perceived cluster could be the consequence of distorted demographics in  

te rms  of population and indus t r \~  players. The GDR is Ireland's biggest 

niarliet and  therefore there is a n  inlbalance in ternls of population and  

marltet demograpl~ics.  T21e countr\-'s principle p o ~ t  facilitj- is located in the 

GDR and  therefore the critical mass of maritime transport firms are  located 

in  the GDR, in order to  be a t  the point where business delivers. The GDR 

cluster is predominately based on firms tha t  have a direct relationship with 
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R4aritime Clusters 

the  port, and  this raises the concept of the  clustering relationships of the  

inaritiine transport sector in  the GDR. I s  there a difference between a 

seaport cluster a n d  a inaritiine transport cluster, a n d  to what  extent  does 

the  capital city support fledging maritime service clustering? The  research 

concludes by identifjring the iinportance of the temporal diinensions of 

clusters, i n  t h a t  clusters of industry evolve, grow and  decline a n d  a re  

affected by movements i n  international inarkets and  clusters of industry are 

i n  constant inoveinent a s  opposed to a fixed economic state.  Therefore, in  the 

context of the GDR, fur ther  exanlination of the inaritiine transport cluster 

a n d  any policy intervention must  take into consideration temporal 

dimensions. This may require a inodification of perspective, to take into 

account other policy approaches t h a t  inay facilitate the role of the capital 

city in  future potential clustering, such a s  urban branding, city evolution, 

a n d  kno~vledge inanageinent for example. 

Implications for further research 

As  discussed, a fur ther  19 questions were devised for fur ther  research on 

the  GDR maritime transport clustering potential. The implication for the 

research is t ha t  many governinents and  policy makers will a t tempt  to 

enhance industry clustering by mimicliing major succes s f~~ l  clusters. Such 

a n  approach d l  not always p1.oduce the results desired, a s  clusters of 

industry a re  f ~ ~ n d a m e n t a l l y  different. I n  the context of maritime clusters: 

a n d  specifically for island nations tha t  require ma~.it ime transport activities. 

the  ~ . e s e a ~ , c h  appiaoach outlinecl can be useful to aicl in the unclerstandii~g oP 

the  potential c lu s t e~~ ing  of maritimc industries, especially smaller maritime 

clusters. Resources and  linowledge should he focused on such industries, a s  

they are  f~~nda inen ta l ly  ~aequired for the economy. In  terms of maritime 

clusters, there a re  far more potential clusters lilie Dublin t han  there a re  

major inaritinle clustel-s like Rotterdam: and  the~*efore.  in light of the 

potential failure of nlinlic polices. such potential clusters should be 

approached from a different perspective. 
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Chapter 1 .Introduction 

This  is a story of time. The only consistency in t ime is t h a t  i t  is i n  a coilstant 

s ta te  of process. Cornparing a cluster to t ime might appear  strange. 

However, in  the analogy of t ime and  clustering a s  a process displays the  

complicity of a n  industrial  cluster a s  a n  econo~nic concept a n d  t h a t  it's 

continual clustering and  economic evolution fur ther  adds to i ts  co~nplex 

nature.  Clusters a s  a n  area of research is popular because of the iinportance 

of the econo~nic concept of clusters of industry to companies, firms a n d  

organisations tha t  co-exist and  fuilction within a n  economic and  geographic 

boundary. The re-popularisation of research in  clusters is perhaps driven by 

the  perceived importance of clusters not only to busiilesses but  also to 

governments, policy makers,  academics, institutions a n d  the general region 

i n  which a cluster is located. Historically, and  prior to contemporary 

understandings of clusters of industry,  the  drive in  research was  to 

understand \ilhy soine countries miere rich a n d  why some were poor, and  

why some countries have a distinct international competitive advantage in a 

particular industry,  \vhich affords the111 global market  dominance. 

S u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  clusters can be seen a s  avenues for regional econo~nic 

intensification n~hich  can reflect a nation's natioilal growth potential, and  

can represent a key cont~.ibution to the development of a linoniledge-based 

economy. Therefore, clusters a s  a n  ecoiloinic coilsecluence will continue to 

hold rclevancc. 

Tlle l i terature oil cluster:; pro~icles clcscriptions and  characterizations of 

~ v h a t  co~lst i tutes  a cluster; hourever despite esarnples of definitions and  

explanations, there is still a need to address what  esactly coilstitutes a 

cluster in  a n  individual research question on a specific cluster. Is there a 

requirement level tha t  lnust be ~*eached  or maintained before a n  industry 

supported by a region can designate itself a s  a cluster? Basically. is there a 

s tandard  size and  densitg for the average cluster'? \That are  the other 

facto1.s tha t  can contribute to the cluster's formation and  on-going success? 

One such factor is the effect. if any. of established business relationships 01- 
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Maritime Clusters 

levels of cluster dynamism. Clusters a re  not exclusively about size a n d  the  

number of business units present. In  any  case, size does not guarantee a n  

internationally competitive advantage, although in the first instance, 

critical mass  of business units can have a positive effect on clustering due to 

the  agglomeration of firms in  a specific region. I n  examining clusters, 

l i terature has  a tendency to concentrate on the success stories of major 

clusters. If a nation wants  to buildldevelop a major successful cluster, then  

the  logic is to copy what  other major successful clusters do. However, from a 

different perspective, i t  could be argued t h a t  there a r e  far more small-sized 

clusters in  the world than  major international successful clusters with a 

distinct competitive advantage. Cluster l i terature and  theory tend to 

provide research and  understallding on hon7 to mimic s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  clusters. 

However, not all industries and  nations can have a n  illternatiollally 

successful cluster. Therefore, "what is a cluster" can mean different things 

to  different nations, and  with clusters, very little is certain, although what  

i s  certain is t h a t  clusters a r e  complicated. To date,  a framenrorli cannot be 

devised t h a t  can effectively and  efficiently analyse a cluster and  all  i ts  

potential effects. Clusters of industry a r e  f~lndamental ly  not exactly the 

same.  However, a review of the l i terature available on clusters does provide 

a building-blocli of lino\vledge and  undel.standing on the concepts of 

industrial  clustering. 

Ireland is a n  island nation located on the periphery of Europe. The country's 

principal port ; ~ n d  the c~ i t i ca l  nlass of maritime and  rclatcd f i ~ > m s  lie in the 

Greatel, Dublin Region (GDR). The research question specifically 

investigates the "potential clustering of the maritime transport sector in the 

greater Dublin region". The relevance and  importance of the research 

question to the maritime sector in Ireland and,  specifically the Dublirl 

region, is t ha t  Ireland is a n  island nation: and  therefore requires the 

commercial activities tha t  facilitate t,he t~.ansportation of commodities. 

Therefore there is some level of maritime transport activity. Due to the 

geographical requirement for the tl.anspol.tation of goods. and  the fact tha t  

n7itllin the GDR lies the count13;'s principle port and  the critical mass of 
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maritime firms, i t  is  known tha t  there is some level of clustering in  t he  GDR 

nlaritiine transport sector. While i t  appears,  in  a physical context, t h a t  

there is some clustering or basic firm agglomeration and,  although the  GDR 

maritime transport sector is not a ~vorld-renowned n ~ a ~ i t i n l e  cluster, the  

maritiine transport industry is of necessity to the  island and  the economy of 

Ireland. Within the context of necessity and  the development of knowledge 

on  clusters and  the clustering of industry, wha t  is the potential for the  

maritime transport sector in  the GDR to potentially improve i t s  clustering 

ability? What  is the potential to enhance the industry econoinically for the 

individual industry players? What  is the perception of the cluster 

internationally? hilaily governments and  supranational governmental bodies 

concentrate resources on the clustering of industries, a s  i t  is  seen a s  having 

potential benefits to a wide spectrum of players both economically and  

socially. However, i t  is  logical to concentrate such efforts on a n  industry t h a t  

mus t  function (as  i n  the  case of Ireland a s  a n  island, a maritime t ransport  

industry) a s  opposed to directing such efforts into a industry t h a t  is not a 

necessity, such a s  a biotechnology cluster which may inherently fail to 

cluster. Other industries may have a greater econolnic re turn  in  the short to 

mediuln term. However, i t  is  also 1.ecognised t h a t  clusters can fail, a n d  t h a t  

world markets  a re  demanding and  can alter economically, and  t h a t  what  

may be a successful technology cluster today could be in  a very different 

ecoilolnic s ta te  in ten  or fifteen years time. 

Con:;equentlj- a n  objective of the rc..;e;lrch is to identif-7 and establish if' the 

GDR maritime transpolat sector is a ma~.it ime clustel-. ~ l l t h o u g h  a poterltial 
. . 

cluster like Dublin - while sinall - ma>. shon~  vislble signs of clustering and  

appear  to physically look like a cluster. it has  still not been classified or 

proven a s  a maritime transport cluster. International perception would not 

class it a s  a cluster because the natural  thought process is to compare the 

Dublin maritime cluster to major successf~ll international maritime clusters. 

There is a n  obvious difference between the two clust,er concepts: but  

comparing a larger cluster to a sinaller potential cluster does not 

automatically infer tha t  the smaller cluster is not in fact a cluster or t ha t  it 
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laclis a n  ability to develop stronger clustering forces. Clusters have 

econoinic relationships t h a t  fuel and  enhance conlpetitive advantage, a n d  a 

cluster is more t h a t  just the benefits i n  economies of scale i n  ter ins  of co- 

location a n d  co-proximity. However, i t  is important to establish if the  GDR 

is a cluster or just a consequence of basic firin agglomeration, which may 

appear  to display clustering characteristics despite a prospective lack of 

cluster dynamism. A subsequent objective of the research is to develop, 

through the research process, a n  understanding of the potential clustering 

of the sector i n  order to help devise or begin to fornlulate a process t h a t  can  

a id  in  the guidance of developing the clustering potential specifically a n d  

directly attributable to the  ma^-itime transport sector in  the  GDR. I t  can be 

argued tha t  some major world-renowned clusters are  perhaps occurrences 

t h a t  a r e  contrary to the econoinic norin because they hold such distinct and  

formidable competitive advantage. However, the  knowledge gained in  

understanding the workings of such clusters from theories of industrial  

clustering and  competitive advantage can also help in  developing the 

clustering potential of smaller clusters. However there is a tendency for 

governments and  cluster organisations to develop guidelines t h a t  a t tempt  to 

inimic the b e h a ~ ~ i o u r  of such succes s f~~ l  clusters. 4 inimic approach is 

unrealistic because the industry attempting to iinprove cluste~.ing is 

perhaps void of the specific characteristics t h a t  made the major successf~ll  

cluster successf~ll  in  the  first place. Smaller potential clusters of industry 

need to he approached from a different pe~.spective, or altered and adapted 

to meet the specific situation and  economic occurrence being observed. 

Understanding inajor cluster success stories pl-ovides a substant ial  source of 

linowledge and  a n  indication of what  can be achieved and  also what  can fail. 

The  natul-e of the reseal-ch is explorative in  tha t  i t  investigates potential 

clustering ~vliich indicates a capacity or abilitj. to improve, grounded by the 

constant movement of economic clustering. An objective of the research is to 

gather  data ,  which leads to the cluestion. from where will the data  come? 

The  terminology in the word 'clustel*' indicates t ha t  a cluster of industry is 

delinlited by a level of economic and  geographic boundary, and  within tha t  
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boundary a re  the business uni ts  t ha t  economically act. An industry cluster 

h a s  a core economic specialisation, and  the cluster constitutes all  business, 

firms and  organisations i n  co-proximity a n d  mutually related to the cluster's 

econoinic specialisation. For lnaritiine transport,  there  a re  a variety of 

possible sectors, such a s  shipping, agency, insurance, law a n d  ports - 

although a maritime cluster does not have to have representation from all 

possible maritime transport sectors i n  order to be perceived a s  a maritime 

cluster. I n  te rms  of the actors i n  the  GDR inaritime transport sector: they 

a r e  a source of knowledge which can be utilised to extract data ,  which can 

help to aid in developii~g a n  understanding of the  potential clustering of the  

GDR maritime transport sector. Due to the complexitji of iildustrial 

clustering, a n d  the explorative nature of the research, i t  is i inportant t h a t  

t he  research develops a n  effective research process. The objective of the  

research is qualitative, a s  the explorative nature of the research a n d  the  

concept of clusters dictate, to a certain extent,  the involvement of players 

from the GDR maritime transport sector a s  a source of knoniledge to aid i n  

t he  collectioll of data .  

By examining the potential clustering of the GDR maritime t ransport  

sector the objectives of the research is to establish by conseilsus if the GDR 

maritime transport sector is a maritime transport cluster. Develop guidance 

for the developilleilt of the GDR m a ~ i t i m e  transport sector and  develop 

fur ther  a level of understanding on the capability of the GDR maritime 

tra11spol.t sector to impro1-e i ts clustei7ing potential. The core ohjcctive of' 

such rcsea~*ch cluestiolls has  i ts  relevance in the point of' policy intervention, 

in  t h a t  if policies or strategies devised from clustel. t h e o q ~  are  impleillented 

to improve i n d u s t r j ~  clustering: on a sector of indus t l~r  t h a t  may appear 

physically to looli like cluster, bu t  is void of specific clustering 

cha~.acteristics and  clustering behaviour due to i ts  formation based on 

features of firm agglomeration - such policies ~vi l l  inevitably fail. N
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Chapter 2.Literature Review 

The  f ~ ~ n d a m e n t a l  components of the current  research are  based on t\17o key 

areas ,  first generic clusters and  cluster theory and  second, clustering with 

respect to the lnaritilne transport industry. Cluster theory is applied with 

respect to the research area of maritime transport and  therefore i t  is  

necessary to undertake a l i terature review on cluster theory a n d  research 

concerning nlaritilne transport.  The following li terature review will include 

relevant work on clusters and  clustering and  areas  of inaritiine transport,  

maritime clusters, and  rnaritime policies. However core theories i n  relation 

to clustering a re  discussed in  Chapter 3 and  will not be discussed fur ther  i n  

th i s  chapter. 

2.1 Clusters 

A cluster is primarily a n  econo~nic concept and  i t  is the central activity t h a t  

denotes the cluster genre, i.e. maritime transport cluster, biotechnology 

cluster. The area of cluster research is well-documented and  h a s  been 

developed considerably over the years and  the follo~ving li terature review 

n~ i l l  look a t  some of the research and  ongoing work produced. 

2.1.1 Defining a Cluster 

Fundanientally a cluster is a n  agglomeration \vhich yields a s  

"1.12 fel'rla t i o a  r.ecogz2isable comnpetitir7e adr~antag-e" (Porter, 1990) in  a 

particular sect,or of industry and  regional clustering is common in virtually 

a11 acl~.nncecl economies and ;I g~*on-ing ~rcncl in  developing c ~ c o ~ i o ~ ~ i i c : ~  

(Enright,  2003). Examples of such international competitive success include 

the financial service cluster in London, the high tech cluster in the Silicon 

Valley, the Napa Valley mrine-producing cluster in California, a n d  the  

software outsourcing cluster in  Rangalore. In order to understand what  

exactly a cluster is, a natural  course of direction is to exallline current a n d  

contemporarj7 definitions on clusters. Hoivever due to the anlount of 

l i terature available 011 the clustering process and  the inhe~,en t  co~nplicated 

na ture  of clusters, it is  difficult to provide one definition tha t  can  
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incorporate all the possibilities and  effects of clustering a n d  deliver a 

sufficient understanding of the econonlic consequence of spatial  industrial  

clustering. Baptista (2003) describes a cluster as;  

'A stlnong collectio~~ of  fii Y I ~ S  LIS ~1allj7 comcen t2-a ted in  t l~ e same g-eogl-apliical 
al-ea. Tl~ese  agglon~ era tioas a1.e t j~ ica l l ' i  lihl'ied to the PI-esence of  an 
i11fi.asti*rrctrn e of related a11 d sr~ppol'til~g. 1'1 dr~st~"iEs a11 d the pro~ri~nitj. of a 
s t~*ol~g .  science base: unir~e~sit ies and 1.eseal-cI1 centem which act as sou17ces 
o f  tecljnological k11o wledge " 

Definitions on clusters and  the process of industry clustering tend to t ake  

the  form of a probleniatic definition (Roberts, 2005) i n  t h a t  they instruct  u s  

to the way clusters should be. To describe a cluster is perhaps a more 

attainable concept t h a n  attenlpting to define a cluster, a s  terminology can  

be a more productive reasoning for explaining what  a cluster i s  ~ v h e n  

compared to one (or many) standardized definitions. Dayasindhu (2002) 

using cluster terminology describes a cluster as: 
" Srlppliels, pi.odrrce~s, custome~s,  la born- ~ n a l k e t s  and tl+ainil~g i~lstitrltions, 
fillancia1 111 te~media~.ies, pl-ofessional and i12 drrs tl Yal associa tio~ls, r l~l ive~~si ty  
d e p a l ~ t ~ n e ~ ~  ts. scJ1ools. 1-egrlla torj' illstit LI tions and bodies of  la PT- and 
g.or,e~.~~rnel~ t " 

Enright  (2003) also addresses the concept of defining a cluster a s  a 

consequence of terminology and  discusses eleven liey factors of ternlinology 

to  help esanline and  define a n  individual cluster. The factors include the 

geographic scope of a cluster, cluster density and  breadth: the active base of 

a cluster which refers to the number of, and  na ture  of the activities in the 

region. The s t rength of the competitive position, the stage of cluster 

development (i.e. the life cycle). the lei-el of technologic;\l actir-ltles and 

innovative capacity and  finally the ownership structu1.e o f t h c  cluster, which 

can  either be foreign owned or locally owned or a colnbinatiosl of both. The 

a t tempt  to define a cluster highlights i ts  conlplex nature.  To summarise.  a 

cluster inco~.porates many different variations but the concept of clusters 

centres on the belief t ha t  they can help to foster greater 1.egiona1 innovation 

a n d  development. spread and  create new knonrledge supported h\- regional 

innovation and  produce while benefiting from economies of scale in  many 

econonlic factors (Bron-11, 2000). 
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2.1.2 The Importance of Clusters 

The  importance of clusters is immense and  the sheer  volume of l i terature 

provides a good illustration of the level of interest in  the subject a n d  the  

range of issues t h a t  a re  addressed in  research on clusters. On a basic 

examination, clusters benefit individual business uni ts  and  economies and  a 

domestic cluster is key to driving economic g ro~v th  in  a n  individual region 

(Porter, 1990). The proximity of "linked firms" creates benefits such a s  

economies of scale in expertise, labour, products, innovation, skills a n d  

at t r ibutes  such a s  knowledge creation a n d  inforlnation flours (Morosini, 

2002). Clusters a re  therefore vital to firms, honlever due to their impact on 

a n  individual region and  a country's economy, clusters a re  also important to 

government, policymakers, local and  regional development authorities 

supported by academics, consultarlts and  research and  developnlent (R&D) 

institutions. The interest in  clusters can be described a s  a n  economic 

fashion t h a t  rises and  falls through the years (Icarlsen, 2005) a s  the cluster 

based policy approach a n d  the use of core key terminology by governments 

such a s  the "linowledge economy" conle and  go. The globalisatioll of 

eco~lo~li ies  has  co~npelled governments a n d  acadenlics to examine a n d  

understand ~'i'hy sonle countries have this  na tura l  coillpetitive advantage in  

a pal-ticular industry and  n7hy others do not. Developing econolllies a n d  

governments see clustering of industries a s  a means to progression in  terms 

of economic stability, employment and  knowledge creation and  the raising of 

living st;lndalds ; ~ n d  prospect:; of the indigenous population. For clevclopecl 

a n d  cleveloping eco~lorllies in terms of clusters and  clustering therc a re  two 

key questions tha t  centre on the clustering concept; first if I have a n  

international competitive cluster in  a particular industry. 110117 do I lieep it 

a n d  second, if I don't have a n  international competitive advantage in  a 

particular i n d u s t v ,  hour can I get one? 

2.1.3 Measuring and  Characterizing Clusters 

The drive of governments, acadeinics and  policy maliers t111*oug11 R&D 

associated with clusters requires a need to unclerstand how ~ v e l l  a n  
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individual cluster is performing or could potentially perform. I t  is  important  

t o  have some tool or mechanism of cluster measurement despite the  

complicated nature of the  mat te r  being observed. De Langen (2003) 

discusses various cluster measurement tools such a s  the average 

profitability indicator, cluster productivity indicator, cluster share  of exports 

indicator and  the  cluster outward (and inward) foreign direct investment 

indicator. De Langen (2003) also discusses the inappropriateness of some of 

t he  indicators a s  they fail to incorporate measurement  of all possible cluster 

colnplexities such a s  social behaviours and  the effects of what  people do 

(Benneworth, 2002) a s  a possible influence on the clustering process. I t  is  

discussed by Bennen7orth (2002) in  citing Dosi (198'7) t h a t  although there i s  

110 one liey indicator or tool for cluster measurement,  there is also no one 

complete   nod el in  which to analyse a cluster due to the inherent  failure of 

available economic lnodels to take into consideration the complete possible 

effects of industrial  clustering. The absence of one cluster econoinic inodel 

which can fit all clusters, or the optimum tool of nleasurelnent for a cluster 

which can quantify all the possibilities with respect to both ha rd  and  soft 

econolnics is a n  unfortunate characteristic of the nature of research on 

clusters. However there is also a plausible reason for this  in  t ha t  clusters of 

industries a re  not the same.  If a model or theory were developed to analyse 

a textile cluster in  India i t  could not be utilised to analyse a technology 

cluster in  Italy. There a re  just too many possible variations and  differences 

between indi\7iclual clusters and  the effects of tlieil* sun.ounding 

en\7ironment. 1111 illustration of' this is the taking of' cluster polices from il 

successfi~l cluster and  applying the policy to a less favoured region which 

has  the absence of core features of the successful cluster, which niade i t  

successful in  the first place. Therefore s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  clusters should perhaps be 

loolied a t  a s  a n  exceptional rathel. t han  a general econolnic occurrence 

(Uennen7orth. 2002). Ho~vever  any cluster ~lieasurelnent should take both a 

quantitative arid qualitative approach providing both statistical resources 

a n d  input from industry and  cluster practitione1.s where available. 

A4easurement is important for u n d e r s t a n d i ~ ~ g  a cluster in i ts present s ta te  
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a n d  how policies a n d  strategies can be implemented to fuel cluster 

developmellt or resolve ally weakness in  a cluster. From a policy 

implementation aspect the measure of a cluster should analyse the 

appropriateness, effectiveness and  efficiency of any  intervention 

implemented (Ecotec Research & Consulting, Undated). 

Clusters have been examined in Inany ways in  order to t ry  a n d  develop 

sufficient knowledge to understand the concept of clusters and  how7 they 

function. A cluster can have a life cycle which is divided into four key stages. 

F i r s t  the embryonic stage, which is a cluster in  a n  early stage of growth, 

second, the  established stage which is a cluster t h a t  is considered to have 

the  potential for fur ther  growth, third the mature stage ~ ~ h i c h  is a cluster 

which could find i t  difficult to secure further potential growth pat terns  in  

the  future and  finally the declining stage of a cluster (Ecotec Research & 

Consulting, Undated). A cluster can also be examined though four key 

dinlellsions a s  described by Ecotec Research & Consulting (Undated) a s  (1) 

network and  partnerships,  (2) the level of social effect, of a clust,er, (3) the 

level of illnovatioll and  R&D capacity of a cluster i n  order to create nen7 

knon~ledge and  maintain itself through the established stage a n d  (4) the 

supply and  quality of skills within the cluster a n d  the supportive economy 

miit11 respect to the level of employlnent and  firm statistics. The life cycle of 

a cluster can also be loolied a t  similarly through what  Enright (2003) 

discuses a s  the activity level of a cluster ~vh ich  concentrates on five core 

a reas .  First. tlie "w~l ' l i i~ lg  clustei." which has knon-lcdge. fi~ams. suppliei*s. 

expertise and  the right forces present to fuel clustering, second the "latent 

cluster" which provides a critical mass of firms to support the cluster and  

il lustrates the benefits of clustering: but there is ho~vever a distinct lacli of 

information flows, coopel.ation and  general social interaction. The "potential 

cluster" has  the forces prescnt to be a success but  it needs encouragement to 

s t rengthen the forces: "policj. driven c1ustei.s" a re  focused by government 

support to try and  build and  fuel a cluster and  are  driven by political issues 

or  other requirements such a s  job creation (e.g. E.U Lisbon Agenda). a n d  

finally "wishf~llly thinking clusters" which are  policy driven by the lacli of 
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critical Inass of firms a n d  business units,  examples of such would be many of 

t he  governlnent driven (although some successf~~l )  biotechnology clusters. 

The  features of clustering such a s  the life cycle a n d  the  four dimensions 

approach are  useful tools to aid i n  the developing of understanding of a n  

individual cluster. J u s t  a s  i n  the difficulty of finding one definition to 

encompasses all cluster features i n  order to provide a t rue  reflective 

definition of a cluster t h a t  can  illustrate all  possible affects, finding a tool 

for cluster measurement is just a s  difficult a task. Brown (2000) in  citing 

Feser  (1998) discuss t h a t  there is no unified all composing cluster theory bu t  

just  a range of theories, ideas a n d  views t h a t  strive to understand the logic 

t h a t  is a cluster and  a clustering process. 

2.1.4 Proximity and Skills 

Clusters have solne level of geographic boundary and  firms within t h a t  

boundary have a certain degree of proximity to each other,  within which lies 

certain benefits of clustering or econo~nies of scale. The collcentration of 

industries in  regional areas  or industrial  districts has  been discussed by 

many scholars (iVlarsha1, 1890, Icrugman, 1991) giving attention to the 

benefits such a s  the econolnies of scale in  labour and  labour expertise, 

customers, suppliers and  economies associated nrith shared infrastructure,  

na tura l  resources. reduced transport and  transaction costs (Enright,  2003). 

Proximity is related to geography and  the localized construction of clusters 

a n d  clustel. theory in  econo~~i ic  geography (discussed in  nlore detail in  

Chapter  3 )  which stl ives to unclerst;~nd n-hj- some geographical locations a rc  

more succes s f~~ l  and co~npetit ive than  other regions and  n7h.i. clustel.ing 

forces dominate and  create a stickiness to a specific geographical ~aegion 

(Zander, 2004). This force of stickiness appears no11 transferable to other 

regions which in turn  reinforces the s t rength of a region despite the 

dc\7elopment of communication over the decades which has  lead t,o the 

apparent  so called "death  of distance" due to increases in sophist,icated 

corninuilications and  the emancipation of globalisation (Cail.~lcross. 1995). 

Proximity is also relevant fol. information flows a s  it is argued by Zander 

(2004) t ha t  flows of information and  flows of cluster lino\vledge are  localized 
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to  the cluster and  may be denied to newcomers forming a cluster barrier of 

entry. Cluster knowledge a n d  the lack of willingness to t rus t  a n d  share  

cluster knowledge can both be a barrier to entry and  a barrier to exit. I n  the  

discussion of proximity, l i terature does not appear  to provide a s  much 

docunlentation in  respect to possible negative affects of proximity on firin 

localisation such a s  the poaching of good staff, the imitation of new 

knowledge and  technology which can diffuse quickly through a cluster a n d  

t h e  diseconomies of agglomeration such a s  congestion a n d  high land rents. 

Looking a t  the potential disadvantages of proximity lead Morosini (2002) to 

raise the question, "how can actors of a cluster reach the right medium of 

advantages and  disadvantages of firm proximity"? I t  could be difficult for a 

cluster or more specifically a cluster organisation, government, local council 

o r  individual firm to strike t h a t  balance between the positive a n d  negatives 

of industrial  proximity. 

Clusters a t t ract  firms a n d  business uni ts  to a region. The attraction of firms 

inevitably at t racts  labour to t ha t  region a n d  also supports the enlploynlent 

of persons within a n  area.  The availability and  specialisation of skills and  

linon7ledg-e of labour present in  a cluster is a recognised agglomeration effect 

(I<rugman, 1995, 1991) which can be a strong exit barrier which can help 

keep firms sticky to the cluster and  i ts  region (refer to Chapter 3 for 

examples). The sliill level is important to a cluster and  it can be a 

fundamental  core aspect of a cluster's ongoing success a s  sliill level within a 

clustel- i s  linked to the quality of the labour and  the knowlcdgc of the l abou~ ,  

supply (Enright.  2003). Strong c1ustel.s a re  a source of labo~ur which can also 

act  a s  a brain drain to t hc  cluster a s  the employment: sliill and linowledge 

available for the individual can be a n  attractive prospect in terms of 

developing a n  individual career. The subsequent emerging labour fi.esh out 

of university is also attracted to industry clusters due to the nlass of 

potential einployment and  the personal benefits for them to learn their 

profession from the best in  the world. Government cluster polices such a s  in  

the case of the tecl~nology industry utilise clusters a s  a means to at t ract  

labour to a n  area tha t  may require a n  econonlic boost or to support a 
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depopulated area or a government objective to balance a country's industry 

i n  terms of spatial  consideration. 

2.1.5 Innovation, Co-ordination, Co-operation and  Competition 

Innovation like the term clusters is difficult to define because i t  is  described 

i n  different ways and  represents different things to different people. Gordorl 

a n d  h4cCann (2005) argue t h a t  innovation is different from pure illvention 

a n d  t h a t  innovation is the coinlllercial success of a product ra ther  t h a n  the  

invention of t h a t  product. Not only is defining innovation intricate bu t  

identi&ing the source of illnovation is also denlanding a s  innovations a re  

changes, developments, improvelllents, and  the developillellt of newr 

knowledge in  a technological framework of a firm (Gordon and  RilcCann, 

2005). Innovation in  clusters is driven by the need to create a constallt new 

supply of kilom7ledge a s  innovation can be the tool t h a t  can help prevent a 

cluster fro111 progressing into decline. Baptista (2001) argues t h a t  any  region 

t h a t  falls behind in  the technology stages either through production of, or 

t he  illlplementation of new technology will s t a r t  to lag behind a n d  face 

possible industrial  decline. Raptista (2001) also argues t h a t  the 

developrneilt and  subsequent diff~lsion of 11e1r7 technologies may occur faster 

i n  industrial  geographical a reas  which cater for and  help develop a strong 

fou~ldat ion and  source of cluster knowledge. Fritsch's (2003) argument  is 

supportive of a widely accepted hypothesis t ha t  innovation is linlied to areas  

where industries localise a s  a result  of positive forces of agglomel*ation 

economics in contrast to a12eas of low densit!-. T11el.eSorc a n  area of fir111 

density is more liliely to succeed in fostering innovation: and  tha t  t,he 

distribution of innovation is linlied to the geography of clusters and  the 

essence of localisatioll of industry knon~ledge (Gordon and  h/lcCann, 2005) a s  

the  cluster characteristics supports new and  improving innovation. Enright 

(2003) discusses tha t  the importance of illnovatioll for clusters is driven bj, 

the  di~.ection of local pressure. n-hich is the11 acted upon by local government 

a n d  couilcils and  t11erefol.e the growth and  cievelop~lle~lt of local clusters are 

linlied to the capabilities and  the drive of performance of local government. 

Dayasindhu (2002) in  citing Noilalia (1991) discusses tha t  the environment 
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i n  which the cluster works and  the  fact t h a t  customer denlands constantly 

change over time and  within the  constant lnoveinent of global inarlietplaces 

firins and  a cluster must  be flexible. T h a t  flexibility is sourced in  the 

innovation and  growth of new knowledge and  is inlportant for the coilsistent 

a n d  on going development of a cluster a n d  linked to i t s  ongoing success 

(Enright, 2003). 

Fro111 Morosini's (2002) perspective derived fro111 a l i terature review of 

cluster research, both kno~vledge integration and  the  level of competition 

a r e  crucial factors t h a t  facilitate econo~nic performance. Morosini (2002) 

argues t h a t  from the current  l i terature a n  hypothesis can be formed which 

s tates;  

" T l ~ e  high el. the degl -ee of  kno  ide edge 111 teg1.a tion bet ween m e ~ n b e ~ .  f i i ~ l ~ s ,  
and the h i g h e ~  the global scope of  coinpetition o f  membel. f i i ~ ~ ~ s ,  the highel. 
rthe economic perfo1-111ance of  i i ~ d ~ ~ s t r i a l  ~ J L I s ~ ~ I - "  

Individual f i r ~ n s  within a cluster conlpete with one other and  to sonle degree 

f i rms within a cluster co-ordinate a n d  co-operate within local a n d  global 

markets .  Strong domestic competition helps firins succeed in international 

markets  and  Porter (1998) discusses t h a t  if the do~nest ic  marliet is not 

highly denzanding and  competitive, firms do not need to act in a dj~nainic 

nlannel. and  therefore are  unlikely to have success i n  international 

demanding markets.  Therefore a good level of indigenous competition 

between firms in  the same region can have a positive effect for the overall 

cluster in  both national and  international inarliets. However obstructive 

behaviour ancl c l i s r u p t i ~ ~  competition can also lead to a negative effect 

fostering mistrust between players and  protectionist behaviour. Ideally for 

the  optimum result a balance is required between good healthy levels of 

conlpetitioil and  a good level of co-operation between firms. This ideal level 

of fir111 behaviour has  lead to a neni descriptive tern1 called co-competition. 

The  level and  affect of co-competition is reflective in the process of cluster 

innovation and  coinpetition bet\veen local firms to fuel innovation ancl that  

t h a t  drive can be more powerf~il  t han  the effects of foreign competition 

(Porter,  1990). This can also be supportive of the agglomeration effect of 

linowledge spillovers. It  is pel.haps easier to focus 011 coinpeting neighbours 
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as the access to the level of linowledge and  "rumour" of what  they a re  doing 

is Inore attainable due to the co-proximity. 

2.1.6 Clusters and Policies 

A s  discussed there has  been a considerable interest in  clusters a n d  a n  

increasing interest in cluster l i terature supported by growth in  the a rea  of 

policy and  governance li terature relating to clusters. The ultimate aim of 

such cluster polices is to encourage a cluster to be created, to grow a cluster 

a n d  perhaps more vital, policies to secure a cluster's position a n d  s trength 

i n  international markets.  Policies for clusters can  be seen all over the world 

along ivith policies from some of the  ~vorld's biggest institutions such a s  the 

OCED, EU,  World Bank and  UNCTAD (Enright,  2003). Cluster policies 

have also become increasingly prevalent i n  European Structural  Funds  a n d  

Benneworth (2002) argues tha t  i t  is  a likely t rend t h a t  will continue a s  

Europe adjusts to future enlargement. There is diversity i n  the approach to 

cluster policies a s  westernised countries a n d  economies will concentrate the 

drive of cluster policies from a local level i.e. local government and  councils. 

Cluster initiatives in  smaller less developed countries will drive the 

initiative from a national government level (Enright,  20031, in  a top down 

approach a s  opposed to a bottorn up approach. Enright  (2003) discusses the 

results of a survey of government polices in  which none appeared to have 

any  or even a moderate impact on the cluster. However from a review of 

l i terature i t  is accepted tha t  clusters can aid in  the develop~nent and  

successfll  competit i~-c pcrfbrmancc of regional economies (Lcibovitz. 2001). 

I~ldividual  regions supported locally or nationally will strive to develop a 

world r e ~ ~ o m ~ ~ ~ e d  cluster; however manj7 regions in  differing countries a re  

trying to successf~~l ly  cluster the same sector of industry such a s  in areas  of 

biotechnology and  telecommunications. S o ~ n e  of those policies will 

~indoubtedly fail a s  not all 1-egio11s who want  a world leading cluster i n  

te leco~l~l l~u~licat ioi ls  will have success in producing and  sustaining such a 

cluster (Enright. 2003). Governments or agencies with a goal to implement a 

cluster strategy nrould be better concentrating upon what  is naturally 

present such a s  raw materials. a specialised n~orliforce or the advantage of a 
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strategic location. Benne117orth (2002) argues t h a t  Porter's Five Forces 

inodel is popular with policy nlaliers a s  i t  is a simpler tasli in  one sense to 

concentrate on the advantages of the competitive advantage a s  opposed to 

having to generate ideas for nen7 industry activities for future growth. 

While l i terature considers clusters t h a t  a re  a success there are  also clusters 

t h a t  fail. Cluster failure is not a subject a s  heavily researched a s  in  the  

l i terature depicting successful clusters. The  failure of clusters can appear  a s  

a na tura l  process when exanlined within the context of the cluster life cycle, 

however certain clusters do manage to prolong their  success and  maintain 

econonlic importance. This capability to evolve is fundamental to the ability 

of the cluster a n d  the  individual firms to adapt  to changes in  the market  

a n d  behave in  a manner  of constant flexibility t h a t  lends then1 the  

capability to evolve and  survive. Enright (2003) however provides insight 

into possible lnechanisms t h a t  enhance clusters towards the failure s tage of 

t he  lifecycle; perhaps the  most interesting of the  possible failure mechanism 

is  when a cluster suffers a loss of dj~12amisrn throngh ossification. A cluster 

suffers such a loss when the forces t h a t  encouraged the gro~vth  of the cluster 

i n  the first place prevent firms from reacting to stinlulus from outside the  

cluster and  the international marliet place (Enright, 2003). The cluster 

becomes rigid a n d  unable to move with inflexibility a n d  the firms within the 

cluster beconle muted to world marltets. There a re  many examples of clustel. 

polices from a variety of approaches, governments, organisations and  world 

institutions and  the literature l*cvien. \\.ill esamine ill Section 2.1 European 

policies tha t  either directly or indirectly effect clustering of industry. 

2.2 Maritime Clusters 

A maritirne cluster conjures up a n  i11zag.e of sorne of the important and  lnost 

successful clusters of maritime transport activities located in  regions such 

a s  London: Rotterdam and  Singapore. I t  is vital for any  maritimc cluster 

regardless of i t s  size or importance to have a n  an7areness of other 

i n t e r~~a t iona l ly  competing clusters. The range and  possible e s a n ~ p l e s  of 

maritime transport clusters is estensive due to the varying size and  
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economic iinpact of maritime industries, however the following li terature 

review ~v i l l  look a t  the major maritime clusters dominating Europe a n d  

Asia. 

2.2.1 London Maritime Service Cluster 

The  City of London has  established itself a s  a n  international maritiine 

service centre and  the  city holds a substantial  financial core of the maritime 

shipping loan portfolio, nrhich in  2002 held 18% of the  world order book 

(IFSCL, 2003). The London cluster in  2003 employed 14,200 personnel in  

the  service sector which helped to contribute in  2002 some E1.092 lnillion to 

the  UK balance of paymentsl. The core specialization is mainly attributed to 

ship broking, insurance, co~n~nerc i a l  banks, legal services, ship classification 

a n d  R&D (IFSCL, 2003). London has  a supportive legal framework in the  

development of Admiralty law and  there i s  a significant presence of overseas 

shipowners in  the London cluster (h4aritime London, 2006). 

The  London based organisation A4aritime London discusses t ha t  the reasons 

for London's success to date  is due to a number of key factors supported by 

the  city's maritime tradition and  history. London, a n d  the maritime Londoil 

t h a t  is present today n7as built on the back of growth in  t rade during the 

19th century ~vh ich  led to a concentration of shipom7ners and  merchants 

1~11ich provided a key critical Inass and  current  clustering effect of 

indepeildent service providers. The maritime industry t h a t  nre see in  the UK 

today developed from the early strengths of t,he UI< merchant fleet and  

shipbuilding industry until theii, sul>sequent decline in 19'70's (B1.on.ni*igg, 

2006). The decline of the hard elenlents of the UI< maritime industries such 

a s  shipbuilding. the merchant fleetballd the  numbers of British seafarers3 

could arguably have lead towards the identification of and  ~mpor t ance  of 

related maritime transport service sectors and  the maritime conlpetitive 

I Ho\ve\ier Sea Vision UI< defined tlie UI< cluster (not specificall!, London) for tlie year 1999'2000 \\:ith a 
ti~snoves of f37billion (E55 billion), \vliich \\:as greater tliatl aerospace and agriculti~se conibined. 250.000 
direct jobs and a similar number employed indirectlb-. 
' The UK o\vnecl fleet fell from a peak of 50 million dead\veiglit tonnes ill 1975 to 7 million deatl\veiglit 
tonnes by I999 (Bronmrigg. Dawe. h h n n  and Weston. 200 1 ). 
' Betlveen the >.ears 1980- 1999 tlie number of UI< officers and sating fell lq 75% and joo4 respectivelj' 
(Bron~nrigg. Dane h,larin and \Veston. 200 I ). 
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advantage held by the City of London (Bron~nrigg, e t  al, 2001). However the 

decline in British seafarers is argued by Gardner (et al, 2001) a s  having a 

negative effect on the future of the London maritime cluster while Selkou 

and  Roe (2002) argue tha t  the UI< tonnage tax regime which implemented a 

compulsory cadet training requirement to replenish the stock of British 

seafarers is nothing Inore than  a subsidy to the UII maritime industry and a 

contradiction to the E U  single market and free competition policy founded 

i n  the Treaty of Rome. The decline of the hard elelnents of the UII lnaritirne 

transport industry could be applied to lnost European maritime industries 

in  light of the increasing effects of globalisation, the decline of European 

registries due to "flagging out" and the increase in competitiveness of Asian 

econolnies and growth in Asian n ~ a ~ i t i n l e  clusters such a s  Hong Kong, 

Singapore and Shanghai. 

Because of London's strong global position, the Corporation of London 

coinnlissioned Fishers Associates to write a report for " ,4 Call FOI. Action" in  

order to understand and evaluate the London cluster, and  therefore protect 

fo~ .  the future what the corporation calls their "12atru.al asset" (Fishers 

Associates, 2004). There are over 1,750 companies or organizations tha t  

participate within the London inaritilne service cluster (Fishers Associates, 

2004) and London maintains a strong hold in many areas of the cluster a s  

i t s  strength lies in its depth, breath, inis and weight of colnbined financial, 

legal and knowledge based services. The cluster is also supported by the 

position that  London maintains clue to its presence 21s 2111 international 

banliing centre, i ts prominence, confidence and longstanding maritime 

tradition. Lo~ldon is also the residence of important maritime organizations 

such a s  the Baltic Exchange, the International h4aritime Organization 

(Ih/IO), The International Transport \4'orkers Federation (ITF), and the 

International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) along with a 

sizeable range of support and intermediate services. The Fisher's 

Consultants report brings attention to the fact tha t  if the City of London 

wishes to inaintain its "na tu lx l  malitiiue asset' into and right t8h~.ough the 

2lSt century it  requires the citl' to act nonl. The report highlighted tha t  98% 
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of industry actors t h a t  were surveyed concluded t h a t  London is the  

maritime service stronghold. However 59% acknowledged t h a t  i t  would lose 

i t s  prominent position within the next 10 to 20 years (Fishers Associates, 

2004). The report concludes t h a t  their needs to be distinct encouragement 

from local and  national government for the  public and  private services of the  

cluster to work better together for the benefit of the whole cluster. 

2.2.2 Dutch Maritime Cluster 

A 1994 paper colnlnissioned by the Ministry of Transport,  Public Works a n d  

Water  Management entitled " Tl2e Frrtrn-e of the Dutch Shipping Secto12' was 

the  facilitator for the shift in  objectives on the Dutch maritime cluster 

(Janssens, 2006). The report moved the elnphasis a.il7ay from purely 

maintaining a Dutch flagged fleet to one considering the importance of a 

llatiollal shipping policy to facilitate the potential of the "added value" a n d  

"employment" benefits of increasing general lnaritime t ransport  activities 

(Janssens, 2006). The Dutch cluster is supported by The Dutch I\/Iaritiine 

Network Foundatioll (DMNF) which is a n  independent foundation t h a t  was  

established in  1997 and  is one of the first maritime proactive cluster 

initiatives to be established (Dickery, 199'7). One of the first taslis of the 

DMNF n7as to establish the econolnic importance of the maritime sector and  

to  establish and  define t,he relevant maritime sectol-s into eleven liey 

segments (Lloyds List, 2000). The Dutch cluster success is founded on the 

s t rength of the eleven sectors and  the fact t ha t  the cluster is colnplete n ~ i t h  

~ 'epresentat ion from the majorit!- of possible maritimc c lus te~ ,  s ec to~x  n-it11 

liey strengths in  shipping. dredging, yacht building and  maritime services 

(Janssen,  2006). In  1997 the turnover of the cluster was €17.8 billion which 

rose to €21.4 billion in  2002 and  p~.ovided a total added .i~alue of 2.9% of the 

Dutch G1.oss National Product (CNP) (Janssen, 2006). The Netherlands is 

also a world leader in certain niche areas  such a s  heavy lift and  transport.  

towage a ~ l d  salvage. geological survey and  model testing. Howes7e13, a lie\- 

s t rength of the cluster is the proximity of the units contributing to the 

Dutch cluster a s  there a re  some 11,500 maritime colnpallies in  a l0Olii11 
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radius which provides a base for the enhancement of relationships a n d  the 

ongoing development of nemr cluster knowledge (Janssen, 2005). 

The  city of Rotterdam hosts one of Europe's largest co~llmercial ports, which 

is strategically located in  the northwest of the European continent a n d  

located a t  a pivotal point for fierce port competition along the Atlantic Arc 

t rading area (Nautical Enterprise Centre, 2001). Rotterdam is one of 

Europe's deepest ports a n d  thus  can facilitate some of the  world's largest 

ships  (Port of Rotterdam, 2004). The port is s i tuated a t  a n  advantaged 

locatioil resting near  some of Europe's nlost important inland mratermray 

connections t h a t  enables the Dutch rnaritirne cluster and  the Port  of 

Rotterdanl to service a n  extensive hinterland. The Dutch cluster also hosts 

t he  Erasmus  University which is located in  Rotterdam a n d  is active in  nlany 

a reas  of transport research through the university's school for economics, 

transport,  infrastructure a n d  logistics. Recent work by de Langen (20031, 

(20041, (2005) on the  area of seaport clusters, governance a n d  the  

importance of the port activities to the cluster's identity has  strengthened 

the  importance of the role of the port within a cluster region. 

2.2.3 Norwegian Maritime Cluster 

Norway is a nation with a st,rong ma1.itime history and  tradition a n d  today 

the  country is strong in ship-om~ning, ship management,  ship bl*olting? ship 

finance, and  nlarine insurance a s  well a s  hosting one of the nlost leading 

and important classification societies for the shipping world in Det Norslic 

ITcl.tias. 111 198'7 N0rn.a~-  introduced the Nolan.egian International Ship 

Register (NISR), which helped to create a more level playing field for 

Norwegian ship on7ners, ~vh ich  a t  one point helped to secure the expansion 

of the Norwegian merchant fleet from 24 million dwt to 55 million d ~ v t  

during the period fro111 19% to 1991. Today however the register has  

stabilized to a n  estinlated figu1.e of 750 registered ships (MTijnolst, et  al, 

2003). Norway's s t rength of numbers in the shipon-ning sector of the 

maritime industry has  help to provide the country with a strong maritime 

cluster and  is a key feature for future cluster growth (Fisher's, 2004). 
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Maritime Clusters 

Due to the topography of the country the idea t h a t  a cluster is confined to 

just one region or area of the country, is in  the case of Nor\vay not strictly 

t rue.  The main maritime region of Norway is Oslo a n d  other concentrations 

of maritime industries a re  located in  Vestfold, Buskerud a n d  Teleinark, 

Aust  a n d  Vest-Agder, Rogaland region, Hordaland, Sogall and  Fjordane 

region and  M ~ r e  og Romsdal. Oslo and  the southern region of Rogaland 

have seen the highest ra te  of growth due to the effect of the country's oil 

industry.  Oslo specializes i n  maritime knowledge, which includes law, 

broliering, classification, insurance and  inforinatio~l and  technology. The 

northern region of Rogaland concentrates on offshore related activities i n  

relation to the petroleuln sector. The h/lore region fuildameiltally consists of 

concentrations of ship design and  shipbuilding, while the north of the 

country concentrates on sea fishing (VVijnolst, e t  al, 2003). 

The  Norwegian cluster is home to two inajor finance players, DNB which is 

t he  largest bank in  Norway and  the Nordic Bank Nordea which is a leader 

i n  the arrangement  of syndicated loans (I<ristian, 2005). Icristian (2005) 

argues t h a t  the s t rength of the cluster lies in the well founded cooperation 

a n d  synergy tha t  exists between all the players in  Norway's mai.itime 

cluster. However concern has  been raised over the fiscal arrangements  in  

Norniay 1~4 th  the head of the NSA claiming tha t  Norniegian coinpallies have 

been moving abroad due to the country's negative tax regime and  this is 

having a negative effect on the country's cluster (Fairplay, 2005, A). 

Oper;~Lors in N o l * w q  idcally n.ant to  obtain w tonnage tax rcgime in line 

with the rest of Europe n:hich is seen a s  c~wcial  for f ~ l r t h e r  development of 

Norwegian maritime industries (Fairplay, 2005, B). Nor\vay also has  a 

number of leader firms such a s  rl'allenirrs TT?III~~ITISCI~, the world's largest 

transporters of cars, Teelia~. Nar.lbn Sf~rrttle Tanliells, the leading operator 

of shut t le  tankel.s, SeaDliA one of the largest drilling company's and  

F a r s t a d i s  a leading offshore supply companj-. 

Norway is also proactive 011 the issue of developing the cluster and  the 

Norniegian A4aritime Exporters Association (NRlIE) was established in 1995 

in order to p1.eserve Norway's position within t,he international sh ippi~lg  
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R/laritiine Clusters 

community. The NRlE promotes the co-operation and  co-ordination of all 

maritime industries i n  Norway and  i t  helps ineillbers to identi& new 

possible markets  a n d  areas  for future growth. Norway's maritinle industry 

h a s  had  the benefit of a number of organizations t h a t  aid the support a n d  

development of the industry for all players such a s  The Norwegian 

Shipowners Association (NSA) founded in 1909 which represents the  

interest of shipping and  offshore related sectors, the Norwegian Shipbrokers 

Association, the  Maritime Forum of Norway whose objective is to secure the 

needs of the maritime coinmunity onto the country's political agenda a s  i ts  

ail11 is to assure a n d  continue Norway a s  a leading maritime service cluster 

for the 21.' century. 

2.2.4 Hong Kong's Maritime Cluster 

Hong Ilong is one of the world's illost important inaritinle centres a n d  has  

t he  advantage of having one of the miorld's major deepwater container ports 

\vhich acts a s  a transhiplnent and  logistics hub  for the Asia-Pacific Region. 

I n  J u n e  2003 the Maritime Industry Council (MIC), whose aim is to develop 

maritime industries i n  Hong Ilong, was reformed after the recolninendation 

fi-om the report ''Strrcij~ To Stl.engthen Ho11g Icong s Role a s  a n  In t e m a  tional 

Afall'tihe Ce12h.e': in  order to concentrate on enhancing the competitiveness 

a n d  attractiveness of the Hong Ilong clustel. (Maunsell Consultants, 20035). 

The  RIIC is a high level advisory body t h a t  consists of private sector 

representatives a n d  government officials in order to direct, inform and  

ad~rise  the go~;crnment on the best strateg-ic solutions to develop the f-long 

T<o11g cluster (Wallis, 2003> A). The Hong I(o11g g-ouel.nment has  heen called 

to  looli towards i ts  European competitor (Rotterdam) fol. inspiration 

regarding the changes the Dutch made to their o ~ v n  maritime cluster n ~ i t h  

regards to closer operation, image, flexible manning policy and  suitable and  

incentive tax i.egime (\$Tallis: 2003, 13). The report also highlights the 

pressure Hong I<ong is facing a s  it recognizes the fact tha t  governments 

such a s  the UI<. Netherlands and  Nol>n.ay have responded to the industry by 

' A report that \vas produced in association \\.it11 Erasmus University C'entre for Contract Research and 
Business Support. 
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hilaritinle Clusters 

helping to forge initiatives for cluster development, a n d  Singapore and  

Shanghai  have actively taken  s teps towards attracting more nlaritilne 

industry actors to their respective regions. The report also discusses a 

forward governance approach with co-operation between Hong Icong, 

Singapore a n d  Shanghai  in  order to promote a n  Asian maritime cluster 

secured by each nation's individual maritime excellence, a proposed Asian 

one stop cluster shop. According to the United Nations Conference for Trade 

a n d  Development (UNCTAD) report into the Review of Maritime Transport  

(2004), Asia is the  fastest  growing area for nlaritilne development, a s  the 

region holds the  world's top three container ports supported by critical Illass 

i n  terms of port activities, ship operators and  onlners which can help to f ~ l e l  

Asian maritime cluster development. Hong Kong's advantage in  support of 

its prolninent port  activities i s  t h a t  i t  also has  a well-developed lnaritirne 

service sector a n d  sizeable financial services with the added advantage of 

t he  English language and  English common law (Fisher Associates, 2004). 

2.2.5 Singapore's Maritime Cluster 

Singapore is one of the most thriving maritime clusters in  Asia a n d  the port 

of Singapore is strategically located a s  a ga ten~ay to the east  a s  the port acts 

a s  a major t ransshipment  hub for the Asian region. The Singapore cluster 

activities include shipping, shipbuilding along with support services such a s  

ship management,  legal services and  a n  established ship register. 

Singapore's cluster and  port a r e  under  a co~ls tan t  competitive threa t  from 

11c;irbj- countries of 'l'11;lilancl and  h1lala~-sia. Singapol-e ha..; had to take 

forceful action in order to maintain i ts  cluste~a and  the po~*t 's  premier 

position from the overall strong growing threat  of the fast  growing Asian 

mal-ltet and  other ports in  the region such a s  Malaysia's Port I<lang. In  2002 

the h4aritime and  Port Authority of Singapore formulated a Maritime 

Cluster Fund (h/ICF): u~hich  established a n  S$50n1 budget to enhance and  

help deliver manpo\ver developlnent along with the local transport 

infrastructure and  value added services such a s  ship management.  

brokering, chartering, finance and  legal services for the cluster's players 

(h1IP:lS. 2002). RiIaritime Technology Cluster Development Roadlnap has  
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also been developed ~vhich has highlighted some main areas which require 

further R&D namely (a) building up maritime R&D capabilities, (b) 

development of the technology co~npo~lent  of the maritime industry and (c) 

develop the various technology sectors of the maritime transport technology 

cluster which is a fast growing ~naritirne sector (Singapore RJaritirne Portal, 

2002). The development of maritime education is also i~npor tant  a s  the MCF 

has helped to organize and fund degree courses in the area of maritime 

transport in order to strengthen their expertise, research ability and general 

qualified labor pool. The Singapore cluster is built on port activities but i t  

also has considerable support from government which has t e r ~ n e d  its cluster 

strategy as  "London plus" (Smith, 2004). The Singapore goverilment has  

provided a range of support for the cluster including S$20111 ( U S $ l l . ~ m )  to 

upgrade IT facilities for SME's, $100111 for research and develop~nent in 

marine techllology and $80m for a maritime cluster fund, and S$501n which 

has  been noted for manpower training and development (Smith, 2004). 

2.2.6 Shanghai's Maritime Cluster 

Shanghai has benefited from the general growth in Asian economies along 

with advantages of a Inass export market and lou~ labor costs. In the concept 

of developing clusters Shanghai is a relatively young model and has a long 

way to go to develop but the cluster has considerable future pote~ltial aided 

in its geographic locatio~l and port abilities. Shanghai already hosts a large 

fillallcia1 sector that  is experiencing a consistent line of gro~vth and the city 

also holds one of the n-orld's leading m a ~ ~ i t i m e  unil-elxities and nautical 

training facilities (Smith, 2004). In the clusters discussed so far all but one 

(1,ondon) is centered on a ~najol. port and as  the port of Shanghai and the 

Asian region develops, Shanghai ~7il l  undoubtedlj~ grow in mar i t i~ne  

importance and maritime clustering strength. 

2.2.7 German Maritime Cluster 

The German marl t i~ne clustel. is another Eul.opean stronghold for ~liarltime 

activities. Llke most Europea~l  ~lat ions to date Germany introduced the 

toilllagc tax 1.egime 111 1999 (Selliou and Roe. 2004) nrhich helped lead to the 
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doubling of the Gerlllall total  deadweight fleet a n d  the re-flagging of 135 

vessels (Adamo~vitsch, 2006). Currently the German merchant fleet consists 

of approximately 2,800 ships exceeding a GRT of over 52 million, of which 

half of those vessels is less t h a n  for years old (Adamonritsch, 2006). Leading 

maritime sectors i n  Germany include the shipbuilding industry which had  a 

turnover of €6. lbillion in  2005 and  the shipping industry which in  2005 had  

a turnover of €15billion (Adarno~~~i t sch ,  2006). Germany's approach to 

cluster co-ordination is a government lead objective ~vh ich  is a n  individual 

approach ~ v h e n  conlpared to i ts  European counterparts t ha t  lead by a n  

organization cluster initiative approach. Germany's s ta te  secretary a n d  co- 

ordinator of maritime affaires considers t h a t  the government lead approach 

i s  a more succes s f~~ l  concept a s  the co-ordination of any nlaritirne cluster is 

colllplex due to the variety of sectors involved (Adamo~vitsch, 2006). 

Hamburg  is a n  important competing maritime cluster based in  the Northern 

Europe and  Atlantic Arc region. Hamburg has  a number of maritime 

services based in  the cluster bu t  the port and  ship o\vning are  perhaps i t s  

core cluster activities. The finance and  shipping sector has  been boosted by 

Germany's KG tax efficient ship financing arrangements  nrhich is credited 

with adding a substantial  number of ships onto the German ship register. 

L4ssociates (2004) reported tha t  Germany is engaged in clustel* 

1.esearch and  supported a t  both a national and  1.egional level. The Ministry 

of Transport has  recently called for a study to investigate the German 

c lus te~ ,  and  its maritimc achie\,eluents ancl :;uhsequent importance to the 

overall economy. howevel. the report is not expected until the end of 

2007(~4damon~itsch, 2006). Gel*many's National Maritime Conference has  

developed to beco~lze the leading platform for the debate of German 

maritime concerns and  concentrates on the political and  eco~lolllic issues 

concel.ning the cluster's development. r l  Nlaritime co-coordinator was  

appointed from the Federal Ministry of Econolllics and Technology to 

develop mal.itime strategy within all maritime secto1.s across the whole 

c o u n t q  (Fisher ~lssociates:  2004). Education and  R&D is also being forged 

ahead  with the opening of the Hamburg School of Logistics in 2003 a s  a 
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Maritime Clusters 

public-private partnership between the Hamburg University of Technology 

a n d  the  Icuehne Foundation of Schindellegi in  S~vitzer land (Hamburg 

School of Logistics, 2003). 

2.2.7 Dubai Maritime Cluster 

The  Dubai maritime cluster has  taken a one stop shop concept for i t s  

maritime cluster by aiming to provide the complete maritime city i.e. the 

Dubai  Maritime City (DMC). The DMC clailns i t  \\rill provide the first  ever 

purpose built maritime cluster driven by the needs of the lllaritillie 

comrnunity both locally in Dubai a n d  internationally to have a dedicated 

hub  and  maritime colnlllunity which  ill be a global focal point in  m~hich to 

conduct marit,illle business (Dubai RIaritime City, 2006). The  DMC project 

so far has  reclaimed from the sea a n  area of over 2.16 million square 

hectares for the location of the maritime c i t j~ ,  tm7o n e ~ 7  ship lifts m7ere built 

wi th  capacity of 3,000 and  6,000 tons respectively and  contracts were 

awarded for the construction of breakwaters a n d  a quay 117all. DMC is home 

to  DP  World which came about due to the merger of Dubai Ports Authority 

a n d  DPI Terminals, Dubai Dry-docks is a n  established leading shipyard 

which employs over 5,400 sliilled employees and  claillls t h a t  allnost every 

major ~l lanagelnent  company has  utilised their facilities and  expertise a t  

soille point in their busilless operations (Dubai I\lIaritime City. 2006). 111 

Janua ry  2006 the United Arab Emeri tus  (UAE) established its orvn Ship 

Onrilers ilssociatioll a s  a vehicle of co~lllllullicatioll and  a foruni for 

conlp;~nie:; i*cgiste~*ed and  licensed in the UA-lE to  act ;IS a 111atform fol- action 

a n d  communication with go17ernment. and  to dl>ive alid clevelop the DMC. 

Dh4C claiins tha t  Dubai's maritime reputation is based on a long maritime 

tradition and  experience in  a wide range of maritime sectors which enables 

DMC to propose the one stop cluster shop approach for international 

maritime industries 

There a re  inany clusters of maritime industries around the globe which 

provide 2111 ai.1,ay of marit,ime sel>\:iccs and  vary in  tel*ms of size. services and  

economic importance. Clusters of industrj, in general colilc in all shapes and  
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sizes and  maritime transport clusters a re  no exception. There a re  different 

maritime clusters in terms of ecollolllic coillpetitiveness a s  seine clusters a r e  

considered to hold global colllpetitive advantages. However there a r e  also 

smaller clusters of lnaritilne industries which are still of great illlportailce 

for domestic economies. I n  terms of maritime industries, inaritiine clusters 

operate i n  a global illternatiollal business and  the  discussioll above provides 

a n  exainple of some of the  world's inaritilne clusters and  their approach 

towards the clustering of their maritime industries. 

I n  reviewing other lllaritiille clusters i n  Europe a n d  Asia raises the concept 

of a typology of inaritiine clusters, in t ha t  there a re  different types of a n d  

classes of cluster. For example, a maritime industry can s t a r t  a s  a type A 

maritime cluster with basic maritime services and  then  gro~v through to a 

type B and  C etc, and  finally reaching a s t a tu s  similar t,o t ha t  of majol. 

maritime clusters like London, Rotterdanl a n d  Singapore. Literature on  

clusters from a n  economic perspective display t h a t  not all clusters of 

industry a re  the  saine a n d  a model or formula based on observations of 

major succes s f~~ l  clusters cannot be devised and  repeated in  another region 

a n d  industry gaining the same international competitive advantage. To 

summarise the l i terature review, and  with specific reference to maritime 

cluste~.s,  they fundamentally a re  not the same.  Maritime clusters vary in  

size but more importantly they vary in  the concentration of there services. 

Certain illaritiille clusters a re  predominately serviced based, sorne have a 

giSeatel* conccntr;~tion on  logistics and  finall!. :;oinc c1ustei.s are  more port 

bcuscd .  T11erefol.e it- is rcasonable to argue tha t  within thc contest of 

maritime clusters there a re  three illail1 clusters types: namely; s e ~ v i c e  based 

clusters. logistics based clusters and  port focused clusters. 

2.3 Cluster Organisations 

Clusters of industry call develop natul*ally on7ing t,o a strategic location or 

the supply of a local resoul.ce. However clusters can also benefit fi.om a more 

organised approach fio111 policies implemented or benefit from a structured 

organisation wit,h the objective of understanding the clustering of the 
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industry and  inlprove competitiveness. In  recent years many cluster 

initiatives and  programmes to fuel competitiveness have been established 

ei ther  from government lead initiatives or from private organisations with 

a n  underlying objective to secure ongoing cluster competitiveness a n d  long 

t e rm survival. Understanding a n d  knowledge can be gained by examining 

such organisations and  the follo~ving discussion will explore a few examples 

of such organisations a n d  their objectives. The discussion below is not 

exhaustive in  terrns of cluster organisations bu t  provides a n  insight into 

such organisations. 

I n  terms of Ireland the Irish Maritime Development Office (IhIDO) is 

Ireland's first national dedicated office for the promotion and  developnlent 

of Ireland's shipping and  maritime services sector. The IhIDO is a n  office of 

t he  h/lal.ine Institute which is a s ta te  agency dedicated to researching and  

developing Ireland's marine resources (IMDO, 2006). The IMDO's statutory 

mandate  is to promote the growth and  development of Irish shipping and  

related rnaritinle services sector 117ith core aims to: 

To promote and  assist the developnlent of Ireland a s  a n  int,ernational 

conlpetitive location for shipping and  shipping services. 

0 To capitalise on Ireland's opportunity to capture a sha1.e of the large 

expansion envisaged for global shipping and  its services sectors. 

e To promote Ireland a s  a n  international centre for ship registration. 

0 To develop and  implement a strategic framen'orli for the shipping 

inclustrj- and its ancilla~>j- sen-ices sectoi'. 

The II\/IDO is not simplj, a clustel. organisation with rigid cluster objectives 

hut  i t  is  a govel.nment office established to promote and  clevelop a sect,or of 

inclustry. Many governments have similar organisations for different 

industries or for i n d u s t q  in general and  even though its core objective is not 

clustering it still has  a n  important 1.ole to play with the dex.elopment of 

competitiveness of maritime and  related maritime transport activities. The 

IMDO suggests to the maritime industry tha t  the government considers the 

industlay of importance and  of econonlic relevance to the c o u n t p .  This is 
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fur ther  endorsed by the island nation s ta tus  of h e l a n d  a n d  the benefit of a 

specific governlnent office dedicated to Irish marine a n d  maritime 

industries. 

The  Singapore Nlarit in~e Foundation (SMF) launched in  hlarch 2004 is a 

private sector led organisation whose aim is to promote the different sectors 

of Singapore's maritime industry with the relevant governnlent agencies 

a n d  promote the Singapore maritime cluster (Sh/IF, 2007). The mandate 

behind the ShIIF can be described a s  a fb~-unz for conlnlunication a n d  

knowledge, a catalyst to stiinulate co-operation a n d  cluster developlnent a n d  

finally to p a ~ . t ~ ~ e r b o t h  the government and  the private sector to pronlote the 

Singapore cluster. SMF co-ordinates conlmunication and  support of the 

Singapore cluster by a nuinber of programmes, initiatives, i ~ ~ t e ~ l l a t i o n a l  

events, conferences, education and  s e ~ n i n a r  series, exhibitions! industry 

working and  discussion groups while encouraging industry participation in  

international rnaritirne events. 

The  Maritime London (2006) organisation's core constitution is to encourage 

the  ongoing success of the London inaritinle cluster. It  has  three main aims; 

1. To nlaintain and  enhance London's position a s  a world premier 

maritime city. 

2. Promote all the nzaritimc interests in London. worliing if necessary 

with o t h e ~ .  bodies and  organisations. 

3. To encourage inward location of foreign ma~*i t ime interests.  

r~ l h e  mclllbe~, list f o ~ .  tllc London hlaritimc organisation coL-ers 21 ~ ~ - i d c  

spectl.um and  provides representation from all liey sect,ors within the 

London ma~*i t ime cluster. Tlle executive coininittee of the organisation also 

provides 1.epresentation fi>om the entire London cluster including; Admiralty 

Solicitors Group: Baltic Exchange. Chanlber of Shipping, HSBC, Lloyds 

Registel*, fi/loore Stephens. NUhIlAST, Salvage Association. Association of 

Average L4djusters. Royal Banli of Scotland and  Seatrade to nanle a few 

(h/Iaritime 1,ondon. 2006). \Vhile h!laritime London specifical1~- concent~.ates 

of the region of London. Sea T7ision UI< is a national cainpaign to raise 
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am7areness of the sea and  the importance of the  maritime transport sector to 

t he  n~hole UI< (Sea Vision UI<, 2006). Sea TJision's main objectives a re  to 

increase the public's general awareness of the  importance of the  sector and  

especially to raise t h a t  awareness among the younger population. I t s  three 

core messages are; 

1. Our  seas  a re  vital to trade, energy, defence, leisure a n d  the 

environment. 

2. The UE< mar i t i~ne  sector inalces a major contribution to our  economy 

and  quality of life. 

3. Our  rnaritime industries a re  modern a n d  high-tech a n d  offer excelleilt 

career opportunities. 

Fundamen ta l l j~  Sea Vision aims to provide a "blue print" (Sea Vision, 2006) 

for inaritime sector cooperation across the whole of the UI< a s  the 

organisation does not just concentrate on core inaritirne trailsport activities 

b u t  also talces into consideration all users of the sea including recreational. 

Another UI< organisat ioi~ i s  R4ersey Maritime which i s  based in  Liverpool 

a n d  is a n  organization with a pure business initiative developed b3~ the 

inaritime industry located in  the Merseyside a rea  of the UI<. The ail11 of the 

organization is to build on past  success and  to consolidate a n d  i m p o ~ t  

business for future maritime industries in  the Merseyside area which 

cu r ren t l j~  facilitates 1000 business units nrhich emploj~s 2,6000 personnel, 

with a turnover of 52.5 billion per annum (Mersey Maritime, 2007). The 

A!lersey Alai*itilne ohjccti1-ct. cli1,ection ;1nd 1-ision is to cle~~elop indt~s t r j .  

t,owards a s ta tus  of a n.orld class cluster of maritime businesses. 

From a European pel-spective there a re  many examples of cluster 

organisations and  initiatives from within the  EU both regionally and  

nationally. The h4aritime Industries Forum (h4IF) was created in  1992 but 

was  re-launched with a fi.esh face in June  2000, and  the R/IIF's maill 

objective is to address topics of coin~noll interest to industry sectors with a 

view to enhancing their competitiveness. The forum consists of 

representatives from the European Industr3, Associations. representatives of 

the EU h4embel. S ta tes  and  the EUI-opean Free Trade Associations (EPTA). 
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the  Commission, the Parliament and  Regional bodies, together with 

affiliated organisations a n d  observers (MIF, 2007). The main objectives of 

the  forum are  to create cominunication between maritirne sectors, provide a 

voice for maritime industries i n  political debate, maintain and  promote 

competitive European maritime clusters and  to keep the European 

parliament advised on development and  key problem areas  for the sectors 

growth and  competitiveness. A broader European based organisation is The 

Maritime Development Centre of Europe which is a cross sectoral interest  

organization based in  Copenhagen and  i ts  lnelnbers a re  from Denmark a n d  

Sweden a n d  include; shipo~vners  and  operators, shipyards, port authorities, 

R&D, national authorities, t rade and  interest groups, service and  

consultancy, finance and  insurance companies (Maritime Development 

Centre of Europe, 2007). One of the most recognised maritime cluster 

organisations is The Dutch Maritime Network Foundation (DMNF) which is 

perhaps the first specific maritime cluster driven organisation. The Dh/INF 

i s  a n  independent foundation whose role and  objective is to reinforce a n d  

promote the Dutch inaritilne cluste~.  (DMNF, 2005). One of the early tasks 

coinpleted b7 the organisation n7as to research and  analyse the Dutch 

maritime cluster and  identify i ts  key sector components. The ol.ganisation 

identified eleven key sectors in n~hich  to concentrate their efforts of 

promotion and  cohesion. A more recent established European cluster 

organisation is the CR4F nrhich was officially established 011 Janua ry  lst 

2006. The organisations objective is to promote both a t  home ancl aboa1.d the 

French mal-itimc activities (ENAllC Nen-sletter. 2006). The nen- organisation 

has  gained the suy?pol.t of' many Fi.ench maritime practitioners including 

maritime companies, professional federations and  maritime associations 

through their commitment of C50,000 annually to the running of the 

organisation (Spurrier. 2006). The organisation will not take the traditional 

route of defining. measul*ing and  evaluation the F1.ench cluster and  it,s 

maritime actil~ities hut provide a forum of co~nmunication and  lobbying of 

national ancl European g o ~ e r n m e n t  
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There a re  other organisations t h a t  take a purely regional approach a n d  

initiatives t h a t  a re  co-ordinated from a national and  supranational level; 

however i n  the wider concept of clusters there a r e  organisations such a s  Sea 

a n d  Water (2007) in  the  UI< which promote water  a s  a colnmercial a n d  

environmental sustainable mode of t ransport  for freight. This shift of traffic 

from road to the sea or waterways is reflective of EU policy and  the  W2ite 

Papel.: A T i ~ z ~ e  to Decide 2010 in te rms  of the European perspective of the  

benefits of using shipping a n d  inland shipping for the movement of freight. 

While not a direct cluster initiative i t  can be argued t h a t  any proinotion to 

increase shipping freight will have benefits for maritime industries. Another 

organisation is The Society of A4aritime Industry's who's aiin is to promote 

a n d  support companies ~vh ich  build! refit a n d  modernise warships,  and  

supply equipment and  services for all types of co~nmercial a n d  naval 

platforms, ports and  terminal infrastructure a n d  inaritilne security, offshore 

oil & gas, a n d  marine science a n d  technology (Society of Maritime 

Industries,  2007). 

The  discussion provides a brief insight into a variety of cluster organizations 

a n d  cluster type programmes r u n  by either government or private body 

interests.  Such organisations and  programmes can be seen all over the 

world and  in  terins of Europe a t  a regional, national and  a supranational 

level. The focus of such programmes can be general in  te rms  of 

co~npetit iveness for a region or country or more specific addressing the 

n w d s  of' a pa~ . t i cu l a~ .  inclustr!-. 

2.4 Clusters and Maritime Policy within a European Framework 

I t  is important within a European f~*a~ncwor l<  t,hat clusters a re  provided 

with the relevant support? funding a n d  policy a s  the sea is a fulldalnental 

asset to European economies. MTithin the ma~.i t ime policy hierarchy the 

Unit,ed Nations Convention on the Lan: of the Sea (UNC1,OS) facilitates a 

global maritime policy n:hich within the E U  member s tates  a re  party to. 

Hon-ever with regarcl to iaegulation of European maritime industries there 

a r e  two ~nai i i  areas. first the safety, manning and environmental 
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I\/laritiine Clusters 

regulations regarding merchant shipping which are  laid down by the  

International IVIaritime Organisation (IIVIO). The second aspect of E U  

niaritiine regulation is with regard to polices to develop and  protect 

maritime industries and  communities. The following section discusses the 

European legislative framework with respect to E U  regulations a n d  policies 

t h a t  enhance the ~nar i t i lne  transport sectors i n  Europe. Some of the policies 

discussed are direct maritiine policies a n d  some a re  inore general industry 

policies, however the aim is to improve, enhance and  develop a 

conteinporary situation and  therefore the policies discussed have relevance, 

although they may not appear  to be direct maritiine clustering policies. The  

discussion is not a n  exhaustive assessnlent of European maritime policies 

bu t  a n  introduction to sonle of the past  and  current  polices t h a t  have helped 

to shape the competitiveness of European maritime industries. 

2.4.1 The 1986 and 1989 Packages 

For a considerable par t  of the European Union life span  there were no 

inaritirne policies (Paixao a n d  Marlo\v, 2001) a s  Europe considered the  issue 

a n  individual Inember s tate  concern. Greece, Spain and  Portugal joined the 

E U  in 1986 which in doing so raised the importance and  relevance of 

maritime issues within a Eul.opean contest. The increase in  maritime 

a ~ \ ~ a r e n e s s  induced what  is the so called the 1986 "First Pacliage", which is 

four regulations concerned with the liner shipping marliet (Selliou a n d  Roe? 

2004). The four regulations were; 

Council Kegul;\tion (EEC). No. 1053/8(; I\-hich ;~pplie:; the principle of 

freedoin to provide services to maritime t,ransport between member 

s tates  and  between nleinber s ta tes  and  third countries. 

Council Regulation (EEC)! No.405G186 laying down detailed rules for 

the application of Article 85 and  86 of the Treaty to mal.itime 

transport.  

Council Regulation (EEC). No..1057/86 related to unfair pricing 

practices in ma~.it i ine transport.  

Council Regulation (EEC): No.3058/86 concerning co-ordinated action 

to safegua1.d free access to cargoes in ocean trade. 
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R4aritime Clusters 

The  core purpose of the directives was to inlplement legislatioll to 

immobilize restrictive practices i n  liner shipping and  to secure for European 

cornn~unities a legislative vehicle to cornbat unfair conlpetition from other 

countries (Brooks a n d  Button, 1992, Urrut ia ,  2006). In  1989 the "Positive 

Measures  Package" was  introduced which proposed measures for a coinlnon 

shipping policy. The  core objective of the positive measures package was to 

introduce a European Register of Shipping (EUROS) to address the decline 

i n  competitiveness of community shipping fleets, to prevent "flagging out", 

the  growing decline of EU seafarers and  to create a n  effective port s ta te  

control regime (Selkou a n d  Roe, 2004). Hokiiever EUROS was unpopular 

tvlthin the industry and  due to European nlaniling requirements 

rnenlbership within the registry would place community shipo\vners a t  a 

competitive disadvantage and  the proposal was  later ~vi thdra\vn by the 

Commission. 

2.4.2 Trans  - European Network (TEN-T) 

The Trans-  European Networli (TEN-T) was established in  July of 1996 by 

the  European Parl iament  a n d  Council adopted under Decision No 

1692/96/EC to develop a trans-European transport network (TEN-T) for 

greater cohesion of road, inland ~vaterways ,  airports, seaports,  

inland ports and  traffic managen~en t  systems (European Commission: 

2006). The drive behind the TEN-T project parallels the foundation of 

Europe a s  a single marliet place in  tel-ms of the development of national 

n e t ~ o r l i s  ancl ph~.sic;il inf i ,as tructu~~e and the acces:j to tlicnl. The objectil-c 

of TEN-T is to encoui*age economic and  social cohesion wit11 the 

establishment of a t rans-Europeau transport netsvorli as a foundation for 

ongoing European competitiveness. The E U  has  highlighted tha t  sufficient 

progress is not being made in terms of the original objectives of TEN-T.  The 

original investllients for the trans-Eul-opean networli fbr the period of 1996- 

1997 inclusive was €38 billion. the estinlated financial resources requii.ec1 

for completion by 2010 could amount to C400 billion. 111 200.3 the 

conilllission proposed a review of the TEN-7"s to take into consideration 

changes in previously expected traffic flows in terms of continued growth in 
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R'laritime Clusters 

world t rade and  in  light of the expansion of the E U  over the last  fern7 years 

a n d  to take into consideration any future members of the European Union. 

2.4.3 EU White Paper 

The  E U  White Paper: Eru-opean T~.aasport PoIicj~ f o ~  201 0: Time to Decide 

w a s  produced in  2001 with the aim of "harmonisation and  liberalisation" for 

European transport and  to t u rn  "intermodality into a reality". The  paper 

h a d  four key objective sections; 

Shifting the balance between inodes of transport.  

a Eliininating bottle necks. 

Placing users a t  the hear t  of transport policy. 

Managing the globalisation of transport policy. 

However for maritime transport the niost inlportant section related to the  

shifting of balance between the modes of transport a s  the E U  pledged to 

encourage a n d  support the importance of short  sea shipping. The  paper 

identified short  sea shipping and  inland waterway transportation a s  a 

means to cope with increasing congestion a s  the t1vo modes remained 

greatly underused within Europe (European Commission, 2001). The paper  

also addressed the importance of intermodality for developing a conlpetitive 

al ternat i \~e to road transport with sufficient capacity to conlpete viably with 

road transport,  supported by the community's "h'larco Polo" programme 

mrhicll aids initiatives inline rvith promoting motorm~ays of the sea (European 

Commission. 2001). From the publication of the EU White Paper  and  

looliiilg for\\-arc1 to 2002, the EU stressed that  the basis of' its mal~itime 

policy for the future should concentrate of the fol1on:ing arcas  (Selliou and 

Roe: 2004); 

Enhancing the coinpetitivcness of E U  shipping. 

Continuing to open up the nlarliets for po1.t~ and  shipping a s  a cost 

effective alternative to long distance road haulage. 

Strengthen control of all vessels In EU waters N
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I\!Iaritime Clusters 

Develop short sea shipping a n d  improved collnection of ports to 

inland transport - the sustainable development of motortvays of the  

sea. 

Enhance the s t a tu s  and  attractiveness of maritime professionals to 

retain European know how. 

Increase transparency and  attractiveness a n d  the monitoring of the  

implementation of European nlaritinle policies. 

It is also noted in  the White Paper  t h a t  the  Coinrnission proposed 

developnlent of the "Motor~vays of the Sea" a s  a conlpetitive alternative to 

road transport and  a parallel policy to the "TENT-T" project. The  core 

objectives of the R4otor1vays of the Sea plan reflects those in  the White 

Paper  and  the "TENT-T" project, which is to reduce road congestion through 

a modal shift and  through applicatio~l of the R/Iotol.niays of the Sea projects 

which condenses t h a t  rnodal shift on to core sea based logistical routes. 

Four  inain corridors were identified, Motor~vay of the Baltic Sea,  Motorway 

of the sea of South-East  Europe, RIotornray of the Sea of South West Europe 

a n d  R/lotornlay of the Sea of Western Europe ~vh ich  includes Portugal, Spain, 

via the Atlantic Arc to the North and  the Irish Sea (European Council a n d  

E ~ w o p e a n  Parliament,  2004). The E U  "RIotorn7ays of the Sea" project is 

expected to r u n  until  2020 and  therefore analysis of the effect of the 

p1.ogramme is premature (Psaraftis, 2005). 

2.4.3.1 Marco Polo 

'I'he Alarco I'olo programme :.;upel~:ieclecl [he P,\CrT (Pilot ,lctionk; for 

Colnbined Transport) prog1.anime to support the objective to shift 12 billion 

ton-liiloinetres a year from road to non-road nlodes (Psaraftis, 2005). The 

Marco Polo funding was less t han  first expected. The first call in  2003 had  

funding of €15 million, of nlliicl~ 13 projects were retained out of 92 

proposals. The second call was held in 2004 which had a budget of €400 

million for 2007-2013 (Psaraftis. 2005) which has  significantly expanded the 

programme and  will include actions in  support of EU policy for n / I o t o r ~ ~ a y s  

of the Sea and  the nlodal shift ooutlilied in the 14,lite Paper.  Marco Polo \srill 

facilitate through projects a nlodel shift in all segments of the freight 
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marke t  a s  the  programme intends to support colllnlercial actions which is a 

distinctive approach from programlnes such a s  Trans-European Networks 

which provides support through R&D. The conln~ission h a s  estimated t h a t  

for every €1 provided by Marco Polo funding will generate a t  least  €6 in  

social a n d  environlnental benefits (European Commission, 200'7). 

2.4.4 Port Services Directive 

The  E U  Port  Services Directive h a s  been a sensitive a n d  controversial piece 

of E U  maritime policy tha t  failed twice i n  i t s  a t tempt  to be pa r t  of European 

legalisation. The significance of the port services directive comes froin the  

objective of the  E U  to reduce road congestion and  promote motor~vays of the 

sea  via the E U  Co~nmissions aim to improve market  access to port services. 

The  cominiss io~~ proposed a legal frame~vorl< of "opening up" the maritime 

sectors of stevedoring, berthing a n d  piloting to the forces of co~npetit ion 

(European Commission, 2004). The defeat of the directive on lnarliet access 

for port services is viewed a s  a victory for the coinpetition and  efficiency of 

European ports (Psaraftis, 2005) a s  inany in the industry considered t h a t  

the E U  directive should concentrate on coinpetition between ports ra ther  

t h a n  their marliet access (Stares: 2005, A). EU Commissioner Loyola de 

Palacio in launching the  directive said i t  ~vould  provide a n  "injection of 

d~7namisin" to the inzpo~t  export industry while in cont,rast it is already 

argued tha t  Europe's port industry is already highly dynamic, efficient a n d  

competitive (St,ares, 2005, B) and  in J anua ry  2006 the second E U  Port  

Services Directive failed in it-.:< at tempt  l o  deregulate the qua!-sides. Farrcll 

(2001) argues tha t  n~hi le  a basic set  of rules for C o ~ n m u n i t ~ ~  ports would be 

usef~l l  to ensure and  aid intra-Eul.opean port competition ~na in t a ins  a level 

playing field the Directive fails to provide transparency and  coilsisteiicy a s  

member s tates  a re  permitted and have varying rules regarding individual 

ports. The directive also fails to provide anjr inclination of how the 

Coin~nissioii n.ould determine if a n  individual ports practice is in line with 

E~uropean objectives in terms of the Port Sei-vices Directive. Between 1994 

a n d  2000 0~7er 1.000 directives and  regulations have been put forward but 
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only three have ever been defeated (one being the port directive)(Stares, 

2006). 

2.4.5 State Aid for Shipping 

LeaderSHIP 2015 is a n  EU lead initiative in  support of the European 

shipbuilding and  ship repair industry in  response to the ever increasing 

competitive pressure the  sector faces from Asian economies. LeaderSHIP's 

aiin is centred on one direct aspect of cluster theory which is the  power 

gained in  the  creation of new knowledge. The shipbuilding industry h a s  

suffered from a lack of global rules a s  there is a tendency for s ta tes  to 

support the sector because of certain benefits such a s  high employ i~~en t .  

European shipyards cannot conlpete wit11 i ts  subsidised low cost co~npet i tors  

i n  Asia; however the European yards call be a t  the forefront of ne\v 

technologies and  leaders of innovation with respect to shipbuilding, 

technology a n d  design. Due to the competitive pressure on the sector i t  h a s  

encouraged coilcelltratioil on the knowledge aspects of the shipbuilding 

industry such a s  specialisation in  the  production of sophisticated vessels 

(European Cornlnissiorl Green Paper ,  2006) or what  could be termed a strive 

to  lnaintain the lifespan of the sector though a n  approach of 

" comnpe titir~e~~essss f111.o rrgh eil-cellem2 cd' . 

2.4.6 Tonnage Tax 

The ilnpleme~ltation of a tonnage tax regime within Europe is a s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  

example of cohesion in  European shipping policj-. Tonnage tax a1lon.s a 

category of shipping coillpallies to choose I s e t ~ ~ e e n  traditional corporation 

tax, or a tax on the basis of the numher and  size of ships the company 

operates. During the 70's and 80's European countries suffered a decline of 

their flagged fleets and  the Coll~lllissio~ls 1997 State  Aid Guidelines 

proposed measures to secure the survival and competiti\~eness of European 

flagged shipping (Selltou and  Roe, :2004). The Colnillissioil 1997 State  Aid 

report l~ighlightecl the colupetitive threat  towa1.d.i; EU shipping from outside 

the EU a s  the Treaty of R o ~ n e  regulations fbrced EU c o u n t ~ i e s  to beha\:e in  

a competitive, harmonised and  liberalisecl manner .  The ilnplelllel~tatioil of a 
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tonnage tax regime was  one such measure proposed by the EU outlined in  

the  1996 paper Tor,i~a~.ds a New M a l i t i ~ z ~ e  Stl-ategy to help provide 

supportive measures to the shipping industry in  light of continued 

commercial pressure of operating within the E U  a n d  the European single 

market.  While tonnage tax  allows tax breaks within European countries not 

all  tonnage tax  regimes a re  identical, some regimes have different levels of 

coinlnitment a s  many require a n  "opt in" of a l n in in~um of 10 years. Some 

regimes a re  "flag blind", and  some provide seafarers with deductions in  t ax  

(Selkou and  Roe, 2004). The UK version has  a cadet training requirement 

and  for every 15 nlernbers of staff onboard there must  be one cadet i n  

training, which was ilnplenlented a s  a response to the decline in  the uptake 

of UI< Seafarers. Brownrigg (et al, 2001) argues t h a t  the City of London h a s  

a colnparative advantage in  te rms  of a maritime service cluster and  t h a t  the 

cluster requires ex-British seafarers to enter  t ha t  cluster for specific labour 

purposes to maintain t h a t  distinct con-ipetitive advantage and  the loss of 

British seafarers (Leggate, 2004, Gardner,  e t  al, 2001, Goss, 1993,) will 

inevitably have a negative i ~ n p a c t  of the Lolldoll maritime service cluster. 

The benefit of the training aspect of the UI< tonnage tax has  been disputed 

with the Ratings Union RMT demanding a n  employment link with the  

training feature of the UI< regime (Osler, 2006). 

2.4.7 Lisbon Strategy 

The  Lisbon Strategy. Lisbon ,4genda or Lisbol~ Process 1s a n  action 

clevelopmcnt plan dc~e lopcd  f c ) ~ ,  the European IJnlon :,et f i ~ l t l i  hv thc  

European Council in 1,lsbon on Rlarch 2000. The Lisboll Strategy is 

reflectn~e of key chal~acteristics of cluster theory nilth co1.e objectives of the 

strategy founded on the concentration of knoivledge based economjT aspects 

for a single European market  and  to transform Europe into the biggest 

linowledge based economy by 201 0 through applications of innovation and  

lino\vledge based approaches (RurXctiv. 2004). I11 the cul-rent strategy. the 

Lisbon Strategy has  five k e ~ ,  goals which co~nbined and  achieved would 

increase the Gross Do~nest ic  Product (GDP) of the EU from 12% to 23% and  
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increase employment to about 11% (Gelauff and Lejour, 2006). The five 

targets are a s  follo~vs; 

Internal market for services. 

Reduction of administrative burden. 

Goals on improving human capital. 

3% target on research and development expenditure. 

70% target on the einployment rate. 

The Lisbon strategy had to be re-launched due to disappointing results a s  i t  

was clear tha t  the targets for the strategy were not going to be acco~nplished 

by the deadline of 2010. The European Commission President Rarroso 

described the stagnation of the Lisbon Strategy in 2005; 

"Lisbon 122s Been blorra o f f  coruse by a combi12atinn o f  econon~ic coi~difions. 
ill  te lxa tiollal rrncel tai~~ ty. slo rir pl-ogl.ess i11 the membel.  s fa tes and a g.1-a drtal 
loss ofpolitical fbcrrs"(Europa, 2006) 

The realignment of the Lisbon Strategy was to create a concentrated focus 

on job growth and to strengthen working relationships and partnerships 

betnreen the Co~nmission and lnelnber states.  The reduction in the goals of 

the Lisbon Strategy is to enable a political focus on two of the core Lisbon 

objectives, which are a n  emploj~ment rate of 70% and a R&D i~lvestnlent of 

3% of GDP by 2010 (Europa, 2006). R/lembcr states have prepared a 

National Reform Programme (NRP) covering the relevant policy subject to 

the  previous stated goals for their individual country. 

2.4.8 EU Green Paper 

On  '7 J u n e  2006, the European Coininission (EC) acloptcd ;I Glaeen Papel. on 

Maritime Policy for the Eul*opean Union entltled "Torr.a~.ds a E'rrtnl.e 

A l a ~ ~ t i m e  Pollcr. f61. the U ~ I I ~ I F  a EI~ll'opeili~ l is1012 fills the Ocea12.s i711d Seas". 

The Green Paper has emerged from a year long consulting process 1171th 

stalieholders to 1dentif3. gaps betn een sea related sector policles and to raise 

debate on the f~1t~u.e of mal.ltime Europe. Pal-t of that  consultation stage 

was conducteci through the Mare Forunl and the DhlINF in the Eul.opean 

i ldal~t~rne  Pohcr Coafe~>ence In Brussels 111 November 2003. The proceedings 

from the conference have helped to ~ l lus t r a t e  the dlverslficatlon of interests 
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concerned with European policy on oceans and  seas. The European 

Conllnission Green Paper  (2006) highlights what  is felt across the industry 

t h a t  citizens of Europe a re  unaware of the importance of Europe's seas  a n d  

oceans a n d  the potential t h a t  they hold for individual nations. I t  is  

estimated t h a t  between 3-5% of Europe's gross domestic product is created 

by marine based industries and  services, however this  figure does not 

include the value added by raw materials such a s  oil, gas a n d  fish 

(European Commission Green Paper,  2006). The i~npor tance  of maritime 

activities to Europe can be visualized from certain statistics such a s  the  fact 

t h a t  Europe remains the maritime superpo\ver i n  the world o.cvning 40% of 

the  world fleet, orders 40% of new buildings, has  a turnover in  shipbuilding 

t h a t  exceeds t h a t  of Korea, J a p a n  and  China, handles 25% of world 

seaborne t rade through i t s  ports, is  the number one in yacht building, 

dredging, inland shipping, offshore services and  has  leading research 

classification societies and  research institutions a s  a well a s  navies 

(Adamo\vitsch, 2006, European Comnlission Green Paper,  2006). The  

implementation of high level governance of maritime industries is i lnportant 

especially with regard to building cohesion for current clustel. initiatives 

available a t  a local, national, regional and  European level (European 

Colnnlission Green Papel.. 2006). The core objectives of the paper are;  

Retaining Eulaope's leadership in sustainable inaritillle 

development. 

A'lasimising qualit!- of life in coastal 1,egions. 

L1 P~~oviding. the tools to manage our 1.elations n.it11 the oceans. 

Maritime governance. 

Reclaiming Europe's maritime heritage and  reaffirming Europe's 

maritime identity. 

The current Green P a p c ~  suggests the formation of a n  annual  conference on 

best practice for European maritime governance and  to bring together 

1.epresentatives from all layers of government and  the relevant sta1ieholde1.s 

for discussion, evaluation and  f ~ i t u r e  policy development in Eu~.opean 

maritime affairs and  industries. 
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The E U  enterprise a n d  industry (2004) conlmissioned the Policy Research 

Corporation to carry out a study of the iillpact of the lnaritiine industries i n  

Europe, the purpose of which was  to provide basic economic and  statistical 

da t a  on the 15 E U  nations (at  t h a t  time) a n d  Norway. The EU15 report 

highlights the concern with respect to the methodology prescribed by 

member s tates  to gather  information on indigenous maritime clusters and  

therefore the facts a n d  figures detailed in  report a re  "best estimates". The 

issue of cohesion of da ta  concerning maritime industries was  again recently 

addressed again by Janssens  (2006) with regard to how the Eurostat  

statistical systeins could be harmonised to evaluate all  current  27 member 

state 's maritime iiidustries a t  a coilsisteilt level a n d  in  light of the  future 

policy through Europe's Green Paper  on European illaritime industries. The 

EU15 paper also discusses the possibility of a classification system (such a s  

NACE) with regard to maritiine industries which would help the process of 

allalysing maritime sectors, a s  of the tell rnaritiine sectors identified in  the 

paper over half were not covered by E U  nleinber s ta te  statistics. 

The  role of the European Union in terins of maritime policy has  developed 

considerable since the original first measures package of 1986 and  1989. 

Europe hosts 70,0001<m of coastline along tm7o oceans and  four seas  a n d  E U  

i~iar i t i ine regions account for soine 40% of GDP (Commission of European 

Co~nmunit ies .  2007). As of October 2007 the European Coi~linissioil 

presented its Blue Book which is a vision for the integration of inaritilne 

policj. Soy the Ti:uropean linion (Commission of l?uropcan Coilimunitie~;. 

2007) which sl~ecifically addresses maritime clusters. The Commission 

intends to take a review of the situation regarding EU maritime clusters 

with the objective to first uilderstand and  allialgalllate maritiine i n d u s t ~ ~ i e s ,  

lnaritiille clusters and  maritime policies a n d  to ultimately ident i f j~ the key 

drivers and  characteristics of successful European maritime clusters. The 

maritime agenda in terms of a n  E U  focus inc~*easing.ly grows in importance 

and 1.e1evance a n d  will have a more concentrated role in enhancing for the 

future EU maritime industries. 
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2.5 Ireland, Maritime Industry, Clusters and Policies 

The  European Union is heavily dependent on maritime t ransport  a n d  

Ireland a s  a n  EU rnernber is a n  island nation located on the periphery of 

Europe. Ireland experienced a period of rapid growth during the 1990's 

which resulted in  the Irish econonly being dubbed the "Celtic Tiger". I n  a 

short  period of time Ireland went from being the  poor Inan of Europe to 

becoming one of Europe's wealthiest a n d  fastest  growing economies. The 

Celtic Tiger's growth was  fuelled by high domestic demand a s  private 

consumption exploded due to noticeable gains in  individual incolnes a n d  

general wealth along with consistent and  strong sustainable investnlent 

(IDA, 2006). The reasons for such rapid drive a n d  growth of the Irish 

economy is debated a s  a consequence of lnany factors such low corporation 

tax,  E U  funding, decades of investnlent in  education, a young labour force 

a n d  free nlarket capitalism. 

I n  terms of other clusters of industry in  Ireland, O'hllalley a n d  Egeraat  

(2000) discuss a software, music, a n d  dairy cluster with respect to Porter's 

five forces on co~npetit ive advantage. Clustering related to the industries of 

chenlicals and  pharnlaceutical plants a re  cited to be primarily located in  the 

Cork region of the country (Gleeson, e t  al, 2005). Ho~vever ,  perhaps the nlost 

recognisable clust,er in Ireland is the International Financial Service Centre 

(IFSC) cluster located in  Dublin city which was developed by the Irish 

gavel-nment in  198'7 in response to rapid growth in the finance sect,or and  

\vas ;I success in hot11 developing a cluste13 of industr\- and  a process of 111.ban 

renewal (IDA, 2007. A). In  2001 the IFSC employed a n  estimated 8,500 

personnel and  t,he cluster held nzany of the world's leading financial 

institutions. law firms, accountancy and  taxation advisors (\Villiams and  

Shiels, 2002). Ireland's Information, Conlnlunications a n d  Technology (ICT) 

cluster is a Ite!; economic sector to the Irish e c o n o m ~ ~ .  The critical mass and  

headquarters  of firms are  based in  Dublin although TCT firnls a re  also 

located in Belfast. Corli. Ga1n.a~. and  Limerick. GI-een (2000) argues tha t  

according to Organisation for Econornic Co-operation and  Development 
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RIaritiine Clusters 

(OCED) Ireland has  one of the highest concentrations of information a n d  

communication technology activity a n d  employnlent of all OCED countries. 

111 2001 nearly 8000 companies enlployed 14,000 personnel, generating 

G1.4bn in  revenue (Origin, 2002) despite the econonlic downturn of 2000 

a n d  2001 which had  a negative effect on the global software marliet. The 

software market  also has  strong linlis with research and  developnlent a n d  

fur ther  funding a n d  investment is vital to the future of the  software 

industry and  maintaining Ireland's software cluster. Ireland has  Inany 

university based research campuses supporting the creation of new 

knom7ledge and  labour supply for the  ICT cluster. 

I11 1949 the Industrial  Development Authority (IDA) m7as formed a s  pa r t  of 

the  Department of Industry and  Coininerce to support and  facilitate export 

driven business in  Ireland. C~wrent ly  the IDA has  three sub-organisations; 

Foras  which concentrates on policy for trade, enterprise, science, technology 

a n d  innovation, IDA Ireland which concentrates on the proinotion of foreign 

direct investinent (FDI) into Ireland a n d  finally Enterprise Ireland which 

mrorks with Irish industry and  partnerships.  Currently and  post Celtic Tiger 

booin one of the main objective strategies of the IDA is to develop and  

proinote Ireland a s  a knowledge based econoniy ~7h ich  is a n  increasing t rend 

i n  ~ ~ l l  developed econoniies i n  light of the  onslaught of globalisation a n d  

the  increase in  1-elocation of manufacturing to Asia. lreland has  been 

successf~1lly i n  attracting FDI and  the IDA has  actively supported this i n  

l lelpii~g to entice and C ~ S U I ' P  t h ~  location of hi-tcc11 indust~ ' ies  ill T1.elanc1 

such a s  Dell. ll3nlI and  Hewlett Pacliard (Gleeson: et al. 2005). 

As highlighted in  the discussion 0 x 1  policies ~ v i t h i n  a European framework, 

while there may be pure direct cluster policies there a re  also initiatives. 

organisations and  policies tha t  inay also positively affect a n  individual 

industry and  its clustering potential and  therefore n~ i th in  tha t  coiitest a1.e 

relevant for any discussion on clusters and  developing industry. Similar in 

contest to the E ~ ~ r o p e a n  TENT-T. the Irish govern~nent  developed a 

National Spatial  Strategy (NSS) ~Thich is a 20-year plan to devise and  

design a better balance of social. econo~llic and  physical development for the 
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Maritime Clusters 

country of Ireland and  one of the key concepts of the strategy is to develop 

the  potential for critical mass,  gateways, hubs, complelnentary roles and  

linkages (NSS, 2002). The driving force behind the strategy is to s t rengthen 

a n d  restructure the Irish economy in reflection of the accelerated change 

seen through the 1990's. Ireland has  also invested heavily i n  the country 

through the National Development Plan (NDP) supported by the  EU 

Community Support Framework (CSF). The first NDP which r a n  from 2000 

to  2006 invested €57 billion of public, private a n d  EU funds into nunlerous 

projects supporting a wide range of programmes concentrating on education, 

transport,  health,  rura l  developnlent and  local developlnent (NDP, 2007). 

The  current NDP will r u n  from 2007-2013 which builds on the previous 

investments through inlplementing a budget of (2185 billion concentrating 

on progralnnles for sustainable growth, greater social inclusion and  

balancing regional development. Specifically for transport,  the Irish 

governnlent i n  2005 launched their Transport 21  progralllme for investment 

i n  t ransport  for the period 2006-2015 with a n  estimated budget of e.34.4 

billion (Transport 2 1, 2006). 

I n  light of all the positive effects of the Celtic Tiger, there is criticism in 

te rms  of the lack of reforms with regard to the transport sectors and  the 

slow brealidou~n in transport government n1orlopolies and  the construction 

of new roads and  motorm~ays to cope with increasing commuter pressure.  As 

already discussed in  terms of a cluster or maritime objective organisation 

l reland has the ljllDO which ~ v a s  established to p~*omotc,  de\.elop and 

s~lp11ort nlaritinle industries in Ireland. I11 terms of maritime policy the 

Ih/lDO was instrumental in  helping to establish a tonnage tax regime in 

Ireland in Februarj ,  2001. Similar to Europe overall, Ireland nlitnessed a 

decline in i ts flagged fleet from 80 registered vessels in 1981 to 42 in  2001 

(Selkou and Roe, 2004). Prior to the introduction of the tax the Irish 

government were faced with considerable pressure from firms such a s  the 

Irish Continental Group (TCG) 11~11o t,hreatenecl to re-flag to the UI< registrj. 

along with Arlilon- Shipping who threatened to re-flag 27 vessels to the 
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h/laritime Clusters 

Netherlands registry. The fiscal disadvantage of the tax regime prior to the 

introduction of the Irish tonnage tax  was described by the chairman of ICG; 

"IVe r,r~ill12ot be able to continue to fly the hYsh flag indefinitely i f  orrr tax 
1.eg.in2e i s  1z2ol-e U ~ ~ ~ I ~ O L I S  that that o f  o u ~ .  colz2petito1.s rvl2o a1.e 6.ee to trade 
into fiYsI2 p o ~ t s  while enjoying the benefits of o the~ .  EU corrntlies tonnage 
tax  1-eginles" (Lloyds List, 2001) 

Due to Ireland's lomi corporation tax (12.5%) Ireland can provide one of 

Europe's inost competitive tonnage tax regimes. Under  the Irish tonnage tax  

regiine a shipowner will only pay a fraction of the tax  t h a t  would norinally 

be required a s  the tax is calculated by applying a fixed speculative profit 

based on the size of a vessel and  then  applying the s tandard  corporation tax 

(i.e. 12.5%). Due to Ireland's low corporation tax this  inakes Ireland's 

tonnage tax regime one of the inost competitive in Europe (IMDO, 2003). 

Tanker  and  dry cargo operator d3mico is  a n  exainple of one colnpany which 

h a s  recently nloved i t s  head office to Ireland a n d  according to the company 

manager  the attraction of Ireland is i ts  12.5% corporation tax  rate ,  and  i t s  

stable political and  econoinic environment (Frank,  2004). Ireland's tonnage 

t a x  regiine is just one coinponent of overall t ax  and  fiscal benefits provided 

by the Irish government. The Irish government continually strives to create 

a n  exceptional tax environment and  has  a coinnlitment to place Ireland on a 

competitive field so it has  compatibility with other jurisdictions offering 

transparency and  clarity. Sonle of the world's nzajor conlpanies have located 

i n  Ireland including; Johnson & Johnson, Coca Cola, Citibanli, GE  Capital 

a n d  11.eland has  also been highly s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  attracting FDI illto the country 

hupportcd h~ ;1 netno1.1i of lax Ireat!-'+ \ ~ i t h  home of the \\orld'h 11laJor 

tradlng nations such a s  the US, Canada. J a p a n  and  Iiorea (IhlID0. 2003). 

The  IhIIDO also inade a n  at tempt  to update and  modernise the Irish ship 

register in conjunction with suppol't fro111 the ID,4 to promote Ireland a s  a n  

intel.nationa1 centre for ship management and  relatecl maritime business 

(hlIac$~~:eene~,  2003, ,A). I n  late 2003 and  in light of Ireland's nen- tonnage 

t ax  regime, concern Ivas raised tha t  the Irish registry was 111 danger of 

becoming a flag of conr~enience a s  eight ships registered on the Irish regist1.y 
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Maritime Clusters 

were over 20 years  old (MacSweeney, 2003, B) and  the level of the resources 

to  inspect ships n7as also raised. 

I n  terms of inaritirne transport Irish ports facilitate 99%.1 of the volunle of 

Ireland's foreign t rade (Port Policy Statement ,  2005) and  a s  a n  island nation 

Ireland's ports a re  vital to the economic infrastructure. Irish conilnercial 

ports a re  regulated through the Harbours Act 1996-2000: a n d  through the 

s ta te  via the DCNRM (Department of Communications, Natura l  Resource 

a n d  the Marine) who acts a s  the single and  only shareholder (High Level 

Review, 2004). The government policy towards the port sector is t h a t  the 

Republic's ports should operate commercially without exchequer support to 

provide sufficient capacity to secure the future needs of the econonly (Ports 

Policy Statement ,  2005). Specifically within the GDR, these a re  the ports of 

Dublin a n d  Drogheda (Appendix 1: Dublin Port  and  Drogheda Port 

Statistics). Dublin is the largest port in  Ireland which handles nearly 30 

million tonnes of freight i n  all  modes of ivliich allnost two thirds  a r e  imports 

(Oram, 2006). Currently there i s  concern about future capacity constraints 

a t  Dublin port and  Ireland's ports in  general given the potential negative 

effects i t  could have on port congestion a s  the  growth t rend in traffic 

volumes through Irish ports increases. In  the port policy statenlent i t  was 

highlighted tha t  the future anticipated shortfall capacity in  Ireland \vill be 

over 12.2 nlillion tonnes over the next 10 years (Port Policy Statement ,  

2005). However in  examining projections from the entire port sector in  

Ireland there appears sufficient capacity and EU f~~nc l ing  up to :!000 n.hich 

h a s  helped facilitate port capacity leaving port,s sufficient to cope with the 

short  to niediuin demand. However sonle of the capacity is located in 

geographical sites in  n~h ich  deniaiid for t h a t  space inay never materialise 

a n d  therefore the futu1.e capacity restraints a re  a considerable probleni for 

Irish ports and  the government. Howevel. Irish ports and  in particular 

Dublin Po1.t: in older to deal with the predicted short~fall in capacity have 

In 1003 the estimated value of imports and exports tliso~igh the Republic's ports \ \as  t'l30billioii. 
compared to airpoi-ts \vliicll \\{ere bet\\:eerl C7-€I 0 billior~ (Port Polic). Statenlent. 7005). 

Port companies under the Harbout. Act 1996-3000 are responsible for the manage~nent. direction. 
control and development of the ports as a commescial state cornpan). (High Levcl Revie\\,. 2004). 
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taken  s teps to increase capacity through more efficient use of the land  space 

currently a t  there disposal (ICG,2007) 

Capacity Shortfalls Identified for 2014 as per 2004 Updated Assessment of 
Commercial Seaport Capacity5 
Table 1 
Capacity Shol-tfalls Identified for 2014 as per 2004 Updated Assessment of Commercial Seaport Capacity 

/ Port 1 Bulk Solids 1 Bulk Liquid 
I I 

Dublin 1 - 

I I I 

(Source: P o r t  Policy S t a t e m e n t .  2C 

8 0 Drogheda 

1,380 
I I 

Unit Load 

130 

The  Drogheda port colzlpany has  proposed a solution to the capacity and  

congestion problem a s  the  port currently has  plans to relocate north of 

Drogheda to Brelnore in  order to construct a new port to deal ~ v i t h  future 

capacity constraints a n d  to provide a competitive service for the future 

growth potential of the port (Drogheda Port  Company, 2006). Brelnore is 

suitably located along the DublinIBelfast infrastructure a n d  econolnic 

corridor (Appendix 2: Bremore Deepwater Port  Development) a n d  holds 

at t r ibutes  in  i ts  deepwater location, low residential density, good intermodal 

access and  the strategic NorthlSoutlz location (h/langan, 2004). The Bremore 

Port  n~ould operate a s  a 24 -ho~ i r  facility and  Phase 1 of the project ~vould  

cater for 5 inillioll tonnes of comnzercial freight. Ho~vever  a t  the end of 

Phase 3 of the development the port will have a capacity of up to 20 million 

tonnes. The Trish government has just recent.ly approved the establishment 

of the joint venture between D1.ogheda Port Company and Castle Market 

Holdings nlhicli will all0117 for progression to the nest  stage ~vhiclz will 

concentrate on formulating the port design and  planning prior to a public 

consultation process (Drogheda Port Companji, 2006). 

1,460 Total 

One of the lliost current  controvel*sial issues in the inaritime transport 

sector 111 Treland is the proposed Bremore development. General public 

opinion appears  misguided. 111 tha t  there 1s a perception tha t  the argument  

130 

' Figures slio\\.n represent metric tonries (.000tonnes). and do not indicate unit load as either Ro-Ro or 
Lo-Lo. and do not (lispla!. f~~l.ther brcaltdo\~tl of cargo e.g. semi bulk or timber etc. 
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i s  based around Dublin Port relocating to the Brelnore site. Such misguided 

opinion has  been pu t  forward by the Progressive Democrats (PD's) political 

par ty before the 2007 general election a n d  by Dublin City Council a n d  their 

s tudy into moving Dublin port and  developing a "new city" a t  the current  

Dublin port location (Progressive Democrats, 2006). However the reality is 

t h a t  Drogheda Port  is planning a new port development which would be in  

direct coinpetition with Dublin port. A nuinber of European cities have 

inoved port activities outside the lnaiil city centre such a s  the Danish a n d  

Swedish cities of Copenhagen and  Mallno respectively and  Melbourne is also 

currently redeveloping and  creating a lililli waterfront city. Due to s ta te  

ownership of the port and  the soaring land values i t  could be argued t h a t  

t he  s ta te  has  a duty to exalnille if the land acquired for Dublin Port  

operations is being utilized to i ts  full potential. Dublin Port  consists of 650 

acres valued a t  C15in a n  acre (Coleman, 2005) and  is a priine city centre 

real-estate location t h a t  could be utilized for redevelopinent for offices a n d  

business t ha t  could provide a n  eco~lo~nic  sti lnulus for the  city similar to the  

developlnent of the IFSC in the early 1980's. Such a redevelopment would 

afford revenue for the exchequer. Ho~vever  opposing arguments  questioil 

t h a t  such a lnove could lnalie the C'i'iOm port tu111lel developlnent so~neniha t  

redundant .  However i t  is also reasonable to argue t h a t  if the Dublin Port  

a r ea  u7ere redeveloped and  rezoned the port t u n ~ l e l  would provide the 

necessary physical infrastructure t,o support increase activity in  terms of 

t.esidence and  business t~.ansport  in and out of the city ce11tl.e. This is even 

more important when talien in the co~l tes l  of the slow investment in  

Ireland's physical infrastructure and  the overnrhelming consensus of the 

linlitations of the country's physical transport networli. 

The  nest  chapter \vill esan l i~ le  specifically four of the main econolnic 

theories associated nritll clusters and  the reasons for the clustering of 

industries in  specific locations. N
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Chapter 3.Cluster Structure Cluster Governance 

As discussed in  the previous chapter there is a considerable amount  of 

l i terature on clusters, clustering a n d  cluster theory which contiilues to be 

supplemented with contemporary work. Research helps to provide a means 

of comprehension in  terins of a n  application for cluster measurement.  To 

analyse a n d  understand a cluster, even if it's just a snapshot of a cluster a t  

a specific point i n  time, requires some sort  of un i t  of analysis, lneasurelnent 

or  qualitative understanding. De Langen (2003) devised a fraineworli for 

cluster analysis based on four of the main schools of thought on cluster 

theory. The co~llbination of the four main schools in de Langen's Cluster 

Structure Cluster Governance Frame.cvork allows for the analysis of a 

cluster from a checklist perspective, a type of cluster strength, weakness,  

opportunities and  threa ts  (SWOT) analysis. The follo.cr7ing chapter will 

discuss the four main econonlic schools t h a t  make up the cluster s t ructure 

cluster governance framebvork. 

3.1 Agglomeration Economics 1 New Economic Geography 

The  spatial  equilibriunl theory or "new economic geography" is focused on 

the  area of agglomeration economics which investigates the clustering of 

industry in  certain locations and  examines the benefits of increasing r e t ~ u . 1 1 ~  

a n d  the advantage firms obtain by being ~v i th in  a reasonable proxinlitji to 

each other. The new econolnic geography concept or agglomeration 

economics n-hich discusses est-cr~l;~litie:; Illat lead lo inclustrj- localization. 

attributed by IVIarshall (1890). identifies three ~ l l a in  agglomeration 

econoillies which are; the presence of a labour pool, presence of customers 

a n d  suppliers, and  knon~leclge spillovers. Therefore the agglomeration 

ecoilomy forces promote the cluste~.ing of indust,ries in  certain locations. 

Thus  if the previous three fol.ces do~liillate a cluster. should have a good 

prospect of develo~sing. There are  also disecolloillies associated with 

agglomeration econonlics which are  high land rents  and  congestion which 

reverse the agglomeration power of the clustering force and  drive d o n ~ n  

pricing power and  keeps cities a t  a reasonable size. The econonlies of scale 
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achieved by spatial  concentration a re  a major influence on the  

establishment of clustering and  a liey concept of industrial  location theory 

(Fujita, e t  al, 2001). 

3.1.1 Labour Supply 

The  concentration of industries i n  a certain a rea  or industrial  district will 

a t t ract  a labour supply due to the co-location presence of firms with similar 

labour demands. The  pooling of labour to a n  a rea  allows for a n d  can create a 

specialization a n d  efficiency of a labour market  or a brain drain to a region 

while reinforcing the localisation effect. Skilled labour call be at t racted due 

to ernploy~nellt prospects a n d  job mobility while for firms the cost of 

sourcing labour and  firing labour is relatively cheap (de Langen, 2003). The 

clustering of labour is also related to lino\vledge a s  clusters can evolve to 

benefit from years of industry linowledge and  expertise. The City of London 

h a s  a great maritime tradition and  a financial a n d  legal tradition a s  it is a n  

important  inaritinle financial and  legal cluster. Enright  (2003) discuses the 

prominence of the  Carrara  (Italy) stone cluster which evolved from the 

concentration of exporting indigenous lnarble to a labour pool so specialized 

i t  colnpellsated for the cost of having stone imported, to be cut by Carrara  

stone cutters,  and  then  re-exported. The US nlotion picture industry based 

in Los Angeles benefits from a labour pool so varied i t  allows producers to 

select a unique \vorliforce and  range of specialise sliills from actors to 

graphics to writers for each individual rnovie (Enright, 2003). 

3.1.2 Knowledge Spillovers 

The force of knowledge and  es ten t  of linowledge spillo\rel.s stelns from 

h/laushall's (1890) notion of the "industrial atmosphere" a s  a n  econonlic 

resource t h a t  is "in the air". I11 terms of knowledge Rathelt  (et al, 2004) 

discuses two tjrpes of linowledge n~hich  are  tacit knon7ledge: n~h ich  is local 

and  codified linowledge. which is global. The benefit of tacit linowledge is in  

tel.ms of econoinic spatial  concentration and  firm proximity in which 

repeated face to fjce meetings ellllallce the prospect and  forms of 

information eschange (Bathelt: c t  al: 2004) and  combined wit11 codified 
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h la r i t i~ne  Clusters 

linowledge can help create a valuable cluster resource. Iinowledge is to some 

extent  invisible and  therefore i t  is difficult to measure i ts impact or  value 

(Jaffe, e t  al, 1993, Audretsch, 2003). The mutua l  beneficial knowledge 

created due to close proxi~ni ty helps to reduce transaction costs a n d  

facilitate knowledge development which in turn caters for the pro~notion of 

innovation and  encourages knowledge spillovers (Karlsen, 2005). Knowledge 

a n d  the pursui t  of cluster knowledge and  the ~ n a n a g e ~ n e n t  of t h a t  

knowledge are  the deterlninants of a particular industry or sector t h a t  can  

lead a n d  drive a n  individual cluster towards global colnpetitiveness 

(Dayasindhu, 2002) especially when competing cluster knowledge is growing 

i n  concentration. I<nowledge is perhaps the most important feature and  a 

fundamental  resource for modern economies a n d  hence the use of the  term 

"knowledge economies" (Con~alves,  2006) or the ainbition of nation to 

becorne a knowledge based economy. This is especially prevalent due to the  

onslaught of globalisation and  the shift in  production and  manufacturing 

from western economies to Asia which further intensifies the value and  

production of new kno\vledge (Audretsch, 2003). 

3.1.3 Presence of Suppliers a n d  Clients 

Agglomeration economics in  terins of extel.nalities has  two core sections. 

Firs t  the concept of location externalities nrhich a re  the derived benefits for 

firms in  the same or similar cluster of industry ~v i th in  spatial  proximity. 

The  second is the urbanization externality which is referred to a s  the benefit 

of film:; in many clif'fe~.ent industries \\.it hi11 spa ti a1 111-osimit\- (Raptista.  

2003). A cluster is subjected to a core econoi~iic specialisation and  therefore 

firms, businesses and  organisations located in the cluster a re  ~l iutual ly  

related firms linlied to the cluster's core economic specialisation. The 

presence of a good nlix a n d  ~veight  of suppliers and  clients in the context of a 
. . 

slnillar cluster of industry can incur l~ower transaction costs for firms and  

greater access to specialised out,puts such a s  business services, personnel. 

training and  trouble shooting (Porter. 1998. Enright,  2003). The supplier's 

potential to behave in  a n  opportunistic manner  is reduced due to the highel* 

transparency of local relationships and  the potential negat,ive business 
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effect of ~ n i s t r u s t f ~ l l  behaviour. Locating in  a cluster with a greater presence 

of customers enable f i r ~ n s  to be at, the point of business and  allows for 

greater  recognition of potential new nlarliet opportunities with reduced 

marke t  risli due to a greater supply of customers. 

The  three forces of agglomeration economics outlined above encourage 

spat ia l  concentration. However land scarcity a n d  congestion a re  factors t h a t  

disperse the  clustering forces. Within a cluster there is a desire to be located 

within the cluster which creates a n  issue of land scarcity and  congestion 

which can drive up the price of the cluster location. High land prices a n d  

increasing congestion can reflect negatively on the attractiveness of the 

choice of location of one cluster over another.  

3.2 Competitiveness Theory - Porter's Diamond Model 

Perhaps  the rnost well know of all the rnajor economic theories is Michael E. 

Porter's Diamond Model which was developed frolll his 1990 book The 

Co121pefitir.e Advantages o f  Natio11s. Porter's D ia~nond  theory is based on a 

need to understand, 

" I4Th.j- do 15x2s based in parficrrl:~ia 11a2j;oils achieve i12i?ei~2~tio12al srtccess i12 

disti12ct seg1ne12ts and 112drtstiies"? (Porter, 1990) 

According to Porter the co~npetit ive advantage of industry is reflected in  the 

dialnoild model (Figure 1). Porter illustrates t h a t  it is firms and  not nations 

t h a t  co~npete  in  international markets  and  the presence of competing 

clusters is R key dynamic factor to nation competitiveness ( J a s i m u d d i ~ ~ .  

I 

Figure 1 Porter's Diamoncl h lodel (Source: Portel. 1990. p. 73 ) 
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Nations succeed in  clusters of industry ra ther  t h a n  isolated islands of 

industry a n d  i t  is  the mix and  ~veight  of those clusters t h a t  a re  the root of a 

nation's comparative advantage and  a reflection of the s ta te  of a n  individual 

economy (Porter, 1990). The determinants of competitive advantage within 

the  diamond rnodel a re  donlestic factor conditions, donlestic demand 

conditions, the presence of related a n d  supporting industries a n d  firm 

strategy, s t ructure a n d  rivalry. Porter (1990) also identified two subsequent 

factors, the  influence of government a n d  the role of chance events. 

3.2.1 Factor Conditions 

Factor conditions or factors of production a re  perhaps the obvious features 

of econo~nic resource such a s  infrastructure,  land, capital, labour and  

availability of resources (Jasimuddin, 2001). Such key factors are  created by 

advanced sophisticated economies and  are  not inherited features of 

production. Porter (1991) argues t h a t  the  nlost i ~ n p o r t a n t  aspects of 

production include specialized heavy inves t~nen t  a s  a local resource or a pool 

of labour, but  they do not necessarily provide a coinpetitive advantage in  

lino\vledge intensive industries. To encourage coinpetitive advantage a 

factor co~lditioll ~ l i u s t  be l i ighlj~ specialized and  meet the industry's 

particular needs, a s  such types of factor co~iditions a re  ~ n u c h  harder  for 

foreign companies to imitate and  thus  nations whose industries a1.e 

proficient a t  factor creation tend to succeed. Disadvantages call also help 

cluster competitive d y n a ~ n i s ~ n  because \vhen firms face similar 

clisatl\-antage:; t h e  a rc  driven lon-a~*d:; inno\-ation to ~ ~ r o t c c t  their 

co~npctit ive positioii and  thus  the disadvantage can become the advantage 

(Porter. 1991). 

3.2.2 Demand Conditions 

The de~l iand  factor is necessary a s  Porter (1990) argues tha t  a good home 

inarliet will instigate good conditioils for competing abroad. The application 

of good home denland encourages indigenous firms to interpret and  respond 

with f a s t e~ .  and  greater efficiency to deillandilig mal.1iets despite the effects 

of globalisation on world markets  (Portel-. 1991). If a fir111 h a s  a good 
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Maritime Clusters 

understanding and  appreciation of a constantly adapting a n d  demanding 

home market  then  firms  ill have a more precise view of what  international 

buyers and  markets  require. An exanlple of denland conditions is if a 

competitive industry is a sophisticated and  demanding customer (for the 

products of i ts  suppliers), it helps to generate domestic demand conditions 

which drive to maintain a conlpetitive advantage among supply industries 

(O'Malley, e t  al, 2000). Demand conditions force companies to innovate, 

develop and  lead the way forward in  challenging the tough problerns 

brought on by demanding world markets  and  their custolners in  order for 

firms to reinain successful a n d  retain conlpetitiveness in  a n  increasing 

marke t  of globalisation. 

3.2.3 Related a n d  Supporting Industries 

This  factor deals with the  presence of local suppliers and  related industries 

a s  the closeness between related and  supporting industries helps to 

facilitate the  exchange of information and  fosters local co-ordination and  

innovation between firms. Conlpetitive suppliers also help to create 

advantages tha t  will filter downstream through the cluster and  increase 

competitiveness, the mix, weight and  enzbeddedness of the related and  

supporting industries. A strong nlix can help provide strength to a cluster 

a n d  apply a resistance to external shocli. Porter (1990) also introduced the 

concept of related industries t h a t  can be correlated due to their similar 

needs or silliilai* requil.ements of factor conditions such a s  a labour supply. 

'l'hc neecl for such lahour and  the close pros imi t~-  or  firins car1 help lead to  

and  strengthen the labour pool for all firms associated within the cluster 

(O'hllalley, e t  al, 2000). The concepts of related industries in Porter's work 

helps to illustrate how firms within inclustries complement each other 

nrithin a cluster of industry.  

3.2.4 Firm Strategy, Structure a n d  Rivalry 

Fir111 strategy. structure and rivalry are  the conditions tha t  preslde over the 

environment of companies and  lion the j  arc  fol-mecl. ol*ganlsed and  

managed and  the quality of doinestlc rlvalrv (Porter. 1991). The presence of 
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internal  conlpetition is a n  important factor for cluster nourishment a n d  a 

strong colnpetitive indigenous envi ron~nent  helps firms \vithin the  cluster to 

behave in  a more dynanlic n7ay. The rivalry in  the domestic marke t  place 

helps firms succeed in international markets.  Porter (1990) argues if f i r~ l l s  

within a cluster do not have to fight through constant innovation to 

maintain their customer base and  market  share i t  is  therefore unlikely they 

will perform dynamically i n  international markets,  a n d  in  doing so weaken 

the  indigenous cluster i n  the international arena.  

3.2.5 Role of Chance a n d  Government 

Porter also discusses the role of chance and  the role of government among 

the  five mutually enforcing factors. Within a cluster and  it's supporting five 

forces the whole group of industry benefits flow forward, bacltnrard and  

horizontally (Porter, 1990). Enright  (2003) in  discussing innovation 

highlights t h a t  l i terature suggests t h a t  face-to-face meetings, planned or 

unplanned, forinal a n d  informal a re  vital to the innovation process. 

Information and  innovation flows throughout the cluster and  rivalry 

spreads and  encourages growth and  innovation in  the supporting a n d  

related firms. Go\7ernment can influence a cluster by i ts  \risible support for 

the  industry through regulations. laws, t a s  brealis and  supportive polices 

such a s  funding for research and  innovation. 

Porter's liey features of the dialnond inodel a re  mutually enforcing a n d  each 

defines a point of national conlpetitive a d ~ ~ a n t a g e  classified within a system 

\~.hich is cl~.i\,en by factors or competiti\.e a d ~ ~ a n t a g c  ; ~ n d  ~ s c l u d e s  t o  .i;o111~ 

degree social influences on cluster development. 

3.3 Industrial District Theory 

The  industrial  district school or the "new regional science" concentrates on 

the  analysis of local business units. leader firms and  their behavior. The 

industrial  district theory focuses on the level and  application of t rust  

(Coolie. 2002) n-ithin a cluster. embeddedness. social depth of firms. the 

importance of institutions and  the role of govel.nance. The theory argues 

tha t  it is regional concentration tha t  encourages fur ther  innovation and  tha t  
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chance nleetings secure a higher level of t rus t  which in  t u r n  benefits the 

~vhole  cluster. Morosini (2002) incorporating the worli of Alarshall (1890) 

describes a cluster or industrial  cluster as; 

'%I12 il1dustlShl cluste~d i s  a socioeconomic entity cl2al.actellied b y  a social 
~0111112 r111itj' of people and a pop rrla tiou of  econom2ic age12 t s  localked i n  close 
pl.02xrinlity ill a specifi'c geographic ~aegiorn. 144thin a12 indnstlial clrrs tel; a 
significant past o f  both the social con~mrmity and the economic agents cvolk 
to get he^. ill ec01201nically li'lked activities, shali12g and n n1.t rrli11g- a corn112012 
stock of  p~.odrrct, tecl2nolog;rf and o2.ganizational knowledge 112 o ~ - d e ~ .  to 
ge12el.a te srzpel-io1- products and sel-vices in the malke  t place" 

Karlsen (2005) argues t h a t  l i terature provides only a few reasons a s  to how 

a n  econonly and  the domestic culture interact and  the effects of such 

interaction. Scholars have begun to reformulate their view and  application 

of cluster research from the  economic concentration of localized activities to 

a more sociological approach in  t h a t  clusters really are  social coniillunities 

with efficiencies and  abilities for knowledge creation and  transfer (Morosini, 

2002). The industrial  district school of thought is moving increasingly 

towards the concept of learning econornies, learning regions a n d  innovation 

s y s t e ~ n s  (Karlsen, 2005). 

3.3.1 Trust 

Economic sociologists will look a t  the relationship between firms and  the 

relationship of t rust .  Trus t  is a feature of cluster theory, although the 

f~lnct ion and  level of t rus t  in a particular cluster can be a problematical 

a t t r ibute  to measure or value. In  the first instance. what  is trust? Trust  can 

be clescribcd 01- ciefinecl as. 

" F i l n ~  hclief in  the 1aeli~7 bilitr; t1,rr L-11 of' someone ola soazc~thiizg" 

O r  defined as .  

':-lccepta~lce of  the tl'1lt11 of  R sta tenlen t rr~itl1orr t c r idencc of  112 rrcstlga ti011 " 

(Oxford Dictionary. 2005) 

Definitions or understandings of the nieaning of t rust  do not convey the 

importance of this feature of cluster t11eol.y and ~ t s  importance to any 

~ v o ~ l i i n g  clusteia regardless of how immeasurable or quantifiable the level of 

t rus t  in  a cluster may be. Trust  and  its adversary mlstrust are  be1iaviol.s. 
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feelings and  in sorne cases a n  action (based on either t rus t  or mistrust).  

T rus t  a s  a behavior helps to lower transactions costs and  il lustrates the 

relationship of firms in  a cluster (Cooke, 2002). Lower transaction costs a r e  

described by Dayasindhu (2002) a s  the costs of a n  exchange relationship 

which includes the drafting and  negotiating of contracts, dispute settlement 

a n d  general exchange relationship and  administration costs. Cooke (2002) 

argues t h a t  learning econon~ies have the  recognised t rai t  of high t ru s t  levels 

a n d  t h a t  t rust ,  learning a n d  knowledge can  help to increase economic 

efficiencies due to lo\v transaction costs and  increased level of linonrledge 

effects (Dijk and  Sverrisson, 2003). Trus t  is a vital colnponent for cluster 

success and  a feature t h a t  may have eluded previous cluster scholars of i t s  

importance and  possible positive effects (Cooke, 2002). Success f~~ l  clusters, 

regions and  industrial  districts could not wholly at t r ibute  their success 

alone to the power of strong domestic markets  a n d  strong inter  firm rivalry 

(Cooke, 2002). 

3.3.2 Embeddedness 

Embeddedness is a term used to describe the s t rength of relationships in a 

cluster a s  all possible economic models a re  affected by the actors 

economically "acting" within the cluster, and  t h a t  "acting" is a reflection of 

the  sociological malie up of a region (Morosini, 2002). Elnbeddedness a s  a 

concept of sociology is also a subsecluent feature of cluster theory tha t  can 

help to determine global competitiveness (Dayasindhu, 2002). It  can be 

al.guec1 illat :;omc of ellc benefit:; ;~ssociatecl with clustering a m  concei~.ccl 

due to the nature of the social clinlate of the cluster in  the f o ~ ~ m s  of local 

culture,  values and  norms ( F ~ I - s m a n  and  Solitander, 2003). Erllbeddedness 

like the role of t rust  in  clusters is a n  illustration of social relations a n d  the 

level or depth of elllbecldedness fosters t rus t  and  helps prevent fil.ms a n d  

organizations from the behavior inode of oppo~*tunism and  i.educes the cost 

of linowledge tl~ansmission ( L 4 ~ ~ d ~ ~ e t s c l ~  and  Feldman. 2003). Hon-ever a n  

ideal level of e~llhecldedness is a Inid range 01% intel.mediate level a s  too much 

embeddedness can beconle too restricti l~e and  fi.agment relationships within 

the  clustei. (DaYasindhu. 2002). Literature also gives a n  indication of t,he 
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negative effects of too nluch elnbeddedness a s  clusters. in  order to keep 

within the 1170rld lnarliet mode of constant innovation need to integrate 

repeatedly with external net\vorlis (Forsman and  Solitander, 2003). Too 

much domestic and  regional interaction a n d  reliance could numb firms from 

the  changes and  lnoveinents of international markets  117hich a re  essential  

for long tern1 competitive success. 

3.3.3 Leader Firms 

Clusters have firnls a n d  firm variety can help enhance a cluster's potential 

performance. Firms within clusters t h a t  a re  leader firnis a re  positioned a n d  

behave in  a certain way due to their knowledge, market  position a n d  the 

ability they have to make investnlents t h a t  can create benefits for all  firnls 

within the cluster (de Langen, 2003). Leader firms can help to build a 

reputation of a cluster n7hich can enhance the overall perception of a cluster 

a n d  i ts  competitive performance. Leader firms help to create a n d  maintain 

high s tandards;  improve the capability of lino~vledge transfer in  a cluster 

a n d  increase the internationalization of a cluster (Dutch Nlaritime Forum, 

2004). There is no direct benefit in  terlns of the relationships between firm 

size and  leader firm behaviour (de Langen, 2003); however a leader firm can 

have a substantial  impact on other firms in  the clustel, (Nijdam and  de 

I,angen, 2003). 

3.3.4 Governance 

The feature of governance is pel-haps ~ ~ i s i b l c  to some degree i n  each of the 

theories discussed n-ithin this chapter and  a f ea twe  p1.esent in regional and  

national clusters. Governance can take form a t  local, 1.egiona1, national and  

supernational levels a s  European member s tates  also have a multi-level 

governance frame~vorli  (Coolie: 2002). EU governance issues have driven 

lnany policies for support and  devclopnlent of "less favored regions" and  

suppo~.ting framen7orlis and  funding for driving innovation. linowledge a n d  

R&U. \3'ang and  Slack (2004) argue tha t  go.i7ernance is a collection of 

institutions, industry associations, local councils and  government which 

address the social and econonlic issues of a country or more specifically a 
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region. De Langen (2004) argues t h a t  analyzing governance leads to a 

greater understanding of the potential level of colnpetition and  perfornlance 

of a region. 

3.4 Population Ecology Theory 

Population ecology is not a core cluster-based theory but  research on 

clusters has  discussed a cluster or referred to a cluster a s  a population, 

which includes all  firms within the cluster a n d  the related a n d  associated 

firms and  organizations (de Langen, 2003, Cooke, 2002). This area's main 

contribution to cluster theory is with respect to the level of entry a n d  exit 

barriers to the cluster and  the alnoullt of s tar t -ups,  failures a n d  

bankruptcies, the basic population dynamics of a cluster a n d  the cause and  

effects of shifts of lnovements i n  a cluster population. 

3.4.1 Barriers 

The  term cluster barriers a re  made with reference to the barriers faced upon 

entering or exiting a cluster. Ideally a cluster will mrant to have high exit 

barriers which amplify the level of a firm's stickiness to a cluster. There a re  

many types of exit barriers a firm may experience such a s  immobility of 

assets  illcludillg machinery, the sticliilless of labour, specialised labour and  

specialised linowledge (de Langen, 2003). To exit a cluster may be a 

considerable expense despite a company's good balance sheet (Harrigan and  

Porter,  1991). The s t rength of exit barriers affords confidence in  the long 

.tei.m succes:; p robab i l i t~~  of the c lus te~ .  and thus   educe..: thc possil3ilit~~ of 

firms exiting the region which call l1elp to secure jobs and  encourages firms 

to  malie long term investments. Thus  high exit barrie1.s drive to increase the 

performance of a cluster. Clustel- entry barriers take the form of social and  

cultural barriers and  barriers to regional cluster linonlledge. de Langen 

(2003) argues tha t  such knoivledge call be obtained by learning by doing 01. 

through interaction. but it call be a costly process a s  the flow of cluster 

lino\s.ledge to new ent ran ts  depends on the current existence of social and  

t rus t  within the cluster and  the willingness of the current c luste~.  actors to 

encourage the flow of cluster linon7ledge to nenr entrants .  
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3.4.2 Heterogeneity 

The  heterogeneity of a cluster is the mix and  variety of related a n d  

supporting industries of a cluster and  the variety of such business firms 

adds  to the overall potential of a cluster's performance. A cluster a n d  it's 

variety of firms and  business units, have wha t  can be described a s  a 

cornpilation of capabilities and  possibilities such a s  the ability to learn, to 

innovate a n d  to create a n d  transfer knowledge, all of which a re  intrinsically 

linked to the social climate of a cluster. Proficient levels of cluster 

heterogeneity allow for greater opportunities for firm co-operation a n d  

innovation and  afford a protection from external shocks a n d  severe changes 

i n  world or local markets  (de Langen, 2003). The opportullities of co- 

operation driven by the cluster heterogeneity can  help the diffusion of 

innovation across a cluster (Gosniami and  Ka~.meshu,  2004) which is similar 

to  the diffusion of cluster knowledge. Firms which have international parent  

companies adds ir~ternationalisation to the  cluster which helps to facilitate 

t he  information flow more efficient137 within and  through firms ra ther  t han  

across markets  (de Langen, 2003). 

3.5 Limitations of the Framework 

Porter's competitiveness theory or dialnond frame\vorli has  received 

criticism over the years due to i ts inability to include individual cluster 

specifics (Dayasindhu, 2002), such a s  the study of slnall open peripheral 

econo~llies and  the exclusion of foreign inultirlatioiial enterprises as h;~r.ing 

a n d  facilitating a contribution to doiliestic competitive advantage (O'l\.lalle>-. 

e t  al: 2000). Within the Irish contest in  the investigatioli of three 

international coinpetitive clusters (dairy, sof t~vare and  music), it nras  

highlighted tha t  Porter's strategy would be inappropriate because the 

clusters showed dive~*gence from soine of the core features of the dialllond 

model. T~*eland's slnall open economy means linlited dolllestic demand. 

rivalry and  supply and  there is a significance presence of foreign clirect 

investillent in  the Irish econoiny (Cooke, 2002). IThile nen- ecoiloiilic 

geography predominately looks a t  the forces of agglomeration and  what  
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ha rd  s t ructures  help induce clustering in  a region, a n d  population ecology is 

based on the population dynamics of a region, ho~vever  they both fail to take 

into consideration the effects a n d  behavioural aspects of clusters of firms. 

Benneworth (2002) argues t h a t  academics have theorized clusters into two 

areas: first geographical clusters and  second, the  new economic geography 

which focuses on the "hard" features of clustering. Benneworth (2002) i n  

citing Dosi (1987) criticizes this approach in  models a s  weak because of the 

failure of the nlodels to take into consideration the effects of what  people do. 

The  absence of one cluster niodel which can fit all clusters, or the  optinluili 

tool of measurement for a cluster which can quantify all the possibilities of a 

cluster, with respect to both hard  and  soft econonlics is a n  unfortunate 

inherent  characteristic of the nature of research on clusters. An illustration 

of this  is taking cluster polices from a successf~il cluster and  applying the 

policy to a less favoured region, which has  the absence of core features of the 

successful cluster, which made i t  successf~ll in  the first place. Such 

successful clusters should perhaps be looked a t  a s  exceptional ra ther  t han  a 

general eco~ioniic occurrence (Benne~vorth, 2002) a s  Dayasindhu (2002) 

argues tha t  tlie analysis of clusters or a framework for c luste~.  developiiient 

should be investigated from a perspective of economics and  clust,e~. theory, 

sociologj7 and  knowledge management.  I t  is perhaps within the ~.ecognised 

liinitation of a n  individual theory to sufficiently analyse a cluster, i ts  

inherent  coniplex nature,  and  the effects of both the hard  and  soft econoniics 

of cluster pel.formance tha t  piloted cie Langen (2003) to devise the cluster 

structure cluster governance f'~*amcn.orli. Howevei- caution must be taken in 

applying the framen7orli to any methodological research a s  the conibi~iation 

of four theories has  the danger of losing tlie validity of a n  individual 

ecoiiolnic model. However the conlbi~iation of the theories can be used a s  a 

process of initial research exploration or infol*matioii data  collection. de 

Langen (2003) used the frame~s:orli to develop questions utilised for a n  

int,ervien: process and  case study approach to investigate the performance of 

seaport clusters in Durban,  Rotterdam and the Lower IVIississippi. 
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Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 have provided a review of literature concerning 

clusters, cluster theory and relevant aspects of rnariti~ne transport and 

policy. The next chapter develops the research and specifically begins to 

investigate a maritime cluster in terrns of individual mari t i~ne sectors and 

addresses specifically the process of sector identification for the GDR 

rnaritime transport sector. 
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Chapter 4.Cluster Mapping and Sectors 

The  purpose of this  chapter is to provide a n  illustration of the  GDR 

maritime transport sector. I t  will provide a n  essential picture of wha t  the  

GDR maritime transport sector looks like in  terms of the  concentration a n d  

diversity of firms within the sector. The  chapter will also investigate how 

other  maritime clusters have been divided into sectors a n d  the  various ways 

i n  which maritilne clusters a re  defined. This chapter will provide a basic 

s tep by step approach on how to delimit a maritime transport sector for the 

purpose of analysis of a potential maritime cluster. 

The  li terature has  provided to sonle degree a n  illustration of the possible 

sectors t h a t  constitute a inaritinle t ransport  cluster. Defining the sectors of 

a nlaritirne transport cluster is a direct derivative of the services t h a t  a re  

functioning within the cluster. The first stage in  sector identification was to 

conduct a brain stornl of the possible sectors supported by exan~p les  from 

individual cluster models such a s  London and  Rotterdam. Some sectors a re  

more clearly identifiable t han  others such a s  the  port sector for example. 

Identifying sectors for a general maritime t ransport  cluster inodel is not a n  

arduous tasli; ho\vever the difficulty is in  applying t h a t  process to a n  

i~ldividual  maritime transport cluster a s  individual businesses may operate 

i n  nlore t han  one sector i.e. freight forn~arding a n d  agency fol* example, a n d  

solne coinpanies may have sister companies and  subsidiaries. Individual 

sector identification is perhaps a nzoye difficult objective than  maJr be first 

perceived and  it can becolne an  arduous task with the potential for 

iildividual firms to be incorrectly classified. iVhile there a re  international 

classification s tandards (Appendix: 3 NACE Classification) they perhaps do 

not facilitate a n  appropriate description of a n  individual maritime transport 

sector. Goverllments conlmonly class marine activities (i.e. fish science: 

aquaculture,  etc) and  maritime activities (e.g. shipping and  transport.  etc) 

together and  also class industry sectors together for the purpose of central 

statistics i.e. road transport:  maritime t~.ansport  and  ail- transport.  This 

however may be entirely suitable from a gover~lment  perspective nrho  nay 
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wish to evaluate t ransport  a s  a ~vhole bu t  for a particular industry i.e. 

lnaritime transport,  i t  nlay require a more disaggregated form of da t a  for 

the  purpose of precise analysis. A relevant maritime cluster classification 

would cater for transparency in  sectors and  sub  sectors a n d  aid in  

evaluation of the current  iinpact of strategies and  policies (Peeter a n d  

Webers, 2006). 

4.1 Maritime Clusters and their Sectors 

When investigating a nlaritinle transport industry froln a cluster 

perspective i t  is  important to identify wha t  sectors operate within the  core 

specialisation of the cluster being researched. In  dividing a cluster into 

individual sectors this  can to a certain extent appear  to be a reasonable 

tasli. However clusters of the sanle industry (i.e. a s  in  the current case of 

maritirne transport) do not evolve and  are  not built i n  exactly the same v7ay. 

Different clusters will contain different sectors with greater importance, not 

a l l  clusters will have all the possible sectors included in  a mavitiine 

t ransport  cluster, and  individual clusters will leave out  and  include different 

sectors depending on theil. perspective. The following discussion ~v i l l  

exanline sonle of the more recognised international nlaritime clusters and  

their  identified maritime transport sectors. 

4.1.1 EU Cluster Sectors 

The  EC paper entitled the " 'Eco~~omic Impact of  A4aiYti1ne 111d11st1'iEs 111 

E~wc~pe' '  (2004) had a main objective of presenting a n  over~:ie\v and  

evaluation of the da ta  available concerning the past and  the future iinpact 

of maritime industries in  Europe. One of the liey consequences of the paper 

was  t h a t  the availability and  quality of the da ta  sourced for the paper 

laclied clarity and  had  mis-matched definitions and  therefore nras  limited in  

supporting policy maliing recommendations. The EC paper (2004) on the 

clustering of the nlaritinle transport industry nrithin EU member s tates  

provides a brealidown of the industry into ten key sectors (shipping. 

shipbuilding, offshore supply, inland shipping, maritime \vorlis, seaports 

a n d  related services. fishing, recreation, maritime services and  maritime 
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equipment) and eleven sub sectors (seagoing v e s s e l s ,  repair and c o n v e r s i o n ,  

naval s h i p s ,  scrapping, cables and p i p e l i n e s ,  dredging and other w o r l i s ,  

recreational v e s s e l s ,  recreational s e r v i c e s ,  R&D & education, classification 

and inspection and support services). The EC paper defines the ten sectors 

as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 EU Maritime Sectors 

Rlerchant shipping and shil:, management: Short sea 
shipping: Chartering out: cruise and ferry services ancl 

No. 

1. 

( ocean towage. 
2. 1 Shipbuilding I \Tit11 the subsection of seagoing vessels which includes 

Shipping 

merchant shlps, fishing boats. ocean going tugs, \vorkboats. 
supplj- ships. Repair and con\lersion of seagoing vessels, 
navel s h i l ~ s  including nc\\. buildinp and reuair. Inland 

Sector 

1 I I \iessels in~ lud ing  barge. harbour tu i s ,  inland-worli boats, I 

Description1 Definition 

I supplj- ships. floating sections, dry docliing and scrapping. 
3. 1 Offsllorc supply I Scisnlic research: construction. installation and con\rersion 

of platforms, storage vessels and equipment: drilling: 
offshore related transport. engineering. communication. 

inland cruises and ferries, harbour and river towage, 

telecommunications etc. Dredging including river works, 
construction of dj-kcs, harbours and can;lls ;lid support 

5. RIaritinle works 

6. 

7. 

services including 1-acht chartering. m;rrinas, inland !-acht 
basins, supporting services concerning construction of ancl 
tr;~de of rccrc1ation;rl vcssels. 1-ncht relilted tri~iniilg i ~ n d  

freighting. 
\Vith the subsection of cables and pipclines ~vhich includes 
nautical cables and pipelines for offshore work, 

- 

R&D. consult~nc!.. nautical training and education. 
Classification and inspection i n c l u d i ~ ~ g  classific;~tion 
societies. sampling and labourites. Support services 

Seaports and related services 

Fishing 
production. 
\T-ith the subsection of recre;~tional vessels including j-acht 
construction. sporting. sailing and roning boats. canoes. 
infli~titble boats. rcpair and floating sections. Recreational 

including I~unltering. ship sul)~l!-. rescue. diving. marine 
insurance. financing. hrokerage. lirnl and medical services. 
cre\ving. maritime associations and milritime government 

vessels. 
Cargo handling, shipping related storage. agency. maritnne 
logistics and cspedition. port authorities and pilotage. 
R1;rritime fishing: professional inland fishing: Shellfish 

10. 1 hlaritimc. equipment 
/ services. 
I RIan~~fircturing nild \\,holesale trade in maritinle 

The EU perspective of a marltime transport i ndus tq  and its relevant 

sectors has to  take in to  consideration all possibilities from all member states 

and as such produces an  extensive illustration of possible sectors. The EU 
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Nlaritime Clusters 

perspective takes into consideration a far  greater depth of potential for 

lnaritirne industries when compared to a n  individual maritime cluster 

perspective of i ts  own cluster. The E U  model allo\vs for the consideration of 

maritime transport sectors, their sub-sectors a n d  potential sub-sub-sectors. 

The  description of sectors can  be argued a s  being very maritime focused 

which is reasonable considering it is based on EU inaritiine sectors, however 

the  context of Table 2 in  a greater perspective is maritime clusters a n d  

therefore lacks a focus on logistics through maritime transport.  From a 

European perspective much more needs to be accomplished in  order to  

develop a robust and  reliable format of inaritiine transport sectors a n d  co- 

coordinated and  unified statistics. Despite the acknonrledgeinent of the lack 

of validity of data  for maritilne transport sectors i n  the 2004 paper not illuch 

h a s  improved a s  the current  European Commission Green Paper Policy 

Gprocess again identifies the serious lack of da t a  which hinders sufficient 

accountability of maritime sectors ~v i th in  Europe (Wijnolst, 2006). 

The  recent Europe of the Sea Project (2006) which is supported by 50 coastal 

regions and  cities and  co-ordinated by the CPMR (Conference of Peripheral 

NIaritime Regions) has  a n  objective to develop a database on European 

maritime activities and  identify main indicators a n d  da ta  of the industry 

which the conference identifies a s  currently lacliing (CRPM, 2006). CRPM 

discusses the sectors of Europe's maritime industries from the approach of a 

inaritinle economy a s  opposed to a inaritime cluster highlighting i ts  diverse 

na ture  within European economies. CIIPA/I argues t,hat the European 

maritime economy is both commercial a n d  public service based and  can be 

classified into primary maritime sector activities (fisheries, aquaculture,  

energy and  aggregate mining), categories of inanufacturing maritime 

industries (shipbuilding, port equipnlent submarine cables, etc) a n d  varied 

commercial activities (ports? shipping. tourisni: cruise, banlting and  

insurance etc). While public services include education, training, defence, 

" On 7 June 2006. tlie European Commission adopted a Green Paper on a Future Maritime Polic) for the 
European Union. The Green paper has five key thenies. First. the retention of  European leadership in 
terms of  sustainable maritime development. masitnizitig quality of  life in coastal regions. provide tools to 
manage relations \vith tlie oceans. maritime governance and reclaiming Europe's maritime heritage and 
reaffirming Europe's marititlie identit). 
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Maritime Clusters 

R&D, safety, coastal environment and protection and areas of marine 

science. The CPRM approach is in line with that of the EU Green Paper as 

it covers the complete spectrum of maritime and marine based activities. 

However it further discusses (Figure 2) the individual industries with 

respect to their dependence on the sea in terms of traditional, tangent and 

indirect activities. 

Indirect Activities: harbour industrial zones, 
logistics, platforms and hubs having connections with harbours, 

misc. manufacturing industries. 

Tangent: seafood processing, specialized manufacturing 
and engineering, inland navigation, 

Traditional Core: maritime High Tech or Value 
economy e.g. fisheries, Added: maritime 
shipping, harbours, economy, high tech 
shipbuilding, boating, public segments of shiplboat 

building, cable laying, 
offshore energy services, 

Figure 2 Tentative Classification of the Maritime Economy 
(Source: CMRP, 2006) 

The core maritime economy activities are strictly related to the marine 

environment and its resources, although CPRM does recognise the difficulty 

in any objective in terms of sector categorisation spanning a wide and 

potentially growing European community. There are traditional activities 

such as fisheries but also h g h  tech and value added services such as 

offshore sectors. Tangential activities are determined to a greater extent by 

the market rather than strategic location and although there is a direct 

maritime link e.g. marine finance for example, they are not strictly defined 

and determined by maritime activities. Potential impact of the world 

economy, trade and trade growth can have a more direct effect on tangential 
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Maritime Clusters 

activities a s  opposed to a marine environnlent and  marine resources. Finally 

the  indirect activities include suppliers a n d  clients of the core a n d  

tangential  aspects of ~na r i t ime  industries. 

The  discussion to date  has  looked a t  maritime transport sector division i n  

te rms  of a European perspective. The follom~ing discussion will address how 

certain individual maritime clusters identify their maritime t ransport  

sectors. The  selection of clusters represents both European a n d  

international maritime clusters; however the exa~np le s  discussed below a re  

not exhaustive or exclusive in  ternls of maritime clusters and  industry 

sectors. The objective of the  discussion is to provide a brief exanlple of how 

different nations approach the concept of ~nar i t in le  industries a n d  the 

identification and  subsequent division of maritime transport sectors. 

4.1.2 Dutch Cluster Sectors 

I t  was  established in  reports comlnissioned by the Dutch Ministry t h a t  the 

Dutch nlaritilne cluster was ill defined a n d  lacked sufficient and  appropriate 

statistical sectoral a n d  cluster da ta  (Janssens, 2006) for the purpose of 

understanding the potential of the  cluster and  for any future possible policy 

recommendations. In  the first instance the Dutch cluster appeared to have 

the commonly found maritime transport cluster sectors of shipping, 

shipbuilding, dredging, inland shipping and  port secto1.s. Ho~vevcr  

consultation with the industry helped to identify the inlportance of sectors 

such a s  yacht building, fisheries. ~na r i t ime  sel-viccs. the Royal Na17~7 and  

equipment suppliers. The Dutch maritime clustel* has identified eleven 

sectors relevant to the worliings of the Dutch maritime cluster. 
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Table 3 Dutch h/laritime Cluster Sectors 

(Source: Janssens. 2006) 

The  Dutch maritinle cluster sectors a re  i~ luch  inore streamlined a n d  specific 

to  the activities of the cluster t han  the sectors and  subsequent definitions 

described within the EU model. However the definitions of the sectors could 

be fur ther  clarified and  be more precise. The sectors call also be sub-  

identified in  terms of those tha t  a re  directly port related, of the eleven 

sectors; ports ( I)?  inland shipping (101, shipping: logistics and  t ransport  (ll), 

dredging (7) are  primarily centered on the activities of the port. The next 

aspect of the cluster is with regard to shipbuilding (3) and  marille 

equipinent (4) a s  the Dutch maritime cluster also has  a considerable 

shipbuilding sector a s  the  Dutch produce a higher proportion of innovative 

ships n-hcn comparecl to tllc Europcan average (Fist A'Ia~.ine Tnternational. 

2005). Ports a re  considered a good case fov clustering and  the1.efore help to 

at t ract  and  illaiiltai~l a level of maritime services focused on and  around 

port activities in  terms of maritime services (2). The subsequent sections a re  

defence (9), fishing (6)> offshore (8) and  yachting (5). The DRilNF through the 

h4aritime Clusters Roundtable on the discussioil of the future European 

Green Paper  called for better statistical underpinning of the ecoiloillic 

importance of European maritime clusters. i.e. the relationship between the 

sectors. direct and  indirect added value and  information on eillployille~lt 

da t a  (Janssens, 2006). 
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4.1.3 London Cluster Sectors 

The London maritime cluster was found by Fisher Associates (2004) to 

contain four main key sectors - shipping, industry associations, support 

services and intermediate services. 

Table 4 London Maritime Service Cluster Sectors 

No. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

As with the DMNF model of the Dutch cluster, the London cluster is a direct 

Sector 
Shipping 

Industry Associations 

4. 

5. 

reflection of its activities. The London maritime cluster is also termed the 

Description1 Definition 
Which includes ship owners, charterers and cargo interests; ship 
managers, shipbrokers and liner agencies. 
Which includes both national and international associations. 

Regulators 

London maritime service cluster as its strength is in the maritime support 

Which includes International Maritime Organisation and country 
representatives, classification societies, flag state, Lloyd's 
insurance market, Baltic Exchange and the UK government. 

(Source: Fisher Associates, 2004) 

Support Services 

Intermediate Services 

services the cluster provides and its strong legal and financial abilities 

Commercial consultants and researchers, media firmsipublishers 
and conference organisers, information and communication 
technology (ICT) services, manning and recruitment agencies, 
maritime universities and colleges. 
Which includes marine insurers (capital providers, insurance 
companies, underwritersimanaging agents), Lloyd's insurance 
brokers, bankers and accountants. Technical consultants and 
surveyors, legal advisors (lawyers, arbitrators and average 
adjusters). 

supported by the strength of the City of London. 

Figure 3 London Maritime Service Cluster (Source: Fisher Associates, 2004) 
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As illustrated in the model (Figure 3) of the London maritime service 

cluster, each of the four key sectors has a number of sub-sectors or sectors 

included in the core. The London model is taken from a different perspective 

as a more consistent approach would be to highlight the importance of 

sectors such as banking, finance and law as opposed to having the services 

combined under the one heading of intermediate services. Such a n  

illustration as depicted in Figure 3 is debatable in light of the importance of 

such services to the cluster's success. The model is suitable from a basic 

level in order to understand what services the London cluster has but it 

diffuses the relevance and importance of major contributing sectors such as 

maritime law and marine finance to the cluster and lacks the initial ability 

to understand the possible depth of the marine finance and legal sub- 

sectors. As the London maritime cluster is know as a maritime service 

cluster the Fisher report (2004) discusses the relevance of the maritime 

cluster's interaction with that of the City of London's financial cluster. 

While individual maritime transport sectors can have an underlying sub 

sector i.e. shipbuilding and metal works for example, maritime clusters also 

have cross relationships as illustrated in Figure 4 where the London 

maritime service cluster is a subset of the London financial cluster and the 

UKILondon maritime cluster. 

......... ............ ............... ".-------- \..... 
..... ....... .... ..:,,,. --"~"""",,,,::;.. ...... ............. ..:::::.. ..... ... >., '...., k':" .."....... ..... "" Financial ...-. 

<... : :  Maritime "??% 
Maritime 

Cluster Services f Service f cluster 
1 \ Cluster I 

2 
.#> f 

1.. ..p ....... ..:.. .......:... ,..*.. .... ....... ....... ...... 48::" ..::..." 
'.:h ....,,.....,,... .... ,..** ....... ..... ..,,.. ..... .......... ................. ..................................... ......, .................. ............. 

Figure 4 Cluster Subset Interaction (Source: Fisher Associates, 2004) 

While the London cluster is the most prominent maritime cluster in the UK 

there are also other UK maritime clusters. One of Sea Vision UK's 

initiatives was to broadly define the UK maritime cluster but with respect 

to all activities related to the sea and not just a concentration on commercial 
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activities (Sea Vision UI<, 2007). The Sea Vision UIC defined a total  of 15 

sectors for the lnaritime industry within the UK. The Sea Vision UI< 

approach is similar to t h a t  of the European approach in t h a t  i t  t akes  a 

broad perspective of the cluster with the inclusion of recreational activities, 

technology, defence, research and  developillent a n d  fisheries. 

The Ul i  Sea \'1sion model coilleh from a diffel-ent perspect11.c to tha t  of' the 

Lo~ldon cluster. The Sea T'ision app~*oach like the E U  app~.oach talies all  

UK Maritime Sectors 

Description/ Definition 
Maritinle services utilised in the exploration, development 
and exploitation of offsllore oil ancl gas fields. 
Shipping services utilised in the carriage of goods and 
passengers and the chartering of vessels. 
Construction and repair of commercial and naval ships and 
other marine structures. 
Maritime related business services provided by the "City". 
Loading, unloading and other lianclling of marine cargoes. 
Military and civilian operations of the Royal N a y  inclucling 
foreign ship sales. 
All leisure activities including boat building and equipnlent 
provision excluded above. 
Tlle manufacture, surveying and laying of submarine 
teleconlniunication cables. 
University. public sector and industry involved in lnariti~lle 
R&D. 
Include unclernlater unmanned \~ehicles, marine 
biotechnology ancl marine software. 
Marine courses in the higher education sector and for 
seafarer industry purposes. 
Ocean surveys primarily for l~ydrograpl~ic and extractive 
industry purposes. 
Public ancl private sector activit.ics related t,o marit,ime 
safety and salvage. 
Shipping services utilised ill the off shore estxaction of 
minerals ancl aggregates (other t,han enlployment this is 

Table 

No. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

15. 

maritime activities into consideration and  not just the importance of core 

5 Sea Vision Description of 

Sector 
Oil & Gas 

Shipping 

Shipbuilding 

Maritime Services 
Ports 
DefenceINaval 

Leisure Marine 

Telecommunicatio~ls 

Research & 
Development 
Nenl Technologies 

Eclucation & Training 

Ocean & S~urvey 

Safcly & Salvage 

Mineral & Aggregates 

/ covered in shipping above). 
Fisheries I Sea fishing ant1 shellfish landing and fish farming activit,ies. 

commercial activities. The description in  the UI i  lllodel is more 

(Sourc~ :  Bron.nl.ig.g, 2006) 

understandable t han  tha t  of the E U  at tempt  a t  sector description. However 

111 the Sea I'ision UI< sector description the ~llodel recognises the importance 

of ' the City of London cluster. a s  the maritime services secto~. is described a s  

maritime related business services provided by the City of London. 
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4.1.4 Finnish Cluster Sectors 

A technical review on the Finnish maritime cluster published i n  2003 

describes the term "maritime sector" a s  all the activities of a company 

related to seafaring, marine industries and  port operations (Viitanen, e t  al, 

2003). The Finish maritime cluster is divided into the  follo~ving nine sectors; 

1. Shipping companies. 

2. Shipping colllpanies and  associated companies. 

3. Ports. 

4. Port operators a n d  port related industry. 

5. Interest groups and  associations. 

6. Public sector including administration, education, research a n d  

development. 

7. Associated fields including, finance, insurance and  classification. 

8. Shipyards. 

9. Shipyard subcontractors. 

The  Finnish approach to the division of the  cluster into sectors is to 

represent mainly the  core commercial sh ippi l~g  related activities while also 

affording importance to associations, the public sector! education, research 

a n d  development. The three core sectors appear  to be shipping companies, 

ports and  shipyards, although the la t ter  three also have sub  sect01.s~ nalllely 

shipping companies and  associated companies, port operators and  port 

related in dust^-y and  shipyard sub-contractol-s. Thc approach is basic; 

hon-c\.el* it does pro\-ide for thc collsidei.ation that the sectors 11a1.e depth 

a n d  therefore a possible sub-sectol* a n d  sub-sub-sectors. The concept of 

examining a cluster in  terms of i ts  depth and  interrelatior~ship with other 

possible clustel-s call help to provide a n  illustl.ation of the potential ripple 

effect of a n  individual industry cluster. In  terms of the shipbuilding cluster 

(refer t,o Figure 51, i t  could also incorporat,e the construction industry i.e. 

raw materials for example. a n  ICT cluster for ship design and  technologies. 

a n  energ!. cluster for pl-oduction of and  optimising the use of energy on 

board and  finally the environment \\rhich will in  the future have a n  
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increasing effect on ship design through implementation of various 

regulations through the INIO. 

Figure 5 Shipbuildi~ig Cluster Kelationship \vith Sub-sectors 
(Sorrrce: Viitanen, et 81,2003) 

4.1.5 Norwegian Clucier Secior.~; 

The Norwegian cluster is divided into three 1nai11 sectors which are 

shipping, the ship industry anct maritime services and each also has a 

number of sub-sectors, all of which are supported by educational 

institutions, research institutions. political bodies and facilitating 

associations. N
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Research 1 a c i t a i n   ducati ion -1  [-- *ssociations Institutions Institutions / Bodies I 
I 

---2 

Ship building & repair Tankers, bullt etc. 
Ship equipment Rigs & offshore 
Ship vehicles Cruise & Ferry 
Retailers & wholesalers Ship management 
Navel architects 

- /--' ---_-_--- I' 
__.-- -. --._ 

--\ 

Maritime Services 
e Ship brolting 

Ship finance 
e Ship insurilnce 
0 Classification 
0 Legal services 

'... --- 
,/' 

- ~- .- - -. 

Figure 6 Norwegian Maritime Cluster 
(Source: Benito, 1000) 

The Norwegian model is again similar to that  of the Dutch model as i t  

highlights the importance of the cluster's main activities of shipping, ship 

building and maritime services. Linear cluster theory ctescribes that a 

cluster is consolidated to a particular region or area of a country, however in 

the case of Norway this is not strictly true clue to the topography of the 

country. This is reflected in the broad nature of the cluster sector lnoclel as 

opposed to the precise cluster rnodel of Lo~ldon and Rotterdam. The 

Norwegian nioclel begins to highligllt that there is also an  interrelatiol7ship1tio11sliil1 

betwcen the nlaill three secto~*s of' shipping, shipbuilding and mal.itime 

services but it also places significant importance on the role of politics, 

research ancl educational ilistitutions ancl facilitating associations. 

4.1.6 Danish Cluster Sectors 

The Danish clustei. ~ ~ i o d e l  illustrated in Figure 7 concentrates on the core 

maritime inclustries and subsequent related inclustries. N
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Users 

Industries 
Suppliers 
Subcontractors (inc. 
goods & services) 

Core Industries Related Industries 
Shipping The Danish Navy 
Maritime services Fishing industly 
Shipbuilding Leisure & sport 
Equipment industry 

Supporting Institutions 
Government authorities 
International organisations 
Business organisations 
Education 
Universities, research & knowledge sharing 

I 

Figure 7 Danish Cluster Sectors 
(Source: Bech, 2006) 

The Danish model has also linked together a common user group in terms of 

cluster players such as transport purchasers and economies of scale in 

technologies and the labour supply for the cluster (Bech, 2006). The Danish 

cluster model allocates its principal commercial activities under the heading 

of core industries and separates out defence, fishing and recreation into the 

heading of related industries. Different clusters may hold more importance 

to the sectors of fishing and defence when compared to the Danish maritime 

cluster as Bech (2006) argues that the Dutch maritime cluster includes the 

core industries and the supporting industries and that related industries 

are present but not truly core maritime cluster industries. 

4.1.7 Hong Kong Cluster Sectors 

Hong Kong's maritime cluster traditionally would have been based on the 

commercial shipping activities of shipbuilding and repair, shipowners and 

operators, and port operations (Maunsell, 2003). The Hong Kong cluster is 

divided into twelve key sectors and unlike the London service cluster 

approach gives the areas of finance and law is own sector representation. 
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Table 6 Hong Kong Maritime Cluster Illustration of Sectors and Activities 

reps 
(Source: Maunsell, 2003) 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

However like the London maritime cluster which was  built historically on 

Description 
Shipowners and operators. 

Ship managers, non-operating owners: professional 
manpower, crewing. 
Classification Societies and surveyors. 

Under\vriters, P&I cubs, brokers, average adjusters. 

Lawyers, arbitrators. 

Banks, financiers. 

No 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

t he  back of the success of the British merchant fleet and  the city of London, 

Sector 
Shipowners 

Ship managers 

Classification Societies 
and Surveyors 
Marine insurance 

Maritime Law 

Ship Finance 

Sllip brokers 

Local and International 
Bodies and Associations 
Supporting Services 

Ship Registration 

Marille Equipment 

Ship agents incl. MNC 

the  decline of the British fleet i n  the 1970's a n d  increased competition fro111 

Sale & purchase, chartering. 

UN, Bilateral local and regional. 

Education and training, informatioll services, auditing ancl 
tax advisors, IT and coml~lullication services. 
HI< ship registry, foreign registry, port authorities, port. 
state control. 
Hull and load discharge ecluipment, enginelpropulsion 
equipment, maintenance and repair, bunkering, waste 
clisposal, safety equipment and electronics. 

Asia lead to the concentration on maritime service activities such a s  law a n d  

finance in  the Hong Kong cluster. The cluster has  also seen a development 

in  the so called "intellectual shipping activities" of finance, insurance, legal 

services, and  arbitration. I t  is clear from the cluster descriptions provided 

t h a t  certain clusters a re  service focused, port focused, and  logistics focused 

or  some dual  combinat~on such as po~tlsel*vicc focused or pol~tllogistic 

focused. 

4.2 Cluster Mapping Methodology 

The  first stage of analysis of a potential cluster' requires a few basic steps.  

Step one involves the identification of the core specializatioll of the potential 

cluster, a s  this  is the primary or main business type of the cluste~..  Once the 

core specialization has  been identified the potential cluster region requires 

identificatiorl i.e. the boundarj- of the cluster. The subsequent stage is to 

The term ..potential cluster" is used in the contest that for some cluster research in the initial stage of 
esploration of the cluster (nay not readil). assirme that it is in fact a cluster. 
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identify the businesses, firms, conlpanies and organisations trading and 

operating within the defined boundary and to divide those business units 

into the relevant specific sectors of the cluster (de Langen, 2003). The 

approach above is a basic process of cluster deliiniting for the purpose of 

initial explorative research on clusters. 

4.2.1 Core Specialization 

The core specialization of a potential cluster is its primary economic 

behaviour i.e. media, textiles, hi-tech etc. The core specialization of the 

potential cluster is based on the primary activity of the cluster present in a 

region due to a natural  asset or sollle other factor attracting a concentration 

of industry to a specific region or location (de Langen, 2003). The core 

specialization for the current cluster analysis is maritime transport. 

4.2.2 Greater Dublin Region (GDR) Boundary 

1. Select core specialisation 

1 
2. Identify region 

business and  organisations ~ i ~ i t h  
3. Identifji the clust,er population 

locatetl within the  GDR 

The choice of a boundary for a n  individual cluster helps to confine its 

analysis and allonrs greater evaluation of the possible potential. Ho~srever it 

is argued tha t  clusters in one respect have no borders or natural  boundaries 

(Saber 1996, de Langen. 2003) a s  firms and their level of business 

relationships and the application of links and linliages cross and supersede 

invented borders. However the construction of some sort of a boundary for 

Ports. Ship Onrncr /Operator. Law. 
Ranliing. Freight For~\rarder/Agei~cy. 
Organisation: Government, 
Academic. Ship R/Ianagement. 
Broliel.. Stc11.edore. I\/lal.iilc' 
Insurailcc. C'onsultant . 

4. Itlentify the  relevant sectors - 
Figure 8 C'l~rster llapping 
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the process of research on clusters does provide a control for the cluster and 

for the research. The implementation of a boundary helps to concentrate the 

current research on an area that includes the country's principle port, 

critical mass of industry players, the country's capital city and the location 

of the core financial and academic institutions. The boundary implemented 

for the research on the cluster of the maritime transport sector in Ireland 

concentrates the clustering effect within the Greater Dublin Region 

boundary which refers to the area including Dublin City and all the 

Counties of Dun LaoghaireIRathdown, Fingal, Kildare, Meath, South Dublin 

and Wicklow (National Spatial Strategy, 2002, P11). 

Figure 9 Map of GDR 

- - -  ~ 

. 

Key: Mororways - Seaport 
Main Roads - Pirport 
Secondary Roads --- 
Railways .............. 

The purpose of the Irish 

government's National Spatial 

Strategy 2002-20208 is a twenty 

year planning framework for 

Ireland with respect of the aim to 

achieve a more desired balance; 

"[of] social, economic, and physical 
development and population growth 
between the segions" (NSS, 2002, 
p10). 

The report highlights the 

importance of the GDR to the 

economic competitiveness of the nation, and the objective of the government 

to use the success of the GDR post the effect of the Celtic Tiger as a 

benchmark for success in other regions. 

4.2.3 Identification of the Population 

The established boundary for the area of research caters for easier 

identification of the maritime transport related firms and organisations 

operating within the GDR. Therefore it is possible to count the number of 

firms within the region and divide the number of firms and organisations 

The National Spatial Strategy (NSS) is a coherent national planning framework for Ireland for the next 
20 years. 
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Maritime Clusters 

into categories, sectors, and  if necessary sub-sectors, and  thus  provide a 

total  population of the cluster's components. Therefore the next point of 

research is to investigate exactly what  type of firm, business or organisation 

i s  included in the  te rm and  concept of inaritime t ransport  and  into which 

sector each individual business unit  should be categorised. 

4.2.4 Identification of the  Relevant Sectors 

The  first point of investigation of what  exactly constitutes a maritime firin 

within a maritime cluster is based primarily on definitions of wha t  is a 

cluster (refer to Chapter 2). The maritime t ransport  sector call be considered 

a n  older industry when compared to more modern industries such a s  

telecon~inunications a n d  therefore identifying certain maritirne t ransport  

sectors is more obvious. Also by examining how other maritime clusters 

define their sectors call provide a helpful insight into breaking a maritinle 

cluster down into the   no st appropriate and  relevant sectors. I n  order to 

devise a list of firms, business a n d  organizations involved in  the  GDR 

maritime transport cluster, a database was  coinpiled froin a n  assortinent of 

sources including the National Institute for Transport and  Logistics (NITL) 

Ir ish Supply Chain Management  Services Directory 2004/05, the Yellow 

Pages directory and  general internet I-esearch all of which were 

supplenlented and  clarified from the INID0 interactive database. The 

cluster database intended to provide a comprehensive directory of all firms 

operating within the GDR maritime transpol-t cluster, homiever over the 

period of research t11e1.e is the possibilit~. of'nen- firms being established ancl 

firms exiting the marliet. There is also the nlalie up of companies and  the 

na ture  of a company and  i t s  subsidiaries and  hon7 t h a t  \vould affect the 

cluster database account. However due to the snlall na ture  of the sector in  

Ireland a n d  more regionally Dublin, the author  believes the mal.gin of error 

i n  the cluster database wit11 respect to the nu in be^* of firms in each inaritime 

sector is minimal. I11 the case of the GDR cluster, soine firms and  theil. 

relevant sectors are  easier to identify. such a s  the port sector for esainple. In  

certain instailces a s  in  case of the services of law: banliing and  consultants 

there a re  more f i~.ms pl-esent in  the Dublin region than  indicted in Table 7 .  
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R4aritime Clusters 

However some may work in  the maritime sector occasionally a n d  therefore 

the  representation in  Table 7 strives to i l lustrate firms t h a t  operate 

sufficiently a n d  commonly in  the Irish maritime sector. The database of the  

Ir ish maritime firms operating within the  greater Dublin Region comprised 

a list of a total of 250 units which include the ports, firms, business, 

industry organization and  governlnent bodies a n d  agencies related to the 

GDR maritime t ransport  sector. Table 7 shows the breakdown of the  sectors 

a n d  the number of companies per segment of the Irish maritime sector. 

Table 7 Cluster Industty Database 

(Source: Author's Own) 

The  initial n7ay to approach a n  individual cluster in  t e r ~ n s  of a n  illustration 

of mihat sectors a re  present is to first look a t  the activities of the cluster. At 

this  stage there is a maritime transport industry. However i t  call be unclear 

if the dolniilant position of the indust,ry is based on a port cluster, a service 

cluster or pel*hapr; a 1mix of both options. By first developing a list of' p1aye1.s 

within the industry helps plaovidc a n  indication of what  s e c t o ~ ~ s  may be 

present a s  opposed to identifying the sector first and  then  trying to lnold 

firms into those identified sectors. This may not be a problem for the  Inore 

obvious activities such a s  ports for example, bu t  firms can operate in  more 

t h a n  one sector depending on how the individual cluster sectors a re  laid out. 

F i rms  can also be subsidiaries of other cornpanics and  sister companies. The 

first  important step is to identify n7ho is there and  what  the), do, a n d  then  

devise the sector allocation. For the current  research a list of the maritilne 
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t ransport  firms and  related activities were dra\vn up from various sources. 

Due to the na ture  of the research with respect to the cluster i t  is also 

important  to identify relevant supportive activities such a s  industry 

organisations a n d  government. 

A s  seen in  the various maritime clusters discussed above there a r e  many 

ways to dissect a maritime cluster and  i t s  sectors. From a European 

perspective it is very important for understanding a n  individual cluster a n d  

being able to benchmark clusters against each other a s  a means of 

measuring performance. However i t  is  clear from the models discussed 

above t h a t  such a task  would require a high level of flexibility i n  order to 

cater  for individual maritime cluster specific advantages e.g. the location of 

the  IR4O a n d  similar important international maritime organisations is of 

great  importance to the London cluster. I t  \vould not be appropriate for 

London to downplay the iinportance of the location of such organisations a s  

key s t rengths to their  cluster's competitive advantage. Such a level of 

flexibility to cater for all clusters is a difficult undertaking and  reflective i n  

the  nature of clusters in  t h a t  one nlodel designed to evaluate a cluster i n  one 

region cannot be lifted and  placed to evaluate a cluster in  another region 

(although there a re  benefits in  comparing clusters), and  therefore the  same 

concept applies to differing maritime clusters. When i t  comes to clustering 

there a re  too Inany possible variables. However it could also be argued t h a t  

individual clusters a re  perhaps too quick to denote and  identi& the sectors 

involved in a specific clust-er. 

I11 the next chapter the process of methodology selection will be addressed in  

terms of the validity of the method chosen in the context of the research 

question, bias associated with research and  potential linlitations of the 

research method. The chapter will also discuss the research  neth hod selected 

concentrating on the lie: characteristics associated n ~ i t h  the method, 

l i~lli tations of the nlethod and  esanlples of the method utilised for transport 

related research. 
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Chapter 5.Methodology Selection and Discussion 

The purpose of this  chapter i s  to help understand the  aim of the  research 

question through the inethodological process of da ta  collection. The  previous 

chapters  discussed the  aiins a n d  objectives of the  research question, a 

review a n d  discussion of maritiine transport sectors supported by a 

l i terature review concentrating on clusters, maritiine t ransport  a n d  more 

specifically four main econoinic theories surrounding the concept of clusters 

a n d  clustering. The following text will discuss the validity of the  

methodology selection in  terms of the objective of the research question, 

potential limitations and  a discussion of the Delphi method. 

5.1 Methodology Selection 

The  aiins a n d  objectives of the research have already bee11 discussed and  

will not be repeated fur ther  within this  chapter. H o ~ v e v e ~  in summarizing 

the  current  objective of the research which is to understand the potential for 

the  clustering of the inaritirne transport sector in  the GDR provides the first 

course of direction in  terms of inethodology selection. Literature review on 

clusters and  cluster theories and  a general observation of a cluster indicates 

t h a t  i t  is  a process of moveinent and  econoinic evolutioil and  therein lies the 

relevance of the term clustering. Currently there is no coinplete research 

approach to the GDR maritime transport sector which talies into 

consideration the potential sector a s  a maritime transport cluster. 

Furthel.more in  the objective of u~~dcl~s tanc l ing  the potential for clustering or' 

the  mal.itime transport sector leads to the question; where is the da t a  and  

where  ill the da ta  coine from? The research is explorative in  na ture  a n d  

lends towards the involveineilt of industry in terins of a process of da ta  

collection and  further linon~ledge creation on the GDR maritime transport 

sector. 

5.1. P Methodology Tree 

The  methodology tree depicted in Figure 10 provides a n  effective frameworli 

i n  which to select the lnost appropriate inethod to conduct the research a s  
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the tree provides a step by step guide to the selection of a illethodological 

process. The first point of discussion depicted on the illethodology tree is the 

knowledge source which has  two options; a knowledge source tha t  provides 

either a statistical or judgmental source. For the current research the 

appropriate data forinat is a judgmental knowledge source a s  the research 

process is explorative in nature and takes into consideration the whole 

potential maritime clustering of the GDR a s  opposed to a n  individual 

specific sector. Also no substantial statistical data sources are available in  

terms of a complete GDR maritime cluster. However there is statistical data 

available in terms of cargo throughput, imports, exports, employillent levels, 

and  general government or related organisation central statistics. However 

the statistics tha t  are available would be illore functional once a general 

overall understanding and concept of the industry has  been established or 

used to support any possible findings in the current research. As already 

discussed the judgementlopinion kno\vledge source coines from 

representatives of the GDR maritime transport industry, a s  who is Inore 

appropriate to provide opinions on the industry than  the industry itself? The 

next link in the methodology tree provides either a n  unstructured or 

structured path. The unstructured link provides for where information is 

used in a n  informal manner. However in a structured format the research is 

formal and adheres to proven illethods of analysis supported by 

documentation of the procedures conducted. I t  is important tha t  the 

methodology carried out is substantial and supportive of rigorous research 

applications and rcseal.ch validit)-. Thc 1.eseal~h requires the utilization of 

opinion from industry experts and therefore a research method which caters 

for a process of feedback would be appropriate a s  it  would p1.ovide a 

platform for expert judgement opinion and illatches the objectives of 

consensus or the attainment of general agreement. Therefore the 

methodology tree leacis to the choice of either P1,ediction hlfarkets or Delphi 

a s  research method. The objective of the reseal.ch question a s  already 

discussed is explorative and strives to understand the maritime transport 

sectors potential clustering and t11e1-efore the Delphi hllethod would be a 
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suitable methodological approach. For the purpose of clarification Figure 10 

displays research methods for forecasting. The Delphi method was originally 

a methodological tool for forecasting however the method has evolved away 

from forecasting towards objectives of consensus or general agreement 

(Okoli and Pawlowski, 2004). 

I n  the concept of methodological selection the discussion must also review 

other research methods that  may have been applied and why such methods 

were rejected. The Delphi method is a type of questionnaire and therefore 

reasons a s  to why the traditional method of questionnaire was rejected was 

tha t  such questionnaires have a low response rate and the candidates 

usually only answer the questions once, as opposed to the Delphi method 

which has the benefit of feedback and repetitive rounds. Traditional 

questionnaires require a sample population which would not be suitable in 

the  current research question as the maritime industry in Ireland is small 

and the research required informed and experienced expert opinion as  

opposed to ally individual with an  opinion on the potential clustering of the 

maritime transport sector in the GDR. 

The Delphi method as  a technique has been described as  a tool for 

forecasting, consensus and decision making and there are similar research 

tools that can also be applied such as  Analytic Hierarchy Process (,4HP) 

Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) or Structural Equation Modelling 

(SEnlI). AHP is a structured technique used to help individuals deal with 

conlplex decisions. ,AHP uses mathematics and humall psychology to provide 

a framework and structure to a problem which is approached from a 

hierarchy and simpler sub-problems approach. AHP convert,s the hierarchy 

evaluations to numerical values and a priority can be derived from each 

element of the hierarchy, and as  such this capability distinguishes AHP 

from other decision making techniques. Another technique within the area 

of multi criteria decision making is the (NIAUT). SEN1 is a type of network 

decision tree that enable a path to decision making fornl a starting point to 

a n  end point with each branching offering an  alternative course of action. 

fi/IAUT is lnethodological tool to aid in decision making and the concept of 
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the  neth hod is that  in any decision proble~n there exists a valued fullctioll or 

utility (U), defined by a set of feasible alternatives that  the decision-maker 

seeks (Olson, 1996). MAUT attempts to measure the alternatives which 

tend to be non quantifiable and assist the decision maker in analysis and 

evaluation (Iagoudis, et  al, 2006). Despite the availability of other 

~nethodological tools the Delphi  neth hod was applied as i t  is a rnethod that  

caters for application in an  area where there is no real knowledge or 

understanding. The Delphi provides a first step basis for the develop~nent of 

new knowledge and  neth hods such as AHP and NIAUT would be of greater 

benefit to the current research question when some basic understandings 

and knowledge of the potential clustering of the ~l lar i t i~ne transport sector 

in the GDR has been identified. AHP and MAUT are primarily decisio~l 

~nak ing  tools, while the Delphi Method as a research tool is also an  enabler 

to decisioil making, it is also a  neth hod that  caters for forecasting and 

consensus building. The core of the current research is to gain knowledge on 

the potential of the clustering of the rnaritime transport sector in the GDR, 

from experts within the industry and to build that new kno\vledge and 

understanding from consensus through repetitive feedback. 
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Methodology Tree for Forecasting 
The Methodology Tree for Forecasting classifies all possible types of 
forecasting methods into categories and shows how they relate to one 
another. Dotted lines represent possible relationships. 
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Figure 110 Methodology Tree for Forecasting (Source: Armstrong, 2006) 
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5.2 Delphi Content 

I n  terms of Delphi questionnaire design and  due to the sizeable concept of 

clusters and  clustering the questions pu t  to the  Delphi panel require sonle 

limitation or s t ructured containment in  order to secure the greatest  benefit 

of knowledge creation. The cluster structure and  cluster governance 

framework developed by de Langen (2003) based on the  four ~ n a i n  schools of 

economic theory (refer to Chapter  3) help provide a framework to aid the 

design of the Delphi questionnaire and  provide structured examples of 

questions. I n  research conducted by de Langen (2003) the cluster s t ructure 

cluster governance framework was utilised in  a case study approach to 

analyse the clustering performance of seaports in  Durban,  Rotterdam a n d  

t h e  Lower Mississippi. 

5.3 Questions 

Questionnaires a re  a common nlethod of da t a  collection a n d  Vaus (2004) 

discusses basic principles to be considered in  questionnaire design a n d  

execution which include reliability, validity, discrimination, response ra te  

a n d  relevance. Questionnaires are often utilised for da t a  collection when 

resources a re  limited. Such l i~ni tat ions may be with respect to academic 

resources such a s  the availability of statistics or linou~ledge on the subject 

mat te r  concerned or subsequent types of resource liinits such a s  t ime or 

money. Questionnaires a re  also used when it may be necessary to protect 

the  pri\:acy 01% identity of respondents involved. \;5'ording of thit questions is 

inlportant and  the questions must  be clea~.,  unambiguous, a n d  

understandable,  avoid slang or jargon and  be void of potential bias. The 

questionnaire designer lllust also give consideration to the respondent's 

knom~ledge level and  apply caution in  terms of any level of presumed 

linowledge (Cooper and  Schindler, 2003) and  questionnaires a re  more 

effective and  understandable if the language used is simple and  clear and  

the  question itself is a s  short a s  possible (Vaus: 2004). In  n~ording questions 

i t  is  important not to include leading questions tha t  guide a respondent to 

answer a question in  a manner  nrhich they may not have if the question had 
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been phrased in  a inore neutral  uray (Vaus, 2004). There a re  two inain types 

of questionnaire format, open a n d  closed. A closed questioilnaire is one t h a t  

has  provided a nurnber of answers for the respondent to select. An  open 

questionnaire is one in  which I-espondents provide their  own answers.  The  

Delphi conducted in  the current research could be argued a s  having 

e l e~nen t s  of both a closed and  open questionnaire format; however this  inay 

depend on the manner  i n  which a Delphi is conducted a s  there are different 

types of Delphi studies a n d  research objectives. I n  the  context of the current  

research the Delphi respondents must  answer either "agree", "disagree" or  

"unable to comment" which is siinilar to the closed f o r ~ n a t  by way of 

providing three options for the a n s ~ v e r  to the  question. However the  

in  the current  research  nus st give a reason for their answer a n d  

i n  providing such a format this  is reflective of the  open forinat questionnaire 

which caters for the opinion of the respondent. 

5.3.1 Bias 

The  subject of bias is a n  inherent  t ra i t  i n  research practice a s  i t  is  a n  

"i1lcli12atio12 01. a prejudice i12 favorrr o f  a particulals p e ~ s o n ,  thing 01. 

r~ier~yoint" (Oxford Dictionary, 2005). A research question or objective is 

about the at ta inment  of new knowledge, greater understanding, reality and  

t ru th  upheld in  the validity of a research process. However there a re  

initially two major types of bias which are  the bias of the researcher and  

bias in  which the research is carried out. There a re  a range of different 

types of bias n h ~ c h  call also bc dependent of the l ~ p c  of fol~mat of the 

research performed. For example halo bias or the halo effect is a systenlatic 

bias t h a t  is incu~.red by a general impression. Exa~np le s  of the halo effect 

a r e  tvhen a n  individual agrees with someone because tlley consider the 

person to be intelligent or believe a student 's  written examination \.irill be a s  

good a s  their previous exa~nina t ion  (Cooper and  Schindler, 2003). A prestige 

bias is the tendency for respondents to answer a question in a manner  

which would make them feel better.  A ~*espondent  nrho infers a prestige bias 

nlay overrate themselves, for example they may state  t h a t  they a re  more 

intelligent t han  they are.  Or  a question tha t  asks a respondent how long it 
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may take then1 to learn a language for example should be approached with 

caution, a s  a respondent may claiin it would take a shorter time t h a n  i t  

actually would. Prestige bias is difficult to avoid. However written mail  

questionnaires would be less affected by prestige bias when compared to 

telephone or person to person interviews (Cooper a n d  Schindler, 2003). Mail 

questionnaires can be biased due to the na ture  of a n  individual to read a 

document first and  then  go back a n d  answer the question or  to  skip 

questions with the intention of referring to thein la ter  on (Oppenheim, 

1968). I n  mail questionnaires there is the  tendency for the individual to pass  

on  the  questionnaire to a subsequent person; however i n  Delphi i t  requires 

t he  agreement of the person to take par t  i n  the questionnaire prior to 

receiving the questionnaire. The identification of the individual to answer 

the  Delphi is important to the nlethod a s  i t  requires the individual to be a n  

expert in  their field. However the advantage of a questionnaire compared to 

a n  interview method is its cost effectiveness a n d  also a larger sainple for 

da t a  collecting can be obtained. The core t ime consumed is the individual 

filling in  the questionnaire a s  opposed to the  interviewer travelling to the  

respondents to gather  the data .  Analysing gathered da ta  in a questionnaire 

can  be a simpler process t han  in  interviews a s  inail questionnaires can 

produce poor response ra tes  and  subsequently in Delphi despite 

participation agreement of respondents pr io~ .  to despatch of the 

questionnaire, drop out  rates  a r e  still visible. The interview nlethod 

11oweve1- enables the gathering of a g~*ea te r  level of "rich" informatjon than  

in  a inail qucstionnaire ( O p p e ~ ~ 1 ~ e i m ,  1968) and  the fact that the da ta  was  

obtained in  face-to-face manner  may afford the researchel. greater security 

ove12 the reliability of the results despite the of bias. 

5.3.2 Reliability, Validity a n d  Practicality 

Reliability and  validity refers to t,he ability to assess the result in terms of 

research effectiveness i n  measuring what  was intended to be measured. 

Oppenhemin (1968) discusses the importance of distinguishing the 

difference between reliability and  validity. Reliability infers the consistency 

to obtain the same result  again a n d  again and  validity refers to the 
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question, a n d  if the question measures what  i t  is  intending to measure.  

Practicality is concerned with a range of features associated with the  

research such a s  economy, convenience and  reasonableness (Cooper a n d  

Schindler, 2003). 

There a re  various concerns surrounding the validity of any  research process 

a n d  content validity addresses the extent  to which the ~neasurenlen t  

effectively and  adequately addressees the  concept being investigated. 

Cooper a n d  Schindler (2003) argue t h a t  good content validity requires first 

agreement on the  features or elements t h a t  will constitute a sample 

representation of the research interest. As already discussed the questions 

for the Delphi survey were based on de Langen's (2003) Cluster Structure 

Cluster Governance Frameworli. The framework provides a list of the  key 

conlponents of econo~nic theories which can have a positive effect on the 

clustering of a n  industry. The franleworli provided a n  ideal s t ructure to 

investigate clustering from a n  explorative aspect a s  i t  catered for the 

delirnitating of the l i terature on clusters to the core econonlic features ~vhi le  

providing adequate coverage of the  subject matter  for the  research question. 

Reliability infers different meanings but  always affords the ability to 

produce consistent results. I n  terms of the collection of opinion, da t a  

reliability becolnes more difficult a s  opinions call change. I n  the 

questionnaire method in the current  research reliability can be assessed a s  

t he  agreed respondents a re  aslied the same questions repeatedly through 

three ~ouncls .  l-iowe~~el* the purpose of the Delphi is to I-each convergence 01, 

consensus on a number of statenIent,s and  therefore the i ~ l l p l e ~ ~ l e ~ l t a t i o ~ l  of 

feedbacli i n  Round 2 and  Round 3 is one of the core attributes of the method. 

However this  can raise the question of the reality of opinion in  te rms  of 

da ta .  The current research is explorative in  nature and  Nenrton (1985) 

argues t h a t  1.ealitj7 can be established through a n  open forum in \vhich ideas 

a n d  opinions can be thoroughly questioned ailcl evaluated (Newton, 1985). 

T h a t  forum is represented in  the process of expert feedbacli provided for 

between the rounds within the Delphi. 
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I n  terms of practicality every research question or  research project h a s  

t rade offs in  t e r ~ l l s  of the research objective, the budget or  the t ime allowed 

i n  which to conduct the research. For example both the  t ime talten a n d  the  

cost of travelling to conduct interviews can be greater t h a n  carrying out a 

survey and  similarly a telephone questionnaire/interview can  be lllore 

expensive a n d  time consuming than  a mail  questionnaire (Cooper a n d  

Schindler, 2003). Convenience can also play a pa r t  i n  the  decision of the  

selection of the methodology a s  the research may have a small  t eam i n  

te rms  of staff to conduct and  analyse the da t a  gathered a n d  therefore the  

most convenient method in te rms  of time, feasibility a n d  practicality a n d  

general reasonableness needs to be considered. 

5.4 Empirical vs. Philosopher 

Frorn a research question conies the sub  question; from where \vill the  da ta  

come? As already discussed, the methodology selection is not only affected 

by reasonableness i n  t e r~ l l s  of gathering da ta  (potential effects a n d  or 

restraints  of time, cost and  availability etc) bu t  also by the actual research 

question. The current  research is explorative in  na ture  a s  i t  begins to 

investigate a concept or real world problern i.e. the potential of the 

clustering of the maritime transport sector in  the GDR. Clusters a s  a n  area 

of research is well documented, however clusters specifically for the 

maritime transport sector in  the GDR are  not. I n  the context of explorative 

r e sea~-c l~  and  in  the circumstance of the present research, the empirical 

approach is unrealistic. The empirical scientist is considered metl~oclical anci 

objective and  therefore the linowledge created is considered trustworthy in 

i t s  inherent ability t,o validate (Cronin, 1999). The enlpirical process 

formulates a description which is hypothetical; the description requires 

explanation in a technical context (by proven theory and  or validation), and  

when verified returns again to provide a proven t rue description (Cronin. 

1999). Cronin argues tha t  all sciences develop from the process of 

description and  explanation and  the empirical sciences a re  always open for 

revision on the basis of new linomrledge founded on re-examination of the 
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original basic principles. The philosopher is concerned with questions 

concerning reasoning, existence, nature and what  constitutes genuine 

knowledge. The philosopher and philosophy is sometimes considered the 

opposite of science in t e r ~ n s  of knowledge learned, perceived by some a s  

unreliable and based on personnel speculation and opinion which lacks the 

inherent validity afforded by e~npir ical  research. However conteinporary 

empirical research has  a level of reliance on belief and t rus t  a s  the empirical 

researcher must  t rus t  and believe already proven theories as  factual even 

though humans  inherently fail and make mistakes. For the philosopher the 

kno\vledge tha t  the individual has  is developed from a variety of learned 

senses such a s  experience, understanding and a n  evolution towards 

judgement (Cronin, 1999). For the philosopher there is no reliance in terms 

of t rust  and belief in someone else's work a s  the philosopher relies only on 

in l~nanen t  experience and understanding (Cronin, 1999) and therefore can 

be inore sure about what  they knorv when compared to what  the einpirical 

scientist knows (Cronin, 1999). Not all real world problems can be solved 

through empirical logic and in the context of explorative research the 

features of experience, belief and what  a n  individual believes a s  t ru th  are 

co~nponents to a process of genuine knowledge creation. 

5.4.1 Epistemology 

The objective of all reseal.ch is new ltnowledge creation and a s  discussed the 

at tainment  of 11en7 ltno\vledge can have its principles based in the elnpirical 

or the pllilosophical mcthods. The data for the current research is being 

sourced from individuals within the GDR maritime transport industry. 

Therefore the data sourced is their opinion derived from their accumulation 

of knorvledge and experience n~hich derives to a point of judgement. I n  

examining ltnorr~ledge and what  is ltnowledge leads to the branch of 

philosophy that  is epistemology. Epistemology addresses the validity of 

kno~vledge and beliefs and asks questions such a s  "n~ha t  is l<non:ledge?", 

"how is ltnoniledge acquired?" and "what do people know?" 
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Ayer (2000) argues that Hume completed a movement of thought instigated 

by Locke in his 1960 publication Eassy concerning Human Understanding, 

further developed by George Berkeley's Princ~ples of Human Knowledge in 

that man has no knowledge of the world but only what is derived from 

experience (Ayer, 2000). Cronin (1999) also argues that knowledge is an 

accumulation of experience, understanding and judgement and within 

experience, understanding and judgement lies beliefs, truth and eventually 

knowledge. 

...... ......... ........ ........ 
Knowledge 

-... ...- ........ . . . . . .  .... : ...... 

Figure I 1  Truth, Knowledge and Beliefs (Source: Cronin, 1999) 

The question "what is knowledge", addresses the concepts of truth and 

beliefs. Lowe (2005) argues in discussing Locke that certain things are 

known to us intuitively (i.e. a liquid is not a solid) while certain things are 

know by means of demonstration OF from the reasoning provided for by 

deductive arguments and proof. Lowe (2005) discusses that the requirement 

of demonstration in the pursuit and acceptance of certain knowledge is a 

limitation of the human form. False beliefs are not considered knowledge 

but beliefs are a state in which an individual believes something is true. 

Beliefs can be devised from experience and understanding and to the 

believer those beliefs are true, even if they are false. In terms of beliefs the 

relevant question may be; what is true and what is useful to believe? (Hollis, 

1994). 

Epistemology helps to address the truth of opinion as a reliable source of 

knowledge by investigating the validity of opinions and if knowledge reflects 

reality. In terms of knowledge there is what we know and how we know, 

although it is argued that the possession of evidence is what makes beliefs 

justified (Steup, 2005) and that evidence is based in the cognitive experience 
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of memory, introspective, perceptual and the intuitional. Memory is the 

ability to recall knowledge from the past,  introspection is the ability to 

examine inside and decipher the s tates  of tiredness, thirst ,  sadness or 

happiness, knowledge through perception is based on the five senses of 

sight, touch, taste, hearing and smell, and  certain knowledge is  found 

intuitively (Steup, 2005). Knowledge derived from beliefs in t ru th  i s  often 

addressed from the perspective of a structure of a building block of 

knowledge in tha t  justified beliefs are the foundation to the building of 

knowledge (Steup, 2005). Constructivist episten~ology supports the concept 

of the construction of linon7ledge through social experiences, human 

perception and the reality in general convention. 

5.5 The Delphi Method 

I n  the context of the current research the data is sourced from the opinions 

of experts 1vho work in the maritime transport sector in the GDR. Therefore 

how valid and reliable are opinions? In  the first instance the individual tha t  

provides the opinion is carefully selected. The Delphi method requires the 

utilisation of expert opinion, in tha t  the objective of the information source 

is not reflective of the consensus of a population. Therefore in terms of the 

validation of such opinion a n  appropriate percentage of the population 

would have to take part  in the method in order to produce reliable results. 

However, Delphi employs experts on the basis tha t  experts when aslied 

questions in their field of expertise. nrill be usually right 117hen compared to 

no11 experts. For Ilelphi the selection of experts is important and it provides 

the  first point of internal validation, in that  the method seeks to apply the 

best practitioners to the questions asked, in order to achieve reliable results 

in  terms of opinions reinforced through the process of feedback and 

repetitive rounds to arrive a t  a general consensus of the total opinion 

expressed. 

111 summarising, opinions do hold validity although all opinions may not 

reflect the t ru th  and reality. There are beliefs nrhich can be built from years 

of experience and the members of the Delphi panel do have considerable 
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experience in  te rms  of time served in  the GDR maritime transport industry.  

I n  applying Delphi a s  a method of collecting opinion fur ther  validates the  

consensus due to the requirement of experts a s  opposed to any individual 

with a n  opinion. As already discussed individual opinion holds t ru th  i n  

individual beliefs although t h a t  belief can  not conclusively guarantee factual 

a n d  reliable knowledge. The Delphi lnethod contests this  drawback by 

having a panel of experts and  by repeatedly asking the questions through a 

number of rounds supported by the opinions of the  rest  of the panel through 

feedback. Delphi provides a format for the expression of opinion but  also for 

a debate on t h a t  opinion which leads to a convergence on consensus. The 

na ture  of the research is explorative and  the prospect of knowledge creation 

on  the potential clustering of the maritime t ransport  sector extends beyond 

the  constraints of the present research. Therefore i t  is positive if the 

research process raises nlore questions t h a t  i t  can  answer a s  those questions 

will be more appropriate a n d  relevant in  te rms  of asking the right questions 

i n  order to obtain the  right answers within a concept of what  is useful to 

know. 

The  Delphi Method is named after the  Greek oracle a t  Delphi who offered 

visions of the future (Gupta and  Clarke, 1996). The Delphi Method is a 

technique to utilise and  obtain a n  agreement or consensus on a nunlber of 

s ta tements ,  opinions or views. I t  was developed a t  the Rand Corporation a t  

t he  beginning of the cold war  to forecast the impact of technology on warfare 

(Loo. 2002). Since its iilception in  the 1950's the technique has  evolved fro111 

research f o ~  militaly intelligence to concentrate on areas  such a s  health.  

policy, planning and  transport.  The purpose of this  discussion is to 

investigate the Delphi Rllethod a s  a niethodolog~7 ~ v i t h  respect to i ts  

objectives, characteristics, advantages a n d  disadvantages, effectiveness, 

reliability, and  validity and  to illustrate where Delphi has  been utilised for 

t ransport  related research. N
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5.5.1 Definition of t he  Delphi Method 

The  e ~ ~ o l u t i o n  of the Delphi Method over the decades h a s  lead to a selection 

of definitions containing a sinlilar thread of core terminology. The following 

definition is provided by Delbecq, Van de Ven a n d  Gustafson (1975) cited in  

MTiersma a n d  J u r s  (2005); 

"(The Delphi Method is] a ~n e t l ~  od for the syste~na tic solicita tion and 
collection of  judg~nents 012 a particnlal- topic th~*orgh a set o f  cal-efully 
desig12ed sequential qrrestionnai~-es" (Wiersma a n d  Ju r s ,  2005, p281 i n  
Delbecq, Van de Ven and  Gustafson, 1975). 

A subsequent example of a definition of the  Delphi Method is provided by 

Linstone and  Turoff: 

"'[The Delphi fifethod objective i s  to] obtain the most ~aeliable consensrrs of  
opi11ion of  a g.~-orrp of e,r;uelats ... by a series o f  li~tensive qrres t io~rnai~~s 
i12telspel.sed wit11 contl.olled opi12io11 feedhack" (Linstone and  Turnoff, 2002, 
p 10). 

To define what  is Delphi seems attainable; to describe the process of Delphi 

however one would have to take into consideration the evolution of the  

method from the 1950's. I n  the early days the method was primarily a 

methodological tool for forecasting and  to obtain consensus, however i t  ha s  

also been used a s  a means to examille the possible difference of opinion in  

order to construct alternative scenarios i.e. a policy Delphi (Olioli and  

Pa\vlon~ski, 2004), or a s  a method for concept development to explore topics 

a n d  to aid in  identifying issues to be developed or clarified in  f ~ ~ r t h e r  

research. Iceeney (et al, 2001) argues t h a t  lacli of guidance in  conducting the 

method has  contributed to  the v a ~ ~ i e t ~  of app~.oaches used in dlffcrent Delphi 

sludles.  Therefore the descrlptlon ol' the Delphi l\~lethod is perhaps best 

served by terminology associated with the nlethod ~vhich  includes; 

forecasting, opinion, s ta tements ,  elicit j~idgments? use of experts, controlled 

feedback, the exploration of issues and  their feasibility, consensus, non 

consensus, sequence of questionnaires, anonymity, discussion; and  debate. 

5.5.2 The Objectives of the  Delphi Method 

The  Delphi method can be used when there is lack of reliable, accurate. 

feasible and  attainable infornlation sources (Linstone and  Turoff, 2002). or 
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where there is insufficient da ta  on a topic (Tapio, 20021, or utilised a s  a 

research method to gather  initial preliminary da t a  (Wiersma and  J u r s ,  

19691, or a s  a method to develop theories and  generate scenarios a s  opposed 

to a pure classical method of evaluation and  validation (Day and  Bobeva 

2005). Delphi can also be used to looli a t  complicated social systellis a n d  to 

encourage debate or to gather  informed expert opinion on a vast  range of 

issues. I n  its broadest terms the aim of any Delphi is to achieve a consensus 

on  s tatements ,  questions, forecasts, opinions or on the analysis of informed 

judgements of previously identified issues (Saldanha a n d  Gray, 2002). T h e  

wording and  the application of the term "consensus" basically infers 

ag ree~nen t  or general agreement (Oxford Dictionary, 2005), however the 

objective of a Delphi study is a more complicated task  than  just achieving 

general agreement a s  the inherent  objective of the method in a 

contemporary research environnlent is directly consequential to the context 

of the subject matter  being researched. 

5.5.3 Types of Delphi 

As  the method of Delphi has  evolved over the decades away from i t s  

innovative objective of forecasting, the tecllilique can be broadly classified 

into three nlain types of application. The conventional or classical Delphi is 

usually a paper and  pen questionnaire approach. although recent 

technological developments have seen the nlediuln of the internet (Yao a n d  

Liu! Undated) used. The classical Delphi objective is to amalgamate the 

opiliioil and  vie\\-s of esperts  \.\-it11 the ail11 of' convergence or  consensus 

(M'iersma and  Ju r s ,  2005). The seco~ld format of the Delphi is the so called 

policy Delphi, in  nrhicl~ the objective is not attainnlent of consensus bu t  to 

create a platform for the strongest possible opposing views on major issues 

of policy (De Loe, 1995). The policy Delphi a i ~ n s  to debate ancl clarify policy 

for decisioli maliers in terms of policy effectiveness, resolution, consequences 

a n d  acceptability (Critcher and  Gladstone. 1998). The subsequent Delphi 

 node is the Decisio~l Delphi in  which the consequence of the research 

question is not to predict, forecast or describe in  terms of a reality (Tichy, 

2004). The Decisioil Delphi aligns i ts  objective to tha t  of the approach of soft 
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systelns such a s  systems dynamics and hard  systelns thinking in  order to 

understand real world problenls (Jackson, 2003). I11 categorising Delphi and  

its possible characteristics Day and Bobeva (2005) conlplied a taxonomy of 

Delphi inquiry designs (Table 8). The taxonomy looks a t  seven key issues of 

a n  individual Delphi in terms of the purpose of a particular study, number 

of rounds, mode of participants, level of anonymity, colnmunication 

facilitation process, and the concurrency of the rounds. 

Table 8 Taxonomy of Delphi Inquiry Designs 
- -- 

Criteria 
Purpose of the study 
Nurnber of round 
Participants 
Mode of operation 
Anonyinity of panel 
Communication 

5.6 Characteristics of the Delphi Method 

Choice 
Building, exploration, testing, evaluation. 
Between 2 and 10. 
Homogeneous or heterogeneous. 
Face to face or remote. 
Full or partial. 
Paper and pen based, telephone and fax facilitated, 

media 
Concurrency of 
rounds 

I n  the context of Linstone and Turoff (2002) and subsecluent definitions the 

Delphi Method has  certain characteristics. The core underling features and 

computerised. 
Sequential set of rounds or real time online 
conferencing. 

supportive frame~vork of the nlethod which are discussed has  its context in 

(Source: Day and Bobeva; 2005) 

the anonymity, experts, controlled feedbacli: consensus, panel size, and 

panel genre, level of attrition rates  and the number and objective of Delphi 

rounds. 

5.6.1 Expert Panel 

A core feature of the Delphi Method a s  a methodology is the use of experts. 

Historically the classical Delphi utiliscd the lino~vledge of informed experts 

to forecast possible future events a s  traditional nlethods of data collection in 

terms of a n  individual research question were unsuitable due to constraints 

of cost, reliability and availability (Linstone and Turoff, 2002). The concept 

of the use of experts is tha t ,  when aslied questions within their field of 

expertise. they will usually be right. when compared to non-experts. The 
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 neth hod is a proficient way to amalgamate the kno\vledge of a group of 

experts (Po\vell, 2002, citing Lindeman, 1975) or a group of specific subject 

matter  experts (Loo, 2002) for the purpose of linon7ledge creation. An expert 

can and is defined in various ways. For example, a n  expert is a n  "i~lformed 

individrral', "specialist in their field', "person rr~itl~ kno  rvledge about a 

specific s~lbject' (I<eeney, e t  al, 2001). The issue of the expert panel in 

Delphi is a n  area tha t  tends to incite the controversial side of the method, a s  

the quality of the information and opinion collected is in direct proportion to 

results achieved. Experts are required for the panel membership and  the 

individual panel member is recruited on the fact t ha t  they are a n  expert. 

The claim of Delphi to represent expert opinion has  been criticized a s  

overstated (Keeney, e t  al, 2001) and the use of the terminology of "expert" a s  

misleading and citing controversy (Hasson, e t  al, 2000). However t rue 

expertise is difficult to effectively define and Rosenberg (2006) discusses 

tha t  the t rue character of a n  expert and their expertise is the ability of tha t  

expert to fully understand all aspects of a problem or situation and to 

provide "appropriate and specific guidance". De Loe (1995) argues tha t  

consensus achieved by expert opi~lion has  a greatel. chance of proving i ts  

accuracy and such assu~nptions of the use and value of experts is widely 

accepted by Delphi practitioners. 

Usually panel selection requires non-probability sanlpling techniques 

(Hasson, e t  al, 2000, Keeney, e t  al, 2001). However the Delphi Method does 

not require the use of ~*anclom sampling as i t  employs "csperts" (T<eene~., et 

a l?  2001). The experts are selected fbr the purpose of supplying and to ~nal te  

available their kno\vledge and expertise of a subject area (Hasson, e t  al, 

2000) a s  opposed to the requirement of a statistical sample representation of 

a given populatioll (Olioli and Pa\vloivslii, 2004). Linstone and Turoff (2002) 

argue tha t  individuals interested in the results could be a source for panel 

selection, while Ja i ra th  and 14:einstein (1994) discuss tha t  experts should be 

impartial to any potential findings. However literature supports the context 

of panel selection to include both innova to~~s  and users. For exa~nple  

Wiersma and J u r s  (2005) in the context of curriculum inlplelnentation 
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suggest t h a t  both teachers who will teach a proposed curriculum a n d  

cur r icu lu~n experts should be included in  a Delphi study on curr iculun~.  

A diversity of panel n le~nbers  (Powell, 2002) a n d  a diversity of view points 

sourced from a wider perspective of knowledge a n d  experience related 

knowledge (Linstone a n d  Turoff, 2002) allows for greater consideration of 

different perspectives of opinion. Panel  diversity can help facilitate a n d  

generate interest and  involvement a s  experts drawn from a greater depth of 

background could provide a greater base of kno~vledge (Pomrell, 2002 citing 

Rowe, 1994). The li terature supports the application of a heterogeneous 

Delphi panel (MTiersma and  Ju r s ,  2005). Research has  also been conducted 

i n  the a rea  of op t i~nism of rated expert panels (Tichy, 2004) which concluded 

t h a t  there is a higher level of optiinisnl in opinion statements from self- 

ra ted  experts leading to over-optimistic results. Tichy (2004) therefore 

argues t h a t  Delphi (especially foresight Delphi's) should include top experts 

b u t  also experts with a more broad range of linowledge. 

Data  collection focused on opinion a n d  judgenlent raises the issue of 

potential bias which requires consideration (Powell, 2002) a s  Tapio (2004) 

highlights criticism in the approach used to develop a reliable selection of 

expert panellists. There can be bias in  the selection of experts (Iceeney, e t  al, 

2001). if individuals (i.e. the experts) a r e  affected by the possible outcome of 

the Delphi (Hasson, e t  al, 2000). Hasson (et al, 2000) discuss the relevance 

a n d  importance of gate keepers to aid in  identifying potential individuals 

J Y ~ O  ma!- have the kno~~:lecIge ;~ssociatecl with the 1-esearch topic. This is 

perhaps more prevalent in  small  a n d  niche a reas  of reseal*cIl where access to 

a n d  the availability of informed experts ma; be laclting. 

5.6.2 Control Opinion Feedback 

Feedback through the Delphi rounds is basically a nleans to supply the 

panel nlcnlbers with the opinion and  judgements of the total panel, in order 

fbr the individual panellist to be infornled of the opinion of the group and  if 

necessa1.y to nzodify hislher original response. Dalltej- (1969) acknom:ledges 

tha t  Dalkey and  Helmer (1964) first introduced the feature of iteration with 
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controlled feedback in order to reduce noise in  the process and to support 

the anonymity of the  Delphi panel. Feedback in  the  Delphi provides the  

medium in which panel members receive opinion and  judgements from the 

total panel and aid the  development of the subsequent Delphi round. The 

feedback between rounds also helps in the development of knowledge and  

the spread of knowledge to all panel mernbers, which can help to drive and 

stimulate new ideas or areas of research (Powell, 2002). The process and the  

facilitation of feedback is outlined in Figure 12. The expert panel receives 

the  Delphi questionnaire from the Delphi moderator or facilitator and 

conclucts the role of the expert as  required by the Delphi moderator. The 

response is returned ancl summarizecl by the Delphi moderator. In  the 

update of the psocess the Delphi moclerator summarises the clata in a 

prescribed format for repeating ancl forwarding again to the expert panel. 

This process is repeated for the required number rounds (e.g. 3 or 4). 

Distributing 

Expert Panel  

4 

Moderator 

Questionnaire 

li;igrare 1 / lY~.ocetirrr.e of a Delphi Litrtia 

(Sourcc: Yao & Lio. Undated) 

Decisions rnacle in the Delphi process can be strengthened by reasonecl 

arguments (Hasson, e t  al, 2000) and the process of feedback in Delphi can 

be displayed in different ways although scarce feedback and summary 

report type feedback have been criticized (Tapio, 2002). There are generally 

three types of feedback used in Delphi stuclies, first iteration (iteration over 

rounds without feedbacli from me~nbers  of the Delphi Panel), second, 

statistical feedback including nlocle ancl median values anct lower, mecli~uil~ 

Answering 
Updating 

t 
Collecting 
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a n d  upper quartile ranges, and  thirdly, reasons feedback which includes 

reasons from the Delphi panel lnernbers (Rowe, e t  al, 2005). I n  reason 

feedback panel  members a re  supplied with the results of each question i.e. 

the  majority percentage t h a t  e i ther  agreed or disagreed with the  s ta tement  

(question, opinion or  foresight) a n d  the opinions or reasons of t he  panel  

member's judgement. Rowe a n d  Wright (1999) investigated judgement 

change during rounds a n d  cornpared different methods of feedback 

distribution to panel members and  coinpared statistical feedback to reason 

feedback and  discovered t h a t  there was a higher ilnprovelnent i n  accuracy 

through the rounds when reason feedback was  supplied to panel members. 

Subsequently when panel rnembers based on reason feedback did change 

their opinion i t  was found to be more accurate. 

5.6.3 Anonymity of Panel  Members 

I n  the Delphi technique the panel members a re  usually completely unknown 

to  each other and  only the administrator of the  research has  knowledge of 

t he  full panel rneinbership (Loo, 2000) a s  the researcher's knowledge a n d  

access to the respondents allows for the opportunity for follow up 

clarifications (Okoli and  Pawlowski, 2004). The reason for panel anonymity 

h a s  i t  basis in the psychology of human  behaviou~. within group interaction 

a n d  the tendency for individual participant donlinance (0' Loughlin and  

I(ellj7, 2004). The design of the Delphi technique took into consideration the  

issues and  problems of gathering panel members together for the purpose of 

coinmunication and  li1101~1cdg.e claeation. In  a n  interactive group situation 

there can be a tendency for a donlinant figure nlithin the group t h a t  n7ill 

s teer  the direction of conzinunication, and  persons ~v i th in  the group may be 

unm~illing to provide opinion in  fear of reprisal, 01. fear to modify their viemi 

through discussion due to the opinion of the rest  of the group (Scapolo and  

Nliles, 2006). The anonymity afford by Delphi helps to reduce the social 

pressures observed in such interacting groups (Roure. e t  al ,  2005). 

The  anonymity of the experts allonls for each oplnloll to be afforded equal  

ilnportance (I<eeney. e t  al ,  2001) and  helps to remove potential bias a s  the 
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respo~ldeilts a re  not known to each other, although there a re  Delphi studies 

where experts have been ranked or  self ra ted (Tichy, 2004). Here a higher 

weighting is given to experts whose opinion is deemed to be more valuable. 

In crit icis~n of self ra t ing Powell (2002, i n  citing Sackman, 1975) suggests 

t h a t  anonyinity inay lead to a lack of accountability with respect to the  

opinion provided, or a drop in  motivation to complete the s tudy while Tapio 

(2002), suggests t h a t  panellists should be asked to act a s  a company or  

organisation representative ra ther  t han  individual experts in  order to 

secure a greater motivation to complete the study. 

5.6.4 Consensus 

C o ~ l s e ~ l s u s  a s  a basic concept conveys the meaning of general agreement.  

One  of the aiills of using Delphi is to achieve a greater consensus mrith a 

reduction in  variance through the rounds taken  a s  a n  indication of greater  

consensus (Rowe a n d  Wright, 1999). The t e r ~ n  a n d  subsequent 

interpretation of consensus with respect to the Delphi technique a s  

highlighted by Powell (2002) is often o~n i t t ed  in  Delphi studies.  There seeins 

to  be a lack of clarity on what  consensus actually means, and  there is no 

clear absolute indication of when a consensus in Delphi is achieved. Po~vel l  

(2002), on the basis of a review of Delphi studies concluded tha t  there were 

many nrays to infer consensus and  the application of a percentage s e e ~ n e d  to 

be the most prominent means of deciding mrhen a Delphi study has  reached 

i t s  final "consensus". Therefore different Delphi studies have attributed 

different pe~.centagcs from a range of 100% to as lon- as 55% (I'owell. 2002). 

Coilsellsus is the core of Delphi itself a s  it is the coilsensus tha t  provides the 

final conclusio~l to the research being conducted. A recent study looked a t  

t he  possible consensus difference betnreen t\vo methods used to obtain 

viewpoints and  opiilioils (ICadam, e t  al, 2006). The two ~lletllods applied in  

the research discussed were Delphi a n d  the No~lliilal Group Approach. The 

inain difference in  the lnethods is in  the fact t h a t  the lloiniilal approach 

helps to create a realistic picture of the true consensus being sought 

(advantage of face-to-face interaction), while those in  favour of Delphi argue 

t h a t  the anonymity of the participant reflects a t rue  rep~.esentation of the 
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individual perspective and a greater accuracy assessment of the individual 

range in the consensus achieved (Kadam, e t  al, 2006). The results of the 

research showed no difference in the consensus obtained by both methods. 

However Icadain (et al, 2006) emphasizes tha t  there is a need to evaluate 

the choice of consensus method which could be a possible factor of bias or 

influence in the results. Keeney (2001) further argues tha t  just because a 

consensus has  been achieved it  does not infer tha t  a correct answer has  been 

found, however one of the advantages of the Delphi method is the 

achievement of consensus in a n  area of uncertainty (Powell, 2002). 

5.6.5 Panel Size and Panel Grouping 

I n  Scapolo and Miles (2006) ~nethodological investigation of Delphi, the lack 

of precise indication of an  appropriate panel size mras considered a negative 

attribute of the method. Delphi panels do vary in size and it  is argued tha t  

there is no ideal optimum panel size (Loo, 2002) however the panel should 

be representative of the experts in the area being researched (IViersma and 

Jurs ,  2005). However the literature goes some way to indicate possible 

sanlple size of Delphi panels, for exa~nple no less than 8 to 10 (Scapolo and 

Miles, 2006) and Powell (2002, citing Reid, 1988) observed panels ranging 

from 10 to 1,685. The biggest Delphi with respect to panel size was 

conducted in Japan which had a panel size of several thousand (Day and 

Bobeva, 2005) however De Loe (1995) discusses tha t  a large Delphi panel 

can result in subsequent questionnaires which can de-motivate panel 

1nembei.s to complete the full survejT. Pal.ent6 and AAnderson-Parei~td (198'7) 

suggest a minimum of 10, Delbecq (19'75) suggests a range of 25-30 panel 

members. I<apoor (1.987) conducted a Delphi with a panel of 110: Scott & 

Green (1993) had a panel of 22, Saldanha and Gray (2002) had a panel of 11 

and Islam (2005) had a panel of 12. IVhile t,here is no establisl~ed optimal 

size for a Dclphi panel a n  increase in the size of a panel ~vi l l  enhance the 

reliability of the Delphi to a point (14Tiersma and Jurs .  2005) and talien in 

the contest of the exainples discussed above a typical size range for a Delphi 

panel \vould be between 15 and 30 (Loo, 2002). 
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The result  of a conseilsus would also be proportioned to some degree to the  

panel size of the Delphi; Kadam (et al, 2006) rnakes reference to a study" 

t h a t  considered the effect of sample size on consensus ag ree~nen t  levels. The 

report concluded t h a t  a suggested group with a in in i~nuin  of six could 

provide "useful agreement" a n d  inaxiinum level of agreement could be 

obtained with a group of up to 12. A heterogeneous group can lead to 

variations i n  consensus (Kadam, e t  al, 2006) a n d  Keeney (et al, 2001) argues 

t h a t  panel size a n d  the inode of the panel (homogenous or heterogeneous) 

can  depend on the  objective of the individual research project. P o ~ e l l  (2002) 

citing Delbecq (1975) argues t h a t  heterogeneous Delphi groups produce a 

higher quality of acceptable results t han  hoinogenous Delphi groups. 

Wiersina and  J u r s  (2005) argues t h a t  Delphi panels tend to be hoinogenous 

i n  nature,  ho~vever  opposing views in  policy Delphi's benefit from a 

heterogeneous panel. However key issue in  determining the  size of a Delphi 

panel  is perhaps a consequence of the  subject matter  being research in  

terins of the extent of the research problem being addressed and  the 

availability of experts in  the research a rea  a s   ell a s  concerns centered on 

resources, duration and  finance (Porvell, 2002). 

5.6.6 Rounds a n d  Attrition Rates  

The  Delphi method is conducted though a series of sequential 1.ou11ds of 

which usually there a re  three to four but  some studies have performed a 

Delphi in excess of four rounds and  a s  short a s  tn7o rounds (Tapio? 2002). 

'rhe development of the rirst round of a Delphi is enhanced \\.it11 a good dea l ,  

understanding of the 1.esearc11 a i ~ n s  and  supportive l i terature review. A'lany 

Delphi studies conduct the first round a s  a n  open ended process in  n7hich 

the  experts a re  encouraged to provide their opi~lioil a n d  judgement in  their 

own words to facilit.ate the generation of ideas (Loo, 2002). Subsequent 

rounds a re  therefore used to elaborate and  identify specific issues raised in  

Round 1. The format of Rou~ ld  1 in Delphi studies have been approached 

differently and  call be structured) semi-structured (Powell: 2002) 01. 

" Richaldson Fkl.  Peel. Revie\\ of hledical Care. hled Care 1977: 10:29-39 
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explorative (\Viersma and Jurs ,  2005). For example Round 1 can also be 

used for scenario building in which the Delphi facilitator provides a 

description of a present state a s  well a s  various possible future states.  I n  

each round a summary of the results of the previous round is provided 

although the mode in which the feedback is presented can differ between 

Delphi studies and utilise both quantitative and qualitative formats (Loo, 

2002). The subsequent rounds of a Delphi are basically the analysis of the 

results from the first round (Keeney, 2001) and generally from Round 2 

onmrards the form of the Delphi is predominantly a structured questionnaire 

with a predetermined method of controlled feedback. I t  is also important to 

pre-test and redefine the rounds for discrepancy and bias and careful 

attention must be considered in respect to the structure of sentences and 

wording (Keeney, 2001). 

Delphi studies suffer from high attrition rates and Sackinan (1975) 

discusses strong motivation and a keen interest in the topic area a s  reasons 

for panel rnelnbers completing the set  of Delphi rounds required by a 

particular survey. Scapolo and Miles (2006) discuss tha t  the attrition rates 

for Delphi can also be attributed to a disagreement with the lnethod or 

design and content of the questionnaire along with features such a s  lack of 

time or the denlanding nature of the process. The repetitive nature of the 

rounds and the questionnaire in general, or the individual expert 

perceptions of the lack of need to anlend earlier opinions are all possible and 

cited reasons for Ilclphi di*op out  ate..;. 

5.7 The Effectiveness, Reliability and Validity of Delphi 

Ronle and Wright (1999) discuss the Delphi method with respect to its 

effectiveness a s  a methodology. Their argument is t ha t  Delphi is not a 

replacement for scientific rigour or a method to challenge statistics or lnodel 

based procedures. The Delphi method, a t  i ts purest is a vehicle for collectiilg 

opi~lion and judgement for the purpose of forecasting, discussion and debate 

where such statistics 01% rnodels are unpractical. Ro~s-e and \4'right (1999) 

argue that  i t  is within tha t  context that  the informed opinioll and judgments 
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of experts in their field of expertise through the application of the Delphi 

technique is a useful lnethodological tool. Therefore the results of a Delphi 

study should not be subjected to the reliability and validity of hard  science 

methods (Powell, 2003). The Delphi Method or subsequent forecasting 

techniques do not strive to create new fact but to create a process to gather 

da ta  and kno~vledge, and critics of Delphi should remember tha t  

practitioners of the lnethod do not c l a i~n  tha t  the technique is a replacement 

for a more rigorous research application. The Delphi method has  often been 

described in the context of the followillg description; 

"The Delphi Method objectir~e is to/ obtai11 the most reliable consensrrs of  
opi11io11 of  a gz20rrp o f  e,xpe12ts . . . bj- a series of intensive qrrestionnai1.e~ 
i~lte~spel-sed ti~ifJ7 c o ~ ~ t ~ ~ o l l e d  opinion &edbaclcn(Linstone and Turoff, 2002) 

Ho~vever in the evolution of the rnethod and the types of Delphi techniques 

available Landeta (2006) discuses tha t  a nlore appropriate contemporary 

description of Delphi is; 

'H social 1.eseai.cl1 techniqrre rr~hose a i ~ n  is to obtai11 a reliable gz-orrp opi12ion 
zzsi11g a gl-o~rp of  expel-ts"(Landeta, 2006) 

The relevance of a change in description is tha t  the importance of achieving 

consensus in Delphi is not a s  critical a s  i t  once was since the  neth hod has 

adapted to address research issues of social science and real world problellls 

a s  opposed to a pure methodological tool for forecasting. Landeta (2006) 

argues further tha t  Delphi provides a platform for structured 

communication incorporating a group of individuals tha t  can provide 

~*easonable contl.ibut1ons to the ~.esolutlon of a range of problems. I n  terms 

of the use of Uelphl ah a methodological tool Gupta and  Clarke (1996) 

provided a bibliography (from 1975 to 1994) of research that  utillsed the 

rnethod of Delphi, while Landeta (2006) extended the bibliography from 

1995 to 2004 (see Table 9). 
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Table 9 Frequency of Delphi Studies Published over the Period fro111 1995 to 3004 (Source: Landeta, 
2006) 

Database Period I Articles I 
Science Direct ( 1995- 1999 1 367 

2000-2004 
Psycho 1995-1999 

2000-2004 
Medline 1995-1999 36 1 

2000-2004 547 

ABI Inform 

I n  terms of doctoral research the popularity of Delphi reached its height in 

the 1980's however there is a noteworthy co~ltirluatio~l in application of the 

 neth hod which infers Delphi as an  accepted technique further supported by 

the use of Delphi by organisations such as  the EU Institute for Prospective 

Technological Studies10 (Landeta, 2006). 

It is clear from the literature tha t  Delphi, like all methods has i t  positives 

and negatives and a vast majority of Delphi references available concern the 

application rather than an  evaluation of the method. Rowe and Wright 

(1999) argue that  this has led to a widespread conjecture tha t  the method 

and subsequent results reflect a pure truth. The Delphi method has been 

criticised for a lack of accountability, reliability and validity, (Critcher and 

Gladstone, 1998, I<eeney, e t  al, 2001, Hasson, 2000) in that  responses 

provided from different panels to the same question can result in different 

answers, and a t  what point to opinio~ls reflect a reality? However, Delphi 

uses small non-1-andoin samples and can be useful in terms of achieving 

consensus 01. a decision in potential conflicting issues n-hich does not 

automatically incur a lacli of reliability or iilduce the study as invalid. A 

range of scenario options 01, debate to aid in the identification or 

prioritization of future and further research issues or theory generation 

rather than evaluatio~l can be just a s  desirable a result (Oliali and 

Pa~vlowski? 2004). The objective of the Delphi panel is not to produce 

statistical results as  the pa~ le l  sainple tends to be small, honrever the panel 

2000-2004 
1995-1999 

The Institute for Prospecti\/e Technological Stl~dies (IPTS) is one of the seven scientific institutes of the 
European Commission's Joint Rcsearcl~ Centre (JRC). (&tp: / !~~yl j rc ,es / ) .  

571 
47 
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provides a synthesis of opinion of a particular group of experts or informed 

knowledge individuals (Bay a n d  Bobeva, 2005). 

The  first Delphi study conducted was "expert opinion to the  selection, from 

the  point of view of a Soviet strategic planner,  of a n  optimal U.S industrial  

target  system a n d  to the estimation of the number of A-bombs required to 

reduce the munitions output  by a prescribed amount" (Linstone a n d  Turoff, 

2002). At the  t ime 6.e. 1950's) other methods to address such a n  issue would 

have been a n  extensive and  expensive da t a  collection process a n d  such 

cornputer programming required was  unattainable a t  t h a t  time. Therefore 

Linstone a n d  Turoff (2002) argue t h a t  the original objectives for using 

Delphi a r e  still relevant today 114th respect to when accurate inforlnation i s  

unavailable, expensive or when the application of statistical nlodels or 

scientific approaches are  unpractical due to the concept of research 

question. 

5.7.1 Justification for using the Delphi Method 

The  Delphi Method a s  a technique has  seen considerable growth in  

popularity along with a n  expansion in  the application of the nlethod across a 

wide spectrum of topics and  areas  of research. Gupta a n d  Clarke (1996) 

argue tha t  the popularity of the Delphi Nlethod is directly onring to the  

method's s t rengths for planning, forecasting and  a s  a n  aid for decision 

making, while Landeta (2006) discusses t h a t  Delphi provides a platform for 

st1.ucturec1 communication ~lielding a lino\vledge contribution. I n  today's 

coinples world of social and econo~llic systems: goxTernmcnts. managel~s. 

decision maliers, academics? planners and  policy malters a re  void of the 

safety a n d  rigour of scientific methods in  certain areas  of social ~70r ld  

research. I t  is ~v i th in  tha t  context t h a t  inethods such a s  Operational 

Research (OR), Complexity Theory, and  Hard  a n d  Soft Systems thinliing 

evolved to taclile the increasing complexity of real nrorld problems for real 

~vor ld  managers (Jaclison, 2003). 

A s  already discussed in  tel.ins of the application of Delphi in  various a reas  of 

research the follon~ing discussion addresses specific esanlples of Delphi in  
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transport related research. Sforza and Ortolano (1984) used the nlethod for 

the forecast of land use, Khan (1989) with respect to the realistic planning of 

transportation (Delphi used as a secondary source), Ariel (1989) in 

forecasting issues relating to the dry bulk shipping sector in the year 2000, 

Fat tah  (1997) for road freight transportation in Egypt, New and Tomlinson 

(1994) in the reality of possible supply chain integration, (Delphi used as  a 

secondary source), Vickers (1992) for the use of GDSS to examine the future 

European automobile industry (Delphi used as  a secondary source), Fadda 

(1997) used the method to investigate Brazilian Coastal Shipping in 2010, 

Marchau, and Heijden, van der, (1998), on the policy aspects of driver 

support system implementation, Saldanha and Gray, (2002), investigated 

the potential for British coastal shipping integrated into a nlultirnodal 

supply chain, Lirn (et al, 2004, Lirn, et  al, 2003) on transhipment selection 

in a global perspective. Hwang (2004) undertook a comparative study of the 

logistics services in container liner shipping market in the UK and Islanl 

(2005) investigated international freight transport and multilnodal 

development in developing countries in the context of Bangladesh. 

5.7.2 Comparing Delphi with other Methods 

As already discussed the Delphi method as an application for methodology 

has evolved over the last fen1 decades and currently there are variations in a 

Delphi survey approach. The table below compares the Delphi survey to the 

traditional survey approach and summarising the ltey areas of the Delphi 

method addressed in this chap t c~ .  111 Tahlc 10 devised hj- Olioli and 

Pawlon~slti (2004) compares the issue of sample, sa~nple  size? response, 

validity, anonyinity and the richness of data. 
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Table 10 Coniparisorl of Delphi with Traditional Surveys 

I Evaluation I Traditional Survey Delphi Survey 

the population is selectecl using 
statistical sampling techniques. 

Delphi study investigates high 
uncertainty or soeculation and therefore 
the population selected need to have 
sufficient knowledge. A Delphi study is a 
virtual panel of experts gathered to 

1 I 1 arrive a t  a n  ans\vcr to a difficult 1 
I question. 

Sample Size for I The goal is to generalize results to a I The Delphi group size docs not depend on 
statistical 
Power and 
findings 

Individual vs. 
Group 
Response 

larger population; the researchers 
need to select a sainple size that  is 
large enough to detect statistically 
significant effects in the population. 
Power analysis is required to 
detcrnline a n  appropr~ate  sample 
size. 
The researchers average out 
inclividuals responses to deternline 
the average for the sample \vhich 
they generalize to the relevant 
population. 

statistical power, but rather on group 
dynamics for arriving a t  consensus 
among experts. Thus, the literature 
recommends 10-18 experts on a Dell~hi 
Panel. 

Studies have consistently shotvn that for 
quest,ions requiring espert judgenlent the 
average of individual responses is 
inferior to the average produced by group 
decision processes: research has 
esplicitly shon~n that  the Delphi method 

1 hears this out. 
Reliabhty and I A11 iinportant criterion for evaluating I Pre-testing is also important reliability 

Response 
Revision 

surveys 1s the reliability of the 
measures. Researchers typicallj- 
assure t h ~ s  b>- pre- tcst~ng and by 

assurance for the Delphi method. 
However, test-retest reliability is not 
relevant, since researchers expect 

retesting assure test-retest 
reliability. 

Construct Construct val~dity is assured by 
Validity careful survey design and hy pre- 

test111g. c respondents to revise them responses I 
In  addition to what is required of a 
surve!-. the Delphi method can employ 
further construct validation hj- asliing 
experts to validate the researcher's 
intcrl)retation and categorization of the 
variables. The fact that Delolli is not 

Anonymity k 
No Response 
Issues 

Resl~ontlents are ;rlinost ;rl\vn>-s 
;rnonymous to each other, and often 
;~non~-mous  to the researcher. 

data. 
- - 

Non rcsponsc is t>-pic;rll!- 
Delphi sur\ie>-s, since most rc~searchers 
h;~ve personally oht;rined assurances of 

anonymous (to the researcher) permits 
this v;~lidation step. 
Responclcnts are ;rln~;rys anonymous to 
each other. but never a ~ ~ o n ~ - i n o u s  to the 
researcher. This gives the researchers 

Rcsc9;lrchcrs licctl to investlg;~tc- tlic~ 
posslhility of non-response blah to 
ensure that the sample 1.cmains 

Effects 

I part~cip;rtion. 
attrition is a nun I Simi1;lr to non-response. attrition tends 

issue. For multi-step repeated survey 
studies rcscarchers sllould 
investigate attrition to assure that is 

to he 1o\v in Delphi studies, ;~nd  
researchers usu;~ll>- can easily ascertain 
the cause by t:rllring nrith clro~~outs. 

I it ranclom and non-srstematic. 
Richness of I11 addition to the richness issues of 

forin ;rnd the depth of the questions. 
;111d on the possil~ility of follon. ups. 
such as  111 ~ n t e r v i e n . ~ .  Follon. up is 

tr;rcIitional sLuri1eys. Delphi studies 
inhcrcntl!- proviclc richer data base 
I~ecause of the mult~ple iterations ant1 

often l~niitetl n;hen tlicp resei~rcherh thew response re\.ision t1~1e to fcedhacl< 
are ~ulial~le to track rcspondcnts. and Delphi partlc~pirnts tencl to IIC open 

1 to follonr up intervle\\~s. 
(So~urce: Okoli and Pawlon-ski. 2001) 
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The aiin of Delphi is to obtain the most reliable consensus from a group of 

experts by a series of intensive questionnaires with controlled opinion 

feedback. The structure of the method takes the positive attributes of 

interacting groups for the source of kno~vledge synthesis and employing 

proactive characteristics to stem the negative influences of peer pressure 

and  social bias (Rowe and Wright, 1999). The next chapter will look a t  the 

actual process conducted in the GDR inaritiine transport Delphi and 

indicate the result of each Delphi statement concluded over each of the  three 

rounds. 

The purpose of next chapter is to discuss in detail the formation process of 

the  greater Dublin region n~ari t i ine transport Delphi and the progression of 

the  Delphi method through Rounds 1, 2, and 3. 
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Chapter 6.GDR Maritime Transport Delphi 

The  purpose of this  current chapter is to discuss the process of the Delphi 

through Rounds 1, 2 a n d  3 and  to present the results for each round. 

6.1 Problem Definition 

The  current research question is based on the potential of clustering for the  

GDR maritime t ransport  sector. Ireland is a n  island nation located on  the 

periphery of Europe a n d  therefore requires inaritiine transport activities. 

Within the GDR is the country's principle port facility and  the  location of 

t he  concentration of inaritiine transport firms, and  therefore there is some 

level of inaritiine t ransport  clustering. Literature tends to concentrate on 

the  inajor success stories i n  clustering, such a s  maritime clusters like 

Singapore, Rotterdain a n d  London. However i t  is  arguable t h a t  there a re  far 

more sinall potential clusters like Dublin t han  there a re  major maritime 

clusters. Therefore what  is the potential for the clustering of the GDR, a n d  

at what  point does firm agglorneration, derived from the necessity for the  

transportation of cominodities for a n  island nation, become a maritime 

t ransport  cluster? 

6.1.1 Framework for Questions 

The  na ture  of the GDR Delphi is explorative and  the aiin of the research i s  

to  looli a t  the potential of the clustering of the GDR maritime transport 

sector and  t h e ~ a e f o ~ ~  the p lmess  begins from a wide spectrum. The 

application of the Delphi nrill help to highlight. indicate and  prioritize a reas  

for fur ther  research in t e ~ . m s  of the potential for the  clustering of the 

maritime transport sector in the GDR. As a l r ead i  discussed in  the l i terature 

review (refer to Chapter 3)  the frame~vorli  for the structuring of the  

cluestionnaires will he based on de Langen's (2003) Cluster Structure 

Cluster Governance Framework which provides a st]-uctured frame~vorli  for 

t he  Delphi. In tel*ms of the current research question. a structured approach 

i s  more appropriate given the sizeable nature of the topic of clusters, and  a 

previously applied f rameivo~~k affords greater validity. 
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6.1.2 Panel  Selection 

As previously discussed the area of concentration for the research is the  

GDR which is a geographic boundary defined by the  Irish Government's 

National Spatial  Strategy. The research therefore will include firms, 

business and  organisations t h a t  a re  located within the GDR boundary (for 

discussion on boundary of research, identification of firms and  sectors refer 

to  Chapter  4). 

The size of a Delphi and  the  potential experts for the Delphi is i n  some way 

determined and delimited by the  na ture  of the research question (e.g. if the 

research area is very specific there may not be many experts available). The  

current  Delphi concentrates on clustering of the  n la r i t i~ne  t ransport  sector 

i n  the GDR which inherently provides a boundary to the research i.e. firms, 

businesses and  organisations related to the cluster core econornic 

specialisation located within the GDR. The optimum source of potential  

experts to take pa r t  in  the  study is from the industry a n d  organisations 

involved a n d  representing the ~ n a r i t i n ~ e  transport sector. Who bet ter  to 

provide opinion on the GDR maritime transport sector t han  individuals who 

work and  operate within the sector? Through a process of desk and  internet  

research and  consultation with industry organisations, a population of 250 

maritime transport businesses, organisations and  related firnls were finally 

identified. The confidence level in  the  figure of 250 maritime transport 

businesses, firms and  organisations is high, although i t  became apparent  

t h~*ough  the ~>esc;~rch pl.ocess that  a number of f'il.ms hacl ceased trading. and  

information such a s  addlaesses and  contact ilanles in  sonle instances were 

inaccurate. The maritime transport firms were divided into their 

representative sectors e.g. ports; shippers etc (refer to Chapter 4). The airn 

of the GDR Delphi is to take the collective approach to the maritime 

transport sector, however separating firms into their relevant sectors a l lon~s 

for the identificatioll of a n  individual opinion from a specific sector if 

necessary. a s  firms. business and  organisations tha t  o p c ~ a t e  in the ma~- i t ime 

transport sector may have s imilal~ needs but also may face differing barriers 

to t rade and  industry. 
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6.1.2.1 The  Heterogeneous Nature  of t he  GDR Delphi 

A cluster of a particular industry includes all related businesses, firms a n d  

associated organisations related to the cluster's core econo~nic specialisation. 

Therefore the  very nature of the current  GDR Delphi 137ill be heterogeneous 

a s  the research is investigating the collective maritime t ransport  sectors, a s  

opposed to examining one individual sector. Ideally there should be a n  equal  

number of panel members from each sector for each round, for example 10 

panel  members to represent each sector, in  order to avoid bias due to 

possible domination of opinion from one sector. Ho~vever,  the  very na ture  of 

clusters dictates t h a t  this is difficult a s  i t  is  clear while there may be up to 

10 freight forwarders operating within the GDR there is certainly not up to 

10 ports, and  therefore the ratio of panel members per  sector 117ill be 

irregular. The irregularity of the number of panel nlenlbers per sector ~vould  

also be influenced by the level of agreelnent for potential experts to t a l e  

pa r t  in  the  study a n d  the  attrition rates  through the rounds. 

The  configuration of the GDR Delphi comprised a structured questionnaire 

for the purpose of exploration, conducted over three rounds based on a 

heterogeneous panel with remote access in f ~ i l l  anonymity with sequential  

i.ounds. 

Tablc 1 1  Taaorion~y of GDR Delphi 

(Source: Day and Bobcva. 2005) 

Criteria 
Purpose of the study 
Number of round 
Participants -- - --  

Mode of operatloll - 

Anonymity of panel 
Co~nmunica t io i~  media 
Concurrency of rounds 

6.2 Round 1 

GDR Delphi 
Exploration 
3 
Hete~.ogeneous group 
Remote 
Fu l l 
Paper and pen based 
Sequential 

The  first round of the Delphi survey was sent  to a total of 64 agreed panel 

members. The first ~ > o u n d  included a letter of appl.eciation (L4ppendis 1: 

Round 1 Appreciation Letter) for their agreed participation. Tlle first round 

docuinentatio~l also included the Round 1 Delphi questionnaire (Appendis 5: 
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Delphi Round 1 Questionnaire) and a document that  requests each panel 

~neinber to fill in their name, company, current position of employment, 

brief career history and to indicate (tick the box) which sector of the 

maritime transport industry their current company represents (Appendix 6: 

Delphi Panel h4ember Infor~nation Document). The panel ~nembers  were 

given clear and precise instructions of how to administer the questionnaire. 

The panel members were also given full contact details of the Delphi 

facilitator in case of any probleins or concerns that  might require 

clarification. 

6.2.1 Development of Delphi Round 1 Questionnaire 

Prior to the development of the Delphi Round 1 questionnaire, research was 

conducted on the Delphi technique (refer to Chapter 51, inaritinle transport 

research (refer to Chapter 2) and cluster theory (refer to Chapter 2 and 3). 

As detailed in the literature review of cluster econoinic theories in Chapter 3 

the first round questions were derived from de Langen's (2003) Cluster 

Structure Cluster Governance Frame\vork. As detailed in the Delphi Round 

1 Model (Figure 13) once the literature review was cornplete an  initial 

intervie111 exercise was conducted with persons from the maritime transport 

industry for the purpose of pre-testing the question~laire to identify any 

discrepancies. bias 01. potential 1nisunde1-standings (I<eeney. et  al, 2001. 

Scapolo and Nliles, 2006). 
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I I Maritime Transport 
Literature Review 

Industry Experts 

Literature Review Literature Review 

Literature Review 

Questionnaire 

Delphi Rouncl 1 

Questionnaire 

Figure 13 Delphi \/lode1 Development Round 1 (Source: Author's Own) 

For  exalnple with reference to Round 1,  Question 3 (Appendix 5: Delphi 

Round 1 Questionnaire), panel members may confuse the te rm labour 

supply a s  either onshore labour or the seafarer labour required by the  

industry. During the initial preparation of the Round 1 questionnaire the 

input  of the word "onshore" nras thought significant enough to indicate to 

the  panel inembel-s t ha t  the question related to the onshore labour supply. 

Post completion of the initial pre..test identified the potential benefit of 

inzplcmenting desciiptive t e s t  before each question in older to "set the 

scene" to ensure t h a t  all the panel rnenlbers had  a basic understanding of 

the  subject matter .  I t  could be argued tha t  the requirement of such 

supportive text is contradictory to the pre-requisite of the panel member 

requirement to be a n  expert i n  their field of lino\s.ledge. The panel members 

a r e  indeed experts 111 their field (maritime transport) however the!, may not 

be experts 111 the field of cluster theory. and  it 1s in tha t  corltext tha t  

suppleillellt tes t  is beneficial. For example, with reference to Delphi Round 

1.  Question 8 (A41~pendix 5: Delphi Round 1 Questionnaire) with respect to 
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barriers of entry to the Dublin maritirne sector, there is no doubt tha t  the 

panel members have considerable kno~vledge and experience to recognise 

what  might be considered a s  a barrier of entry or exit. The supportive text is 

there to explain cluster theory behind each question i.e. the potential 

positive and negative effects barriers can have 011 a cluster of industry. 

6.2.2 Breakdown of Delphi Round 1 Questionnaire 

Round 1 of the Delphi had  a total of 17 questions which were sub-divided 

into eight different sections. The following text will illustrate the questions 

in  Round 1 and provide a brief discussion on the relevance of each question. 

6.2.2.1 Round 1, Section 1 

Round 1> Section 1 of the Delphi survey included two questions tha t  were 

not representative of the cluster structure cluster governance frame~vork. 

The questions have relevance in tha t  i t  is important to establish if the 

experts consider the GDR a s  a maritime transport cluster a s  opposed to 

assuming tha t  they already consider the GDR a s  a maritime transport 

cluster. The Section 1 questions from Round 1 are a s  followls. 

Round 1, Section 1? Q,uestion 1 

Q1. Do you consider the  greater Dublin region maritime transport sector a s  
a maritime cluster? 

I t  is essential to ask the panel members if they first consider the greater 

Dublin region a s  a maritime transport cluster. I t  is important to get a 

consensus on the statement a s  it  would be ineffective to ask the panel 

membe~~:, question>> bbascd on cluster theor\- n lth respect lo Iht. GUR 

marltime transport sector. if they do not consider the GDR 111 which they 

operate a cluster in the first place. 

Round 1, Section 1, Question 2 

Q2. Do you believe tha t  the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 
h a s  the  potential to move forward towards a more international 
recognisable cluster status? 

The importance of Round 1. Section 1. Question 2 is to achieve a consensus 

fro111 the panel 111embe1-s if they believe that  the GDK maritime transport 
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sector has any future potential to develop further as a inaritiine transport 

cluster. 

6.2.2.2. Round 1, Section 2 

Round 1, Section 2 of the Delphi survey included three questions related to 

the labour supply of the GDR and the educational and training 

opportunities available for that  labour supply. The Section 2 questions from 

Round 1 are as  follows, 

Round 1, Section 2, Question 3 

Q3. Do you believe there is a lack of sufficient onshore labour supply for 
any specific maritime transport sector in greater Dublin region? 

The labour supply available to firms, business and organisations is 

important for any cluster and cluster development; therefore it is important 

to ask panel meinbers if they believe there is sufficient onshore labour 

supply for the maritime transport sector in the GDR. 

Round 1, Section 2, Question 4 

Q4. Do you believe the current maritime transport labour supply is 
sufficient to meet the labour requirements of a growing maritime transport 
sector? 

The purpose of Question 4 irrespective of the final coilsensus of Round 1, 

Section 2, Question 3 (i.e. either there is a lack of labour, or the current 

labour supply is sufficient) is to identify if the Uubliil maritime cluster were 

to develop further ~vould the current level of labour supply be sufficient 

enough to cope with an increase in deinaild for maritime transport related 

labour 

Round 1, Section 2. Question ij. 

Q5. Do you believe there are sufficient educational and training 
opportunities in Ireland to service the labour, skill and expertise required 
by various fields in the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 

Question 5 addresses the issue of training and educational facilities 

available for the mal.itime trai1spo1.t sect,or. Question 5 is in support of the 

labour related cluestions as labour requires training and education, and 

educational institutions and facilities can he the source of that linowledge 

for a labour pool. 
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6.2.2.3 Round 1, Section 3 

Round 1, Section 3 of the Delphi survey included two questions related to 

the importance of the location of a business, firm or organisation and  the 

importance of and access to cluster linomrledge. The Section 3 questions from 

Round 1 are a s  follows, 

Round 1, Section 3, Question 6 

Q6. Do you believe your business, firm o r  organisation would be a t  a 
disadvantage if located somewhere else within the  country? 

Cluster theory, terminology and definitions superimpose a boundary to any 

given cluster. It is important to establish the panel's perspective of t,he 

importance of their Dublin location and the benefits, if any, of tha t  

prominent location. 

Round 1, Section 3, Question 7 

Q7. Do you believe t h a t  tha t  greater Dublin region location of your firms, 
business or organisation has  the  advantage of access to earlier cluster 
knowledge? 

One advantage of locating within a cluster is the advantage of reasonable 

a n d  early access to cluster knowledge. Question 7 is supportive of Question 

6 with respect to the benefit of location, proxinlity and the access to the 

clusters creation of cluster knowledge. 

6.2.2.4 Round 1, Section 4 

Round 1, Section 4 of the Delphi survey included t ~ v o  questions related to 

the  possible entry and exit barriers to the GDR maritime transport cluster. 

'l'hc Section 1 que:;tlon>j from Round 1 are as follo\\.s. 

Round 1. Section 4, Question 8 

Q8. Do you believe the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector h a s  
high barriers of entry? 

Ideally individual clusters will want to have high exit barriers and lo\v entry 

barriers. The relevance of Question 8 is to achieve initially seine debate 

between the cluster sectors as  to what they consider to be high or low 

barriers. Question 8 should lielp to reach a consensus on sonle possible 

problem areas for firms wishing to enter the sector or what kej. attributes 

help keep firms sticky to the Dublin region. 
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Round 1, Section 4, Q.uestion 9 

Q9. Do you believe tha t  the  greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 
h a s  high exit barriers and  t h a t  firms, business and  organisations in  the  
sector a re  "sticky" to the Dublin location? 

Question 9 is supportive of Question 8 and asks the panel rne~nbers about 

the  level of stickiness of the cluster (if any) and if the Dublin location has  a 

strong pull to the proxi~nity of the general greater Dublin region 

6.2.2.5 Round 1, Section 5 

Round 1, Section 5 of the Delphi survey included t\vo questions related to 

internal and external cornpetition of the cluster. The Section 5 questions 

from Round 1 are a s  follows. 

Round 1, Section 5, Question 10 

QIO. Do you believe t h a t  the  greater Dublin region maritime transport 
sector has  a strong level of internal competition? 

Section 5, Question 10 asks the panel rnembers about the level of 

international co~llpetition within the GDR maritime transport sector. Good 

strong levels of dolllestic cornpetition helps firnls beco~lle more dynamic, 

competitive and successful in  delivering customer demands. 

Round 1, Section 5. Q,uestion 11 

Q11. Do you believe if the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 
were a highly competitive and  vibrant environment, Irish business and  
firms within the sector would be in  a better position when competing 
internationally? 

Question 11 is supportive of Question 10 and takes the concept of good 

internal competition l ~ v e l ~  to an lnternatsonal per:;pect~r.c. Q u ~ s t i o n  1 1  

could also be impoltant if Question 1 0  rcsulted in a disagreement consensus 

because it could be difficult for fir~lzs to conlpete successf~illy on a n  

international stage if the do~llestic market lacked high levels of internal 

competition. 

6.2.2.6 Round 1, Section 6 

Round 1, Sectsoil G of the Delphi survejT included three questions related to  

the diversit\- of the firms present in the Dublin mariti~lle tl.ansport sector 

and their effect on the competition of the cluster and the colnpetition of 

individual firms. 
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Round 1, Section 6, Question 12 

Q12. Do you believe that  the greater Dublin region maritime transport 
sector has  a sufficient variety and diversity of maritime transport firms? 

Clusters include a range of associated and related firms to the core 

specialisation and the more firms and diversity of firms a cluster has  the 

stronger the cluster could perform indigenously and internationally. 

Round 1, Section 6, Question 13 

Q13. Do you think the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 
would perform better if it had a greater variety and mix of maritime 
transport firms? 

The aim of Question 13 is to highlight and identify the panel's opinion on 

the current Dublin lnaritilne transport sector's possible need (if any) for a 

greater mix and diversity of firms, and the possibility of the effect of such 

firms on the coinpetitive working of the cluster. 

Round 1, Section 6, Question 14 

Q14. Do you think your business, firm or organisation would benefit f?om a 
greater mix and hversity of maritime transport firms? 

Question 1 4  asks individual panel meinbers their opinion on the diversity of 

the firms in the Dublin maritime transport cluster and how that  could 

possibly specifically affect their sector. 

6.2.2.7 Round 1, Section 7 

Round 1. Section 7 of the Delphi survey included one question wit11 respect 

to the level of trust ~vithin the cluster. 

Round 1. Section 7. Question 15 

Q15. Do you think there is a high level of trust  between firms operating 
within the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 

Question 15 addresses the behaviour aspect of cluster theory and puts 

forward to panel members the question oftrust  and the level of trust, if any. 

in the Dublin maritime transport sector 

6.2.2.8 Round 1, Section 8 

Round 1. Section 8 of the Delphi survey included two questions with respect 

to leader firms in the cluste~a and the effect of such leader firms. if any. on 

the Dublin maritime transport secto~'. 
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Round 1, Section 8, Question 16 

Q16. Do you think there is a lack of leader firms in the greater Dublin 
region maritime transport sector? 

Leader firms are  iinportant to a cluster a s  they act a s  a recognisable leader 

for a n  individual cluster and  help to solve cluster problems. Question 16 

addresses to the panel  members if they think there is a lack of such firms in  

the  Dublin maritime cluster. 

Round 1, Section 8. Question 17 

Q17. Do you think a lack of leader firms within the greater Dublin region 
maritime sector is having a negative affect on the development of the 
greater Dublin region as a maritime transport cluster? 

Question 17 addresses to the panel members if they consider t ha t  a possible 

lack of leader firins is having a negative effect on the  development of the 

greater  Dublin region a s  a inaritinle transport cluster. 

6.2.3 Round 1 Results 

A total of 64  Delphi surveys were sent  out  to pre-agreed panel members. A 

total  of 37 were returned in  Round 1. I t  is expected t h a t  there will be sollie 

level of attrition through the rounds. When the first survey was sen t  out to 

the  pre-agreed panel members they were asked to re turn  the survey in three 

working weeks. The purpose of the deadline is to encourage the pailel 

members to conlplete the survey within a relative time frame a s  opposed to 

leaving the process open ended which could considerably prolong the nrhole 

Delphi survey. The re-submission date caine and  went and  the panel 

meillhers who liacl not !-et rcturnecl thc suryej- Kcre coiltactcd bj- telephone 

a n d  provided wit11 extra liine to complete a n d  1.eturn the1.e response. After a 

period of six n7eelts Round 1 of the Delphi was  closed a n d  a total  of 37 

1-esponses had  been collected for processing for Round 2. 

6.2.3.1 Round P Analysis 

The  analysis of the Round 1 result in the first instailce was conducted in 

three ways. The first process n.as to note the agreement,  disagreement and  

unable to conlinent response for each question from each individual 
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response (Table 13). The opinion responses provided by each panel member 

for each question (discussed in Chapter 7) was formulated into a combined 

feedback document for addressing the questions for Round 2 of the Delphi. 

I n  the Delphi a statement achieved consensus when it reached 70% or illore 

and therefore did not enter the subsequent round. A result of 70%-79% was 

categorised as  a lox7 consensus, consensus between 80-89% was categorised 

a s  a medium consensus and consensus that  fall between 90% and 100% was 

categorised a s  a high consensus. 

Table 12 Coriserisus Ra~~kir ig  

/ Low Co~lse~rsus 1 70 - 79% 1 
/ Medium Consensus 1 80 - 89% 1 

Each individual question is calculated to obtain a percentage. For example 

Q1 29/37 = 78.37%. Because Question 1 has majority agreement result, the 

29 is then divided by the number of responses i.e. 37. The individual 

statements and their results for Round 1 are outlined in Table 13. 

High Consensus 90 - 100% 
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Table 

No 
Q1 

QZ 

Q3 

Q4 

Q5 

Q6 

Q7 

Q8 

Q9 

Q10 

$11 

Q12 

- .. 

$13 

$14 

Q15 

$16 
$17 

UC 
1 

5 

6 

6 

5 

2 

6 

8 

10 

3 

11 

2 

- 

:3 

6 

10 

6 

12 

13 Total Survey Response Round 1 

Delphi Round 1 
Do you consider the greater Dublin region nlaritinle 
transport sector a s  a maritime cluster? 
Do you believe the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has  the potential to nlove forward 
towards a more international recognisable cluster 
status? 
Do you believe there is a lack of sufficient onshore 
labour supply for any specific maritime transport 
sector in the greater Dublin region? 
Do you believe the current nlaritinle transport labour 
supply is sufficient to meet the labo~ur requirements of 
a growing nlaritinle transport sector? 
Do you believe there are  sufficient ed~lcational and 
training opportunities in Ireland to service the labour: 
sliill and expertise recluired by various fields in the 
greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 
Do you believe your business: firm or organisation 
would be a t  a disadvantage if located somewhere else 
~iritllin the country? -- 
Do you believe that  the greater Dublin region location 
of your firm; business or organisation has the 
advantage of access to earlier cluster knowledge? 
Do you believe the greater Dublin region nlaritinle 
transport sector has high barriers of entry? 
Do you believe tha t  the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has  high exit barriers and that  firms! 
business ancl organisations in the sector are  "sticky" to 
the Dublin location? 
Do you believe that  the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has a strong level of internal 
competition? 
Do you believe if the greater Dublin region ~narit i ine 
transport sector were a highly competitive and vibrant 
environment. Irish business and firms nrithin the 
sector would be in a better l~osition \v11e11 competing 
internationally? 
Do you believe that  the greater Dublin region nlaritinle 
transport sector has a sufficient vai.iety and cIivei,sity 
of inaritime 1.ranspo1,t firms? -____ 

- 

Do you t,hinli t,hc greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector n~oulcl perform bettei  if i t  had a 
greater variety and nlis of maritime transport firms? 
Do you thinli your business. firm or organisation n~oulcl 
benefit from a greater nlis and diversity 01 maritime 
transport firms? 
Do you thinli there is a high level of t rus t  between 
firms operat,ing within the greater Dublin region 
maritime transport sector? 
Do you t,llillli there is a lack of leader firms ill the 
greater Dublin region maritime transport -- sector? 
Do you tllinli a lacli of leader firms within the greater 
Dublin region marit,ime sector is ha\,ing a negat,i\re 
affect on the cle\,elopment of the greater Dublin region 
as  a maritime transport clustel'? 

(1l.b. note: X = agree. DA = tlisagi,ee. LTC = unable 

Total 
37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

37 

13'7 

37 

37 

:37 

--- 
3'7 

A 
29 

22 

18 

13 

15 

27 

18 

14 

13 

27 

24 

22 

20 

16 

12 

20 

15 

f.o 

% 
78% 

59% 

49% 

49% 

46% 

73% 

49% 

41% 

41% 

73% 

65% 

5 9% 

5.1% 

.H1% 

41% 

5 -1 %I 

d l %  

DA 
7 

10 

13 

18 

17 

S 

13 

15 

14 

7 

2 

13 

~ 

1-1 

16 

16 

11 

10 

comment) 
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A graph was designed depicting the response level for each question. The 

purpose of the graph in Table 14 is to provide an overview of the response 

rate for each individual question and not a statistical evaluation of the 

responses. 

Table 14 Delphi Round 1 Graph Display Results 

Delphi Round 1 Results 

Total 

(Source: Author's Own) 

The following points from 6.2.2.2 to 6.2.3.9 inclusive detail the result for 

each section and the subsequent result of each individual question. 

6.2.3.2 Round 1, Section 1 Result 

Round 1, Section 1, Question 1 had a majority agreement result of 78%. 

Question 1 has therefore reached a consensus and will not enter the second 

round. 

Round 1, Section 1, Question 2 had a majority agreement result of 59%. 

Question 2 will therefore enter Round 2 for further clarification by the 

78% 

Delphi panel along with the supplemented Round 1 feedback document. 

Q1 29 Do you consider the greater Dublin region maritime transport 
sector as  a maritime cluster? 

6.2.3.3 Round 1, Section 2 Results 

Round 1, Section 2, Question 3 had a majority agreement result of 49% and 

therefore will enter Round 2 for further clarification by the Delphi panel 

along with the supplemented Round 1 feedback document. 

7 

5 10 

1 

22 Q2 

37 

37 Do you believe the greater Dublin region maritime transport 
sector has the potential to move forward towards a more 
international recognisable cluster status? 

59% 
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Round 1, Section 2, Question 4 had a inajority disagreement result of 49% 

and therefore will enter Round 2 for further clarification by the Delphi pailel 

Q3 

with the suppleillented Round 1 feedback document. 

18 Do you believe there is a laclt of sufficient onshore labour 
supply for any specific maritime transport sector in the 
greater Dublin region? 

Round 1, Section 2, Question 5 had a majority disagreeinent result of 46% 

13 

Q4 

and  therefore will enter Round 2 for further clarification by the Delphi panel 

with the supplemented Round 1 feedback doculllent 

G 

Do you believe the current maritime transport labour supply 
is sufficient to meet the labour requirements of a growing 
lllaritillle transport sector? 

6.2.3.4 Round 1, Section 3 Results 

3'7 

13 

Q5 

Round 1, Section 3, Question 6 had a majority agreement result of 73% and 

49% 

18 

Do you believe there are  sufficient educational and training 
opportunities in Ireland to service the labour, sltill and 
expertise required by various fields in tlle greater Dublin 
region maritime transpoint sector? 

and therefore will enter Round 2 fol. further clarification by the Delphi panel 

has  reached a consensus and therefore  ill not enter the second round. 

with the supplelllented Round 1 feedback document. 

6 

15 

Dublin ~ c g i o n  location of 
firm. business or organisation llas the wt11-antage of acccss to 

- 

6.2.3.5 Round 1, Section 4 Results 

Round 1. Section 4. Question 8 had a majority disagreement result of 41% 

and therefore will enter Round 2 for f~irthel- clarification by the Delphi panel 

with the supple~lzeilted Rou~ld 1 feedback document. 

3'7 

17 

Rouild 1: Section 3, Question 7 had a majority disagreement result of 49% 

27 Q6 

49% 

73% 8 Do you believe your business, fir111 or organisation i\~oulcl be a t  
a disac1\7antage if located somenrhere else within the country? 

5 

2 

1-1 8 

37 

37 

Do you believe the great.cr Dublin region marit,ime transport 
sector has Iligh barriers of entry? 

46% 
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Round 1, Section 4, Question 9 had a majority disagreement result of 41% 

and  therefore will enter Round 2 for further clarification by the Delphi panel 

6.2.3.6 Round 1, Section 5 Results 

with the supplemented Round 1 feedback document. 

Round 1, Section 5, Question 10 had a majority agreement result of 73% and 

h a s  reached a consensus and therefore will not enter the second round. 

13 Q9 

Round 1, Section 5, Question 11 had a majority agreelnent result of 65% and 

41% 14 Do you believe that the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has high exit barriers and that  firms, 
business and orgallisations in the sector are "stickj~" to the 
Dublin location? 

therefore will enter  Round 2 for further clarification by the Delphi panel 

Q10 

with the supplemented Round 1 feedback document. 

10 

27 Do you believe that  the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has a strong level of internal competition? 

37 

6.2.3.9 Round 1, Section 6 Results 

7 

Round 1, Section 6, Question 12 had a majority agreement result of 59% and 

therefore will enter  Round 2 fov f~urther clarification by the Delphi panel 

3 

24 QII  

with the supplemented Round 1 feedback document. 

2 Do you believe if the greater Drtblirl region rnaritime 
transport sector were a llighly competitive and vibrant 
environment. Irish business and firills withill the sector 
would be in a better position 1v11en competing 
internationally? 

37 

37 11 

Round 1, Section 6, Question 13 had a majority agreement result of 54% and 

73% 

65% 

therefore will enter Round 2 for further clarification by the Delphi panel 

i! $12 

Round 1. Section 6. Question 14 result had a majority agreenient result of 

2:' 110 you believe that the great,er Drlblill region ~llaiitiilic 
trailsl~ort sect,o~ has a sufficicnt va~.iety ant1 dil-crsity of' 
maritirne t~anspo r t  finns? 

with the supplemented Round 1 feedbacli document. 

43% and therefore will enter Round 2 for further clarification IIJ. the Delphi 

3'7 1 

panel with the supplemented Round 1 feedback doculllent 

59%) 

54% $13 20 Do you tllirlli the greater Dublin region maritime transport 
sector ~\:or~lcl perform better if it had a greater variety and 
illis of maritime transport firms? 

1.1 3 37 
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6.2.3.8 Round 1, Section 7 Results 

Q14 

Round 1, Section 7, Question 15 had  a majority disagreement result  of 41% 

a n d  therefore will enter  Round 2 for fur ther  clarification by the Delphi with 

the  supplemented Round 1 feedback document. 

Do you think your business, firm or organisation \vould 
benefit from a greater lnis and diversity of maritime 
transport firms? 

6.2.3.9 Round 1, Section 8 Results 

16 

Q15 

Round 1, Section 8, Question 16 had  a majority agreement result  of 54% a n d  

therefore will enter  Round 2 for fur ther  clarification by the Delphi panel 

with the supplemented Round 1 feedback document. 

15 

Do you think there is  a high level of t rus t  between firnls 
operating within the greater Dublin region nlaritinle 
transport sector? 

Round 1, Section 8, Question 17 had  a majority agreement result of 41% a n d  

G 

12 

therefore will enter  Round 2 for fur ther  clarification by the Delphi panel 

&16 

37 

15 

- 

11 

Round 1 of the Delphi survey therefore obtained a total of three 

43% 

Do you think there is a lack of leader firms in the greater 
Dublin region nlaritinle transport sector? 

with the supplelnented Round 1 feedbacli document. 

6.3 Round 2 

10 

6 20 

The secolld round of the Delphi survey was  sen t  to a total of 3'7 agreed panel 

members.  The second round documentation included the Round 2 Delphi 

questiollnaire (Appendix '7: Delphi Round 2 Delphi Questionnaire) and  a 

Q17 

srtbsequent document nrh~ch con ta~ned  the feedbacli f1-om the Round 1 

cluestlonnaire (Appendls 'I: Delphi Round 2 Delphi Questionnan.e). The 

37 

37 

Do you thinli a lack of leader firms wil l~in  t,he greater 
Dublin region inaritime sector is having a negative affect 
on tlie cleveloplnent of the greater Dublin region a s  a 
maritinle transport cluster? 

panel members were given instructions to first read the feedback from each 

41% 

54% 

15 10 12 37 41% 
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question from Round 1, before answering the subsequent question in Round 

2 of the Delphi. 

The second round of the Delphi n7as divided into two separate documents, 

document 1 included the Round 2 questions, and document 2 included the 

feedback from the Round 1 questionnaire. During test runs  of the second 

rourid of the Delphi i t  became apparent tha t  the nature of the individual 

document was overwhelming a s  both the feedback and the Round 2 

questionnaire were both contained in a single document. Therefore i t  was 

decided the process would be simpler for the panel members if Round 2 of 

the Delphi were divided into t ~ v o  separate documents. I t  n7as also noted from 

the Round 1 questionnaire where the panel meinbers were asked to tick the 

box which applied to their sector of industry (i.e. if a panel lnember 

was a freight forwarder they should tick the box marked freight forwarder). 

some panel members ticked more than  one box to indicate the sectors they 

had  individually worked in over the years, and  not specifically the sector of 

their current company or organisation. Therefore the process of asking the 

panel members which sector their company or organisation operated in ~ v a s  

repeated for further clarification in Round 2. 

6.3.1 Development of Round 2 Questionnaire 

The Round 2 questionnaire contained the questions from Round 1 tha t  did 

not reach consensus and the questionnaire kept the original format of 8 

sections. Of the 8 sections from the Round 1 questioni1ail.e. Section 2 has  

had  sonle ~llodificatlons 1~1 th  the inclusion oi' two es t ra  questions. In the 

Round 2 questionnaire there were t ~ v o  questions tha t  were added to Section 

2. The t\vo questions are a s  follonrs 

Q2A. Do you believe tha t  there is lack of management personnel with 
relative industry experience to be sourced for the onshore labour supply in  
Ireland? 

The importance of this question is to understand if there is p1.oblem niith the 

labour supply and if t ha t  problem is specific to the level of upper or middle 

management, or is the issue \vith low sliill workers. As l ~ i g l ~ l i g l ~ t e d  in the 

response of feedback fro111 Round 1. Ireland and specifically the greater 
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Dublin region does have the benefit of considerable influx of immigrants to 

suppleme~lt  the Irish workforce. The questions strives to identi& if there is 

a problem for companies to obtain management level staff with suitable 

qualifications and relevant industry experience a s  apposed to a general 

labour supply. 

The second question is a s  follows 

Q4A. Do you believe that  there is a lack of promotion and awareness of the 
career options available in the maritime transport sector in  Ireland? 

The purpose of Question 4A is to ask the panel members about the 

pro~llotion and awareness of the industry to the general labour supply in 

order to ascertain tha t  if there is a lack of proinotiorl and avTareness of the 

industry a s  could i t  have a possible affect on attracting labour to the 

industry. 

The development of the Round 2 questionnaire is displayed in the extension 

of the Delphi model from the Delphi Model Round 1 (Figure 13) to the 

Delphi Model Development Round 2 (Figure 14). 
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Question 1 

Question G 

Question 10 

Consensus 

Consensus 

Consensus 

Section 3 Q7 t+a 
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Figure 14 Delphi Model Development Round 2 N
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6.3.2 Round 2 Results 

A total of 37 Delphi surveys were sent out to the panel members tha t  

returned a Round 1 response. A total of 22 responses were retuned for 

Round 2 of the Delphi. 

6.3.2.1 Round 2 Analysis 

The illustration of the Round 2 result a s  seen in the initial analysis of 

Round 1 ~7i l l  note the agreement, disagreement and unable to comment 

response for each question, from each individual response. The opinion 

responses provided by each panel member for each question was formulated 

into a colllbined feedback docurnent for addressing the questioils in Round 3 

of the Delphi. Finally a graph was designed depicting the response level for 

each question. 

Table 15 Total Response Survey Round 2 

No I Delphi Round 2 I A I DA I UC I Total 1 % 
Q1 1 Do you believe the GDR maritime transport sector has  I 16 1 4 1 2 1 22 1 72% 

I the-  potential to move forward towards a Illore 1 I I I I I 
I international recogliisable cluster status? 

Q2 ( Do you believe there is a lacli of sufficient onshore 1 9 1 11 1 2 1 22 1 50% 
I labour supply for any specific mar i t i~ne  transport 1 I I I I I -. . I sector in the greater D11bli11 region? 

Q2A I Do you believe that  there is a lack of r~ersonnel 1 10 1 6 / G 1 22 1 45% 
niarlagellle~lt ~ v i t h  relative industry experience 
available to be so~urcecl for the onshore labour supl~ly  

Q3 

greater llublin region ~narit inle transport sector? 
Do you believe that  there is a lacli of l~romotioi~ and 

.. . 

in Ireland? 
Do you believe tlie current maritime transport labour 
supply is sufficient to meet the labour requirements of 

Q4 

1 awareness of the career options available in the 

a gron~iiig maritime transport sector? 
Do you believe there are  sufficient e d ~ ~ c a t i o n a l  arid 
training opportunities ill Ireland to service the labo~ur. 
slcill ant1 cs l~er t isc  required by \.arious fields in the 

Q5 

Q6 

Q7 

Q8 

13 9 

'72% 

45% 

-0  I i / o  

7'0 I I A1 

maritime sector in  Ireland? 
Do you believe 
of your firm. business 01. organisation has  the 
aclvantage of access to earlier cluster lino\vledge? 
Do you believe tha t  the greater Dublin region 
maritime transport sector lias high barriers of ent,ry? 
Do you believe that  the greatel* Dublin region 
maritime transport sector has high esit  barriers ancl 
that  firms. business and organisations in tllc sector 
are  "sticliy" to the Dublin location? 
Do you believe tha t  the GDR marit,ime transport 
sector were a highly competitive and ~ ~ i b r a i i t  
environment. Irish businesses and firills within the 

0 

10 

17 

1'7 

22 59% 

9 

. 

3 

.L 

3 

- 

2 2 2  

1 

22 

22 
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Outlined below in Table 16 is a statistical overview of the results with 

respect to the agreement, disagreement and unable to comment response 

sector would be in a better position competing 
internationally? 
Do you believe that the greater Dublin region 
maritime transport sector has a sufficient variety and 
diversity of maritime transport firms? 
Do you think the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector would perform better if i t  had a 
greater variety and mix of maritime transport firms? 
Do you think your business, firm or organisation 
would benefit from a greater mix and diversity of 
maritime transport firms? 
Do you think there is a high level of trust between 
firms operating within the greater Dublin region 
maritime transport sector? 
Do you think there is a lack of leader firms in the 
greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 
Do you think a lack of leader firms within the greater 
Dublin region maritime sector is having a negative 
affect on the development of the greater Dublin region 
a s  a maritime transport cluster? 

from the Delphi panel in Round 2. 

(n.b. note: A = agree, DA = disagree, UC = unable to comment) 

2 

0 

2 

4 

2 

2 

Table 16 Delphi Round 2 Graph Display Result 

f 
Delphi Round 2 Results 

\ 

16 

18 

15 

5 

12 

13 

Total 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

22 

4 

4 

5 

13 

8 

7 

(Source: Author's own) 

72% 

81% 

68% 

59% 

54% 

59% 

The following points from 6.3.2.2 to 6.3.2.9 inclusive, detail the results for 

each section and the subsequent results of each individual question. 

6.3.2.2 Round 2, Section 1 Result 

Round 2, Section 1, Question 1 had a majority agreement result of 72%. 

Question 1 of Round 2 therefore has reached consensus and will not enter 

Round 3. 
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6.3.2.3 Round 2, Section 2 Result 

Round 2, Section 2, Question 2 had  a majority disagreement result of 50%. 

Question 2 will therefore enter  Round 3 for further clarification by the 

Delphi panel with the supplemented Round 2 feedback document. 

Round 2, Section 2, Question 2A had a majority agreement result of 45%. 

Question 2A will therefore enter Round 3 for further clarification by the 

Q2 

Delphi panel with the supplemented Round 2 feedback document. 

2 Do you believe there is a lack of sufficient onsllore labour 
supply for any specific maritime transport sector in the 
g-reater Dublin region? 

Round 2, Section 2, Question 3 had a majority disagreement result of 50%. 

22 

Q2A 

Question 3 will therefore enter Round 3 for further clarification by the 

50% 9 11 

Do you believe tha t  there is lack of lllallagelllent personnel 
wit11 relative industry experience available to be sourced for 
the ollshore labour supply in Ireland? 

Question 4 will therefore enter Round 3 for further cla~.ification by the 

Delphi panel with the supplemented Round 2 feedback document. 

Delphi panel with the supplemented Round 2 feedback document. 

10 

Question 4X has 1.eached consensub and will not enter the thlrd round. 

G 

Round 2, Section 2, Quest io~l  4 had  a majority agreement result of 59%. 

11 Q3 50% 1 

Q4 

6.3.2.4 Round 2, Section 3 Result 

Round 2. Sectio~l 3. Question 5 had a majority agreement result of '72%. 

G 

22 Do you believe the current lllaritillle transport labour supply 
is sufficient to meet the labour requirements of a grorving 
maritime transport sector? 

Round 2. Section 2. Question 3A had a majo1-ity agreement result of 86%. 

13 Do you believe there are  sufficient educational and training 
opportunities in Ireland t,o service the labour. sliill and 
expertise required by various fields in the greater D~tbl in  
region lllaritinle transport sector? 

Q4A 

Question 5 has  1.eached consensus and miill not enter the third 1.ound 

10 

22 

9 

Do you belleve that there 1s a lack of promot1011 arid 
awareness of the career optlons available 111 the maritlme 
sector 111 Ireland" 

45% 

Do J ' O L ~  be l i~ve  that the greater Dublin reg.ioil location of your 
firm. business or organisation has the advantage of access to 
earlier cluster lillon:leclge? 

0 

19 

16 

22 

1 

59% 

5 

2 

1 

22 86% 

22 '72'X N
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6.3.2.5 Round 2, Section 4 Result 

Round 2, Section 4, Question 6 had a nlajority agreement result of 45%. 

Question 6 will therefore enter  Round 3 for further clarification by the 

Delphi panel with the supplemented Round 2 feedback document. 

Round 2, Section 4, Question 7 had a majority agreement result of 77%. 

Q6 

Question 7 has  reached consensus and will not enter the third round. 

Do you believe tha t  the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has  high barriers of entry? 

6.3.2.6 Round 2, Section 5 Result 

Q7 

Round 2, Section 5: Question 8 had a majority agreement result of 77%. 

10 

Question 8 has  reached consensus and will not enter the third round. 

Do you believe that  the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has high exit barriers and tha t  firms, 
business and ol.ganizations in the sector are  "sticky" to the 
Dublin location? 

9 

6.3.2.7 Round 2, Section 6 Result 

17 

Q8 

Round 2, Section 6, Question 9 had a majority agreement result of 72% 

3 

Question 9 has reached consensus and will not enter the third round. 

3 

Do you believe if the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector were a highly competitive and vibrant 
environment, Irish business and firms within tlle sector 
would be in a better position when competing internationally? 

22 

Round 2, Section 6 ,  Question 10 had a nlajority agreement result of 81%. 

45% 

2 

17 

Q9 

Round 2: Section 6: Question 11 had a majority agreement result of 68%. 

22 

4 

Do you believe that  the greater Dublin region lllaritillle 
transport sector has a sufficient variety and c1ivei.sity of 
maritime t,ransport firms? 

Question 10 has  reached consensus and ~vi l l  not enter the third round. 

Question 11  ill enter Round 3 for further clarification bjr the Delphi panel 

77% 

Q10 

with the supplenlented Round 2 feedback document. 

1 

16 

110 3.0~1 tllink file greatel. D~thlin 1,egion rna~,itimc tra~lspol-t 
sect.ol. ~ ~ o ~ l l t l  perforln b c t , t e ~  i f  it hat1 a greater 1-arict>- ant1 
inis of maritime trallsport. firms? 

22 

4 

Q11 

77% 

2 

Do you thinli your business. firm or organisat,ion ~\~oulcl 
benefit from a greater nlis ant1 diversity of maritime 
t.ransl~ort firms? 

22 

15 

72% 

5 2 ' " 2 6 8 %  
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6.3.2.8 Round 2, Section 7 Result 

Round 2, Section 7, Question 12 had a majority disagreement result of 59%. 

Question 12 will enter the Round 3 for further clarification by the Delphi 

panel with the supplelnented Round 2 feedback document. 

6.3.2.9 Round 2, Section 8 Result 

Round 2, Section 8, Question 13 had a majority agreement result of 54%. 

Question 13 will enter Round 3 for further clarification by the Delphi panel 

with the supplemented Round 2 feedback document. 

13 5 Q12 

Round 2, Section 8, Question 14 had a majority agreement result of 59%. 

Question 14 will enter Round 3 for further clarification by the Delphi panel 

Do you think there is a high level of trust between firllls 
operating within the greater Dublin region lllaritillle 
transport sector? 

with the supplemented Round 2 feedback document. 

4 

22 Q13 

seven consensuses were a c h i e ~ ~ e d .  

22 

12 54% Do you thillk there is a lack of leader firms in the greater 
Dublin region maritime transport sector? 

Q14 

6.4 Round 3 

59% 

The third round of the Delphi survey was sent to a total of 22 agreed panel 

mernbers. The third round documentation included the Round 3 Delphi 

questionnai~*e (Appendix 8: Delpl11 Round 3 Questionnaire). As in Hound 2. 

the Rou~ld  3 docunlcntation kept the same forrnat a s  Round 2 ,  with the two 

separate documents, one document for the feedback fro111 Round 2 and a 

separate doculllent for the Round 3 questionnaire. The panel members 

received the same instructions to the questionnaire format as  provided for 

in  Round 2. 

8 

The conclusion with respect to Round 2 of the Delphi survey is tha t  a total of 

Do you think a lack of leader firms witllill the greater Dublin 
region mariti~ne sector is having a negative affect on the 
developlllellt of the greater Dublin region as a lllaritillle 
transport cluster? 

6.4.1 Development of Round 3 Questionnaire 

2 

The results from Round 2 of the Delphi conclucled seven consensuses and 

therefore those seven statelnents will not require f~irthel.  clarification in the 

13 7 2 22 59% 
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third round. The develop~llent of the Round 3 questionnaire is displayed in 

the extension of the Delphi illode1 from the Delphi Model Round 1 (Figure 

13) to the Delphi Model Development Round 2 (Figure 14) and Delphi &/lode1 

Develop~llent Round 3 (Figure 15) a s  illustrated. 
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h4ant1nlc 'rmnrpc~l't ('lnster 'I'hc6y 
Literature Kcview 1,iteroturc Heview 

Literature Review 

Section 2 Q2, 
Q2A Q3, Q4 t 

Section 6 Q11 1 
Section 7 Q12 7 
Section 8 
Q13, Q14 

I Sccflllr, 
I I ! l c i  ill; pZ;;i;;-- i 

Oi,r..-,l*~l, 9. 14 
Figure 15 Delphi Model Development Round 3 
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6.4.1.1 Breakdown of Round 3 Questiori~iaire 

As in Round 1 and 2, the Round 3 questions have kept the same formatted 

sections. The numbering of the questions through the consecutive rounds 

are not matched i.e. Question 5 in Round 1 is not the same a s  Question 5 in  

Round 2. The reason for this is to avoid confusion for the Delphi panel. For 

example, when a panel inember is instructed to answer a question a s  

described below; 

"Please read the feedback suinniary in document 2  (page 2) ,  under Round 
1 ,  Section 1, Question 2, and answer Question 1 below" 

If the same format was held through the three rounds and where the 

instruction states "ansm7er Question 1 below" is actually representative of 

Question 2 in Round 1. Panel members might be confused a s  to the 

numbering of the questions or may assume i t  could be a typo. Therefore 

every questionnaire follows the chronologically numbering format from 

question 1 question 2, question 3, question 4 etc. 

6.4.2 Round 3 Results 

A total of 22 Delphi surveys n7ere sent out to the panel lneinbers tha t  

returned a Round 2 response. A total of 18 responses were retuned for 

Round 3 of the Delphi. 

6.4.2. 1 Round 3 Analysis 

The analysis of the Round 3 result a s  seen in the initial analysis of Round 1 

and  2 ~vil l  note the agreement. disagreement and unable to coinment 

ihesponse for each question. Srom each indi\,idual I3cs;ponse 

Table 17 Total Kesporlse S u n e l  Rorlllti 3 

No 1 Delphi Round 3 / A I DA I UC I Total 1 % 

81 1 Do j70u believe there 1s a lach of sufficient onshore / 9 1 G 1 3 1 18 1 50% 
I - / l abo i r  supply for any specific maritime trailsport sector / I I I 1 1 

I in tlie greater Dublin region? 
8 2  1 Do you believe (.hat there is lacli of personal 1 12  1 '1 1 2 1 18 1 66% 

I I supply is sufficient to meet the labour requirements of a I I I I 1 1 

management wit11 relative indust,ry experience available 
labour supply in Ireland? 
maritiine t r ans l~or t  labour 

sliill and expertise required by various fields in the 
greater Dublin region l~lari t i lne transport sector? 
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Outlined below in Table 18 is a statistical overview of the results with 

respect to the agreement, disagreement and unable to comment response 

from the Delphi panel in Round 3. 

Table 18 Delphi Round 3 Graph Display Result 

i Delphi Results Round 3 

(n.b. note: A = agree, DA = disagree, UC = unable to comment) 

0 

2 

2 

1 

2 

Q6 

Q6 

Q7 

Q8 

Q9 

p j  o Total 

8 

12 

3 

12 

11 

Do you believe that the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has high barriers to entry? 
Do you think your business, firm or organisation would 
benefit from a greater mix and diversity of maritime 
transport firms? 
Do you think there is a high level of trust between firms 
operating within the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector? 
Do you think there is a lack of leader firms in the 
greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 
Do you think a lack of leader firms within the greater 
Dublin region maritime sector is having a negative 
affect on the development of the greater Dublin region 
a s  a maritime transport cluster? 

(Source: Author's Own) 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

10 

4 

13 

4 

5 

The following points from 6.4.2.2 to 6.4.2.6 inclusive, detail the results for 

55% 

66% 

72% 

66% 

61% 

each section and the subsequent results of each individual question. 

6.4.2.2 Round 3, Section 2 Result 

Round 3, Section 2,  Question 1 was a majority agreement result of 50% and 

therefore the statement has not reached a final consensus. 

Round 3, Section 2, Question 2 result is a majority agreement result of 66% 

and therefore the statement has not reached a final consensus. 

50% Q1 9 Do you believe there is a lack of sufficient onshore labour supply 
for any specific maritime transport sector in the greater Dublin 
region? 

6 3 18 
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Round 3,  Section 2,  Question 3 result is a majority disagreement result of 

44% and therefore the staterneilt has not reached a final consensus. 

12 Q2 

and therefore the statement has not reached a final consensus. 

4 Do you believe that  there is lacli of personal ~nanagement  wit11 
relative industry experience available to be sourcecl for the 
onshore labour supply in Ireland? 

Q3 

2 18 

6.4.2.3 Round 3, Section 4 Result 

Round 3, Section 4, Question 5 is a majority disagreement result of 55% and 

66% 

Round 3, Section 2,  Question 4 result is a majority agreement result of 66% 

Do you believe that  tlle current lnaritilne transport labour 
supply is sufficient to meet the labour requirements of a growing 
lllaritinle transport sector? 

Q4 

therefore the statement has not reached a final consensus. 

5 

Do you believe there are  sufficient eclucational and training 
opportunities in Ireland to service the labour, sliill and 
expertise required by various fields in the greater Dublin 
region ~nar i t ime transport sector? 

6.4.2.4 Round 3, Section 6 Result 

Round 3, Section 6, Question 6 is a nlajority agreement result of 66% and 

Q5 

therefore the statenlent has not reached a final consensus 

8 

12 

Do you believe tha t  the greater Dublin region lnaritillle 
transport sector has  high barriers to entry? 

6.4.2.5 Round 3,  Section 7 Result 

5 

5 

Round 3. Section 7 ,  Question 7 reached a final disagreenlent consensus of 

8 

12 Q6 

18 

1 

Do you thilili yo~ur business. fir111 or organisat,ion would benefit. 
from a greater mix ancl diversity of maritime t,ransport firms? 

Round 3, Section 8. Question 8 is a llzajority agreement result of 66% and 

44% 

10 

72%. 

18 66% 

0 

therefore the statelllent has not reached a final consensus. 

6.4.2.6 Round 3,  Section 8 Result 

18 Q7 

thel.efore the statelllent has not reached a final consensus. 

18 

sector? I . -1 

3 72% Do you t.hin1i there is a high level of t.rust between firms 
oprrating within the greater Dublin rcyion nlaritime tl.ansl~ort 

12 Q8 

55% 

Round 3. Sectloll 8. Questlo11 9 1s a majority agreement result of 61% and 

Do you tbillli there is a lacli of leader firms in the greatel 
Dublin region lllaritinle transl~oi't sector" 

1 3  

11 Q9 

2 

3 Do you tllll~li a lacli of leader firms n i t  11111 tlie greater Dublin 
region maritime sector is having a negative affect on the 
development of the greater Dublin region as  a maritime 

2 18 61'% 
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I transport cluster? 

The  conclusion in  Round 3 of the Delphi survey h a s  obtained a total  of one 

consensus. 

6.5 Delphi Study Summary 

The Delphi study had  a total  of 11 consensuses and  the following is 

quick suinnlary of the consensus results. 

The GDR is a maritime transport cluster (agreement of 78%, Round 

1) 

e A business, firm or org-anisation rn7ould be a t  a disadvantage if located 

elsewhere in  the country (agl.eement of 73%, Rou11d 1). 

The GDR mar i t i~ne  transport sector h a s  strong level of internal  

competition (ag1.eement of 73%, Round I). 

The GDR h a s  the potential to move forward to~va rd  a Inore 

international recognisable cluster s t a tu s  (agreement of 72%, Round 

2). 

There is a lack of promotion and  awareness of the career option 

available in  the inar i t i~ne  transport sector (agreement of 86%, Round 

2) .  

0 Business, firms and  organisations located within the GDR have the 

advantage of access to earlier clust,er 1inonrledg.e (agreement 72%; 

Round 2) .  

0 If the  GDR maritime transport sector was  a highly co~llpetitive and  

\-ibl-ant enr;i~.onment I ~ i s l ~  11u:;ines:; ;\ncI fil7ms n-ithin the :-;ector n-oulcl 

be in  a better position when competing internationally (agreement of 

77%: Round 2). 

The GDR nlar i t i~ne  transport sector has  a sufficient variety a n d  

diversity of inaritiine firms (agreement of '7296, Round 2). 

0 Tlle GDK n~ould pel.form better if it had a greater mix and  variety of 

marit,ime transport firms (agreeinent of 81 %. Kouild 2) .  

0 The GDK. does not have a high level of t rust  (agreement of 72%. 

Round 3 ) .  
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The next chapter will look in detail a t  the individual consensus achieved 

and the opinions retuned for each of the statements. 
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Chapter 7.GDR Maritime Transport Delphi Results 

The  purpose of this  chapter is to discuss in  detail the results of the GDR 

~ n a r i t i ~ n e  t ransport  Delphi for each round, to discuss the consensus achieved 

i n  each round, the  final consensus of the total  GDR Delphi a n d  the 

consequence of the s tatements  t h a t  did not achieve a level of consensus. The  

discussion 011 the  results of the GDR Delphi will also be fur ther  supported 

by examining the da t a  collected from the experts a s  to their  established 

industry experience. 

7.1 Delphi Panel Members 

The  first round of the Delphi was sen t  to a total  of 64 agreed participants 

a n d  a s  the nature of the GDR Delphi is lletel-ogeneous, each returned 

response has  been be allocated a category in  order to represent a n  

individual sector of the maritime transport industry. Each individual 

response from a panel  rne~nber  is taken to represent the company/business 

o r  organisation tha t  they currently a re  employed or associated with. The 

breaking down of a cluster of industry into specific sectors is not a s  

simplified a task a s  first may appear  due to the fact t h a t  ~ n a n y  businesses or 

conlpanies ]nay operate in  one or more sectolas e.g. freight forwarding a n d  

agency (refer to Chapter 4 for the discussion on the breakdown of the 

industry sectors). The Table 19 displays the number of Delphi participants 

a n d  their representation for each specific industry sector, per round of the 

13elphi sl.udj-. 'The Delphi hlethod clops 1101 requil-e a statistical 

representative sa~l lple  of the population of the GUK maritime transport 

sector in o rde~ .  to collect the data  a s  characte~.istically i t  utilises expert 

opinion. The nature of the current  GDR Uclphi is heterogeneous and  n~hi le  

the  GDR may have up to 100 freight forn~arders  i t  does not have up to 100 

ports located within the GDR boundary. Therefore the uneven panel 

11umbel.s representing the sectors is perhaps reflective of the nature of the 

GDR maritime transport sector. For example ever- sector is represented bj- 

a least one busiiless or firm directly except the stevedore sector; however 

other  fil.ms do operate stevedore services. 
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Table 19 Delphi Panel Member Representation per Round per Industy Sector 

(Soul-cc: Autllol.'s Onrn) 

As Table 19 shows the two highest sectors represented a re  the freight 

/agency and  the ship owner/operator a n d  shipping services sectors. The 

freight and  agency sector were placed together a s  Inany freight forwarders 

also conduct agency activities a n d  similarly the ship o~vnerloperator a n d  

shipping services sector included ship onTner and  operators, shipping 

c o ~ n p a ~ l i e s  and  ferry operators. The subsequent sect,ors such a s  law, 

insurance, banking, management and  broliering have a small  

representation in  the GDR marliet and  therefore the numbers represented 

a re  l o ~ v  1s7hen compared to the freight /agency a n d  shipping services sectors. 

The prevailing number of panel members in  the freight /agency and  

shipping se1.17ice:; sccto1.s does bias opinjon to\\arcls those .i;ectol*s. although 

there canilot be equal numbers of panel members for each sector a s  the GDK 

sector itself does not have equal number of players for each sector 

I n  the first round of the Delphi Study each pallel member was aslied to 

provide additional information in  order to help clarify where opinion was  

orlglnating. The candidates were asked to provide infol.mation on their 

current positio~l of employment. ~f thej' had any 1nc1ustl.j- assoclatlon 

membership and  to provlde a brief suinmarjr of their n-o1>1< experience wlt11ln 

the  industry to date  (Appendix 6: Delphi Panel Nlember Info~.mation 
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Document). Also in the first round of the Delphi study the panel lnelnbers 

were asked to indicate in which specific industry sector they currently ~vork  

(Appendix 6: Delphi Panel  Member Infor~nation Document). The purpose of 

the  exercise was to remove any error on the author's part  in  terms of 

allocating a company to the wrong industry sector. On more than  one 

occasion in Round 1 of the Delphi, panel respondents ticked more than  one 

or  two specific sectors. Many of the panel members have worked in different 

positions of employment and in different sectors of industry, and  this  

industry experience and expertise developlnent is relevant to the validity of 

opinions provided by the panel through the Delphi rounds. I t  also helps to 

provide a n  overall more balanced perspective of the opinions provided by the 

panel meinbers with respect to the number of sectors represented in the 

Delphi? a s  it  also indicates a level of response from areas which may be 

considered to have low direct panel member response such a s  the port 

sector. I n  Table 20 six panel members registered ports a s  a n  area of 

previous work experience (the reduction of tha t  number through the rounds 

represents the drop out rate). Therefore in terms of experience over a period 

of a career the port sector is represented to a greater degree than  illustrated 

by the individual profession of experts on the Delphi panel. The purpose of 

displaying the following table is to provide a n  illustration of the career 

experience of the Delphi panel in terins of differing sectors of i11dustl.y. 
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Table 20 Delphi Panel h/Iembers Sector Representation In Terms of Work Experience 

Round 2 I Round 3 1 
Port 
Freight 
ForwarderlAgency 
Marine Insurance 
Marine Finance 
Law 
Stevedore 
Governlllent 
Industry 
Organisation 
Acadelllic 
Co~lsul tant  
Ship Managelllent 
Shipower /Operator/ 
Services 
Agency 
Other" 

The  process of industry personnel selectio~l for the potential Delphi 

candidates was aimed a t  senior management  levels a s  the ~ n a r i t i ~ n e  

transport industry can be considered a n  "older" industry a s  many of the  

cur ren t  uppel* end  management ~v i th in  the industry would have entered into 

the  sector a t  a young age (i.e. 16 for example) and  worlied their way up 

though the ranlis and  positions and  in  doing so gained experience in  

different companies: industry sectors and  different positions of employment. 

Table 21 below provides the information regarding the current  position of 

each panel rne~nber  per round. 

Round 1 
6 

12 
2 
1 
3 
5 
3 

5 
5 
7 
6 

7 
12 

2 
"Direct road 
freight 

(Source: Au 
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Table 21 Delphi Candidates Current Positions of Employment . ~ 

I No I Position Round 1 I Position Round 2 I Position Round 3 

2 
3 

Area Manager 
Group hiID 

ti 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

General RiIanager 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

(Source: :luthor's Own) 

Director 
R'ID 
Director 
R'ID 
Financial Controller 
Director of Learning 
Secretary 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

The  importance of the Delphi Panel  member's cur1.ent position of 

Consultant 
Planning Manager 
Branch h1anager 
CEO 
Director & Shareholder 

employment is supported by the fact t h a t  they are  experts in  their field and 

Director 

Financial Colltroller 

Owner 
Managing Director 

Par tner  
CEO 
Chair of Maritime 

hold high positions ~v i th in  a range of high l~larlagelilent levels. As indicated 

Director 

Finallcia1 Controller 

Consultant 
Planning Manager 
Branch Manager 
CEO 
Director & Shareholder 

in Table 20 many of the Delphi candidates hold current positions of 

C o ~ l s u l t a ~ l t  
Planning Manager 
Branch Manager 
CEO 
Director & Shareholder 

Ownel. 
Managing Director 

CEO 
Chair of Maritime 

NIanaglng Director. ,-lssociate Director. Di~*ector.  Area and General 

Owner 
Managing Director 

CEO 
Chair of Rilaritime 

Managers ,  Professor. Chai1.s. Pal.tners. CEOs and  Consultants. The 

at ta i~i l l lent  of such positio~ls requires a considerable anlount of industry 
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experience, linowledge a n d  qualifications. The candidates were also asked 

about  any industry organisation or association membership. Table 22 

provides illformation on organisation and  association ~nelnbership of the  

Delphi panel and  their representation through each of the rounds. 

Table 22 Industty Organisation Membership 

Industry Organisation Round 1 
Irish Ports Associatio~l (IPA) 1 
Irish Ship Agents Association (ISAA) 1 3  
Institute of Chartered Shipbrokers (ICS) 11 
Institute of Chartered Shi brokers (Fellow) 
Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport 
(CILT) 
Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport 

Irish Chamber of Shi I ,in (ICS) 
Irish Exporters Association (IEA) 
Irish Freight Fornrarclers Association (IFFA) 1 5 
Chartered Insurance Board (CIB) 1 
Baltic Escllallge 1 
European Collllllunity Shipowners Associatio~l 
(ECSA) 1 
Maritime Law Association (MLA) 1 
British Interllational Freight Association 
(RTFA) 1 

Inter~lational Air Transport Associatioll (WTA) I 1 
(Source: Author's Own) 

As indicated in  Table 22 there is representation of a range of organisations 

a n d  associations both ~ la t iona l  and  international. Of the panel members 

there is a high membership association n7ith the Chartered Iilstitute of 

Transport  & Logistics (CITL) which require individuals to hold either a 

CITL Advanced Diploma. or a n  exempting clualification 01. a t  least five years 

e spe~ ience  in logistics and/or ti*anspolat wliich iilcludes tn-o \-ears at a senior 

level position. There a re  also a number of Fellows (the inost senior grade of 

the  institute) of the CITL fro111 the Delphi panel n ~ h o   nus st hold a t  least 

seven years experience in  high level positions with experience including 

management of logistics and  or transport (CITL. 2005). Consequeiltly a 

Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Shipbroliers (ICS) is a melnber \-\.it11 

sufficient senioi.ity within the industry and  has  ellgaged 111 the business of' 

shipbrolieing for six years and  therefore is entitled to he called a "Chartered 

S11ipbl.oker" (ICS. 2007). There is also a panel member with association with 
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The  Baltic Exchange. The Baltic Exchange is the market  place for the  

arrangement  of transportation of bulk co~n~nodi t ies  and  provides daily 

independent shipping market  information a n d  maintains  shipbrokeing 

s tandards  ("Our Word, Our  Bond") a n d  helps to resolve disputes (Baltic 

Exchange, 2007). Industry organisations and  associations help to provide a 

collective voice a n d  forum for ~ n e m b e r s  a n d  can act a s  a lobbying group 

within industry and  government. Industry organisation membership 

provides contacts and  helps to develop business relationships between 

members and  facilitate key networking and  access to industry knowledge. 

The  panel nlembers viere finally asked to provide some information on their 

previous worlt experience and  the duration of t ime spent  working within the  

industry. The following is a n  example of the information provided by the  

Delphi panel ~nember s  a s  to their experience within the maritime t ransport  

industry.  

Over 10 years working in  the sector including areas  such a s  agency, 

forwarding, haulage a n d  stevedoring. 

Over 14 years working within the  industry. 

Experience in  retailing, trading in London, Logistics Director for 10 

years, owner of shipping and  Logistics Company for 12 years. 

Over 36 years of experience within the industry. 

Over 25 years of experience ~v i th in  the industry. 

Over 40 years and  have held positions of Deputy Chief Executive a n d  

n/i u . 
Espel.ience in international containers and  trailer operations, heavy 

haulage, ship brolterage, ship agency, ship management,  stevedoring, 

customs clearance, strike insurance,  lecture^. and  consultancy. 

Over 36 years in short sea shipping, 9 years in  deep sea shipping. 

O ~ e r  10 years in freight industry.  

A11 positions i~lriolved with domestic and  European road freight. 

Over 30 years expel.ience within the industry. N
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Master  I\/lariner, classification surveyor, lecturer, on7ner 

representative in shipyards i n  Poland, Eas t  Gernlany a n d  South 

Korea. 

Transport consultant a n d  manager  UL< & Eire. 

Over 30 years experience, exports/imports, deep sea, short  sea,  a i r  

freight, containers. 

Over 17 years experience a n d  Chief Executive of company 

20 years in  logistics and  supply chain management.  

Divisional manager,  global maritime risk and  investigations 

consultant, 5 years VP Asia Pacific. 

Over 40 years experience within the industry. 

Over 26 years experience within the industry. 

Over 40 years experience ~v i th in  the industry 

Over 18 years experience, including air  transport,  government, 

consultant a n d  academic. 

Over 26 years experience in  freight industry. 

Over 17 years i n  ship finance. 

Former director of operations. 

Over 20 years experience in  d a ~ n a g e  claims, risk surveys, loss 

adjusting for cargoes. and  11 years merchant navy. 

Rosenberg (2006) argues tha t  for   no st of history the niode in mrhich people 

learned was through apprenticeship and  after years of learning the master  

woulci decide \\.lien competence had been achieved. That  conccpt has 

changed somen.hat in the modern nrorld where j-oung linonlledge seeliers 

will enter  a skill apprenticeship for a number of sllort years (3-5) 01. proceed 

toniards the acadenlic route of degrees, master  and  in sorne cases PhDs.  In  

t he  previous learning  node the learner is older when they enter  the "real" 

experience part  of the learning stage. The maritime transport sector is 

generally considered a n  older indus tq ,  a n d  many persons currently worliing 

within the sector (and not exclusively to Ireland) would have spent  a 

considerable proportion of their career a t  sea and  then  entered the shore 

side employment of maritime transport,  or alternatively entelaed the 
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workforce a t  a younger age and  worked up through the ranlis a s  the  

academic route was not considered a s  necessary or a s  accessible a s  i t  is  

today. Many of the current  GDR Delphi panel  members went  through such 

a n  apprentice experience based approach to learning and  experiencing the 

industry effectively though a "learning by doing" process of experience. 

Rosenberg (2006) argues t h a t  expert experience and  kno~vledge a re  

important  for dealing with concepts t h a t  a r e  not fully resolved such a s  new 

research issues, technologies for investigating and  improving new 

knowledge. Thus  dealing with experts, their  knoivledge, experience a n d  

opinions can help to move for~vard  towards a solution or possible "correct" 

answer  to a question or  problem tvhich in  itself is core to the Delphi 

Method's use of experts to create new knowledge on area  t h a t  lacks 

sufficient da ta  or contemporary knowledge. 

Through the three rounds of the  Delphi the  panel members were asked to 

ei ther  agree, disagree or to provide a n  unable to cornrnent response to the  

questions provided, the panel  members were asked to provide a n  

ans~verlopinion for each of the s tatements  regardless of which answer option 

they selected. The purpose of the GDR Delphi i s  t,o gat,her opinion for the 

purpose of new lino~vledge a n d  understanding on the potential of the GUR 

inaritime transport cluster. The original panel rnenlbership was 64 and  it is  

perhaps more useful and  easier for the panel i~lenzbers to review the 

responses of the subsequent panel members on a paper and  pen based 

format t11a11 reading the response fi*om a computer scl*een. Orzc p~.oblenl 

wit11 a paper and  pen based Delphi is tha t  panel members can lniss 01, forget 

to  fill in the opinion aftel. they have selected their answer.  If the Delphi was 

conducted on a website or through einail, a systenl can be established to 

prevent the sublnission of the rounds until  all  required boxes have been 

filled in,  and  in  doing so ensures  tha t  all panel members include a n  opillion 

with their response to each s tatement .  Panel  1z1embe1.s ma>- fail to provide 

a n  opinion because they simply forget 01. they may indicate tha t  their 

opinion has  not altered from the previous ~.ouncl and  do not feel it is 

necessary to repeat it. 
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The Delphi also has the issue of potential bias (see Chapter 5 for discussion 

on bias) as  there is a greater number representing certain sectors over other 

sectors. This however can be eased by the fact tha t  the opinions are 

considered a s  the most important information and the analysis below 

includes both the agreement and disagreement opinions in the analysis of 

the  statements. The Delphi requires a percentage to confer consensus. As 

the method deals in opinion the results are taken as  a n  indication a s  

opposed to absolute fact. However the importance of the current research is 

to increase the understanding and the potential of the sector and to raise 

questions for further research. Therefore the opinion retuned for statements 

i n  disagreement with the final consensus is also important for the 

development of further understanding of the sector. 

7.2 Delphi Analysis 

The consensuses achieved in the Delphi study have been ranlied a t  three 

levels; low consensus, lnedium consensus and high consensus hefer to Table 

12 p127). The most important consensus from the GDR Delphi perspective is 

from 70-79% as  s ta teme~l ts  tha t  achieve either a n  agreement or 

disagreement consensus of 70% do not enter t,he subsequent round. The 

GDR Delphi could have iinplemeilted a clear 70% cut off marli, ho~vever due 

to the divergent nature of the issue of consensus and the many modes ill 

which a consensus can be inferred a ranking approach post the initial 

consensus of 70% was perceived to help apply a level of cautio~l  and validity 

to  the result. 

Each state~nell t  tha t  has achieved a consensus in each of the rounds will be 

discussed and analysed with the support of both the agreement and 

disagreement opinion provided for b j ~  the panel members. In the Delphi 

study the questions were divided into eight sections. Through the rounds in 

some instances responses have been similar and therefore the responses 

have been devised into threads of opinion in order to facilitate and to enable 

a reasonable control on the analysis. 
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7.3 Consensus Achieved in  Round 1 

I n  round 1 of the Delphi a total of three consensuses were achieved. 

7.3.1 Round 1, Consensus 1 

The first consensus ranked a t  78% which according to Table 12 is a lo\v 

consensus agreement. Therefore 78% of the 37 returned responses for Round 

1 consider that  the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector as  a 

maritime transport cluster. 

7.3.1.1 Round 1, Consensus 1 Analysis 

Of the total 37 returned responses, 29 agreed, '7 disagreed and 1 was unable 

to comment. The importance of the first cluestion in Round 1 of the GDR 

Delphi is to ascertain if the Delphi candidates consider that they are 

operating within a nlaritiine transport cluster. If the Delphi panel had 

returned a disagreement result for the Round 1, Question 1 statement, i t  

may have had a result of altering the perception of what the industry itself 

perceives as  its possible potential. In the first instance the agreement result 

of this statement indicates that  the GDR is a nlaritime transport cluster. 

The following text will arlalyse some of the opinions retuned by the panel 

members. 

Agree Arguments: 

Agree Arguments: Thread A 

"Begi11ni12gw o f  a clrrste~. rr~itl~ a b~.oad selection o f  t12e 12ecessal:r. brrs i~~ess  

" Thel-e are so112e gaps i11 the serr~ices to .srlppol.t the h;?nspo13t brrsi~less" 

"S1z2afl b rr t i11 u1-r. opi12ion li~llied t121*0 z1g11 12ela t i o ~ l s h ~ j x .  a smaN clrrstcl. o f  
s h ~ p  mangem, ope1 ;? to1 s, la rq7el*s, fii~anciel s and ins z 11.el.s" 

Agree Arguments: Thread B 

' F I ~ O S ~ I I ~ ~ ~ J J  to f iaace and, gove1~11rne12t" 

"Some potential to acqui~,e i12te1~satioual1~c~cog11iti012 as 12as the IE'SC" N
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Agree Arguments: Thread C 

"Dubli12 has a majo~- poprrlation and indrrsti-ial centre. and therefore an 
ob vio ~rs focal poi12 t for n2ar2j7 shipping co~npanies and spill offs i, e. 
rvai.ehorrse, crrstoms etc" 

'T suspect that i t  has more to do rvit12 the demogl-aphic pi-oblems of  the hYsI2 
rep rrblic cr-12e1.e majoi. population ce12 ti8e and majoi* g-eneisal port facility a2.e 
co-loca fed" 

"Port and aiipo1.t pro vide the k rrb i12 1,1,(7icl2 the de velopmen t o f  the m a ~ Y t i ~ z ~ e  
tlaanspo~.t sector has prog .essedn 

' 2 s  a hacrtion of  the volrrme of  cargo, contaiz~eiYsed, Ro/Ro and brzlXx 
tsansiting' th1.o rrg-11 the p o ~ t ,  all of  these activities ~aequire a substantial 
i.ange of  s r1ppo1-t se~'r7ice indrrstries, hence the clrrstei. of  sez-vices ai-o und the 
port activities " 

Agree Argument: Thread D 

''Tl2e qrrestion is hot i~  stro12g. the clustei. i s  and r,i.hat is a good gl-owth 
stra tegy " 

Of the opinions returned in agreement with Round 1, Section 1, Question 1 

there  were four main threads of opinion identified. Of the 37 returned 

responses, 29 returned in  agreement t h a t  the  GDR is a maritime t ransport  

cluster. However opinion appears  to incorporate the statelllent "yes  it is a 

cluste~: but!" Therefore the overall result  is  t h a t  the GDR is a maritinle 

t ransport  cluster but  with considerations t h a t  need to be fur ther  exainined 

a n d  acknon7ledged. I t  is important to identify those considerations for any 

f ~ i r t h e r  research, future policy recommendations or developinental 

strategies regarding the GDR maritime transport cluster. 

The  Thread A opinion n7as in ag-~.eement of the GDR as  a clustel. bu t  with a 

noticeable gap in sonic sei.viccs fol* the  suppo~*t  of t l . a i i s l~o~~t .  in tha t  it is a 

clustel. but " to  a li'nited deg~.ee". There i s  110 clear fbrmula of nrhat illiiliinunl 

number of services or sectors a mar i t i~ne  cluster nlust have in order for i t  to 

be classified a s  a maritime transport cluster: or to what  level a n d  density 

(i.e. numbers) of sectors should be present.  The opinions returned might 

have been influenced in tha t  the inembers may compare the GDR 

maritime transport sector to tha t  of inajor mal.itime clusters such a s  London 

a n d  Rotterdam. Xs discussed in the l i terature of cluster theo1.j.. 

 elationsh ships have some level of effect on a cluster and  their importance nras 
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mentioned in  the opinions provided by panel members; for example, one 

opinion colnnlented on the issue of relat io~lships due to the sillall na ture  of 

t he  cluster. Could the  snlaller na ture  of a cluster have the  benefit of being 

stronger with a inore supportive network of relationships? Therefore 

perhaps big is not always necessarily better. Such a n  argument  would be 

supportive in  the fact t h a t  a cluster is more t h a n  just size and  density of 

firins (not disregarding the  iinportance of the number of firms) a n d  t h a t  

relatioilships a n d  dynamisnl a re  also iinportant drivers of clusters. 

Thread B opinion discusses the possibility of developing the finance a n d  

banking aspect of the cluster on the back of the IFSC. The IFSC was  

developed by the  Irish government in  1987 in  response to rapid growth in  

t he  finance sector world wide a n d  the IFSC has  been a inajor Irish success 

a n d  holds many of the world's leading financial institutions,  la^^ firms, 

accountancy and  taxation advisors (IDA, 2007). I11 2001 I<BC pulled out  of 

t he  Irish ship finance market  (Lloyds List, 2003, A), which helped lead Bank 

of Ireland to join the ship finance market  ~vh ich  in  April 2005 confirined a 

portfolio of US$5701n (Noble, 2005) while other marine finance players 

located in  Ireland include Lombard Global Finance which is 100% owned by 

the  RBS. The success of the IFSC call perhaps be a n  encouragement in  

te rms  t h a t  a fillailcia1 cluster has  been built from scratch ~v i th in  Ireland. 

Although the IFSC had strong support from government and  an exclusive 

corpo~at ion  tax  regime t h a t  required a 10% ra te  instead of 40% ra te  of 

compailj. profits (ViTilli;~ms and  Shicls. :?002). 

The Thread C arguments  take a diffe~.ent approach on the agreement of the  

GDR a s  a maritime transport cluster a s  they highlight the fact t h a t  a 11igh 

proporti011 of Ireland's populatloll is located n7ithin Dublin and  the GDK. 

which lllalies it a n  "obr~iorrs focal poi12t" for business and  firms due to the 

population density. The lllaill argument  of Thread B is tha t  yes it is cluster, 

bu t  perhaps i t  is a cluster bj. default due to the location of Dublin port and  

the  demographics of the count1.j. and  capital city where "c;lpital cifj- i111d 

n ~ a j o ~ .  port ficiii'tj- are co-located'. port is considel.ed a tes t  book case 

esanlple of clustering (Fujit,a and Mori. 1995) and  in the GDR ilzaritiille 
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t ransport  sector the role of Dublin port could perhaps be core to the  cluster 

itself, supported by the deinographics of the capital. Thread B arguments  

could lead to the question of the importance of a n d  the relationship between 

t h e  port a n d  the country's capital city i n  the ~ l lak ing  of the GDR maritime 

t ransport  cluster, and  if t h a t  cluster is purely related to the  direct activities 

of the port such a s  the shipping and  agency etc, a s  opposed to the  inaritinle 

service sectors of maritime law, insurance, consultancy etc. Basically the  

opinion in  Thread B questions the reality of the Dublin maritime t ransport  

sector a s  a inaritilne cluster based on factors such a s  demographics a n d  the  

co-location of capital city a n d  major port facility. 

The  opinion in  Thread D raises the question about the  s t rength of the 

cluster today a n d  i ts  possible potential for the future.  This however is a very 

broad s tatement  of opinion and  the overall current  research will hopefully 

go some way to answering or  provide guidance for such a n  issue. 

Disagreement Agreements: 

Disagree Arguments: Thread A 

"Not a clrrstei: 0111y t rr~o iils~ri~ance C O I I W ~ I I ~ ~ S ,  and banks tlla t deal i i 2  tl2c 
sec to~ .  are on a don~estic basis oi l l~:  as  fai- a s  arTrai'e 1 2 0  ii1tei~1atioi1al clients, 
and ii~ teima tio12al cliea ts rr~o rrld not  ioeg-a1.d them as  edlyei.ts, coiz2patlies ha rie 
a d e s i g ~ ~ a  ted pel so12 " 

"Fi.on2 the poi11 f o f  vie rv of' 1'12 fe i~2n t ioi~nl  shlppii2g t l2e1~  is not  sr~fficieil t 
ac t i r~i t j~  i i 2  Drrblin, 1 2 0  specific area 1.12 Dr rblii~ tl2a f i s  a clrrstei: eAxrcep f Dzrbli11 
port" 

Disagree Arguments: Thread B 

"Does 11ot esfcnc/ lo the C:L)X. h r r f  cont;lulec/ I I I  71uhl111 p o ~ t  Ib'SC, nllcl ilr/,";i 
a1Ea 

The  disagreement arguments  had  two maill threads of opinion. The opinion 

i n  Thread A disagrees t ha t  the GDR is a maritime transport cluster due to a 

lack of presence of certain lllaritinle transport sectors or the international 

presence of those sectors from within the GDR. The marine finance sector 

w a s  highlighted in respect of i ts  lack of international s t a tu s  a s  a majol. 

fillancia1 player and  in terins of activity shipping was also highlighted. The 

opinioil could be based on the panel illelllbers compal.ing a maritime sector 

i n  one country to a maritime sector in another.  Ho~vever the disagreement 
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opinion adds to the equation the possibility and importance of international 

presence and critical mass. The exception to the rule (from opinion) in terms 

of a cluster was that  of Dublin port, which again refers to the previous 

discussed issue in the agree~nent opi~lions of the role of the port and its 

relationship to any possible cluster or cluster development. Further 

disagreement opinion did highlight the Dublin port region, IFSC and M50 

region as the cluster as opposed to the whole of the GDR region. In  

summarizing, the disagreement opinion was based on the lack of certain 

activities and internationalisation of those activities frorn within the GDR 

~nar i t ime transport sector and that  the clustering of the sector is primarily 

based around the location of the Dublin port district. 

The result from Round 1, Section 1, Question 1 is an  agreement result of 

78%, which can be considered as a reasonably confident consensus. In the 

first instance i t  can be taken with an  appropriate level of confidence that  the 

GDR is a maritime transport cluster from the perspective of the expert 

panel who work in the industry. The main questions derived from the 

opinions proved by the panel ~nembers for the current statement include; 

1. What maritime sectors, if any, does the GDR maritime transport 
sector lack? Is there a n  optimum formula for a maritime cluster i.e. 
number of sectors, type of sectors, and density of sectors? 

2. What is the potential to develop the maritime finance and banking 
aspect of the GDR maritime transport cluster? Can anything be 
learned from the development of the IFSC cluster? 

3. How important is the effect of business relationships on the GDR 
maritime transport cluster. Does the GDR region benefit more in 
terms of relationships due to the small size of the sector? 

4. How important is the role of the port in the making of the GDR 
maritime transport cluster (and the role of the city)? How does the 
country's demographics affect the GDR maritime transport cluster? 
Is  the GDR maritime transport sector a port cluster or the result of 
agglomeration of people and industry in a specific area? 
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7.3.2 Round 1, Consensus 2 

The second consensus ranked a t  73% n~hich  is a lo147 agreeinent consensus. 

73% of the 37 responses returned for Round 1 Question 6 believe tha t  their 

business, firin or organisation would be a t  a disadvantage if located 

elsewhere in Ireland. 

7.3.2.1 Round 1, Consensus 2 Analysis 

Of the total 37 returned responses, 27 responded with a n  agreeinent 

opinion, 8 returned a disagreement opinion, and 2 retuned a n  unable to 

cominent response. The importance of Round 1, Question G is in the 

relevance of a business, firm or organisation's need to be located in and near 

the  concentration of cluster activities. Clusters have soine level of 

geographical boundary and the firins n~i th in  tha t  boundary have a certain 

degree of proximity to each other, in ~vhich  lie the benefits of clustering and 

economies of scale such a s  knowledge supply and access to labour pools. The 

proximity benefits of being positioned where the cluster's knon~ledge is first 

developed and having greater access to the cluster's linoniledge spillover 

effect such a s  up to date inarliet information, innovation diffusion and 

entrepreneurship created by the marliet players inside the cluster a s  well a s  

the  benefits of chance ineetings and the general "floating" kno~vledge of the 

industry and i n d u s t q ~  players. 

Agree Arguments: 

Agree Arguments: Thread A 

"I>& drre to /I;?/-rn-c~ o f  ou12 busi~lcss ,  1'. e. /oolir'lzg affe18 ships ~ru"17ilg. i111d 
sailillg- fioom Drrbli11 port, n ~ r ~ ~ t  be a r~ailable 24/% busi12ess c/epeec/s 012 

D nWill port" 

'2Most of oru. 11npo1.ts/e,1poj~ts a1.e 1'12 thrs a ~ a ,  p1~,1-i111r@7 to po1.t alld capital 
and opera tors" 

"Best planning- is coadncted i f  .r70 LI are close to t l ~ c  port fi.om a t i ~ l ~ i ~ l g .  poi12 t 
o f  vie r r  . f o ~  loa di12g/~r11loa dikg- e tc, perception o f  clients o f  pl*o,~i/z2itr~~ to t l ~ e  
pol .t is 1112po1.tan t, m ~ ~ j o ~ ' l t r -  o f  o 111- C L / S ~ O I Z ~ C I ' S  are 1'12 the D~lbli12 al-ea, costs 
marr  i ~ ~ c ~ s e a s e ,  a12d t l zns i t  ti'nes corrld get rr-ome i f  rrre rr7ere il l  a di f f i l~en f 
part o f  the citj: " 

" T >s, a rr~ajr 15,0112 the p o ~ t ,  lh2o rrrledge costs a1.e high" 
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" IXl~en g-overnn~ent rrfas deciding on i t s  decentralisation policy it decided to 
keep the Departn~ent of  7Yanspo1,t i12 Drzblin beca rise of  its rnalq' fimctions, 
the depal.tn2ents Drrblin location i s  convenient fils the sector" 

'WIrzst be a t the poi11t of  b us i~~ess ,  to 111eet and solve problems, ha r~e small 
ofLces i12 othe~.parts o f  the corrntzy to look a f i e ~ .  clients tlzere" 

"Citj. is the 12 rrb, and an.j. film engaged i12 i12te1na tional tlsade i s  a wal-e of  its 
c~edi ta  bilitj 7 sta t rrs on the rvorld stage" 

"Not to be based i12 Drrblin cvorzld loolc lilce a ble12ded specialis111 and not a 
pure 111ariti121e lawyer, access to Drrblin ensrrlaes access to corn-ts and 
a ccessibility to I12 t e ~  aa  tional clien ts " 

Agree Arguments: Thread B 

"Can be dependent on the con1paIly and t j y e  of  ope1.a tion" 

Agree Arguments:  Thread C 

"Yes, for the r.vl-oI1g reasons, too m ucl1 focus on Drrbli11 po1.t rr~itho rr t the 
i~lfi.astructrr~.e to match i t"  

The  opinions returned for the  current  question appear  to be influenced to 

sonle degree from which sector the opinion stems. Due to the heterogeneous 

na ture  of the GDR Delphi there are  panel members from different sectors, 

firms/businesses a n d  organisations which have different needs despite 

worliing from within the  GDR nlaritilne sector. The agreement opinions 

have been divided into three threads and  the opinions from Thread A a n d  

Thread B make i t  clear t h a t  location is more important fo~ .  certain sectors 

t h a n  for others. I t  is apparent  tha t  certain sectors nrithin a i l l a r i t i~~ le  

t ransport  cluster (not just specifically i n  Dublin) such a s  the shipping 

services sector would require greater proximity to the port due to the nature 

of thcil- husinesn relatlonshlp n it11 po1.t act~vitleh n 11cn compared to  the 

proximity requirements of insurers and  lanryers to a port. However this  

adds  to the cluestion raised from the analysis discussed in  Round 1. 

Consensus 1. If city (and or capital) and  major port facility are  one and  the 

same.  which question is the nlost appropriate? 

,4) How important is the role of the city 111 the maliing of maritime clusters? N
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B) How important  is the role of the port i n  the making of cities (and or 

capital cities)? 

I s  the GDR solely a maritinle transport cluster, or is the GDR purely a port 

cluster with the beginnings of a lnaritinle cluster, or has  the  capital  city 

benefited from the  historic location of the port, or vice versa. The  origins of 

the  answer in  the first instance is historic in  the context t h a t  townships 

developed around a suitable point of entry a n d  exit for trade, a n d  in  the 

proceeding developmental stage both inajor port facility and  capital  city 

provided a reciprocal level of benefits to each other.  However i n  a lllodern 

context the balance of benefits may have shifted in  favour of the  capital  city 

a s  opposed to port developnlent incorporating city development, with a 

revolutionised product being a nlaritilne transport cluster. 

Subsequent opinions provided in the response in Thread A also indicate the 

importance of the  perception of firrns to their  clients and  t h a t  by not being 

located within the maill industry locality would appear  to clients a s  being 

"out of the loop". Being absent from the region could suggest a lack of 

dedication and  commitment to the service provided in a sense t h a t  the 

service 1s7as fragmented. One opinion did highlight tha t  being located away 

from the  epicentre of activity increases the  cost and  access to industry 

kno\vledge. This colllnlent  as 111ade in  respect of the port a s  opposed to the 

GDR cluster. As discussed in  the l i terature review one of the advantages of 

being located \vithin a cluster is the earlier access and  advantage of cluster 

knon.ledgc and  the benefit:; Srom being located near c u s t o m e ~ ~ s  and  

suppliers. Such opinions appear to reaffirm the importance and  pull of the 

capital  city to certain sectors within the maritime transport sector. However 

importance of the pull of the port is perhaps derived by the need f o ~ .  firms to 

be a t  the point of business. 

The  T111.eacl C argument  provided a different approach to the agreement 

opinion on the importance of the GDR location. However Thread C did 

indicate t ha t  while Dublin was  important it was fol. the w1.ong reasons a s  it 

did not have the necessary infrastructure to match the considerable focus on 
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the  Dublin a n d  Dublin port area.  The opinion did not elaborate fur ther  a n d  

the  question of infrastructure could be related to physical infrastructure for 

transport i n  the area,  or the infrastructure of possible cluster relationships 

such a s  chance meetings a n d  the access to cluster knowledge. The 

concentration of focus could also be in  relation to political focus of Dublin 

port compared to the rest  of the country. 

Disagreement Arguments: 

Disagree Argument: Thread A 

"Pe1'~o1~11eli1ltel~action or~el~.ated due to model~l  cornill i~i~ications" 

"T4/1'th model-11 cornin mica tions don % see the need fir aigr specific loca tion" 

" With agency most rrrolk done rvith email and phone " 

Disagree Argument: Thread B 

"Due to the small size of  11-eland, the location rr-o rzld ha rre to ha ve ire1 y good 
domestic and international tl.ansport access e.g road, 12il and ail: Advent o f  
unir~ei-sal 61*oadbamd r r ~ i l l  also nlalie the geoglaphical location of  seine 

secto1.s less iinpol.tant" 

"TI-a rrellillg to the locations o f  ern. sel.vices i s  r.eqrzii.ed, the b~rlk  of  0~11'  

ma1 .irle se~*rrices are cal~.ied o rr t else r,rJl~el.e t l ~ a n  1.12 the D ~rbliil cJirste1; tllis i s  
drre to tl2e natulSe of  tl.ai1spo1.t and mode1.r2 telecomm rraications" 

The  disagreement arguments  were divided into tn7o threads, Thread A's 

main  opinion nras t ha t  due to modern teleconlmunications and  the advance 

i n  technology, elnail and  general comnzunications has  helped to reduce the 

requirement and  benefits of any specific location. However, a s  seen in  the 

agreement opinion t h ~  hcncfit of location to a ccrt;~in cstcilt 1s sectol. 

specific. 

Despite the possibility t h a t  the opinion above came from firms in nrhich 

their  location may not be a s  crucial to their business nrhen compal.ed to 

other  sectors, i t  may also be a n  indication tha t  such firms maj7 experience a 

lacli of interaction with co in~~et i tors  and  don't perhaps see or a t ta in any of 

t he  benefits generally derived fro111 firms tha t  locate within proximity to 

each other i.e. business relationships: cluster linowledge etc. However, being 

located outside the core proximity of the cluster or city will allow fbr lower 

costs (i.e. land rents) and  less congestion which under agglomeration 
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economics a r e  considered dispersers of the agglomeration effect. Perhaps  in  

t he  ideal situation all firms, business a n d  organisations should wan t  to 

locate within the cluster for the obvious benefits and  econolnies of scale 

brought about by the agglomeration of firnls i n  a specific region or industrial  

district. The lack of identify of a firm to see the  benefits of proxinlity may be 

the  result  of the firm type and  the service t h a t  they provide to their  

custoiners a n d  t h a t  the  cost benefits of locating outside the core citylcluster 

a r ea  a re  stronger t h a n  the benefits gained by locating within the cluster. Is 

th i s  the result  of weak cluster relationships or the push  of the inlportance of 

location within the capital city for many other industries and  not just 

specifically maritime transport? If cluster relationships were so dynainic 

a n d  the benefits extremely clear and  beneficial would this  outmreigh the  cost 

of city location? This inay be more relevant for firms involved in direct 

relationship with the port activities a s  regardless of cost they lnust  be 

located near Dublin port a n d  thus  is located within the hear t  of Dublin city. 

Unable to Comment Arguments 

' X s  consrlltants as far a s  geogmphj. is concerned, bei'lg. close to the polst 
I helped. b rr t aftel,  gaining. i~ldzrstl:r~ ~ecognit iou 1r.e co rrld ha r e  
~Seloca ted" 

'Depends on r~~l lo  and rr-]]at _rrou are, rifa~.ehorrsi~lg e fc no. ship opera tio12s 
po1.t~ e tc j7c.s" 

The  opinions provided in the unable to co~nnlent  section again reiterate the 

importance of location, which can be sector dependent. Ho~vever  the opinion 

received fro111 the coilsulta~lt  sector is interesting a s  i t  s ta tes  t ha t  i t  was 

~ m p o r t a n t  to ha\-e a presence 111 thc clt5- 1.e. the pc.1,ception ol taking the job 

seriously and  t h a t  after such industry recognitson was  developed there was 

perhaps 110 reason a s  to why the firm could not have relocated. The 

interesting concept here is to why the  firm did not relocate. I t  perhaps could 

be compared to the example of shipbroliers based in  London. Due to modern 

teleco~nnlu~iicatioiis and  the denlise of trading on the Baltic floor there is 

the  argument  tha t  shipbrokers do not necessarily need to be located in  

Lolidon to c a y  out their duties. 4 s  long a s  there is sufficient 

co~nlnunications and  regional airports. shipbrokers could conduct their 
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business from elsewhere i.e. Dublin for example. However, the shipbroker 

may argue that  the explanation for its prominent London location are due to 

reasons such as, that by being located in London they are in the hub of a 

maritime transport service cluster and by being removed from the cluster 

detaches them from access to cluster knowledge and "being in the know". 

This could be a sinlilar situation for firms whose location within the GDR is 

perhaps not as  essential as other firms. This aspect of proximity could be 

due to the i n~po~ tance  of Dublin as  a capital city or the importance of the so 

called pull of the maritime transport cluster surrounding Dublin port. 

The result from Round 1, Question 6 is an  agreement of '73% which can be 

considered as a reasonably confident agreement consensus. In  the first 

instance it can be taken with an appropriate level of confidence that  firms, 

business and organisations consider that they would be a t  a disadvantage if 

located outside the GDR, although to sonle extent this can be sector specific. 

The main questions derived from the opinions proved by the panel nlelnbers 

for the current statement include; 

1. The importance of perception and marketing of a cluster. How does 
the importance of appearing to be located within the cluster keeps 
firms located within the GDR. Can you brand a cluster and a city? 

2.  What is the difference, if any between a port cluster and a maritime 
transport cluster? How would the difference, if any, effect a firm's 
choice location inside the GDR? 

3. Does the GDR maritime transport sector have a n  active level of 
cluster dynamism? 

4. Is the importance of being located in the city for an industries having 
a push out effect of maritime firms that  don't have a direct 
relationship with the port activities and therefore the cost of locating 
outside the city outweighs the benefit of being in the city and having 
the proximity to other maritime firms. 
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7.3.3 Round 1, Consensus 3 

The third consensus ranked a t  73% which is a low consensus. 73% of the 37 

responses returned for Round 1 consider that  the greater Dublin region 

maritime transport sector as  having a strong level of internal competition. 

7.3.3.1 Round 1, Consensus 3 Analysis 

Of the total 37 returned responses, 27 agreed, 7 disagreed, and 3 were 

unable to comment. Round 1, Question 10 is perhaps a difficult cluestion to 

answer as the panel ineinbers inay truly feel that  they operate in a highly 

competitive industry and even though the panel members have retuned a n  

agreement response of 73% that  does not 11011~ever categorically coilfirnl that  

the GDR maritime transport sector as  highly competitive. In the first 

instance perhaps only certain specific sectors might operate in such a highly 

competitive environinent and their opinion could also be dominated by 

higher representation in the Delphi survey. 

Agree Arguments 

Agree Arguments: Thread A 

"I'Tes stl8ong. l e  [.el, a s  alrea  IT ope1.a te i11 a conlpe t i t i~ ,~e  iil tei z a  tiollal aiena " 

' Lo t  o f  doizlestlc coinpet~tion betrveeil shlppi11g co1z1paille.s. fi.elght 
ibi.rri?l.del s. R I I ~  JIB ~ J e l  'S beca rzse Duhl111 1s small" 

" T l ~ e  f e l ~ y  azaidiet (fi~elght) is se1.r-ed hj- NolYi f f~ i~e ,  Stena Llne, P&O, h ~ , s l i  
Pel Y yes. Celtic Lri~li aii d all co~lipe t ~ i ~ g  fi1. Ro  -Ro. of thcse N o ~ f l ~ ~ l ~ a e .  P& 0. 
Stena. and I l~sh f e i ~ ~ e s  crnl~.en tir- se1.r.e D ~ l b l i l ~ .  Ce l t~c  Linli r r ~ l l  fi.0211 A4a.r. 
2006'" 

"Easy access to en  t~ y to the pl.ofessio12 ineans lots o f  coinpctrtroa a11d CJIOICC 
for c l ~ e n  ts, plrrs co111pe tr t i  r~e I w tes. " 

"Obr~rorrs bj- the arrn1bel. of  o p e ~ a t o ~ s  based 112 I l ' e la~d .  ~t also allorr~s hjf the 
fact t12a t fbi~elgi~ coiz1pa111es galn en  t i j 7  to the malq<et by the acqulsi tion o f  
locaer- hrrrlf fi1~11s and st~;?tegic ai~~ailge111e12 ts 2nd ag~~eeinents  

Agree Arguments: Thread B 

'St19o11g le  r -el o f  colz~petih'on I) u t  some ab rrse o f a  dol21i11am t y ositio11" 
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"Definitely, bbrrt almnost destl-rrctive con~petition i n  some sectom r.rrhel-e 
rmde~.crrtting fkes i s  ci*ea ting a pa t / 2  rva_rf and monopolistic tendencies an2ong 
the advocates o f  stack them high and sell them cheap" 

"Some sectors ha r~e a stlSong levels of  comnpetition, brrt many  otZ2e1.s do not, 
not  enorzgh comnpetition i12 harrlage, stevedo~lil,g etc, as the1.e i s  a lack of  
capacity to higl1e1. costs" 

Agree Arguments: Thread C 

"The stl.ong comnpetition can often I-esult i12 poor ~.emrzne~.ation, rn~i2ich i s  a 
pi.oblen2 rvithin some sectom .s" 

'2l t timnes the comnpetition is crrt tl21*oa t rvith mai'gi12s 1.educed to i.idic~~lo~rslJ~ 
lo  rt-  levels jrrs f to maintai12 brrsiness" 

The  agreement arguments  had  three clear threads of opinion a n d  the  

opinion of Thread A illustrates the agreement t h a t  there is a strong level of 

internal  conlpetition in  cited sectors such a s  freight and  the shipping 

services sectors, notably ferries arid Ro/Ro trades.  The opinions in  Thread A 

indicate t h a t  lo\v barriers to access i n  sectors, and  the  fact t h a t  foreign 

companies can gain access through acquisition suggests t h a t  illore inarket 

players equals greater levels of competition. From the overall opinion in  

Thread  A i t  would appear t h a t  the GDR does have a strong level of internal  

colnpetition from the point of view of expert opinion. However from the 

responses illustrated in Thread B above i t  would suggest tha t  the GDR is 

internally competitive, but orlly in  terms of ant i -co~i~pet i t ive behavioul.. The 

Thread B opinions highlight strong competition, bu t  with the abuse of a 

dolilinant position by firms and  destructive conlpetition in  certain sectors 

~ v h i c h  is encouraging monopolistic bchaviour. Such responses indicate a n  

uneven playing field wlthln the GUR sector. hu t  the responses do not g11.c 

an  indication a s  to which sectors a re  behaving 111 such a 'itFay. One n'ajT to 

deduce this  may be to looli a t  from ~vh ich  sectors such responses originate. 

However the question asked did refer to the GDR maritime transport sector 

a n d  did not ask the panel nlenlbers to conlnlent specifically on their onrn 

sector. Despite the opinions on destructive conlpetitive behaviour Thread 13 

opinion did specifically highlight the arcas  of haulage a n d  s te\~edoring a s  

lacking in terms of competition. 
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The  opinions provided from Thread C il lustrate t h a t  while conlpetition can 

be a positive aspect of business i t  can  also induce cut  throat  levels of 

co~npetit ion which can  drive ra tes  down to low levels which result  i n  poor 

remuneration. However the  opinion does not indicate which sectors 

experience such cut  throat  competition levels bu t  it could result  i n  a barrier 

to  entry for the cluster if future firms feel t ha t  entering the marke t  would 

not be economically viable. Overall while panel members a re  in  agreement  

with the  GDR a s  having a strong level of competition there a re  opinions t h a t  

raise concern such a s  the coinrnent regarding the behaviour of destructive 

coinpetition a n d   non no pol is tic tendencies a n d  t h a t  such high competition 

levels in soine sectors a re  placing severe pressure on firms to make 

sufficient profits. 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Argument: Thread A 

'Z ish ports and shlppi12g sectos do not, i, e. the tl.anspaisenq~~ mentioned 
ealY'ier in plYces and I ztes. For esarnple t e ~  minal ope1.a tors DFT k parent 
coInpal1jT i s  ICG ri.120 k palmen t co112pal2y of  EUCOMN ri~12ich gives EUCOII 
p-efirence o rier coz12pe tit01 ;S at  lcey ti111 es to t11 e de tel ~ n e n  t of  co1i2pe tit01 ;c 
r1//1o ha rre 1 2 0  vested i12  tel-est ill the tel.lnil]al, similar again MTL rvhose 
da i rghte~ co~npanies Coastal a12 d BG r,i~ill get p~.efel.ei~ tial ti-ea tlne12 t. ofhel. 
cases i t k  the statrrs qiro that has been established fb~.  decades gl'r~i12g. 
g l z~ ld fa  t t i e~ .  ligl2ts to some companies" 

Seven of the panel members had  the opinion t h a t  the GDR did not have a 

strong level of internal  competition. Unfortunately sonle of those seven did 

not pl.ovide a reason fol, theil* ansn.er. T-Ion-el-cr the agt>eement ;~rgumcnt  

provided for in Thread B is  similar and  1.eflected the opinion in the 

disag1:eement arguinent in  Thread A with I-espect to the strong levels of 

internal  competition having dest~*uctive a n d  inonopolistic effects. 

The  result  from Round 1, Question 10 produced a n  agreement result of 73% 

rirhich can be considered a s  a reasonably co~lfident agreenzent consensus 

result .  In  the first instance it can be talien with a n  approp~ ia t e  level of 

confidence tha t  the GDR does have a strong level of internal  coillpetition 

although this  may be more relevant for certain sectors. The lllain quest io~is  
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Maritime Clusters 

derived from the opinions proved by the panel members for the cur ren t  

s ta tement  include; 

1. What specific sectors within the GDR are competing under strong 
levels of internal competition? 

2. What sectors are engaging in destructive behaviour, if' any? I s  there 
an  optimum level between a good level of competition and such strong 
competition that  results in poor remuneration? 

7.4 Consensus Achieved in Round 2 

I n  round two of the Delphi a total  of seven consensuses were achieved. 

7.4.1 Round 2, Consensus 1 

The  first consensus ranked a t  72% \vhich is a low consensus. 72% of the 22 

returned responses for Round 2 believe t h a t  the greater Dublin region can 

s t rengthen i t s  position towards a more international recognisable cluster 

s ta tus .  

7.4.1.1 Round 2, Consensus 1 Analysis 

Of the 22 returned responses, 16 agreed, 4 disagreed and  2 were retuned 

unable to comment. I n  Round 1 the cluestion achieved a n  agreement 

consensus of 59% and  through the repetition of the question in Round 2 and  

the  through the pl.ovision of feedback from Round 1, the question increased 

i n  agreement by 13% to 72%. The current  question being discussed is in  

support  of the Round 1 ,  Question 1 statenlent which aslied the panel if they 

considered the GDR region a s  a maritime t~.ansport  cluster. Therefore the 

current cluestioil de\.clo11s on the ;~g~,eeinent  conselisus of the  G D R  as a 

ina~*it ime transpor2t cluster and  discusses the clusters potential to develop. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agree Arguments: Thread A 

"Bj- means o f  tri.eaL-i12g- 1F.C 18egrrla tions to i11duce shipo rr-11ci.s and t1.a &is 
srrch as  co111111oTljt~- hoz~ses to a r7ail o f  co12cessio11a1:~~ t a . ~  ti011 benefits. 
Gene r ;? 11a.s 06 1.70 11s p:li.;rlllels" 

'Tt can, bu t  m u s t  co12centi~ate 012 11iche a 1 . e ~ ~  I I I  the sectoi. Tf/lt/~ a stiv11g 
1F.C the best rr-nj to achier-e t h ~ s  1s bj. local~zmg 011 finance and assoc~ated 
s e ~ r  7ce.s" 
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Maritime Clusters 

''T12el.e i s  already a n r1122be1* of  rr-ell kno rr.12 and high class olg-anisa tions i12 

place. T1le1.e i s  a slcilled rr~ol.kf01.ce and the IFSC i s  a potential facto~." 

''Ifiti2 appl.op~ia te fiscal and othel. incentives to a atsact and retain mal i t i~ne  
co112panies I believe D rrblin can st1,e12gtl2em its c u ~ ~ ~ e n  t position" 

Agree Arguments: Thread B 

"Gi*o rr~i12g pop ula tion 122ea 12s more b L I J J ~ I ~ ~  a 12d selli12g of  sel.vices and goods 
cIaea ti12g a bigger demand" 

" Busi12ess is g~*ovving i12 several sectolas and p~ovided tl.ai12ed s t a f f  i s  
a vaila ble " 

Agree Arguments: Thread C 

"Drzbli12 c012ti11 rres to a ttmct, albeit vely slo rrrl_r: tl2e diveme skills 19equii-ed to 
beco122e a ma1 i t i ~ n e  tl-anspo~.t clrrste~: We are a long- r,iray belli11d 
Londo~l/Ne rr7 I 2- I breadth and se~.riices e. g. fi12ance i'zsu~ znce, 
arbit2.a tio12, sale a11 d p ul-chase. Brr t rrJitZ2 con tin rred s uppo2.t 15.0122 
go vernmen t DrrbIi12 's position ill ma1 itirne affai1.s rvill ~ Y s e  i12 i122po~ta nee. 
K4th low end man rrfact rui12g drr~indli12g 112 he land and h i  end activities 
i12cluding logistics and supplj~ chains ha ve become 11201.e co~nponen t " 

"Tl~e Drrbli12 ~*egion has all the elea2ent.s to pl-og1.es.s to a I-ecogaised cluster 
stat us, all s l ~ ~ p p i ~ ~ g .  1220des are handled, and Drrblin Port alone is expected to 
h a n d e  a]-orrnd 29 millio12 tonnes 112 2006 malili~g it a significant player i n  
Errropean t e m ~ s ,  modern IT  make oul. per~khel-al location 1 2 0  pl.oblen2, ovel. 
hal f  tl2e poprrlation are located 112 tl2e area and with lze cv i ~ z ~ p ~ ~ o r ~ e d  land 
access, g~~ocr -t12 111 the 112alYti1ne sector is i12e r itable" 

'Tt has the cl Ytical n ~ a s s  to de r~elop as R 1.ecog12isable mal.jti1~2e clrrste~: b rr t it 
rvill alrrrajls be of  1.egional sigaificance onbr, i12 a Eru~opean contest" 

The  agreement arguments  have been divided into three threads of opinion. 

Thread A has  again brought up the i~llportance of the IFSC to the GDR a n d  

the  ~vhole Irish economy. The IFSC argument  delivers t ha t  "yes" the GDR 

ma~* l t ime  tl.anspo~.t scctol? could develop 011 the hack of 1111ai all-eaclj- I S  a 

successf~rl Irish financial cluster. Opi~lions 1.aised in support of this  also 

address  the issue of niche specialisation, which could be maritime finance 

related or maritime service related i.e. banking and  law and  Geneva has  

bee11 mentioned a s  a parallel tha t  could be fur ther  investigated. 111 2002 

Bank of Ireland (RoI) joined the ship fiilailce industry with had  a n  initial 

expected pol-tfolio of USSf200111 (2105111) of busiiless on its boolts within 18-24 

111onths wrth a longer tel.111 goal of USS500111 (2262111) (Noble. 2005). hon~ever  

t he  portfolio nearly doubled in  2004 to USS'i00m servicing 25-30 customers 
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(Lloyds List, 2005). Opinion on appropriate fiscal support and incentives to 

help develop the cluster for the future pointed out tha t  Ireland like its 

European counterparts, has  the availability of the tonnage tax regime, 

European funding in terms of h4arco Polo and various EU aids to the 

shipping industry (refer to Chapter 2) and from the domestic perspective 

Ireland has one of the lowest corporation taxes in Europe (IDA, 2007). The 

opinion in Thread B highlights tha t  the country's population is gro\ving 

which means more demand for goods and services involved to support 

transportation. The population of the GDR is expected to increase by over 

half a million persons in the period to 2021 and the GDR currently accounts 

for 32.9% of the population and projected to account for 40.7% of a total 

projection population of 5 million by 2021 (CSO, 2005). The importance of 

Dublin port was raised again in Thread C and despite Ireland's peripheral 

location in Europe, opinions did argue tha t  i t  was a significant player in 

European terms. Meanwhile disagreement arguments will provide opinion 

t h a t  i ts importance is regional only and it  does not have the presence of 

European ports and clusters such a s  Rotterdam and internationally like 

Singapore and Hong Icong. However there are far more ports and maritinle 

clusters or potential small ~lzal*itime clusters like Dublin in Europe than  

there are Rotterdam's. Opinion in Thread C discuss tha t  Dublin a s  a 

maritinze cluster is a long anray behind the 1,ondon'slNe~v Yorli's in terms of 

maritime services. Opinion highlights tha t  while ability to improve is there, 

11.eland is still of regional significance n:ithin a Eu~.opean cont,ext. 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Argument: Thread A 

"il4ai.itli~lc actir-itj- 1'12 the Dzrbli11 isegioa does not  h31.e the scale to bc 
considei.ed a st1-011g cJrrste1' i11 i11telna tional tei.111 R' 

'iPe~+he~.al ]la tioa, too ieinote and to small I re~srr.s coa2peti12g clrrstel x like 
Rotte1rlaal a12d S i ~ ~ g a p o i ~ ' '  

' T ~ ~ s r r f f i c i e ~ ~ t  size due to i t s  g.eogl*apl~j. e .g  not  a tl-anshipment cent1.e. J a ~ l i  of 
1,esiden t sl2l;U o rr1li11g. a11d sh~;U N I ~ I ~ ~ ? , ~ P I Z ~ ~ I I  f co121pa12ies'' 
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Maritime Clusters 

Disagreement Argument: Thread B 

''The1.e ma:. be potential but  no political d i v e  to make it happen, 
i11srrffi'ciea t qnalifi'ed people to make the development happen, insnfficien t 
edrrca Lion facilities. Too m ucl2 cozl~pe tition from oLhe  1 c o n i s a b l e  cluste~.s" 

The  disagreement argunlents in  Thread A a re  based on the  opinion t h a t  the 

scale of maritime activity i n  the Dublin region is too small  to be considered a 

cluster within a n  international sphere. Factors t h a t  support this  a r e  the  

remote a n d  peripheral location of the country, lack of t ranshipment  s ta tus  

a n d  the  recurring opinion on the lack of residence of ship owing a n d  

operating firms n ~ i t h i n  the GDR. Opinion reflects comparison of the  GDR 

cluster to t h a t  of major international and  recognimble maritime transport 

clusters which is relevant in  the context a n d  importance to know and  

understand a cluster's major competitors. 

The  disagreement opinion provided in Thread B brings the issue of the  lacli 

of political drive to encourage the maritime transport cluster to grow in  

te rms  of future potential and  s tatus .  While lacli of political drive h a s  been 

mentioned a s  a n  issue possibly hindering cluster development, so have 

insufficient education facilities and  qualified people and  the fact t h a t  there 

is too much competition from more recognisable international maritime 

clusters. As regards the opinion raised on education and  trained personnel, 

th i s  area will be discussed later on a s  the Delphi survey included questions 

on  education and  training. The opinion on the lacli of political drive is in  

some way related t,o the nest  consensus (Round 2. Q4A) with regard to the 

p r o n ~ o t i o ~ ~  and development o r  the sector. i\.lanj- industries n-ill Pspress tlxit 

their  government does not recognise "their" industl-y enough or provide 

what  they consider a s  sufficient support. 

The  result  from Round '2. Question 1 is a n  agreement result of 72% which 

can  he considered a s  a ~*easonably confident agreement consensus. The main 

questions derived from the opinions proved by the panel meinhers for the 

current  s ta tement  include: N
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1. What  is Dublin Ports playing field on a European level? Compare 
Dublin Port to other European ports, but  ports in  a similar position to 
Dublin (i.e. smaller players). 

2. What fiscal support and incentives are  available to the  industry and  
specifically Ireland? Are the current measures working? How does it 
compare to the  rest of Europe? 

7.4.2 Round 2, Consensus 2 

The second consensus ranked 86% which is a mediurn consensus. 86% of the 

22 returned responses for Round 2 believe tha t  there is a lack of promotion 

and  awareness of career options available for the maritime transport sector 

i n  Ireland. 

7.4.2.1 Round 2, Consensus 2 Analysis 

Of the 22 returned responses, 19 agreed, 1 disagreed and 2 were unable to 

comment. This question is not one of the original 17 questions asked in 

Round 1 a s  the question only entered in  Round 2. The purpose of inclusion 

of the s tatement  is two fold; there is a perception within the industry tha t  

there is little, if any, a\vareness of the industry to the general public. The 

second reason for the question is in accordance with Section 2 of the Delphi 

survey rvhich addresses the aspect of labour supply for the maritime 

transport sector and the potential education and training available. I t  could 

be relevant to lznonr if panel members agree tha t  there is a n  issue with the 

labour supply for the GDR maritime transport cluster, and tha t  perhaps a 

lack, if any, of the pl.omotion and awareness of the sector may have a knocli 

on effect in terms of' a ~ ~ a i l a b l e  and willing labour supply. I n  tcrms of' the 

placeillent of this question in Section 2 of the survej- it supports the 

exploration of issues of training, labour and industry awareness and 

educational opportunities to service the requirements of the GDR nlari t i~ne 

transport sector 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Argument: Thread A 

"T~II ;s  is C O I ~ I I I O I I  else rrrhelse as  rr-ell: the malYti~ne sectola bas  8 r -el>. lo r r 7  
plsofile and as  srrch 1:s conlplete& folgo f tea about. Mot a rrz1.e o f  aIljT 
p rrbIica tions pl .omoti'~,o. ca13ee1 rs ill m a ]  ?time f2 z w s p o ~ f "  
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Maritime Clusters 

"TZ1el-e i s  arrJalseness offjobs at  sea brrt not i n  the onsho~*e anci'lal y sectol-s" 

"TZle marit in~e sector is not considel-ed a12 i 1 2  tel-esting and cZ2allenging careel. 
a s  i s  not pl.omoted to al2jr gl-eat degz-ee nationally. Ma12jr people end rrp 
vv~l./ii12g i12 the secto~. b y  accident and not because of  any  p1-omi11ence o f  
a ctir~ity " 

'Zack of  p1-omotion and a waiSeness of  calveel- options, but  i12ternet is 
available and rr7ebsite.s sucZ2 as the IMDO and the rr~ebsite of  the A4aritilne 
College in Col-lz. Perhaps mure corrld be done by CILT and IADO to pron~ote 
the secto~." 

'24 dedicated website fir the sector rrwrzld cel.tai11ly help i~npl.or~e 
ti-anspalZenc~~ and create healtiziel. ma1 k e t  a rr~aieness " 

Agreement Argument: Thread B 

" I  believe the sector i s  too disjointed to effictiveljl~. pl.onzote mai.iti1~2e ca1.eel.s. 

'R sl20rrId also be taken i12to considel.ation that the careels 1.12 the malYtime 
sectol. a1.e dir7er.se and thus a rrnified app1-oac12 1z1a.y not be relevant. r/Tqzjl 
rr~orrd JJOLZ p1~on2ote nlal'lj2e i12s~z1~ance via an en~phasis on mal-itin2e 
t~.anspoi.t, ma1 Yne insrn.el.s enter the ge1-2el.al i12srrrance malket  and tl1e11 
sp e cial'ize " 

'Ynd~rstly o~.g.anisations i12 the sectol. do little to p130nzote cai.ee13 options as 
they  are moi-e i12 ten t on p~.ofit nzalgi~zs and conside13 p1~0~1otion as a cost 
with little 01. no retrun - v e ~  y s1zo1.t-si'Zzted" 
Agreement Argument: Thread C 

'Tt doesn't seem to have c7 sig~zificant pl'ofi'le despite the c1Yfical inlpol.tancc 
o f  po1.t~ and shippi12g to the econo1~1.r~" 

'%ol. an island nation rr-it12 orTelB 97% of the trade bjr sea, the 1zzaiYti112e 
indrrstl:~~ does not get a fi;?ction o f  the p~.omotion i t  shorrld desel.r~e b ,~ .  iYg-h t i  
i f  a fieaction o f  the i.azzizza tazz ' bei~zg. balZylzooed for. the Ryder Crrp was 
diiected to an a ri~al.e12ess4i-o11zotio11, tlze nzal.ilze indrzstiy~ worrld 1.eap m a z y  
fi~lds - shol-f fi111e and in  the I ~ C R I -  fi1t111~" 

.Agreement Argument: Thread D 

"Schools Ignore the p~*ospects o f  tlzls 1ndrrstl:r: r r  e a1.c a n  ~sl ' i~nd 11atlo12 and 
gor~el~~rnzen t shorrld p1-omote the b lrs~ness 117 scl2ools. school cJ711dsen aloe 
denled 1220 r r  ledge o f  fl22s brr.s~ness " 

Tt rr~orrlcl appeal7 fiom tlze fcedl~ack tl2a t a rrTare1zess sta1.t.s at  j7"/ le rel rr-h1ch 
1s izof ~ N I ' J I ~  eizozzgl~" 

'Zlttle 01- no ~~ptal'ic on corn wes folk rr-rng p~~oiz~olron" 

There are a dorlli~la~lt number of agreement opinions for tllc current 

question: llo\\-ever pailel members n-ho returned a disagreement 1,esponse 

and an  unable to coll~i~ieilt response did not provide statements of opinion. 
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Maritime Clusters 

The  threads of agreement opinion are  similar bu t  Thread A discuses the 

lack of promotion and  awareness of the industry to the general public. 

Opinion indicates t h a t  while there is awareness of jobs a t  sea,  the lack of 

awareness  is Inore associated with shore based jobs within the lnaritillle 

transport sector. There could also be a n  issue here with respect to a 

potential labour force to see a career pa th  in  the maritime t ransport  sector 

beyond the stage of seafarer. Thread B opinion discusses more objectively 

some of the possible issues of such lack of industry prornotion a n d  

awareness.  Opinions highlights t h a t  the tern1 "maritime transport" includes 

lnany different sectors and  i t  perhaps would not make good sense to 

promote a sector such a s  marine finance or banking under the u ~ n b ~ e l l a  of 

"maritime transport". For areas  of law, banking and  finance, the individual 

would have a general interest in  the core topic i.e. law a n d  then  specialise a t  

a la ter  stage in  their career i.e. maritime law, although such specialisation 

is also directly related a n d  dependent on the  opportunities for such 

specialisatioll within the market.  I t  is  also discussed t h a t  many of the 

current  individuals employed within the maritime transport sector "fell 

into" the sector a s  opposed to wishing to work in the sector and  setting out 

to qualif3i a n d  enter  the industry. This however call be linked to lacli of 

awareness  of the industry and  the possible lacli of clear third l e ~ l  education 

process and  progression. The industry is perhaps not a s  a n  attractive option 

to potential graduates  a s  other sectors such a s  business, law a n d  the 

sciences. In the maritime t ranspo~*t  industry in Ircland individuals nrould 

have ente~*ecl ancl n.orliec1 thcir waj7 thl-ough the ranlis: hon.e\:ei~ in 

contemporaq7 Ireland wit11 allnost full employment and  free 31'~' level 

education there a re  more attractive options for the younger w7orlifo1.ce. 

Thread D highlights the lack of promotion in  schools and  t h a t  any 

anTareness appears to be established only a t  third level. Honrever the Ih/IDO 

have launched the "Follon- the Fleet" programme n-hich is a modern hi-tech 

version of the original s che~ne  developed in the 197'0s and  80s in  which 

school children could follow the progress of the Irish inel.chant fleet. The 

aim of the scheme in the 1980s and  today is to increase maritime awareness 
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and the trading activities of Ireland's lnerchant shipping ainong school 

children (IMDO, 2007). While in the first instance there are lnany 

organisation and associations present to represent certain maritime 

transport sectors (Irish Ports Association, Chartered Institute of Transport 

& Logistics, Irish Freight Forwarding Association, IhlDO, Irish Exporters 

Association, Irish Chamber of Shipping etc) a s  opinion cites a perception of 

a lack of co-ordinated drive to promote the ~vhole industry. One issue is  

certain tha t  in  context of the significant importance of the ports and 

shipping to a n  island nation like Ireland the maritime transport sector 

appears under-promoted and marketed to the general public and  the 

potential ~ ~ ~ o r k f o r c e .  However any promotion drive must  be relevant to the 

prospect of education and employlnent opportunities. 

The current s tatement  and consensus is t ha t  86% of the panel membership 

agreed tha t  there is a lack of promotion and awareness of the industry and 

this  does have a n  effect in terms of the general perception of the industry 

a n d  its importance to the Irish economy and a s  a career option to the 

general n~orkforce. The current statement was placed in Section 2 in the 

second round to support the questions on labour supply and education and 

should be discussed within the results and opinion for those statements.  The 

current question reached consensus in Round 2 and therefore did not enter 

Round 3. The questions regarding the labour supply and educational 

opportunities entered the third round for further clarification and therefore 

will be discussed belon. 

The result from Round 2. Question 4X is a n  agreement result of 86% which 

can be considered a s  a confident agreement consensus result and  the 

highest consensus achieved in the whole of the Delphi survey. The main 

questions derived from the opinions proved by the panel members include; 

1. What  is the best way best to promote the maritime transport industry 
in Ireland? Should promotion of the industry be based on a n  
individual sector approach, or would a collective maritime transport 
approach be more effective? 
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2. What is the effect or perception of the Irish maritime industries in  
terms of the economy, importance and employment to the Irish 
people? 

7.4.3 Round 2 Consensus 3 

The third consensus ranked  a t  72% which is a low consensus. 72% of the  22 

returned responses for Round 2 believe t h a t  business a n d  firms in  t he  

greater Dublin region have the advantage of access to cluster knowledge. 

7.4.3.1 Round 2, Consensus 3 Analysis 

Off the 22 returned responses, 16 agreed, 5 disagreed a n d  1 was  unable to 

respond. In  Round 1, the question achieved a n  agreement result  of 49% a n d  

through repetition of the ques t io~l  in  Round 2 and  through the provision of 

feedback frorn Round 1 the question increased in  agreement by 23% to 72%. 

The  importance of this  question m7as to identify if the panel  ineinbers a s  

participants within the GDR maritime sector felt the benefit of access a n d  

availability of cluster knowledge. I n  the first instance the  stateinent reached 

a consensus of 72% and  therefore can be taken with reasonable confidence 

t h a t  such cluster knowledge does exist a s  the opinions provided indicate the  

i~npor tance  of such linomlledge. Literature on clusters (refer to Chapter  2) 

discusses the iinportance of, and  access to such knowledge in the concept of 

a cluster. The panel inembers recognise and  identify t h a t  such "floating" 

ltno~vledge i s  present to solne degree ~v i th in  the cluster ho~vever  they do not 

address  if the access of such knowledge is easily available and  accessible to 

new marliet entl*ants.  For any f~1tu1.e development of the GDR c l u s t e ~ ~ .  not,c 

should be talicn of the impo~.tance of cluster linowledge to all players within 

the  market  and  incorporate strategies t ha t  inay encourage the amount  of, 

a n d  access to t h a t  kno~vledge base. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Argument: Thread A 

"T12e fii zzs i12 the g2ea tels Drrblill alZea ci'o /2a rf7c a12 a dr7a12 tage hbr - r~i1.t rre of f12e 
li71ge1. 12 u112be1/r-o1~1112e o f  se~*r~ices p1.o r~ided l.esulti12g. fi wm the 
displ.opol.tio12a te pop ula tion 111 t12e g-13ea tel* Dzlhli11 a17ea co112pa1'ed to tJ2 e l ~ s t  
of hselan d" 
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"Il'es. brrt to a din~i'isl~ing degz-ee and essentiallv drre to scale of  activity 1.12 

each srzb sectol." 

"Located i12 tl2e port centre is a good locatio12 and &*om tl2e1.e it i s  easy to 
mo12itol. action i12 the sectol." 

"Co -loca tion and pl.osimity generate contacts a12 d net  ri~o~.ks f b ~  ealdier 
colnm rr12ica tions" 

'Better access to ~ n a i k e t  i11fo2-121a tion and a ri.alaeness of  i n d u s t ~ y  
de velopm en ts " 

'fn4eeti11gs are organised bj. cl~ance happeui12g.s to a gz-eatel. extent i12 

Dubli12. Tl2e g1 .ape v112e is a poten f sorrrce of  i12fo1ma tion " 

"Regrrlal. access fhrorrgh fo~med and i12fom2al channels offel' advantages fo 
tl2ose co122panies tlla t locate ill the Drrblin region" 

"Due to c u ~ ~ - e n t  clrrstel- sta trrs - .ves. Tl2el.e i s  a pa~.ficrrla~<r~ active gl.apevi12e 
and exchange of  i12fo1ma tion. A t  a cas rral basis rvorrld lilie to see mo1.e fbr122al 
get togethel-s and e,xrcl~ange of  i12f0, i. e. semi12al-s. U11fb~tu12ately cornmel.cial 
pressru.es usrrali'y take precedence. " 

"DubIi12 is whe1.e it is happening; jrrst loolc a t  1,eler~an t secto1.s in  the golden 
pages -   no st listed as Drzblll based, Drrbli12 port has r,i~ell i12 ex-cess o f  t rr.ice 
the tl21.0 rrghp ut of  corlc a12 d Shann012. 112 1'1 ter12a tionally t2.a ded goods Dublin 
handles about 75% of both contai11e1.s and f e ~ ~ y  fi-eight fi*om the Republic> i f  
you a1.e not i12 Dubli12 tl2en gl-o w t l ~  potential is li'22itedV 

7'hysicall_v see and hear what happens" 

Agreement Argument: Thread B 

"Thel.e 81-e a drzn tag-es i12 bei12g- close to the cen t1.e o f  maliti122e activitj: 
Ho crfe I-el. modeln con2122 r112ica tions ~aedzrce the Ie vel of  adr,-an tag-e. 

" I  es, ho we rSrer the speed of modeln comm unica tion, i12clndi12g. the 1'11 fe l~le t ,  
dizninishes t12e sigl~idcance of  tl2e clrrs feje 112 t l ~ a  f sense" 

The agreement arguments  have been divided into two nlain threads of 

opinion. Thread ;I mainlj- identifics that t11el.e is a bcncfiit of access to 

cluster knonlledge due to the co-location of business units within the GDR. 

Hon~ever  opinion does discuss t h a t  this inay be due to the disproportionate 

population and  the donlinant number of people, customers, suppliers and  

clients based within the GDR. The port location/region has  been used a s  a n  

exanlple of a n  advantageous location in  nrhich to receive the cluster 

knowledge and  manrT opinions have highlighted thc strong presence of the 

"grape vine efiLect". Again similar to t ha t  of cluster 1itel.ature. opinions 

discuss the advantage of chailce meetings. both formal and  infol*mal which 
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Maritime Clusters 

is suggested to happen more regularly within the GDR through the regular 

access of infornlation channels. The  retuned opinions ernphasised the  

importance of Dublin a n d  the GDR region a s  a ~vhole  a n d  i t  is  perhaps 

difficult from a cluster perspective a n d  from the opinions provided not to 

underestimate the importance of the  region, the port and  the  city's effect on 

each other. 

However the  current  question is with respect to cluster knowledge, bu t  t he  

question through the responses provided is drawn back to the i~npor tance  of 

t he  port a s  one opinion highlights t h a t  75% of t raded goods for the Republic 

a r e  serviced by Dublin Port. While the demographics of the city may provide 

a n  inlportant knowledge base and  econonlic pull for certain maritime 

t ransport  firms i.e. law and  insurance for example, the port h a s  the same 

effect for certain nlaritinle t ransport  firms i.e. shipping and  freight. 

However opinions have clearly identified t h a t  cluster knowledge exists, and  

players ~srithin the  industry see a clear benefit of the "grape vine effect" due 

to  co-location a n d  co-proximity a s  k e ~ ~  drivers of netwrorlis of communication. 

However the Thread I3 agreement arguments  a re  similar to those of the 

disagreement arguments  in  Thread A, in t ha t  for certain business units the 

inlportance of linonrledge is reduced by the technology t h a t  is available such 

a s  the internet,  email, fax and  phone, and  tha t  fundamenta l l j~  no 

information or access to information 1s truly available 2417. 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments:  Thread A 

" TVitl~ email  i11 t e i xe t  a11d mobile con1l11 rruica ti011 t11el.e is no  sigaificaa t 
ad~Ta11tag.e to bei11g i11 Drzblill r i - l~e~l  it co1nes to o b t a i ~ ~ i l ~ g .  i11dr1st1:r- 
lc11 o rvle dge ' ' 

"ATo illfbl m a  tion is a vai'able 24/7 011 a website e tc, no  a dr -212 tage " 

The disagreement opinion will not be elaborated fur ther  a s  it is similar to 

t he  agreement opinions in  Thread l3 n:ith respect to modern 

communications reducing the advant,age of being located inside the GDR 

creating a so called death of distance. Honievel. the importance of early 

access to cluster knon~ledge may be more important to sorne sectors t han  
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others;  however there is also a n  issue of knom~ledge creation a n d  the  

diffusion of t h a t  knowledge through a cluster 

The  result  from Round 2, Question 5 is a n  agreement of 72% which can be 

considered a s  a confident agreement consensus result. The main questions 

derived from the opinions proved by the panel  melnbers include; 

1. Address the importance of the pull of the port and the city in terms of 
the clustering of the GDR maritime transport sector. How does the 
access and availability of cluster knowledge support this? Is  access to 
cluster knowledge more important to speci£ic sectors? 

2. Identlfy the benefits of cluster knowledge to the GDR. How can the 
creation of cluster knowledge be improved and diffused more 
efficiently through the cluster? 

7.4.4 Round 2 Consensus 4 

The  fourth consensus ranked a t  77% \vhich is a l o ~ v  consensus. 77% of the 22 

returned responses returned for Round 2 believe t h a t  GDR has  high exit 

barriers and  firms are  "sticky" to the GDR location. 

7.4.4.1 Round 2 Consensus 4 Analysis 

Of the 22 returned responses, 17 agreed, 3 disagreed a n d  2 were unable to 

comment. I 'hile other stateinents have addressed issues such a s  the access 

to  cluster linon~ledge and  the possible importance of the GDR location, 

Section 4 of the survey discusses the area of cluster theory related to the 

possible entry and  exit barriers to a cluster. The opinions in  sonle cases may 

be similar to those of the opinions returned for Round 2, Question 5 which 

aclclrcsse:; access to cluster linonledge which call be both a cluster e n t ~  anti 

exit  barrier. ,Also Round 1: Question G discuses the possible advantages of 

being located ~v i th in  the GDR. The purpose of the questions in  Section 4 is 

to  asli the panel if they can identi& with any  potential barriers to the GDR 

rnarltlme t~*anspor t  sector. 111 Round 1 the stateinent reached a 

disagreement result of 41 % which reverted to a n  agreement result of 77% in 

the  second round. N
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Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Argument: Thread A 

" Tl2e vej y fact that t12e plsesence of  the mal.iti'22e transport fii-122s is still 
r,iTithi12 the greater Drrbli11 area, e vem wit11 the ve1 y high officeheal esta te, 
and firel costs. etc, i s  a testi~nony to the fact the f i ~ ~ n s  that are i n  mant to be 
i12 to take benefit of  geography. Homrever, the sole fact019 of  geogl-apl2y' is 
so112e cvha t dilrrted r r ~ i t Z 2  the h rrge advantages and influences of  the i11zpl-oved 
IT sector/capa bilities. The simple fact is that the2.e are h rrge adva~ltages &I- 

the t~~ansport  secto~? fims to still have a pl-esence ~r'itJ7i11 the gzmeater Dublin 
2-egion " 

' X s  deteimi12ed bj. malket  hrces, i. e. not a choice" 

"Economic activity dictates the location where brrsi12e.s~ delivem, the greater 
Drrbli12 a2.ea is the ce11tl.e of  econoa2ic activity i12 Ireland" 

" I t  is easier to locate i12 the clrrstel- zone. Drrbli12 is the ulag12et drre to the 
a1120 rrn t of  t1.a de it ge11el.a tes and 122 rrstel'~ o 11 t rim-dd' 

"DrrbIi12 is rr-he1.e most of  the brrsi~~ess i11 the corr12t11- i s  do11e. I t  is zrsual&r 
co122panies to rvan t to be loca ted ri.he1.e theii  crrstom e1.s a1.e loca ted, 
Co121panies are stayi11g because they have to, not becarrse they like the 
place. Remote service providers can and have ~noved out o f  the ~*eg.ion the 
'%hands on"p1.0 riiders ha ve stayed" 

"No one comes nea2. to Drrbl'il2's pl.omi12ence. biggest n~arlcet: 50% of the 
poprrlation l i v i ~ ~ g  ri~ithi12 80Iin1 of  Dublin = dellland, to sel.r~ice this ~ n a l k e t  
fi-om a 12 alt el 723 tirre clrrstei./al*ea i s  ~rneco12omical" 

"SJ2ee1' voIu122e of  b~rsi12ess 112ea11s that to lea r~e the sector rr~orrld meal1 a 
decli12e i12 rr~o1.k and illcome. Key playe2.s i11 the D~1bli12 clrrster meal2 a 
g17eatelv stickil2ess for t12e s ~ n a l h .  opel-ato2.s" 

"D LI bli12 i s  rvhere the opp o2.t rrnities me,  shlppi12g. age12 t s  r.1~120 rrTe1.e loca ted rrp 
to rr-12 ha ve 12or,r moved into the port estate oi- en vi~*onmea t beca rise t~xaffic 
r vas 112 aliil2g lifi diffic 11lt fa '  t l 2  e122. Ma 11.j - co112pa nies ha ve 112 r dt13le loca tions 

. .. 
;ii-ounn' I; ish ports /I hrr f tl2ei1~121ai11 fbcr~s 1~11lili11:; ill Urrbl111 

Agreement Argument: Thread B 

' A  co1nb112ation of  stafz brrsii~ess i.elationsh~>s, a12d tax issrres 122eans that 
fii 722s. b rrsi12e.s~ a12 d 01 yanisa tio11s are sticky to t12e D~lbli11 loca ti012 " 

"Ii.s, brrt mot drre to the s t i ck i~~ess  of  t12e clustel: i.e. the po1.t~ and sl21j~pi12g. 
are based 011 t1-aditio12, i t  rn~o~rld be as difficult &I. a Drrhli12 fin1 to relocate to 
C o ~ k  and a C o ~ k  fii-111 to ~eloca te to Drrbli12" 

"Drr blii2 clustel . is small. 120 rife r~ei* the D~rbli12 region con tai12.s  lie^ - plakjrem 
and theij. p13esence in  itself co12stif utes an exit b a i ~  .leie to fii'111s ope/z tillg a 
mal i t i~ne  t~ ;?12spor,t b rrsiness 111 the s fa fe "I 
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'Sheer pop rrla tion dicta tes the clrrstel- r r~hich is displ-oportiona te to the 
facilities tha t exist, a ~aelieflsecon d a ~  y po1.t sho rrld esist to con1pli112 en  t the 
all sea dir. st~.ef;ched reso rnsces, and if; i s  stichy b rr t illogically" 

The core of the opinion in  Thread A is with respect to the powerful pull of 

t he  city a n d  port despite high costs such a s  land, rents,  fuel a n d  labour, a n d  

a s  one panel member described the  benefits of the GDR location a s  a "hrrge 

advantage". Firnls still wish to locate inside the  GDR boundary despite the 

benefits of modern technology which may dilute the  need. However the  GDR 

location is of principal importance for some sectors (again the similar 

a rgument  of the pull of the  port for sectors which have a direct business 

relationship with port activities). The  opinion provides t h a t  marke t  forces 

dominate the  GDR location and  firms wish to be in  proxinlity to their 

customer base, which is especially prevalent when 50% of the population a re  

located within 80km of Dublin city. Therefore opinion raises the question 

why would you wish to service this  market  from another  location? Dublin 

can  be argued a s  the  trade magnet  i n  terins of capital city a n d  major port  

facility a n d  opinion highlights t h a t  this  affords stickiness for snlaller 

players a n d  therefore provides a clustering force. The opinion did point out 

t h a t  remote service providers have nloved out  of the GDR but  the hands-on 

providers stayed. This could indicate t ha t  firins in  certain sectors could exit 

the  cluster a s  barriers for t ha t  firin type may not be a s  high. However for 

port  users there is a n  exit barrier t ha t  cannot be overcome a s  they require 

the  services of the port. This is a positive aspect for a maritime cluster 

because the sticliincss of port is significant for enticing less po1.t clepencle~lt 

firnis to staj-  located in the city despite high costs. X port is already 

described a s  a text book case of clustering; could a port facility he argued a s  

a n  exanlple of a n  impervious cluster exit barrier for potential maritime 

t ransport  clusters? 

Thread B opinions are  more specific and  give exanlples of barriers a s  

opposed to the doillinant opiilio~l ill Thread ,A nrhich addresses the issue of 

market  forces. demographics a n d  the port a s  agents of cluster stickiness. 

Opinions illustrate factors t ha t  they consider a s  exit barriers such a s  labour 

a n d  access to labour, business relationships (nrhich could also argued a s  a n  
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associated factor of the "grapevine effect") a n d  access to cluster knowledge. 

However the reasons for the stickiness of the GDR region could be different 

depending on the sector. Froin the a r g u ~ n e n t s  provided in  Thread A such a s  

the  issue of market  forces a n d  the agglomeration of firms, and  from previous 

s tatements  and  opinions on the  importance of the  city, the level of stickiness 

for certain sectors may be Inore attributable to the city itself while certain 

sector stickiness inay be more attributable to port activities. One opinion 

was  t h a t  the stickiness was  not cluster related but  port related which adds 

to  the  questions already raised about the dichotoiny between the importance 

of the capital city and  the importance of the principal port. The importance 

of Dublin and  the GDR is continually recognised among the panel members 

a n d  opinion discuses t h a t  while the pull of the  capital city is strong a s  i t  

holds dolninant market  players inside i ts  boundary which in  itself provides 

a n  exit barrier for other firms. Moreover, to be close to larger key marke t  

players is a n  important stickiness factor for smaller firms. 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

'Don 't a p e e  r . r r i t l 2  stickiness, i f  fiiz2s provide a12 efficient and effective 
sel.rrice to the clierl ts/crrsto121s, they rr~ill1.e tain the crtstomel .s i f  the nIoie" 

The  disagreement opinion in  Thread A argues t h a t  if a firm provides a high 

quality service i t  will take i ts  customers with the firm, if the firm was to 

relocate. This of course is t rue  in  respect of cornpetitioil in  t ha t  the  best 

service will n.in the customers: 11one1-cr as al~.eacly discussed cei.tain sectors 

a r e  sticky to the Dubli11 location because of the port activities and  because of 

the  pull of the city. From the opinion provided from the panel for the current 

question i t  is clear tha t  there a re  other benefits in  locating near the city of 

indust1.y and  t rade activity. 

The  result  from Round 2: Question 7 gave a n  agreement result of 77% which 

can  be considered as a reasonably confident agreement.  The main questions 

derived from the opinions proved by the pailel members include; 
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1. Identlfy the GDR maritime transport sectors high exit barriers. 
Examine their effect on cluster stickiness, specifically the effects of 
the port, the effects of the city, the effects of demographics and the 
effect of cluster knowledge and communication. 

7.4.5 Round 2 Consensus 5 

The fifth consensus ranked a t  77% which is a low consensus. 77% of the 22 

I-eturned responses for Round 2 believe that  if the GDR were a highly 

competitive dynamic environment, Irish businesses and firms would be in a 

better position to compete internationally. 

7.4.5.1 Round 2 Consensus 5 Analysis 

Of the 22 returned responses, 17 agreed, 4 disagreed and 1 ~ v a s  unable to 

comment. I n  Round 1 the statement reached a n  agreement result of 65% 

~ v l ~ i c h  has increased by 12% to a n  agreement consensus of 77%. This 

question is part of Section 5 of the Delphi survey. The first question in 

Section 5 reached a consensus of 73% (in the first round) tha t  the GDR 

maritime transport sector has  a strong level of internal competition. If the 

consensus reached had been a disagreement consensus i t  could suggest that  

the  sector did not have a strong level of internal competition which could 

also affect a firm's ability to compete sufficiently in the international market 

place. If an  indigenous firm is not competing in a vihl-ant and highly 

competitive ~narl iet  domestically then hon7 can a firms be expected t,o 

compete against international compallies whose home market are vibrant, 

dynamic and highly competitive? 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

'Yl/Jill~fin2e T ~ ~ a ~ l s p o l f  Irela11d pic, IS a t  the fall e12d o f  a 'srrpp~j~-cllaln' o f  
se2,rTlces to 1nalrlla12cl Ern-ope; this srrpplj. chal11 passes th1.ougl1 the UK 
rvhrcl1 has  b j ~  geogl.apl1jr and 111stol:v a bettel. positron 2nd a b e t t e ~ .  se t  o f  
srrpplj- loglstlcs a r~allable to 12ot only e < ~ y l o ~ t  the m a l k e t  trends brrt also 111 a 
bettel. positron to offel* 'cou1nle2.~1al deals' to break e r -en m the i .a~   me^. ~n/orrt 

"Zlte1~2n t i o e d  fbl. h.eland has alri~;~j-s 1 1 2 ~ i i 1 2  t CTtF and r-e~:r- Ia telj' M >sf  
Ern rope (So rr t l ~  o f  Pdall d. Tl2ls rrras h l s t o ~  yeall' - dire to the p ~ . o s l ~ ~ l l &  o f  
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b rrsiness, crn-l-ency of  b rrsil2ess (Po nnd sterIi12gj and the lack of  marlce t 
pen e tz-a tion un ti1 Ha ~rghejdRej~nolds force firlly fol ged links to EEC (E Uj " 

'Most eel-tainl' i n  the field of  agency given the le vel playing field" 

'Ea tes/ se~~r~ice/yl.o vider ha ve i1npl.o ved drama tically i12 the last 10 jTeal.s, so 
has the use o f  e-como2el.ce in  Ireland" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

''Oul. expelyenee would be that the vast rnajo~.ity of maliti'ne t~-anspo~*t 
business and fii-ms have to compete srrfficien tly i n  the international marke t 
place as shlbping is a tl'rrlj~ a intelwa tionaf b rrsiness" 

'Mariti~ne b rrsiness is 111 terna tional tl-a de, not to be co~npetillg means j ~ o  rr 
will 120 t s rr~vive" 

'XU the mai11 shlpping lines i12 the rr-odd eithel- ha rre an o f f i e  01' a12 age12 t i n  
Dubliiz,' i n  t e r m  tional ha rrle1.s comnpete 0 1 2  i12tesna tional markets " 

The agreement argunlents had t ~ v o  main threads of opinion and the opinion 

in Thread A discusses the disadvantages of Ireland's peripheral location 

within Europe in that the supply chain passes through the UK and thus the 

UK is in a better position to exploit its benefits to the market. Ireland in 

one sense historically has sa t  behind Britain in inany ways and one opinion 

highlights that  a t  one stage "international" for Ireland was the trading 

partner of the UI<. The opinions provided in Thread A do not give inuch 

insight into this question but i t  does emphasize the g r o ~ ~ t h  and 

improvement of Ireland in terrsls of rates, services and providers. Ireland as 

a country genel-ally has evolved from being the poor Inan of Europe to an  

open and successf~~l economy. The opinion of Thread B incorporates nlore 

reality to the discussion in that ma~.itinie business is an inte~.national trade 

and therefore requires a prescncc 011 intcrnatior~al markcts. 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

"Tlle Drrbli11 18egion is not of  a scale lug-12 eenorrgl~ to be considel.ed to ha r e  
aIlj- effect on the i11 t e ~ n ~ t i o n a l  rn~alket place" 

"Bel ier~ that tlzel-e i s  scope f o ~  der~elopmenf i11 this area brrt oppo1'trmities 
112aj7 be linzited pal-tly drre I-o the size of  some o f  tlze Dublin based bzr,r;li~ess. 
There In rrst be scope lzornre I-el2 i12  banlcing; insrn~ance and pe1Y1ap.s legzl 
sectolx " 

'Ma, jo1' malYtimne cea t1.e i m z  EIrrl'ope i s  Londoiz and Rottel~dam " 
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Disagreement Arguments: Thread B 

'%I genel-al con~panies a1.e cr~illing. to con~pete i12 the i n  tel aa tional ma1 ke t 
place. We p r e h ~ .  i n  the main to stick to cvhat we kno r,v i12 Ireland and not 
~Ys l i  the m a ~ k e t "  

The disagreement arguments have been summarised into two threads of 

opinion. The opinion of Thread A is that  Dublin does not have the scale of 

activities to have a n  effect on the market internationally and that  major 

maritime centres from a European perspective are the maritime clusters of 

London and Rotterdam. Through the analysis of the opinion provided for in 

various statements it was regularly highlighted in opinions of the lack of 

residential presence of shipping owner/operating activities. Similar again to 

re-occurring opinion was the statement of the possible potential for the 

maritime service sectors of law, finance and insurance. The opinion in 

Thread B discusses that while co~npanies may be willing to compete 

internationally there may be a tendency for firms to stick to the Irish 

market and limit risk by operating in a market they know. However 

maritime transport is an  international market by its very nature and so 

firms must in certain instance compete internationally. 

The result from Round 2, Question 8 is an agreement result of 77% \vhich 

can be considered as a reasonably confident agreement consensus result. 

The maill questions derived from the opinions proved by the panel members 

include; 

1. Evaluate the competitiveness of the Irish maritime transport sector from 
a collective maritime cluster approach and incorporating individual sector 
competitive analysis. 

7.4.6 Round 2, Consensus 6 

The sixth consensus ranlied a t  '72% which is low consensus. 72% of the 22 

returned responses for Round 2 believe that  the greater Dublin region has a 

sufficient variety and diversity of maritime transport firms. 

7.4.6.1 Round 2, Consensus 6 Analysis 

Of the 22 returned responses. 16 agreed. 4 disagreed and 2 mere unable to 

comment. 111 Round 1 the statement reached an agreement result of 59% 
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which has increased by 13% in Round 2 to an  agreement consensus of '72%. 

The current question is part of Section G of the Delphi survey which includes 

three questions regarding the firm structure, density and variety ~vithin the 

~naritirne transport sector. The set of questions can be related slightly to the 

questions regarding competition as the Inore numbers of firms within a 

sector the greater effect on the levels of competition. Variety of sectors is 

important for clustering as  it affords a level of protection to the cluster as  

opposed to having a cluster relying on mainly one or two core sectors of 

industry. 

Agreement A r ~ u m e n t s  

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

"There i s  s rrfficien t val-ie t j ~  and diveel-sity o f  m a1 Yti~ne t ~ * a ~ ~ s p o ~ . t  fii-111s rr~ithi11 
the glSeate1. Dublin ~.egion to f o 1 ~ 1  the nucleus of  a veq-  snccessfid Drrbli11 
clrrster and still ha ve eno rrgh enel . ~ J T  to pal-tic+a te as am equal p a r t ~ ~ e l .  with 
the Belfast and Live~pool clrrstel-s" 

"TVe have sufficient tl-ansport f i i~ns  as the1.e seems to be ple11ty of  fi~ms 
available to compete and 110 1.epo1-ts of  ally deficiencies, i f  the2.e were gaps 
they  rr~orrld ha r~e been allea& filled" 

"Comnpetitio11 ill all al-eas is fierce and sel.vice lerrels mrzst be rrp to scl-atch to 
keep customels on board" 

"GJ-ea ter. dirre~sity i11 the ma] k e t  thau most people tl1i11k" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

'FoI. no rr: the tl.emd i s  biggel. i s  bette~s and aa~algama tion and takeovers r,r~ill 
tend to ~ e d n c e  the r~arie 617 as t i n ~ e  goes bj~" 

"Sl101.f le1m O I I J J  : Pllc co11solici;l hbn p~ ocess of 1 Y? iioi2ill1'.~i11g~ f01' s c d e  
econo~~~icls i s  steadilj- l.cclrrci11g. the n rrolhe~, and dir-elsi(rr- of'specialise films 
rvithi11 the sector. this corrpled rr.it11 the age profi'le of those rvith hands on 
expei.ience i s  Iilieiy to alter the c u l ~ ~ e n t  balance ~ifithi11 the nest  5-lO.j~ea1.s" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread C 

"Brrsi~~ess oppo2.trrnities i n  the n1~1Ytinle sectol. easure tZ1a t s rrffiCie11 t 
con1petitior~ e.xists. just looli at  the tl;? de dii-ecto~ Yes and yo rr can see t l ~ a  t 
dhe1.e are plenty o f  options ill aN nT1$~1>llrles. Belleve that t l ~ i s  r i d  col1tir2rre 
bo rrre 17er sl11> o rime1 .s rr~o rrld be an e.~ct;u tion " 

The agreement consensus has been divided into three main threads of 

opinion. The opinion contained in Thread A is that  the GDR has a sufficient 
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lluinber of firins and  t h a t  the diversity of the  f i r ~ n s  present is perhaps 

greater t han  what  i t  is  actually perceived. The  opinions in  Thread A a re  

perhaps reflective of econoinic theory in  regards to markets  a n d  the supply 

a n d  dellland of services, a n d  therefore if there a r e  gaps i t  is  logical t h a t  they 

would be filled by rnarket forces. Round 1, Question 6 returned a n  

agreement consensus of 72% t h a t  the GDR has  a strong level of competition 

a n d  this  is supported in  opinion provided in  Thread A, a s  responses have 

indicated t h a t  colnpetition is fierce a n d  firms have to fight ha rd  to  keep 

their  customers. However a s  the survey involved panel rnenlbers from 

different ~nar i t i lne  t ransport  sectors, the degree of conlpetitiveness may 

differ between sectors. 

Thread  B opinion addresses the issue of diversity of firms from a different 

perspective in  t h a t  while there may be sufficient diversity of firms a t  

present,  the process of ainalgamation a n d  consolidation due to of econon~ies 

of scale is having a n  impact on the variety a n d  specialisation of firms. 

Opinion did highlight t h a t  the consolidation process a n d  combined with the  

age profile of current  experienced industry personnel could alter the balance 

of such diversity. The  conllnent on the age profile is linked to the fact t h a t  

many senior members of the industry entered a t  a young age and  worked 

their  way up through the ranks  and  when such senior personnel retire there 

\+rill be a gap in  expertise. The Thread C opinion is very similar to t ha t  of 

Thread A in  t h a t  i t  recognises t h a t  there a re  sufficient business 

opportunities and  :;ufYicient fi1.111~ to take acl\;;intage of' business 

opportunities tha t  a12e available. However the justification for placing this 

response in a n  individual thread is due to the opinion t h a t  while the panel 

inenlber considers t h a t  there is sufficient diversity of firnzs and  plenty of 

business options in  different disciplines in  maritime t r a~ l spo r t  the exception 

a r e  with respect to shipon7ners. 
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Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Argument: Thread A 

''0111' srrffcient to meet cruy-ent do~nestic demand i f  the secto~. ci~el-e to 
espan d i 1 2  terna tionally then cel-tai11 disc~>lines ri~o rrld need to be a ddl-essed 
e.g: cl1al.teri12g; ship sale and p rn.chase " 

'Areas such as f i~~ance  and ills rr~~ance are rrndel- I-epresen ted" 

"Not s rrffi'cien t ma jol. i11 terns tional fir122s i12 valved" 

Disagreement Argument: Thread B 

"Ufeakness i12 the rra~.ie ty of  specialized ma1.itin2 e sectors. crzr/.en tly 
comnpanies have to ~sel' 012 eAxpertise outside the c o ~ r n t ~ y  i,e. 31.01 level 
education, fiilance, leasi11g; s L I I ~ I J ~ J ~ O I  3, secrz~Yty, 12~r-d1.og1 zpliical e,.lpel-tise, 
po1.t planning " 

"Not en0 rrgh diveme partic~>aa ts, the a ~ n o  rra t of a r~ailable b u s i ~ ~ e s s  does not 
c i ~ a ~ ~ a n  t that rnaqj. fii.rns opela te pl.ofi'tahl_r~'' 

Disagreement Argument: Thread C 

'Little 01. no i12 terns tional sh~ppihg ex;uertise'' 

"To have a n~al"i i~ne ind~rst~yyorz  need s h ~ p  orr.lle1.s to be located i12 Ireland. 
the same with opera toi.s/n2anagel.s" 

The disagreement arguments  have been separated into three threads,  

Thread A disagrees t h a t  there a re  a sufficient variety and  diversity of f i r~ l l s  

withi11 the context t h a t  i t  is only currently sufficient to meet the denland 

due  to marliet forces, a n d  if the cluster was  to expand, certain areas  would 

have to be developed. The issue of under representation in  terms of finance 

a n d  insurance was again raised. Opinio~l  in Thread B argues t h a t  there is a 

13-ealiness in tel,ms of the va i>ie t~-  of :;pecialized maritime sectors aild 1-112-11 

the drive fbr such diverslt>r is not thcrc clue to the lack of busiiless 

oppor tu~~ i t i e s  to 111ake a viable re turn  in niche sectors. Opinion argues t h a t  

a lack of niche sectors have forced industry to pull i n  expertise from outside 

the  republic and  when addressed in  such a context, perhaps the GDR does 

not have sufficient diversity and  variety in ce~. tain sectors when firms have 

to look outside a cluster for business solutions. Thread C disagreement 

opinion  everts again to the s imi la~ .  opillio~l in  the agreement arguments  

seen in Thread C in  rcspect of the 11ced for more shipowners and  operators 
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to be located in Ireland as opinio~ls provided indicate that  there is little 

international shipping expertise. 

The result from Round 2, Question 9 is an  agreement result of 72% which 

can be considered as a reasonably confident agreement consensus result. 

The ~ n a i n  questions derived frorn the opinions proved by the panel lne~nbers 

include; 

1. Are there gaps in the market, does market forces dictate tha t  there 
are any gaps? Are the gaps related to the port cluster or the potential 
of a maritime transport service cluster? 

2. Identlfy niche areas in the maritime transport sector which could be 
developed. Could the maritime services of finance, law and insurance 
be further developed? Would developing such areas be realistic in  
terms of the close location of Dublin to the London maritime service 
cluster? 

7.4.7 Round 2, Consensus 7 

The seventh consensus ranked a t  81% which is a medium consensus. 81% of 

the 22 returned responses for Round 2 believe that  the maritime transport 

sector in the greater Dublin region would perform better if had a greater 

mix and diversity of maritime transport firms. 

7.4.7.1 Round 2 Consensus 7 Analysis 

Of the 22 returned responses, 18 agreed, 3 disagreed and 0 were an  unable 

to comment. In  Round 1 the statement reached an agreement result of 54% 

which has increased by 27% to an agreement coilseilsus of 81%. The current 

consensus and thc prel-ious; cliscussecl consensus (consens~~s.  Round L?. 

number 6) are part of Section G n-hich is related to t h e  contest of a clusters 

mix, weight and density of firms. Round 2, Question 9, consensus has 

already concluded that that the GDR has a sufficient variety and diversity 

of firms a t  72%, ho~vever the current consensus agreement a t  81% that  the 

GDR would perform better if there were a greater diversity of firms. 
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Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

"TZ1el.e is more than srrffcient nrrmbels to f o ~ m  a good healthj. g1.eatelS 
Dub1112 maritime clnstel; rrnless agai12 the n rim be13 iss rre is a cjite1Yonn 

"The more con~petition on the secto~. the more activity the1.e shorrld be" 

"Gl*eate~* competition rvo uzld blYng p e a  ter efficie12cj. and leanel- plaices " 

"TZ2at is true of  eve~yrvhere there i s  alrvajcs g-lseatel. variety to be had" 

"Greater mik and val-iety r r ~ i l l  i12evitable lead to gaea tel- con~petition and 
the]-efo1.e be ttel- pel fo~ma 12ce to gain cornpe titive a dvan tage" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

"O12l'r i12 tel-122s of  dilrr ti12g the existi12g monopolies that ha r/-e capital 
~.esonl.ces to ~.estlict access to limited p rrblic facilities a t  the po1.t and thereby 
create coa2mon rrsel- co12ni'tioms'' 

'2 dditional co~npanies p2.o vide gl-ea ter con~pe tition r.r~he t12e1. it i s  i ~ n p o ~ t a n  t 
that thel-e are not too ma12y con~panies 01. they rr.ill collapse drre to lack of  
bar~aiel-s " 

"Con1petitio12 is always good and the qualitj. se~~r~ice  pro r.irle1- i12e vitable ~ Y s e s  
to the top, this e12sru.e~ that the best srz~.vir.e, horvevel* i f  the numbel- o f  
se~.r~ice pl-or.ide1.s i11c1-eases to a le r~el rr -here the m a k e  t i s  fi wgmen ted then 
the p elf01 xzance of  se1-vice le vels rvill fall" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread C 

"TZ2e1*e are sufficieen t fiin2s i n  ma12v sectors, b r z  t the sho~fage  o f  roc? d 123 rzlag-c 
f o ~  the  eve^. i12cl.easi12g. LO/LO b rrsii~ess via Dublil2 i s  wol~ying.  TZ2e ~.oa d 
i12fi-a,stl.~rctrzl*e 012 tl2e 1.eg.io12 needs to be n/g-eatLr. rrpg.l;?ded to allorr~ fo17 12er.r. 
emtlznts fix, tl2e harrlag-e sectol- rv12o migl2t see an economic fLrtu1.e" 

'A  f t1oacti12g more in  f ema tional c0112pr?nies is CI +ticill to de r~elop~n en t of  the 
m a  Ytiizze clrrs f el7" 

"But tl2e i n i i  rr-ill no f c11ang.e unless sh i j~or r .~~e~s  ;~nd  ope1;2t-oi:s a i ~  a tti.acted 
to t l ~  e reg-ion " 

The agreeilleilt arguments  have been divided into three liey threads a n d  

again some opinions will be similar to those of the previous consensus a s  

both s tatements  a re  included in Section 6 of the Delphi survey. The synopsis 

of opiilioil in  Thread .I 1s a positil~e one in  terms of more players n~ i th in  the 

marliet will lead to greater competition. leaner prices and  greater efficiency 

a n d  ideally encourage firms to perform better. Opinion in  Thread A 

expresses t ha t  while a greater inis would be better for all coilcerned t11el.e 
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h4aritime Clusters 

currently is sufficient firms for a maritime t ransport  cluster. However the 

opinion does make reference to the  issue of the size of the  cluster with 

respect to numbers  of firms a n d  raises the question again, is there a n  

optiinum size of firms for a cluster? Opinion also highlighted t h a t  greater  

diversity of firms is something t h a t  all sectors ~ v i s h  to have, although the 

reality may be subject to variables of competition, access a n d  the  potential  

for viable economic returns.  The opinion i n  Thread B is i n  agreement t h a t  a 

greater  diversity a n d  variety of firms would be better for the  GDR, however 

t he  opinion is perhaps a more cautious one. A cluster having low entry 

barriers is positive a s  i t  enables firms to enter  the market ,  increase 

diversity and  competition; however the opinion from the panel has  raised 

the  point t h a t  too much competition induced by loiv barriers of en t ry  can 

also have a negative effect on the firms already competing within the  

cluster. Strong cornpetition will ensure t h a t  the best service providers will 

survive the competitive inarliet, however if barriers a re  too low allonring 

increased access and  entry of firms into the  marke t  could lead to a 

fragmented service a n d  a fall i n  the quality of the overall service provided. 

Thread B also brought back the response about existing monopolies and  

t h a t  more firms could have the effect of diluting such lnonopolistic 

tendencies by breaking up the precedence supposedly held by certain firms. 

This  opinion is held in  context to the port and  the restricted access to 

certain facilities. Thread C agreement opinions discuss t h a t  there a re  

sufficient firms in many of the inaritime transport sectors hu t  rccognises a 

shortage in road haulage for the inc~*easing Lo/Lo t rade with specific 

reference to Dublin. The quality of the physical infi*astructure has  also been 

discussed a s  a possible entry barrier for haulage firms cntcring the n~a r l i e t  

i n  t h a t  the physical infrastructure ~7ould  have to be greatly improved to 

entice such firms into the sector. 

Thread C ~.emarl is  again tha t  attracting more international firms is 

"c~Ytical '  from a c lus te~ .  developmental perspective a n d  a n  interesting 

opinion provided is t h a t  the current mix and  nreight of firms within the GDR 

will not a l ter  unless more shipo~vners  and  operat,ors a re  attracted to the 
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Maritime Clusters 

GDR. This could imply t h a t  a rise in  shiponrners and  operators would have a 

positive knock on effect for other services a n d  create greater demand.  The 

interesting aspect of this  colnlnent is t h a t  i t  could be a supportive a rgument  

of the  GDR a s  a port cluster with the beginnings of a ~na r i t ime  t ransport  

cluster. Basically if there were a n  increase i n  shipowners and  operators 

would this  have a direct effect of increasing the business potential of 

rnaritime lawyers, insurance a n d  financiers? Are certain sectors of the  

mari t ime t ransport  cluster directly related to the critical mass of core 

operations, such a s  shipping services? I s  the relationships between such 

proposed dependent sectors (i.e. l a ~ v ,  banking etc) linked to the requirement 

of shipowners and  operators and  their direct operational relationship with 

the  port activities, which in  effect creates a chain of dependent 

i.e. port opens, shipo~vners  and  operator need port and  need to 

be located near  port, rise i n  number of core port users helps develop a 

marke t  for services such a s  law a n d  banking. Therefore perhaps i t  could be 

investigated t h a t  a way to develop a maritime transport cluster is to 

increase critical mass  of port dependent users. This argument  could be t rue 

i n  a traditional sense ~srith modern communications abilities and  the  fact 

t h a t  a maritime service cluster like London can exist ~v i thou t  core port 

activities. However i t  should be noted tha t  the London service cluster 

histolically developed on the back of a well established and  traditional 

maritime activities. 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments:  Thread A 

"Tl2e1.e IS  srrffic~en t p ~ ~ e s c n c e  o f  ope1.a to1 :s rr.1 t1'1 e11o rrgh c o ~ z ~ p e  ti tlon to ens  rr1.e 
f a 1 1 9  m a l k e t  I-a tes 111 12eali1 - aU 111sta11ces. A1ol.e ope12 fols  maj. c12eate 
plaohle~z~s r f  tl1eur. 'fbr!r -"  bus112ess 112 cel.tau1 ai,eas a11d belorrr cost l e  r~els " 

'Tt IS d~fficrrlt to judge t12e sa t r~~~a t ron  ler.el111 R I ~ J .  i z la~ket .  GIPR te17 r l a ~ ~ e c ~ ~  o f  
fl2e secto12 does not  mean a12 112cl.ease 117 qzral~tr. o f  sel-r.~ce.' ~t ce1~ti11121'~ 
Inclveases the cost o f  co1~1pet1t1011' 

"Tl1el.e r.r;rll r ~ o t  be adequate space to catei7 f o ~ .  r12c1.eased corz~pet~hon 111 the 
telmraal handhng sectol* 111 D~rb1111 polst. the ~ d r ~ c i ~ t  of Rl.emol*e p a f  rr,o~tld 
be a p o s ~ t ~  r7e der7elopn2e11t for the couatiar- 111 gcnelal" 
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Maritime Clusters 

Disagreement opinions argue that  there are a sufficient nu~nber  of firms 

with sufficient conlpetition with the result of fair rates for the players 

concerned and while many panel members will agree that  Inore players in 

the ~na rke t  will benefit the GDR cluster, disagreement opinions are cautious 

in  that  a t  sonle stage there is an  optimum level of rnarliet saturation in that  

too Inany players can have a negative effect. Opinion highlights specifically 

tha t  terminal handling is an  area that  cannot cater for increased 

competition in Dublin port and recognises the potential port development a t  

Brenlore as a potential benefit to the country. 

The result from Round 2, Question 10 is an  agreement result of 81% which 

can be considered as a reasonably confident agreeinent consensus result. 

The nlain questions derived from the opinions proved by the panel members 

include; 

1. Identlfy entry barriers to the GDR maritime transport cluster. 
Evaluate how lowering entry barriers to the GDR maritime transport 
cluster could both positively and potential negatively effect the GDR 
maritime transport cluster. 

2. Investigate further the opinions on the monopolistic behaviour in 
certain sectors of the GDR maritime transport sector. 

3. Investigate if certain sectors (i.e. shipping services and ~ o r t s )  provide 
a greater clustering force in terms of maritime clusters when 
compared to other maritime transport sectors. 

7.5 Consensus Achieved Round 3 

In round 3 of the Delphi one consensus was achieved. 

'/.6.1 Round 3, Consensus I 

The consensus in Round 3 ranked a t  72% n~hich is a lon. consensus. 72% of 

the 18 returned responses for Round 3, Question 7 do not believe that the 

GDR ~liaritinle transport sector has a high level of trust.  

7.5.1.1 Round 3, Consensus 1 Analysis 

Of the 18 retu~.ned responses. 3 agreed, 13 disagreed and 2 were unable to 

comment. 111 Kou~ld 1 the statement reached a dlsagree~nent result of 41%. 

in Round 2 the statelllent reached a disagreement result of 59% and finally 
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the statement increased by 13% to reach a final agreenlent consensus of 

72%. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

'Tt i s  difficrrlt to be defi'lite here; high levels o f  tlZrrst e,\rist betrr~een 
/la rrlelss/fi-eigh t fo~-rr~a~ders/ s h ~ p p i ~ l g  li11es and theil~ agents. All ha rTe a part 
to  play i11 sh~pping goods and need to be able to t1-ust each other. Horve vel- 
other elements sue12 as fe2~y serr4ces and sh1bi11g lines operate in a highly 
competitive b n s i~~es s .  On a pel sonal level co -0pe1.a tion esists bet ween then2 
especially on the tlznsfe~. of  innocen t i1lf61ma tion" 

0 ~ 1 2 .  secto1- i11dica tes that the1.e is a high le vel o f  tl3rrst betrveen fi1.112~. 

The agreement arguments for the present consensus have been sunlmarised 

in  one thread which indicates that  the issue of trust  or mistrust within the 

sector could be dependant on the individual sectors. The opinion highlights 

that  certain sectors are trustful due to the nature of their work and the 

necessity of their interaction in order to transport goods. In effect certain 

sectors need each other to some degree with helps to foster levels of trust  

due to their obligatory business relationships. Alternatively firms in highly 

conlpetitive markets m7ho perhaps do not require obligatory business 

relationships to conduct their role within the market may be more 

mistrust,ful. The agreement opinion discusses that  high trust exists between 

hauliers, freight for\varders and shipping lines; however the ferry sector was 

nlentioned as a very highly coillpetitive sector and although co-operation 

exists fo~,  the collecti\.e purpose of general i~inocent information. Honlever it 

is  not difficult t,o conceivc that fi'il.ms in a l i igl i l~~ competitive sector ma\- be 

mistrustful to each other. 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

' Er-itJence fisom p~-erm~rrs 1,esponses rr-orrld i12dica te a lacli of' t~rrst ,  
pa~t icu la1 f~  r r r i t l ~  the bigger. conlpaares 111 the malket  " 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread B 

"Co112petito1'~ a1.e g . ene1~a~~-  dist~*rrstfi~l of one anotl~el. and i11 a li~zlited 
malke t  this i s  e T ~ ~ I I  11101~e acrr te. 
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Maritime Clusters 

"Crl t thr-oa t co~npe tition does not empo riJe1' ~ I ' L I S ~ ;  120 rve ver there are 
ell-ceptions to the 1.rr1e" 

"No, too 111 uch co~npetition forn business " 

'Tt is a comnpetitir~e envir.onn~ent and companies cannot afh1.d to tl.rrst 
comnpetito~.~. Infor m a  tion is often too i~npor-tan t to be shared" 

"Qrrite the opposite - mist~-ust  is pl-evaIent but cloaked as heavily 
con~pe titive seep ticism" 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread C 

"Tl~e sectold i s  very competitive, good faith yes, brrt trrrst with any i ~ ~ t e r n a l  
i n h ~ - n ~ a  tion amongst  competitor*^ rvo rrld dilute the b rrsi11ess advantage and 
orus edge in an i~lcreasingly tight m a ~ k e t "  

"No tr.rrst betrvee12 co11zpeting companies. Co~npanies connected rlp and dorr.11 
str-caul ill the srrpply chai11 In rlst ha ve tl-rrst 012 the basis of  thel-e sru~vir~al" 
CL No. tr-~rst 0 1 1 ~ ~ ~  el\-tends to companies who are not co~~lpet i~lg ,  or' are not 
perceir~ed as f i r  trrre compe titor 3'' 

The disagreement opinion were suinrnarised into three main threads of 

opinion. Opinion in  Thread A refers to the  presence of mistrust due to 

responses retuned from panel inernbers through Round 1 and  Round 2 a n d  

specifically refers to the mistrust wit11 bigger companies. The opinion in  

Thread B primarily discuses lo117 t rus t  levels associated with high levels of 

internal  coinpetition and  t h a t  a limited market  can reduce t rus t  to even 

lower levels. The opinion from the panel is t h a t  a highly colnpetitive market  

does not encourage trustful relationships and  t h a t  such trustful actions a re  

not generally a courtesy directly coinpeting coinpallies can afford. However 

one opinion did highlight tha t  such snistrust a s  illustrated by inany of the 

opinions cited is just a face foi. competitive scepticism. This does lead to the 

question of the right level of t rust  and  what  tha t  level should bc a n d  in 

terms of co-competition firms should be able to protect their business but  

also support clustering characteristics such a s  good t ru s t f~ i l  business 

relationships. 

In Thread C the opinion is t ha t  yes there are  low levels or no t rust  niitllin 

the sector, ho\\,evel- the opiszion elabo~*ates  i n  tel*ms tha t  s ~ ~ c l i  lon- t rust  

levels is with ~*espcct to coinpeting companies and  a s  citecl in the agreement 

opinion. There is t rust  wit,h firms tha t  are  linlied and  connected up and  
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down the supply chain who need each other for their survival a n d  

co~npanies  t h a t  a r e  not directly competing with each other do not have such 

t rustful  relationships. Opinions discuss t h a t  while t rus t  is poor there is a 

positive element of good faith and  argues tha t  t rus t  with respect to in te rna l  

information between competitors could possibly affect a company's marke t  

edge which is increasingly important with firms t h a t  operate i n  a cut  throat  

market.  This again would refer to the question on a n  optimum t rus t  level in  

which firms can protect business but  aid clustering by behaving a n d  

engaging in  a trustful manner .  

The  result from Round 3, Question 7 is a n  agreement result  of '72% which 

can  be considered a s  a reasonably confident agreement consensus result. 

The  main questions derived from the opinions proved by the panel me111be1.s 

include; 

1. Is the optimum level of trust  for a cluster/sector? How can a trust  
level within a sector be measured? What can be done to encourage 
trust? 

7.6 Non Consensus Statements 

The  Delphi survey achieved a final total of 11 consensuses with a f ~ l r t h e r  8 

s tatements  t h a t  did not achieve any level of coilsensus agreement.  The 

purpose of the current  Delphi is one of exploration with regard to GDR 

~ n a r i t i m e  transport sectors clustering potential and  therefore eve11 though 

eight questions did not reach any level of consensus, the opinion provided 

through the rounds can provide some infor~nat ion on the subject m a l t e ~  for 

future research and  c1;lrification. The follonring analysis will provide a brief 

discussion of the questions tha t  failed to reach agreement conse~lsus and  

~v i l l  be discussed in  contest of their relevant sections \srithin the survey. 

7.6.1 Section 2 

I11 Section 2 the panel were asked if t h e j ~  believed there was  a lack of 

sufficient onshore labour supply for the ~ l ia~ . i t ime transport sector in  the 

GDR. The statement  had  a majority agreement result of 19% in the first 
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round, a majority disagreeinent of 50% in the second 1,ound and majority 

agreement result of 50% in the final round. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

'Srrficien t, but  not attl.actir7e to gsadua tes, most people "fell" into the 
i12dnstl-y and rr-oi &ed up the 1.anlc.s" 
N In  ~ e c e n  t years positions within the liner agencj leoa d tldanspoj*t, port 
cr~o~kel-s sect01.s etc ha ve been filled by vvor1ce1.s fi-om Eastern Eul ope. Irish 
rvol.ke1-s tend to loolc fir oppol-tunities i n  o t l ~ e ~ .  ikdustries. This maj7 ~r~e l l  be 
a n1ajo1- tl.end long te lm and the rnaliti~ne sectol. n ~ a y   ife ell bec0122e 
i11c1easiz1gIJr dependent 012 o vexseas wo1ke1.s. A s  the eastern Ern.opean 
econon~ies de r.elop rve maj. Lice se vere shol-tages 112 t12e ~LI~LI I - e  " 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

"TZ2e1.e i s  a deficiency to fill positions i11 midrange i.e. 2 to 4j.eal.s e,~pelience 
in nzid management level, Plen ty of  fol-eiga na tionals looki12g f o ~  lo m- level 
cvol'k despite theii- q rralifica tion. Language &fic ulties pose a problem cvl2en 
crrstomel-'s sesr~ice positions need to be filled" 

'Tack o f  suitable qualified people i n  shlp management and opel*ations and 
i12 tesna tional sl21>pi12g cons~~l tan  ts and i12 s h ~ p  fi12ance pel-sonnel dzre to the 
infancy of  this sector i12 the Drrbli12 I-egion and 11.elan d as a rr7Z2ole" 

"Glseat difficultj- i12 1.ec1.rritil2g. co~npetent and tl*ained pe~.sonnel his acciden f 
c lain~s and i n  r~estigation, srn.r~ej~in?g- and loss a Gusting. Ma11.r - people, h r r t  
~ ir i tZ2  pools and insrrfficie1-2 t ti.aining, /<no vvledge and e.x~el.tise" 

'T thi11li that findi12g adequate pe~sonnel 1'1 even cJar- to daj- agency- 
r~acaacies is diffrcnlt, pay i s  gene~.all' poor cornpa~*ed fo othei. sectors of  
i ~ l d ~ r s t l y  and co~~di f ions  are rrnsocial and beco112i12g e r.en 121 ore SO br~ith 24/7 
wolYii11g the n o ~ m a l  scenalio " 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

'-6 Not enorrgh,, but  increase ill the pl 'of& o f  the clzrsfe~. rr~orrld emcolrl.;7ge e12tly 
of laborr~~ fi.om i12dige11ozr.s sources and a ttract fbrei' 1 2 2  fionals r,t,,ith 
appi.op1 ia te skill and eL;u el ience " 

"Relia 11 t on 1171 122i'*i111 t cr -o~kei:s rw'tl2 little 02- 1 2 0  sl~ills and port la born. 
conti12rre.s to be a Z2igh cost" 

"Difficrdt to ~+ec~.u i t  t~ai12ed s t a f f  ri~thlil certain disc~plincs" 

..I do belie r e  that tl1el.e is  no lack 1'17 the onsl2ore la boru. srrpp!~~" 
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1'4aritiine Clusters 

"No evidence o f  rznfi'lled vacancies and i f  tl1e1.e rrTere a ~1201-tag-e of  skilled 
onsl101.e labou~.  the rr-age 1.a te rrwrrld be diirien rzp rr~a1.d and the laboru. rrw rzld 
be fol-tl~corning " 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread B 

'Adequate 12 umbe1.s of  people but inadequate nu~nbers  of  tlqai12ed people, no 
cohesir~e drive i11 the area to pl.on2ote cal-ee1-s, i12srzfficien t co LII ses  and 
t~ zi11i12g exrcep t mfit12in son2 e de veloped companies a 12 d t12 use I-ecea tl'~ 
established b y  the Na tional College of  fieland" 

"Labou~. supply inhibited b y  pool. paying ca~~eei .  plSospects, the se~.rrices sectolS 
has  de veloped softrrral~e system dependency, s-vsten2 opera tio12s lal'gelj~ sl2 1112 

necessal y traini11g f o ~  122a nagenlen t i12 problem solvi~zg and oppo1-t r~nity 
de velopmen t ~.oles. fe rrr em t~.epl-ene ul-s are comi12g th~~orrgh the i12digeno 11s 

I .anl~s" 

Unable to Comment 

''No exl;uel.ience i n  tl2e mattel; but  a hrmch, that it cant be easy to get a 
co~npeten t qualified labo LII .  supply with rr12e1nplqjrme12 t a t  rTel:r7 low levels 
and st~*ong cornpetitio12 fbm more a ttl~active i12 dustlies to yo rrmg g1.a drza tes '' 

T h e  indication of opinion through the rounds is t h a t  there is a lack of 

sufficient onshore labour supply. Opinion discusses t h a t  the sector is not 

attractive to graduates  a s  inany of the potential Irish miorkforce tend to 

work in  other industries. Positioils a re  filled by immigrant n~orliers from 

Eas tern  Europe and  if this  develops a s  a long terin t rend the sector could 

develop a high dependency on foreign ~vorliers. This leads to the question, 

froin where such labour could be sourced in  the future nillei1 Eas te rn  

European economies develop and  how to at t ract  a viable workforce for the 

future.  Sollle of the areas  t ha t  have been referred to a s  lacking in labour 

s~rppl j .  a re  suitahle pel%sonncl for 1111d managenleni lei-el n~i i l l  two to f o ~ ~ r  

years  experience. areas  of ship management a n d  operations, ~n te rna t iona l  

shipping consultants, lllarine finance (although i t  is  in  i ts  infancy)? accident 

claims and  loss adjusting and  general people \vith skill a n d  linowledge of the 

industry. Disagreement opinion argues t h a t  there is no shortage and  no 

uilfilled vaca~lcies and  if there were the wage plaice would be driven upward 

nihich niould draw laboul- out to the marliet. I t  is also a~.gued tha t  there are  

adequate n ~ u ~ n b e r s  of people but  a n  inadequate number of trained personnel 

a n d  insufficient training courses available. 
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Maritime Clusters 

The next survey question aslied the panel if they believe that  there is a lack 

of management personnel with relative industry experience available to be 

sourced a s  a labour supply for the GDR maritime transport sector. The 

statement reached a n  agreement consensus of 45% in Round 2 and 

increased to a n  agreement result of 66% in Round 3. The relevance of this 

statement was to define if there is an  issue of labour supply is it associated 

with general labour or specifically related to management positions. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

"Tl2e1-e has  been a tl-end or7e1- recent yeam wl1ei.e the hYsl1 rnmitin~e sectol. 
has  mot been an ath-active career for people entel.illg the job malket, this 
has  lead to a shol-tage o f  qualified people i12 the sector rrdo may  have been 
given a manageme12 t l-ole r r  Y t l20~1t  plaopel. ti-ai12i12g and e;~;ue~ience" 

"Va~Yous sectors of  the indrrst~ y ale eitl1e1. small scale 01. i 1 2  t l~eil.  i12fa12cy 
crfl2icl2 means tl2e1.e is a sl201.tag.e of  e,~perience management" 

"E~pelYence levels i n  middle management appeala to be lacliil~g- rvitl2 little 
willi12gness to de rrelop sliills/eex-pe~.tise i12 this area. A lot of  fbrei;fl7 o crwed 
comnpanies also have f6reig-n nationals i12 n~ idd Ie / s e~~ io~ .  n2aaagement 
positions 0 1 2  a mid te lm basis befo1.e bei12g repa tlYa ted rifitho rr t srrccession 
and p l a n n i ~ ~ g  taki12g pla ce ri~itl2 e,\-isting pe~manen  t staff '  

'Zack of  rradels ta 12 dikg rrfitl2i~2 tl2e t1.a de i s  cvoeful" 

"Based 0 1 2  feedback discrrssions rrfitll i11dnstiy pal-ticlj~a12 t s  tl2el.e appeals to 
be a sl2a1.ed belief tlla t for.eig12 nationals rifill120t fill the gap " 

"Tl2e pool of'~.eso rn*ces i11 this specifi  secto~. is fii2a4 the sectol. is specialized 
and ~z12de1' de rreloped and does not a ttl-act i 1 2  terest fi701n outside the secto~: 
In g.enel*aL p1.0111otion i s  fi-0121 ri'ifhi11 i i r i t J 2  little ora no fi.aini12g. to a.ssi,st 12e r r .  
~nanagemenl t-o .~rrcceer(" 

"Tl1el.e 1s a lack of'ec.xyel~emced nlanagen~enl pe~sounel although t111.s alqj- be 
l-ectifiable bj- attl*acting people r r ~ l t l 1  1.ele17ant e ~ ; u e ~ ~ e a c e  to 13elocate 01, to 
1.etu1~2 to h*elai2dV 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

'%7Lrn2a11 18ecorrlses exist at  pl-esel~t brrt the age pl~ofi'le i s  a cause f o~ .  co11ce1~2. 
The edrrcation a12d ti.;li~ling. etl2ic a112012g ~nanagement i 1 2  g.enel;?l t e ~ ~ d s  to be 
rrreali a t  a t i ~ n e  o fb ig l~  staff'tr11~2or~e1. - as a t  p1.esent" 
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'fnhny of  the skills ill rfolrfed are 12ot 1na1 Yne specific, e.g, fi2ancial/Hn/ 
maintenance etc. A t  the plSesent rve seen1 to have a good srrpplrr of t l~ese.  
Tl1el.e a1.e big. n umbel-s o f  hish and EU nationals a t  sea. iPfa11~7 of  theses 
rr~ould rr~elcome a 1.etul.11 to a shore based job. Theil- e,xyerience as a shrp 
mastel. 01. o f f c e ~ .  worrld be 111 valrrable ill po~-ts, e.g: pilots/tugs etc. 111 otl~el.  
f ieigl~t  sectom jforrllg people are always coming tlu-orrgh the 1.anl~s gaining. 
exyerience all the t i~ne"  

''No e vidence of  sl1ol*tag.e" 

'34y ellpel Yence plen ty of  ma nagel .s a vaila ble r rfitl~ plen ty of ex;oel ience " 

The  opinion discusses t h a t  the sector is not attractive to graduates  or the  

general potential labour supply which opinion fur ther  argues has  lead to a 

shortage of qualified people who inay have obtained ~nanageinent  positions 

without the relevant training and  industry experience. Opinions also argue 

a n d  a s  highlighted from the feedback t h a t  the industry also feel t h a t  the 

influx of immigrant workers is perhaps insufficient to fill any  labour gaps. 

One  panel member did strongly describe t h a t  the understanding of the 

industry froin within the industry is "ri~oefirl'. However the disagreement 

opinions argue tha t  there is no such shortage although one opinion does 

raise concern over the age profile and  the lack of training for potential 

managers  i n  a time cited has  having a high turnover of staff. I t  is also 

discussed t h a t  inany positions are  generic such a s  HR, accounts and  finance 

a n d  can be filled quite easily due to the young age of the Irish worliforce and  

the  uptake of general third level courses in  business and  associated 

disciplines. 

The  nest  question in Section 2 asked the panel if they believed tha t  the 

current  marit,ime transport labour supplj, is sufficient to meet the labour 

requirements of a growing inaritirne t,ransport sector. The s tatement  had  a 

majority disagreement of 49% in Round 1, a majority disagreement of 50% 

i n  Round 2, and  finally a majority disagreement of 44% in Round 3. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

Y10lol.e tasks are no rrr Derng 112echa1~wec/ a12d the 12 r r ~ z ~ b e ~ s  e112ployed are 11ol 
gl.omrnlg at  the same 1.ate as calgo tJ21~o~rgl1prrt. orJel'seas laboul. has rzlet the 
demand 111 thrs area. Ji(a11~- I r ~ s h  ha r e  rr71 tl2d.a rirn 15~0122 certarn tasks sucl~ a s  
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Maritime Clusters 

~ I - L I C ~  dl-iving: Alost ds=ivel.s of Irish t~.rrcks on the continent a1.e fbeig12 
nationals. T l ~ e  local and ovexeas labou~.  rvill be able to meet the demands. 
Tlze 1z101~e la bo rrr i11 tensirre in  drrstlies (e.g co12structio12) ha r~e fo rrn d this to 
be the case and the n1al.itin2e secto~. r r r i l l  be no e,rception " 

"The1.e i s  Ino1.e than srrffi'cen t la bo ru. rvithi11 the Dubli11 region, i f  there were 
not we would i~nmedia tely see a12 increase of  supply fiom the UK 01. middle 
Eui-ope to sa tis@ the demand" 

"The cul-1-ent srrpply i s  srrffi'cent to meet the need o f  the m a ~ k e t  and any  
ful.thel. needs can be prorrided fi*om the g2.o r.rri12g. la bonr pool" 

'7nc1.eased use of  comnp ute1.s and b y  61 Y11ging i n  foreig.11 ma tionals rrrrill 
pl.obablJI co rrel. the problem, the m o  rre a way fi'o~n traditiorzal sh1ppi12g; 
docrnnen ta Lion to 'Yi11e" booki12g- notes ri~ill assist" 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

''In 1z20st secto~s,  brr t gaps i n  positio12s i ~ z  fi12ance and la w " 

"Tl1el.e are crrrl.en tlv rnallj- sho~.tag.es o f  labo ul. i11 rmio us sectors of  the 
malYtime i11drrstly and it i s  rTel:jr diffi'cr~lt to sou~.ce suitable pe~.sonael. The2.e 
is 1na12y 12012-~latio~~alpeople en t e~ ing  t12e secto~. and altl2orrg.h there W O I ~  is 
vely  good the 1ang.rrag.e is a pl.oblem and can be a negative facto~. 
particula1.I~~ ill opel-a tiom~al al.easn 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread B 

"Lack of  educational i12fi.ast1.uctnl.e efiects the gl.orr~th of  the sectol: Tl2e 
sector needs laborn. i ~ z p  tr t at  all Ie rrels " 

'2 t pl'esent t1zel.e a1.e i11snfficie1z 6 12 urn~be~s of  pel'so11nel to d o  r,v tlz e 
ma2 fti11;re ti'a11spol't sector to g1.o rrT alfho rrgh this rn21.j- be I 'ec fi'fied hjr malir'lzg 
the ernploynea t oppol-t rraities I Z Z ~ I . ~  a ttl.actirle rrrith better t ~ . a i ~ z i ~ ~ g .  and 
?*em rme2.a ti012 " 

"The seed pool i11clude,s (31" lerrl edrrcafed nerv E l r  11ationnl.s - horr,rer-c~. 
srrpplr - r r  rill dependell f LIJXII I  C ~ L I C ~  ti011 ~ I I C /  tz9ai~1iz1g." 

The  agreement opinion addresses again the divergence of the Irish 

population away from transport related labour a n d  cites the construction 

industry a s  a n  exanlple of where jobs have been talien up by a n  immigrant 

\vorliforce. The influx of immigrant worliers and  EU nationals a r e  seen a s  

a n  increasing available laboul- source although the barrier of the English 

language is seen a s  a problem. More jobs a re  being mechanised and  the 

increase in  technology has  also reduced laboul. requirements. i-lgain the 

disagreement arguments  cite shortages in areas  of infancy such a s  finance 
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Maritime Clusters 

and the ability to source suitable labour. Education has been raised as  a n  

issue that  needs to be addressed and a factor tha t  may help solve certain 

sectors problems with finding suitable labour. 

The final question in Section 2 asked the panel about sufficient training and 

education opportunities available for the labour supply. The statement 

reached a majority disagreement conserlsus of 46% in the first round, and 

majority agreement of 59% in Round 2, and finally a majority agreement of 

66% in Round 3. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

"The courses that a1.e available need to be co-coom'inated betrrreen the ITS, 
the rmir~elsities and CZ7: etc. A training anal'lsis also needs to be 
rrndertakel~ to i d e ~ ~ t i t y  gaps i n  t i ' a i~ l i~~g .  and rrpda te coulse content. " 

"The2.e are educational oppo~ *t rrnities, b rr t they need to be highlig-12 ted and 
malketed" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

''TI2ese i2a rTe never bee12 zno1.e edrrca tior2aI oppo1.trr12ities. Tlze Na rr tical 
College ill Calk, U11irir.el sities. ITS and others such as fiYsl1 E.xy01.te1.s 
Association and Chai.tesed 111stitrrte of  T1.anspoi.t of&, specialized cou~ses,  
Ino1.e and mo1.e entl.ants to the ikdrrst~;~' come ri~' t l2 a 1'elerir.aIIt 31.N' level 
qualifica troll'' 

"Tlzere a1.e se r~e1.a1 i ~ ~ s t i t u  t i o ~ ~ s  offel Yng. t ~ . a i ~ ~ i ~ ~ g  a t cliffel-en t levels the 
tl w11spo1.t secto~; and agai11 i f  the mad-et  demand for higllel. 
t~ .ained/expel Ye~iced pel sonnel is req mi-ed tl~e_rr can be hii.ed fisom 
else rr~hel P. " 

"C00d th11~d l e r ~ 1  212d L'OJ11/32121C.~ C211 /31'0~-1& 011 the ~ 0 1 1  f i ' ~ 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 ~  10 J J I ~ ~ C ~  

people slillls specific to ma1~2taul the sector" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread C 

"50/50 011 tl~l's srrbject, tlle1.e ale corrmes available, brrt ale they srzitable to 
the aeeds of  the i12drrstly. Is there a '&odj-" taliilzg. an orle~r~ie r r r  to deteix1i~le 
the gaps 111 the edrrca tion system1 ? Ha r ~ i ~ ~ g  firlly g rralified shipbl.ol<ers i s  a 
positl'r-e but if the il~dzrstl:r- needs doc f i~  a ~ l d  rrral*ehorrse rr~o~kelx, the11 the 
gaps r i/-i111~e~n ail2 " 

'fl har-e mo dorrbt that the tl>aln~ng ficll~tles 117 11.elaacf a1.e srrfficlent~r~ 
adequate and ac(n~.ess tl2e needs of  the sectol-" 
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Maritime Clusters 

'Tt is not  h rrge malaket and p~.obabl' the balance betrrreen srrpply and 
demand i s  aborrt light" 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

'<Not eno rrgh, ve1y fe rrr academic co U I  ses especially a t advanced level." 

"Tl2e~-e i s  no co -coodina ted appl-oacl~ to the pmblem of labonl. slio1.tag.e. 
There a2.e sonle special tmin i l~g  pl*og~anlnles bu t  rve need to l1a ve training 
for port rr~o~*kel.s, ha rrlers, li11e1. agency etc to ensure rrre ha ve srrfficient 
labo ru. in the fir trn-e " 

'T believe that although there al-e sufficient edrrca tional and training. 
oppo1.t ~rnities i12 celvtain sect01 .s 04alitilne A4a nagem en t ti21.o rrgh NCI, 
Seagoing pel xonnel tl11.o ugh A h 1  i t im e College, Col .k and Shlbbl.okei11g 
tl21.o rigl~ ICS) o th ers are la clii11g s rrcl~ as i12su1-ance and s61p fi'lance" 

I n  review of the opinions returned Ireland is identified has  having a good 

th i rd  level education systerll in  general. However opinion did suggest t h a t  

specific third level courses in  t ransport  a re  lacking. Opinion also argues t h a t  

i n  terins of education their  present situation is a reflection of a balance in  

supply a n d  demand. Fur ther  discussion highlights the need for a more 

unified approach to education and  courses across the  spectrum of t ransport  

related bodies and  t h a t  a training and  skills analysis \vould be beneficial i n  

order to identify any  gaps in  training and  education. 

'7.6.1.1 Section 2: Further Research 

A t  present the previous discussed statenlents did not reach a level of 

;~grcement  consensus. FTon-e~-e~* t l ~ c r c  are some opinions tha t  can help to 

s t ructure fu l ther  research questions to aid in identifying a research 

proposal t h a t  can help resolve if there is a lack of labour supply for the 

maritime transport sector in  the GDR. In  one instance the fact t h a t  the 

s tatenlents  did not reach consensus could be a n  indication t h a t  there is a 

real  disagreement between the diffe~%ent indust- sectors. The question 

~vou ld  have to he addressed secto12 by sector a s  opposed to a n  entire cluster 

as certain sectors may have different levels of staffing requirements.  

Supportive l i terature and  statistics fro111 other sources can also he useful 

such a s  the FAS Slsill bulletin. However such statistics generally 
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incorporate maritime transport with other transport services such as  air 

transportation. The research would also have to address specific job gaps, 

for example low skilled gaps or more management type labour gaps. If 

labour gaps are identified or the issue of a n  over reliance on immigrant 

workers would also need to be addressed and the training and education 

available for future labour supplies. Section 2 of the Delphi did however 

achieve a consensus in tha t  the panel consider in agreement of 86% tha t  

there is a lack of promotion and awareness of the career options available in 

the  industry 

7.6.2 Section 4 

Section 4 had a total of two questions of which only one did not manage to 

obtain any level of consensus agreement. 111 Round 1 there was a majority 

disagreement of 41% that  the GDR maritime transport sector has high 

barriers of entry, in Round 2 the statement reached a majority agreement of 

4.5% and in Round 3 reached a majority disagreement of 55%. 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

"Tl2e area is h i d l l y  1.eg.rrlated anti-  co111petitir.e. rrnionized and closed. 
especial& s ter~edori~~g.  and all p o ~ ~ t s .  P o l k ~  and sl21bpi11g. sectm. is sec1.etir.e 
and  based 011 family ties, o 11 tsidel .s tlvea ted cirit/~ s rrspicion. Financial 
t1.anspa2~e1lcj~ i n  ~sela tion to r fessels, ports a12 d fi0eig.h f I .a tes  a2.e i~~accessible 
r.irZ2icl2 makes  g-e tting. info to ~nalce the decision abo ~r t en  te~.illg. the b rrsiness 
not  a r~aila ble, beca rise o f  the legal set rrp i11 te1-1ni11 als malces it i112possible 
fol. ne r r r  co1npa12ies to C I I  tc13 t l ~ c  111a~ket'' 

'T have to grralifi- this bj' sqi12,o. it depellds on the particrrlal. secto~: 1'ol.t 
tel*~ninals. handling. e q u ~ j ~ ~ n e n  t etc a le  all r.ely - e,l;uensir~e. L a ~ l d  and 
brrilning costs all orrelo Dr1bli11 are prohibitive to solne nerv ent iznts .  Othel. 
areas s rrc12 as  ha rrlage, fi.eigl2 t fo1.r r.al.di11g- etc plesen t less se12o rrs en  tl 3 - 
p~*oblems, jforr also ha r~e to look a t  the p ~ o f i t  levels and a t  v1-hetl2el. .some 
sectom a1.e ove17 supplied" 

"Bal'~yel* IS  to nzallj- opera tois, trght malglns and n o  nlor2e.rr to be ~ n a d e  aad 
the  rr-ajr o f o p e l ; ? t ~ o ~ ~ s  o f  the lalgel, dommatc conlpanles clseat~~2g d l f f ic~r l t~es  
foiv nerr7 ent~*ant,s" 

"T'ze l i ~ n i  t ed oppo1.f r rnities 2nd /lig/~ le  r .el o f  exishl~g- cornpetition 171 ean tlla t 
oppol.tuaities in ce1.tai11 areas s rrcll as  shrj~pi~lg-  1.0 r r tes, s fe  I -edol ikg; and 
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ternzinal opel-a tions are li~llited. Ho r~er the gro rrdh i n  tl-a ffic ca12 make the 
mal.ket attractive" 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

"HigJ2 costs, rent, I-a tes, la bo 111; tolls, poor ~ ~ o a  d access, lo rrrel. PI-oductivity on 
delivez.~l/collectio12 vehicles, lots o f  conlpefitioa fi.on2 mrrltiilationals i12 the 
sector" 

'Zack o f  slcills and knom~ledge i s  a major obstacle to ove_r.corne, b y  importi12g. 
and t l - a i ~ ~ i ~ ~ g  increases the cost of l.eloca ti12g" 

"Not because of  too m rrch conlpetition but due to the fact tZ2a t the market  is 
lilnited, tl2e growth going fol-rrral-d rrdl not be sufficient to attract more 
entrants, the economics of  entering a t  this stage are qrrestionable as the 
potential 1.etu1~1s rr~ould not be acceptable " 

'A lack of  clrrste~: it k a closed sl~op, a lack o f  errpel-tise " 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

"Only real barrier to e12 try i s  the size of  tl2e o r~er-all b usi12ess cluste~.  and the 
consequea t level o f  b usiness opportunities a rrailable " 

"No qrrality requil~eme~lts to ente~hccess  the Drrbli17 1.egio12 other than b~eead 
and brrttel. issues 11 e. fuel, rri.ive1.s etc '' 

"Horr~er~el. some areas of  intense co~npetition do create bal~.ie~.s as tl2e 
pel~ception i s  tl2a t 1 2 0  112012e.y can be made" 

"Nerv opel.ato1.s sucl~ as his11 Sea E,xpl.ess a l ~ d  Celtic and the set rrp o f  the 
n e  r i ~  port ope1.a tions" 

"TZze1.e 1s a space Issue and also maybe a skllls o12e rt-hen co111pa2.e~' to the 
U I i ' f o ~  e,x~mple. Brrt or-crall tl2e1-e seems to be f2 cr7" 

''No rno1.e tZ2an other l.egio12s 01. cities" 

"Cna O I I ~ T -  eo1111?1enl on orr7n sectol* T I ~ ~ I / ~ P I ~ P  1 1 ~  ~ ; U Y Y ~ I '  lo entl:r- a1.c lorr-. 
most .c;ecfo~la tl2ei.e 1:; I-cl:r. IrftIe 12ot to O Z ' P I - ~ I ~ ~  ;I I I P ~ I ,  ~ J R , J z ~ I ~  fj.0121 P I ~ P P Z Y I I ~  
the 1z1a1 %-e t place" 

'7311 ti:j. i s  not a pl~obleal; getting. JTOLII*  hands 011 some brrsiness i s  rr~l~ei-e the 
prohlea~s start. T/&:JT ofte11 cr -e /la r e  seen ne rr  - agencies stal-t up based oa 
personnel d13aggirzg b rrsi12ess rr-itli tZze112. Tlla t does11 't do r-el:rr m LICZI for 
der~elopment of  a clrrstel: if jrrst ci-eates more cor~lpeti t io~~ for the came sized 
cake" 

The  second cluestion of Section 4 reached an  agreement consensus of 77% 

t h a t  the GDR maritime transport sector has  high exit barrier a n d  firms are  

sticky to the Dublin location. Therefore it can be established with 

reasonable collfidence from the Delphi t ha t  GDR location is sticlqi and this  
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Maritime Clusters 

can also be further supported by the pull of the city and  the port a s  

discussed previously. The opinions in  agreement to the  question on barriers 

to  entry make reference to barriers such a s  the limited market,  t ight 

margins a n d  the dominant position of certain companies. Ho~vever  there h a s  

also been strong opinion on the  closed na ture  of certain sectors such a s  

ports, stevedoring a n d  terminal operations. Knowledge h a s  also been cited 

a s  a barrier a s  transparency in information is weak which can make i t  more 

difficult for a new en t r an t  to decide whether to risk the  market  or not. 

However it is also argued t h a t  the barriers of entry can be sector dependent 

a n d  some sectors such a s  freight forwarding a re  easier to en ter  t han  other 

sectors. Generally barriers have been noted a s  high costs such a s  land a n d  

ren t  (noted in  agglomeration ecollornics a s  dispersion factors for clustering), 

a general lack of skills a n d  knowledge, a lack of growth potential a n d  a n  

overall lack of cluster and  expertise. Disagreement opinion also highlighted 

t h a t  due to the high level of cut  throat  competition there is a perception t h a t  

money cannot be made, which in  itself creates a perception barrier to the 

cluster i.e. a lot of hard  mrork fighting for business without necessarily a 

viable econolnic return.  The ferry sector has  been used time and  time again 

a s  a n  example of a sector functioning under high levels of internal  

competition a n d  the sector has  been used a s  a n  example of one 117hich has  

Ion? barriers of entry due to the examples of fil.ins tha t  have actually entered 

the  market .  

7.6.2.1 Section 4: Fur ther  Research 

For fur ther  research into the aspect of cluster barriers specific to the GDR 

maritime transport sector it ~vould  beneficial to develop a research question 

t h a t  mrould address barriers to the clustel* from both a cluster barrier 

perspective a n d  a individual maritime t ransport  sector perspective. The 

cluster barrier aspect could address issues lilie labour suppl j~:  land rents:  

congestion and  barriers to knon~ledg-e access ancl diffusion of knonrledge 

across the cluster. I t  would also be informative to looli a t  barriers to 

indisridual sectors such a s  infrastructure,  policj., and  issues of competition 

a n d  t rust .  The research would also have to address any potential side effects 
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Maritime Clusters 

of having barriers to entry that are too low and may fragment business and 

lower quality of services. 

7.6.3 Section 6 

Section 6 had a total of three statements of which two reached a final 

consensus. The question in Section 6 that  did not reach a consensus asked 

the panel if they think that  their business, firin or organisation would 

benefit from a greater mix and diversity of maritime transport firms. The 

statement had a majority agreement in Round 1 of 43%, in Round 2 it had a 

majority agreement of 68% and in Round 3 had a majority agreement of 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

"Ei2lalged sector wit12 gl-ea ter mi' and ni 've~si t j~ o f  h*anspolSt f i i~z~s rvill be 
good fix- the whole sectos inclrrding- the f i i~al~ce  b rlsiness " 

'2411 n~al . i t i~ne tl-anspo1.t fiims rr~o rrld @sea tly benefit and this rr-o rrld c~ .ea te  a 
fa vo ru.a ble sjmelgy to the mal.itilne indrrstl y - po~.ts, ships, tl.anspo~.t, and 
edrrca tion rmits - academic and pl.ofessional etc" 

"Grea tel* mii  1 feel rr~o uld dl-ive 1.a tes  do rvn and rrro uld give n2.y fii-111 g-1-ea t e ~ .  
possibilities to eal~2 n2o1.e pro vided rrle co rzld 1.etai11 the b rrsi~~ess against 
iz2cl*eased comnpetition carrsed ~ I J T  the greatel. mi,\- o f  t1;7nspolSt fiims. Tl2e 
la.g.el. the m a ~ k e t  the more wo1.k a r~ailable. Tl2e gl-ea ter the dir,-e~sitr- tl2e 
more rrJe 112 rrst adapt a12d glsorrr to sel.r~ice that  dirremif r r  and the needs of 
&ffeel.en t o~ganisa  tions. It rrfo uld be healtllj - " 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

"Some c a ~ t e l s  and vested rntelSest g~~orrps marr be b ~ - o l i ~ n  rrp and the market  
mar- benefit as a ~.t.,srdt' 

"Con.~idei.a ti011 rvitl~ll tl2e ill du.s h:y has ~-es t~Yct i r~e  p1.r-1 ct11sc 1.12 .soa~e areas 
that  i12hihits comnpe tition. f1401-e and rral .led co~npe titi012 C I ~ O  rrld he rrfelcom e i f  
it enco rn-aged tile d i s~na  11 tling o f  S L I C Z ~  al-tificial con~pe tition " 

Agreement Arguments: Thread C 

"011 the basis tlia t the r~olun~e o f  b rrsiness rr.o uld inc~.ease, I tZ2il2k I I ~ ~ T , '  

b rrsi12ess rvo uld benefit in the long- f el ml: ill the sZ2ol-t tel.112 inc~.eased 
con~petition fi-0111 a p e a  tel.  mi^^ rvo rrld be pai12firl un til tile 12e r r r  b rrsi12ess 
oppo1.t rrnifie,~ kicked i12" 

T 1112 S L I I ; U ~ ' I ; S ~ ~  that  all did not  ag.1-ee witll this; the pl~oblem is not  r.rrith a 
grea tel. n 2 i i ~  a12d dir~elrsitj- brrt rrv'th a da12ge1' o f  or-e~:q~rpplrr leading. to m a l k e t  
fi-ag~nen ta tion and perhaps sel*rrice s rrpplielas goi11g. to the rrrall. this 11.0 rrld 
no t  be good on the long. 1'1112" 
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Maritime Clusters 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

"The b nsi~zess does not r.i~al~*a~z t too ~n rrch dir~eixity " 

'FPlen ty of  t1.anspo1.t 1Fiin1ns rvha t 5 lacki'lg i s  pol .t facilities" 

"There is a snfficient 1ni2- of  films i12 inost aiZeas rvith notable exception o f  
the a vaila bility of  con ta ine~.  ha rrlage " 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread B 

"We are adeg rra t e l '  ca tel-ed fo1- i n  te ims o f  srzpplie1.s and associates, f n ~ t l ~ e r  
coinpetition rvorlld be demand di.ivenn 

'%rn.tl~er c o ~ i ~ p e  tition ~ v o  uld fb~.ce do cr.111.a tes to no11 - srzstai12able le vels " 

"We covei' a niche maiket.; rvherfhel- rve rrfoulcl benefit h ~ o m  m o ~ ~ e  f i m s  
cornpe ting f o r  a small slice o f  the cake is debatable " 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread C 

'7 thi12li Dubli'z is fail* ri~ell se~viced i11 telms of cr'ir~eisitjr,, T l ~ e  1nai11 
problem i s  Dubhi1 has a lack of  space and ve1.v often the more diveme tl-a ffic 

is t nimed a way" 

The  opinion provided in  the  agreement arguments  is t h a t  a greater mix of 

firms \vould be of benefit to the panel member's firms a s  a larger marke t  

means  more nrorlr and  greater possibility of business. The possibility of a 

greater  inix and  weight of firms is taken in the coiltest t h a t  while new 

competition rvould increase efficiency a n d  drive donin rates  i t  is a positive 

aspect a s  long a s  firms can nlaintain business against increased 

competition. Greater  competition and  a n  increase in  firms operating within 

the sector is also seen by panel meinbers a s  a means to reduce the pourer of 

certain fi131ns with what  solllc panel members describe a s  monopolistic 

behaviour a n d  restrictive practise. One opinion did highlight the fact t h a t  

not all panel members agreed tha t  a greater nlis of firms would be of benefit 

t o  their 013~11 individual firm. The opinion does recognise t ha t  such 

adjustlnent ~ ~ o u l d  be tough in  the short  t e rm but  overall in the long te rm it 

would be of great,er benefit; ho~vever opinion stresses t ha t  there is a danger 

of oversupplj~ which could lead to marliet fragmentation. The disag-1.ecment 

opinion argues tha t  there a re  plenty of maritime transport firms; hon~ever  

exceptions are  noted in  container haulage and  port facilities. Opinions a re  
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Nlariti~ne Clusters 

concerned that  an  increase in firm diversity would drive rates down to 

unsustainable levels which could be especially true for firins operating in 

niche marliets. Again one similar thread that  has been raised in many 

opinions for different statements is the lack of space in Dublin and in the 

port facilities and infrastructure as one opinion highlights that  diverse 

traffic has to be turned away. 

7.6.3.1 Section 6: Further Research 

In terms of Section 6 further research could investigate specifically the 

individual sectors of the GDR maritime transport cluster to determine if any 

gaps exist in the marliet and the potential to establish and further develop 

niche sectors. 

7.6.4 Section 8 

Section 8 had a total of two questions which asked the panel members about 

the presence of leader firins, if any, in the GDR maritinle transport sector. 

The first question in Section 8 aslied the panel if they thought there was a 

lack of leader firms in the GDR lnaritirne transport sector. The response 

returned in Round 1 was a majority agreement of 54%, in Round 2 a 

majority agreement of 54% and finally in Round 3 a majority agreement of 

66%.The following discussion will looli a t  the responses returned. 

Agreement Arguments: 

Agreement Arguments: Thread A 

"Lack o f  leader. f i r ~ l ~ s  and iiistead u 11rraibcr. o f  I ~ I O I ~ ( I ~ O ~ T -  co111pailie:i. 111 

1.ela tion I-o tel mi11als an  oli'opol'~ es1:r;t.s 2.a thel. t ha~z  lea de18 c o ~ ~ z p a ~ ~ i e s .  NO 
hlsh o~a l i t i i z~e  conlpalv- corrld be cleat?'' defiled a s  a leader. oa an 
in fetna f i 0 1 1 ~ l  scale" 

'Zacli o f  lea del. fiixzs ill the sh~>o r r~ili11g/ope1~a tiilg- al.ea " 

‘‘Tile i12 r~est111ern t 1'11 ~ ~ 1 p e ~ s t l ~ ~ 1 c t ~ r 1 ~ e  l i ~ n i t s  the chance o f  too a l a 1 1 ~ ~  leadel, 
fit ~ n s  i11 the ~ I I ~ L Z S ~ I : ~ ~  and lead,s to rr~a1.d~ the 111012opo~v': 

"n4a1 diet s11a1.e spilt rr~it11i11 the fe17:v sect01 . sho r,rrs N01.fllii11e as a lea cler ; tlzis 
ik on an all h.ela11d ~letrr~o~lli.' analjsis o f  i12clir +dual rsoutes horrre r~el. shorr-s 
the  Drrbli11 cot~idor. rrritlzo u t  a clear. leadel.': 
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Maritime Clusters 

Agreement Arguments: Thread B 

"No leadel* f i i~z~s ,  the cent1.e he1.e rrrorrld not been seen as a cenhSe of  
excellence, lea del-sl~ip m rrst come f2.om go vel~lrnen t Y 

'Lack of  lea del. f i i ~ z ~ s  1.ef7ects the volatility of  t12e market. Fe r r ~  con2panies in 
13751 secto1- last more than a genera tion rrr12ich illdica tes tha t they are purely 
p ~ o f i t  d1.iven ra tl2e1. than q rrality and sel~vice driven, get in, ~ n a k e  122011ey and 
sell off '  

'Wo 171721 in Ireland is an international leader. A leadel. fi2.m rvonld have to 
have a special conlpetitive advantage. Bank of  fiveland i s  a sector pi~oviding 
hope f o ~  the development of  a fijlancial clustel.". 

"Mfe do not seem to ha rre arzy fifslz orrxed PVOI'JCJ leaders. I/J/o1h' leade2-s srrch 
a s  Mael-sk and Stena do not ha ve the same profile ill Ireland as they ha ve i12 

o t h e ~ .  co rrnt1Yes. We obriio rrslJ~ ha ve leader fi1722s i12 Ireland but  not 
llecessal +I,v sig~zifican t i i z  telxa tionalI,v" 

"No obviorrs leader film that stands orrt 01' l2as a pal-ticrrlal. PI-ofile that 
suggests t l ~ a  t it r r d l  become a leadel: the size of  the 171alYcet and 12 rrmber add 
rralrre aizd m a y  be a leason f o r  this" 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments Thread A 

'Most i f  not all tl.anspo1.t con2panies a1.e 12ow pl-esent 112 haeland I I R T J ~ I ~ ~  
boug.12 t s~naller i~zdigeno rrs companies rr YtIz e,xisti~zg b usiness or- ha r~i11g. 
sta13ted fi.om sc1.a tell" 

"Cleal. e r~idence of  leader fiims 112   no st al eas I .  e. f e l ~ : r -  companies. 
sle r~edo1*es, la rr :r -e~rs, shrp agem ts e tc " 

"Some rr -01 M112ega ope1 .a to1 s ha r~e theye o rrrn offices here e.g. f14ael sli, fi!Sc 
and 011 Jl'iSh Sea 01. Eru3opean there a1.e la1.g.e ope1.atol.s e.g: Stena, I~Yslz 
Fei Y ies. P&O. No~%lli~ze " 

Disagreement Arguments Thread B 

'7t i s  difficult I-o r,?s rralise t12e plaeinise rvithi11 t l x  Uzlblilz con test, ~zzo~st J i 1 7 2 1 ~  

actir-lties fall rr~ithi~z the sel.r-ice secto~: if a f I i~g  shlk p1112cipaI rve17e to 
ope12 te i12telna tionallj. fi.01~1 Dublii2 tha t could cI7ang-e the orr tsider k 
pelrep tion " 

'T disagree, as I do belie ve t l ~ a  t tl2el.e are se r.el3al 'leades. fji*n2s' i12 the glea tel. 
Dubli12 ma1 f t i~ne  tl.anspo1.t sector to folm a stl'o11g fL112da1z2ental base for a 
tl2TI"l'~ing 1nai7ti111e 'D zrbJi12 cl~rstel": 

"TI2er.e a1.e so~ne  fii.~ns 14~120 are a leadel. i11 t12eii'pa1'ticrrlc?1' sectn17 i e . .  fe1~'ie.s 
011 Ireland /LJIi: Lo/Lo opera tom bet rveen I1,eland and Err1'ope. Ho rve I-CI* i n  
a12 i~ztei.national context the2'e are 170 leadel, f i ia~s"  
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''FoI- market size Dr1bli'z has a good n rlnzbe~ of  leadeel. fii-n~s perhaps people 
r vho tlzizlk the 1-e rTeel.se are t l~ ink i~ lg  p urely of hYsl1 conlpanies. Plenty tlzel-e 
b L! t In o1.e rvo rrld be prefe1.a ble " 

"Tl1e1.e is a ~ t l ~ o ~ ~ g  ~vepel-esen ta tion of  In rrltina tional tel anspoelf and logistics 
co~npanies offeeling ail./seahoa d and logistics solrl tions " 

The  agreement opinion overall is  t h a t  there is no clear defined leader firms 

i n  Ireland with a international s t a tu s  however there seems to be some 

debate i n  t h a t  a s  some panel members argue t h a t  there a re  leader firms 

within Ireland, bu t  not i n  a international context. I s  there a n  inlportance 

difference, if any, between a leader firm within Ireland which does not have 

international significance? Does the  domestic cluster still benefit, a n d  to 

wha t  extent? Generally the opinion indicates the perception t h a t  there is no 

clear leader firm with particular reference to shipowners and  operators. 

However certain firms a re  mentioned a n d  considered by some panel 

members a s  leader firms, notably Bank of Ireland, Stena,  and  Irish Ferries. 

However opinions also support t h a t  certain firms a s  mentioned a s  leader 

f i rms are  mainly foreign conlpanies and  t h a t  those colnpanies do not appear  

t o  have the same profile in  Ireland a s  they do in  other countries. The size, 

profile, infrastructure a n d  market  potential have also been mentioned a s  

possible reasons for a lack of such firms together with a lack of suitable 

leadership from government. Opinion also argued tha t  the possible lack of 

leader firms within the Irish market  is a n  indication of volatility in  the 

market ,  a s  few coinpanies within certain sectors only last  more t h a n  a 

generation and  the opinion argues tha t  this  is a result of profit driven goals 

a s  opposed to service driven goals. Tllc disagreement opinion argues tha t  

there is no lack of leader firnls within the GDR and  discusses the fact t h a t  

a l l  transport lnodes are  represented by nlany of the major European 

companies which have a n  Irish office and  presence and  opinion suggests 

t h a t  there is clear evidence of leader firms in  operational areas  such a s  

ferries, steveclores~ la~vyers  and  ship agents.  I t  was also c o ~ n ~ n e n t e d  t h a t  

more leader firms would be beneficial a s  such firms would have a greater 

international significance and  could be of benefit to Ireland and  improve t,he 

perception of the industry based in Ireland. 
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The second question in Section 8 asked the panel that  if they did consider 

that  there is a lack of leader firms, is such a lack having a negative effect on 

the development of the GDR as  a maritime transport cluster. In Round 1 the 

statement had a majority agreement of 41%, in Round 2 the statement 

increases to a majority agreement of 59%, and finally in Round 3 the 

statement reached a majority agreement of 61% 

Agreement Arguments 

Agreement Argument: Thread A 

' '1%~ it rvould d1.a~. 112 corr~petitors and related companies,. drre to the fact 
that tl2el-e are 110 ~nal ' i t in~e leaders hex?  rr4ll12ot 1sa12li Ireland or D~zbli12 as a 
mari t in~e location. Just as GPAai13c1-aft leasing- attracted some of  the rr~orlds 
lea di12g playel .s i n  a via tion to Dublin, sii21ila1.l~ i n  tl'e medical PI-odrrcts, 
he land  has 8 of  the 10 6ealthca1.e con~panies located here and the trend rrTas 
started b y  one lea del- film loca ting here" 

'Zeader fiims conld dl'ive the secto~. torval-ds excellellee and a cohel.eace 
wZ1ich rr~o uld facilitate the de velopme12 t of  a rnalYti111e tl.anspo1.t clustel. " 

"I/TGtl2orzt leadel- fii.111~ o f  sh~porvnel-s and opelaatol.s being- attsacted to the 
I-egion it i s  also unli'el_r~ ancillary bnsi12ess rr~il'l be attracted also" 

'Zeade~.  fir112s i17cJicate stabilitJrr and long tel-112 profit; ifleader fiims did exist 
the ma] iti121e sector rr-ould g1.o w " 

Agreement Argument: Thread B 

'fn4elsyside has 600 co~npanies e n ~ p l o j ~ i ~ ~ g  6000, corn biked t rn.110 vela $1.3122 
fi-om a i.cpo1.t co121missio12ed b y  Afe~lse,j.side mal.iti~ne, a plfria te secto~. led 
i12itia tive set LIP last .year to l e  -establisll the area a s  a 1.ecog12ized cen t2.e o f  
ma1 Ytime ex-cellence ri-it11 a p1'lOl i t r  7 011 1nal4-e ting; edrrca tion, tl.ai12i12g a11 d 
skil1.s" 

'L9ectoi. need<.: a <t i -o~~g  &fincd gl-orr tl2 ph12 fbl. fhc u~fr~;?sl~.rrctrri of' the 
I.egloa, capac~tj- ~~estl.arnts is not take11 sel~orrslj- bjtir- gor-el*12ment. h~ this 
cI1122afe the 1.egrrlai9 coIl2paales In the cluste~.  do not har~e confidence to 
el;uand, der~elop, look f61' 12err' oppol'tu121tles and the sectolZ IS  111 da12gel' o f  
stag12at112g" 

"To be a leadel* film ~ n e a n s  .l;orr 21 doi12g i t  i'igh t, if we had a leader film it 
rvorrld give pa~ t i c~pan t s  a sta12daln' to ai121 for thus i1np1.0r~i12g the orrel.all 
sei.r~ice, i t  rr-onld pl.or.icre n lift fola the i122ag.e of  the sectoja. I t  r,rrould p~sor~ide 
an  i112ag.e f o ~  tl2e 2.egion fi.om a ma1fti112e clrrste19 poi12 t of  vie r,r7 rr~ith 
i12e vita ble beneficial effects" 

'Feincep tlon 1s e r7el>r-thil~g. If I I Z  r .es foils and b ~rs112ess people talic the r .re r r r  
that 0zrbh17 12as a IaclTi of  leader films the12 the,r~ a1.e rrrnlilTielr7 to want to 
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invest and develop in  the clnstel: Tl2is rvould have a detl-i~nental affect 012 

the de rTelopme11 t of  the sector" 

Disagreement Arguments 

Disagreement Arguments: Thread A 

'1 disag-1-ee to the statement that the]-e is a lack of  leader 151-~ns i n  the 
g ~ ~ e a t e r  DribJi12 regioa and this lack of  leader fi'r121.s is ha ving a neg-a tive 
effect on the der~elopment of  the g~.ea tel. Drrbliil ma1~'time clrrster. Horve vela, 
rvha t is lacking- i s  the rvill and consensrial acceptance that for t12e common 
goon', the big. sihgle fiisms m a y  ha ve to co~npl-o~nise a palat of  their pe~aceived 
te l~i to l ia l  claims. It is this failrue to acl<nordedge, lack of  tsrrst and the lack 
of ilnagination that has  held back ma~i t i ine  indristly ill the g.1.eatels Drrbli12 
~ ~ e g i o n  " 

"T11e1.e are stiffi'cien t fii3122s ope1.a ting- i11 the mal~'ti111e sectol. to ca tel. fir the 
his12 mad-et  a12d it does 1 2 0 t  really matter that the] e a1.e leadel. fii 712s 01. 12ot" 

"The leader fi1721s are not ha ving a nega tive effect. The clristel. does 12ot ha r e  
to  be lalge. A good small clristel* is be ttel. than a la1.g.e spl w rvhg- one" 

"Tl~e glSeater Dublin 1egio12 can develop to a l i~nited extent as  a malYtime 
clrister, but this does not depend 012 rr~hethel. rire have leader films ol.llotl' 

Revie~ving the agreement opinion for the  current  question, the location of 

such leader firms within the GDR would encourage confidence a n d  possible 

growth in  the market  and  help to facilitate any future cluster development. 

The  opinion did give the example of the location of GPAircraft a n d  the 

positive effect i t  ha s  had  on aircraft leasing ~na r l i e t  ~7ithi11 Ireland. The 

location of a leader fir111 within a country can help to create a greater and  

healthier business perception of the sector to the international industry and  

help to internationalise the sector or cluster. From a maritime perspective 

A4ersej- JYIaritiine was mentioned as a n  example of a similar maritime 

cluster t ha t  has  talicn 011 a marlieting drive lead by a private sector 

initiative to market  and  promote the Mersey cluster. 111 conjunction with the 

unresolved issue of leader firms a n d  the  lacli therefore, if any, opinior~s have 

discussed the need for a n  action plan for sector developnlent with specific 

reference to infrastructure and  capacity restraints  which is argued tha t  

government is not taking seriously. and  thus  the opinion reflects the lacli of 

corlfidence of market  players to i11vest a n d  expand. Perception is again 

discussed a s  a n  important elenlent in  business and  the proposed lacli of 
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visible leaders firms infers long term instability a n d  is argued a s  having a 

serious negative effect on the  development of the cluster a s  the presence of 

such firms helps to gauge a s tandard  of service, which would improve the 

overall service provided by the cluster a n d  the overall perception 

internationally of the  Irish n ~ a ~ i t i ~ n e  t ransport  sector. Opinions disagreeing 

with the  statenlent t h a t  a lack, if any, is having a negative effect on the  

development of the GDR maritime t ransport  cluster discuss t h a t  the  GDR 

h a s  some potential to develop but  t h a t  this  is not necessarily hindered by a 

lack of leader firms and  t h a t  there a re  sufficient firms operating ~ v i t h i n  the  

Ir ish market.  Opinion argues t h a t  i t  is  not necessarily the  lack of leader 

firms t h a t  may hinder cluster development t han  a lack of t rust ,  imagination 

a n d  drive to develop the sector towards a re  recognisable cluster s ta tus .  

7.6.4.1 Section 8: Fur ther  Research 

Fur the r  research in  t e r ~ n s  of Section 8 a n d  the questions addressing leader 

firms would benefit from a concise understanding of what  actually 

constitutes a s  a leader firm in  the Irish inarliet. Also is there a difference 

between the benefits of doinestic leader firms and  t h a t  of a n  international 

leader firms tha t  locate and  operate from within the GDR. Fur ther  research 

could help appropriately identify leader firms in  the maritiine sector 111 

Ireland. Also a n  exa~nina t ion  of leader firms in  Ireland which a re  not 

specifically marine or maritime based ~vould  also be useful in  te rms  of 

compare and  contrast and  to identify measures which could at t ract  leader 

firms to the Irish marltet. or to identi& wa3.s in ~ ~ h i c h  current firms could be 

encouraged to behave more lilie leader firms fol* their individual industrj; 

sectors. 

7.7 Summary of Delphi Results 

The  follonring will provide a brief summary of the Delphi results in  terms of 

the  coilsensus reached in each of the three r o u ~ l d s  a s  displayed in Table 23 

supported by a concise summary of consensus achieved in  terms of the 

original sections of the Delphi cluestionnaire. A total of 1 1 conseilsuses were 
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achieved with 9 achieving a lomi grade consensus, 2 achieving a medium 

grade consensus and  0 s tatements  achieving a high consensus. 

Table 23 Low, bledium and High Ranking in Round 1, 2 arid 3 

I Low: 70-79% 
I Medium: 80-89% 

Total 

Round 1 I Round 2 1 Round 3 1 Total 

(Source: Author's Own) 

7.7.1 Analysis of Delphi Consensus per  Section 

The  consensus achieved in the Delphi has  been discussed sequentially in  

te rms  of when each statenlent reached consensus through each of the 

rounds. The purpose of the following discussion analysis is with respect to 

t he  fact t h a t  the questions within the Delphi Survey were divided into eight 

different sections, a s  in  each individual section the  questions n7ere 

supportive of each other i n  t h a t  they represented a particular segment  of 

cluster theory. 

7.7.1.1 Section 1 

Section 1 had  two questions which miere not based on cluster theory however 

it was important to establish if the panel a s  active players within the GDR 

maritime transport sect012 consider if the industry is a maritime transport 

cluster and  if t ha t  cluster has  any future potential. The first statenlent 

achieved a 78% agreement consensus in Round 1 t h a t  the GDR is a 

maritime transport clustel.. The second s ta ten lc~l t  achieved a n  agreement 

conscnsu:; of ' i2% in Itound :? in  tha t  the GDR ma~>i t ime  transport cluster 

h a s  the potential to develop in  the future.  

7.7.1.2 Section 3 

Section 3 had  two questions which was based on cluster theory in relation to 

the  benefits of locating within a cluster and  the potential access to cluster 

l ino~\~ledge.  The first question 1.elating to the benefit of locating within the 

GDR reached a n  agreement consensus of 73% in Round I .  The second 

statenlent on the availability and  access to cluster lino~vledge reached a n  

ag ree~nen t  consensus of '72% in Round 2. The Delphi panel agree tha t  there 
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a r e  benefits in  locating within the GDR a n d  identifies t h a t  there i s  active 

cluster knowledge within the GDR. 

7.7.1.3 Section 6 

Section 6 had  three questions which were based on the mix, variety a n d  

diversity of firms within the GDR cluster. I n  Round 2, 72% of the panel 

agreed t h a t  the GDR maritime t ransport  sector had  a sufficient variety a n d  

diversity of maritime transport firms, 81% agreed t h a t  the region would 

perform better if i t  had  a greater mix a n d  weight of t ransport  firms a n d  68% 

agreed t h a t  their specific firm would benefit from a greater mix a n d  

diversity of firms. 

7.7.1.4 Section 7 

Section 7 had  only one question relating to the level of t rus t  within the  GDR 

rnaritirne t ransport  sector. The Section 7 question reached a disagreement 

consensus of 72% in  Round 3 in  t h a t  the  panel members disagreed t h a t  

there was  a high level of t rust  between firms operating within the  GDR 

maritime transport sector. 

7.7.2 Concluding Remarks 

The  manner  in which the results have been displayed ~ v i t l ~ i n  this  chapter 

w a s  dictated by the fact t h a t  the core da ta  derived from the Delphi is 

opinions. Opinions can be a difficult subject matter  to present, ho\veve~. in  

t he  current discussion the Delphi results were exaillined by formulating the 

r e t u ~ ~ e d  opinion illto a number of similar threads. The discussion focusccl on 

the  s tatements  tha t  achieved a level of consensus ho~vevel~  a n d  the 

discussion also incorporated opinions tha t  went against the final agreed 

consensus. No statement  reached loo%? therefore even if the final result  

w a s  a n  agreement of 75% for example, there are  still opilliolls tha t  

disagreed with the majority of the pailel and  tl1erefol.e by not disregarding 

opinion simply because it does agree with the majo~>ity opinioll helps to 

provide a balance in  terms of developing future reseal*ch agendas. 111 

criticisln of the Delphi applied in the present research the extraction of the 
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da ta  from the opinions would have benefited from the application of a likevt 

scale. The application of a likert scale or a similar mode of scaling would 

have catered for the subtraction of a richer understanding of data drawn 

from the opinions provided for by the Delphi panel. The nature of the 

research is explorative and the Delphi has  produced inany further research 

questions a s  displayed in Table 24. 
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'!'able 24 I:urther liesearch Qucslions I)cl.ivcd 1i.om the Opinions lictul.ncd in thc GDII 1)clphi 

Section 1 
Question 
Do you consitler the 

Do you believe the 
GDR maritilne 
transport sector has 
t h ~  potential to 
move forward 
towards a mo1.e 
international 
recognisable clust,er 
status? 

Consensus 
Agre~rnent  of 

greater Dublin 
region maritime 
transport sector as  
a ~nnli t i ine cluster? 

I h ' 0  A) in services. 
(2) .  Proximity to finance and 
government. 
( 3 ) .  Issues of demographics in terms of 
population, industry and cargo. 

Opinion Thread 
(1). Beginnings but  limited, some gaps 

(l).Policy and fiscal incentives 
develol~ed of the back of'IFSC success 
and niche areas. 
(X).Growing population and port 
(Dublin), although port of regional 
significance. 
(:3).Cluster and port are remote. 
regional. and insufficient in size and 
against competing clusters. Potential 
but no political drive. 

Future Research 
(1). What maritime sectors, if any, does the GDR 
marit,ime transport sector lack? Is  t,here a n  optimum 
formula for a nlaritinle cluster i.e. number of sectors, 
type of sectors. and densky of sectors? 
(2) .  What is the potential to develop the maritime 
finance and banking aspect of the GDR maritime 
transport cluster? Can anything be learned from the 
clevelopment of the IFSC cluster? 
(3). How important is t,he role of the port in the 
making of the GDR maritime transport cluster (and 
the role of the city)? How does the country's 
demographics affect the GDR maritime transport 
cluster? Is the GDR m a r i t ~ m e  transport sector a port 
cluster or the result of agglomeration of people and 
industry in a specific area? 

(1). What fiscal support and incentives are available 
to the industry and specifically Ireland? Are the 
current measures worlring? How does it compare to 
t,he rest of Europe. 
( 2 )  & ((3). What is Dublin port playing field on a 
European level? Compare Dublin to other European 
ports, not necessary Rot,t,erdam and Singapore, but. 
ports in a similar position to Dublin (i.e. smaller 
players) 
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Section 4 

Question 
Do you believe tha t  the greatex 
Dublin region marit , i~ne transport 
sector has  high esi t  barricrs and that, 
firnls. business and organizations in 
the sect or are "sticky" t.o t h c  ilublin 
location? 

Consensus 
Agreement of 77% 

where business is done coinpallies / sectors high esit barriers and I 

Opinion Thread 
(l).Determined by market  forces as  
econolnic activity dictates. Dublin is 

Future Research 
(I)& ( 2 )  & ( 3 )  Identify tthe 
GDR maritime transport 

moilera 1.T and conlniunlcations. I dernoerarshics and the effect of / 

locate because they have t,oo despite 
high costs of land and rents. Dublin is 
the biggest market  and key players 
create st~ickiness. Although dilute with 

their effect on cluster 
stickiness, specifically the 
effects of the port, the effects 
of the city, t,he effect,s of 

Sheer population dictates the cluster I I 

(2 ) .  Cornbination of t a s  and business 
relat,ionships. Location and presence of 
key players creates an  exit barrier. 

- - 
which is disproyort,ion to the facilit,ies 
that  exist,, sticky but illogically. 
(3). If firms provide efficient service 

- A 

cluster knowledge 
com~nunication. 

clients and customers will follow. 
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Section 5 

Question 
Do you believe that 
(lie greater Dublin 
region maritime 
transport sector has  a 
.;trong level of 
internal competition? 

Do you believe that  
the GDR maritime 
transport sector werc 
a highly competitive 
and vibrant 
environment. Irish 
businesses ant1 firms 
~vi th in  the sector 
wo111d be in a better 
position competing 
irit crnationall,~'? 

Opinion Thread 
(l).Lots of domestic conlpetition especially in ferry 
[freiglit) market. Entry into p1,ofession means lots of 
:ompet-ition and choice. Foreign companies enter the 
market by acquisition of locally built firms. 
(2).Strong, but some abuse of a dominant position. 
Destructive competition and nionopolistic tendencies. 
Some sectors have strong competition, some sect,or do 
not have enough competition. 
(3). Strong, can result in poor remuneration, a t  times 
competition so cut t,hroat margins are reduced to very 
low levels. 
(4). No transparency in rates and prices and 
preferential t,reatment and "grandfather rights" 
(1). International for Ireland has  historically been the 
LTK. Rateslservice and providers have improved 
dramatically in the last 10 years. 
(2). Must compete internationally because it is truly a n  
international business. All main shipping lines in the 
world have a n  office or agent located in Dublin. 
(?,).Not on a scale to affect international market  place. 
Ireland is the end of a UI< supply chain which due to 
geographic and historical fact,ors is in a better position 
commercially and strategically. 
(.1).Willingness t,o compete, prefer to stick to what we 
know in Ireland and not risk the market. 

Future Research 
:I)& (2 )  & ( 3 )  & (4) What 
specific sectors within the 
SDR are competing under 
st,rong levels of internal 
competit,ion? What sectors are 
engaging in such destructive 
behaviour, if any? Is  there a n  
optimum level between a good 
level of competition and such 
strong competition that  
results in poor remuneration? 

(1) & (2) & (3) & (4) Evaluate 
the compet,itiveness of t,he 
Irish marit,ime transport 
sector from a collective 
maritime cluster approach 
and incorporating inclividual 
sector competitive analysis. 
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Section 7 

Question 
Do you thinli there is 
a high level of trust  
b e t w e ~ n  firms 
operating within the 
greater Dublin region 
~liclritinle transport 
sector? 

Consensus 

freightishipping lines1 agents. A personnel level of co- 
operation exists for the transfer of innocent 
information. 
(2).111 a limited market, mistrust prevails. Can't, 
afford trust  a s  information is too important to be 
shared. Mistrust is prevalent and cloaked as  heavily 
coinpetitive scepticisnl. 
( 3 ) .  Very Competitive, good fait,h yes. trust with 
internal information would dilut,e business 
advantage. For companies connected up and down 
the supply chain must  have trust  on the basis of 
survival. No t,rust between competing companies only 
extends to co~npanies not competing or not perceived 
a s  futu1.e competitors. 

Opinion Thread 
(1). High trust exists between haulers1 

level of t rust  for a 
cluster/sector? How can a 
trust  level within a sector be 
measured? What can be done 
to encourage trust? 

Future Research 
(1) & (2) & (31.1s the optimum 
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Chapter 8. A Maritime Cluster or a Consequence of 
Co-location of Capital City and Principle Port 

The  question addressed within this  chapter will begin to investigate the  

reality of the GDR a s  a maritime transport cluster. The question is a s  

follo\vs; "is the  GDR a maritime transport cluster, or is i t  the result  of major 

port  facility a n d  capital city being one and  the same". The discussion will 

not  be able to produce a conclusive answer; however it will provide a n  initial 

insight into the question. The issue of deciding which question to address  

h a s  i ts  basis in  the initial research objective - to understand the  potential 

clustering of the GDR maritilne transport sector, and  if the GDR maritime 

t ransport  cluster is exclusively a port cluster, or a port  cluster with the  

capability of supporting fledging developnlents of maritime t ransport  

services through the influence of the country's capital city. I t  is  therefore 

important  to understand the nature of the maritime transport sector. The  

sector may appear  visibly a s  a nlaritirne transport cluster bu t  there is also a 

possibility of the sector being based on firin agglomeration in  which inajor 

port  facility and  capital city a re  one and  the same. The understanding of the 

concept is important for policy makers \vho may easily visualise the  GDR a s  

a maritime transport clustel., of ~vhich  could be the result of co-location of 

capital  city and  major port facility and  a n  issue of distorted demographics. 

The  purpose is to ensure t h a t  any future policy recommendations a r e  

target,ed to~va rds  generating positive returns for the sectoi.. 

8. :1 Question Deconstruction 

The  question of the functionality of the GDR in terins of major port facillty 

a n d  capital city being one and  the saine is approached by brealting down the 

problem into three sub-questions. 

Q Is  there is a difference be t~~reen  a seaport clustel* and  a maritime 

transport cluster. 

0 The argument  for and  against the GDR malitime t ranspo~. t  sector a s  

a maritime transport cluster. 
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If the GDR maritime transport sector is a seaport cluster ~ v i t h  capital  

city supporting fledging rnaritiine services. 

For  the purpose of illustration a cluster is often recognised a s  a n  econolnic 

prize. A cluster could be viewed similar to t h a t  of a horizontal line with 

three core points, A, B and  C. The point t h a t  denotes C is the opt imum 

ecollolnic cluster or the major successful cluster, the  point t ha t  denotes A is 

the  beginning of clustering in  terms of early signs of firm agglomeration. I n  

t he  context of the current  research the GDR maritime t ransport  sector is 

somewhere between point A a n d  C, i n  t h a t  while i t  is not a major maritime 

cluster i t  is  also inore than  early firm agglorneration. Therefore the  GDR 

maritime transport sector a n d  potential lnaritirne cluster is a t  the  point 

which denotes B, which is solnewhere between point A and  point C. 

However the exact point of B is unknown. What  is kno~vn  is, t h a t  

somewhere on the horizontal scale from A to C lies the clustering of the  

maritime transport sector. The second question strives to provide a balance 

t o  the research concept and  addresses the evidence for and  against the  GDR 

lnaritiine transport sector a s  a inaritirne cluster. I t  is important to consider 

both sides of the argument  a s  opposed to concentrating on just trying to 

prove or disprove the concept. The final section of the question approaches 

the  collcept of the GDR nlaritilne t ransport  sector a s  a cluster with capital 

city supporting fledging lnaritime clustering. The i~nportailce of the  final 

sub-section question is to take into consideration the surrounding 

e n ~ i r o n m e n t  in n.hich the maritime transpol? sector function:;. 

8.2 The Difference between a Seaport and a Maritime Transport 
Cluster 

I n  approaching the diffe~.ence between a seaport cluster a n d  a maritime 

t ransport  clustel* the defiilition of a cluster i n  general provides a n  initial 

insight into the characteristics associateci with both types of potential 

maritime c1ustel.s. In  the current context of clusters: definitions fro111 Portel. 

(1990) and  de Langen (2003) a re  those t,hat implicitly indicate the way  

things shoulcl be (Roberts. 2005). i.c. a programmatic definition. The first 

definitioil is  from Porter (1990) ~ v h o  defines a cluster a s  a :  
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'2 spatially corncentla ted glaorzps of  fims i12 the san~e  01. related i ~ ~ d u s t r i e s  
that are linked tl21.o rzg.12 vertical a12 d hol izon tal rela tionsh1)s " 

(Po~*te~  ; 1990, PI 49) 

The  second from de Langen (2003) who defines a cluster as;  

A population of  geogl*apl2~~ conce12 trated and n2 rrtually re elated b rrsiness 
rr~~its, associa tres and p ublic/p~.ir,a te ojbo.anisa tions ce12 tred a m  rznd a 
disti12ctive eco12o1nic specialization" 

(de Lange12, 2003, PI 0) 

The  two examples indicate t h a t  a general cluster has  three main, albeit 

broad characteristics. A cluster h a s  a n  econoinic specialisatioll 117hich is the 

core or primary sector of industry. The definition also suggests t h a t  the 

cluster has  seine level of spatial  consideration or cluster boundary. Finally 

t he  uni ts  of the cluster a r e  the related firms, businesses and  organizatioils 

linked through vertical and  horizontal relationships attributed to the  core 

econoillic specialisation a n d  located within seine degree of co-proximity. 

Therefore in  investigating a n  individual cluster the programmatic definition 

instruction can help to identify the  initial basic features of a cluster, which 

a re ;  

1. Econolllic specialisation 

2. Spatial  concentration 

3. hllutually related firms 

The  follo~ving discussioil  ill address the  concept of the difference, if any, 

betn.een 21 s e a p o ~ ~ t  cluster and a mal*itime tl*ansport cluster in tel*ms o f t h e  

economic specialisation, spatial  consideration and  mutually related firms. 

The  author  aclino~vledges t h a t  there may well be more differences betm~een a 

seaport cluster and  a maritime transport cluster; however lilllitatioils in the 

research process ~'irill coilfine the discussion. 

8.2. P Economic Specialisation 

The  contest of tllc current research is the potential for the clustering of the 

GDR maritime transport secto12 and  therefore the eco~loillic specialisation is 

ma~*i t ime transport a n d  the associated uni ts  involved in the transport of 
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commodities. For clarification in  the  discussioll the term port cluster or 

seaport  cluster will be used. 

8.2.1.1 Seaport Economic Specialisation 

The  economic specialisation of a seaport is the econolnic consequence of 

transporting colnlnodities through a port and  the logistical interface mode in 

which ships a n d  commodities arrive a n d  depart.  A port a s  a n  entity is 

considered a text book example of clustering due to the lock-in effect a port  

can  produce in  the requirement of shipping companies to be a t  the point of 

business a n d  for i t  to facilitate a n d  transcend the cargo from ship through 

port,  to shore (Fujita and  Mori, 2006). Despite the discussioll of a seaport a s  

a n  exalnple of a clustering process, ports have not often been approached 

from a cluster research perspective (de Langen, 2003"). 

A port is multifaceted in  te rms  of a wide range of characteristics including 

geography, depth, cargo handled a n d  ship type serviced. A seaport is a 

colnplex systeln a n d  ports a r e  dissimilar i n  terms of their assets, the role of 

a port to a region, the donlestic economy a n d  in terms of port activities a n d  

services performed (Richou and  Gray, 2005). A port a s  a physical entity is 

organised or regulated by a port authority or a higher authoritative body 

(i.e. local council) and  therefore the indigenous government can  be 

represented within a port to varying degrees of influence. control and  

presence (Meersmann, e t  el, 2005). Government holds the interest of the 

public in  terms of public policy and  a port can il lustmte the economy of a 

~aegion in tel.111~ of a n  cngitle of. and  indicatol* ' o ~  eco~lonlic growth. a n d  the 

level and  potential of socio-economic growth in  a region and  ciotnestic 

economy (Bichou and  Gray, 2005). A port and  a cluster cannot easily be 

compared to other ports or clusters due to the fact t ha t  they are  dissimilar 

i n  nature.  The Port of Dublin is different forrn the Port  of Corli, and  the 

Londoll cluster is diffel.ent from the Singapore cluster. 

The  current research has  incorporated the relevance of cluster definitions. 

albeit from a general cluster perspective. De Langen (2003) cltes 

' I  \Vith exception: .Ant\\erp's port cluster b>. the Banli of Belgium 
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Maritime Clusters 

Haezendonck (2001) a s  the first scholar to use the te rm "port cluster" and  

derives a definition of a port cluster from cluster theories and  defines a port 

cluster a s  a ;  

'21 set of  illdependent fiin~s engaged i12 poi3t related activities, located rvithin 
the same poist region and possibly r r r i t l ~  s imila~' sti-ategies leadi~lg- to 
comnpe titir~e adr7antag.e and cha~.acterized ~ J T  a join t cornpe titirfl-e position via - 
2 - vis the en vi~.onmen t ex-teianal to the cl~lstei?' 

The  business units and  firms associated with the activities of the port can be 

divided into two core groups, first the port users a n d  second the service 

providers. The port user group generally consists of shipping coinpanies and  

shippers bi~hile the service provider group which is heterogeneous includes 

pilots, towage services, forwarders, ship repairers, bunkers,  agency, waste 

reception facilities a n d  stevedoresl" The clustering of a seaport arealregion 

or district is also related to the critical mass of players i n  the area,  ~ v l ~ i c h  is 

directly related to the demand for port  activities and  the capacity of the  port 

t o  facilitate t h a t  demand. This is fur ther  supplemented by the access to the 

port  in  terms of deep water  facilities, t ranshipment  port s ta tus  and  the 

availability of land in  and  near  the port area for storage. 

8.2.1.2 Maritime Transport  Cluster Economic Specialisation 

The  economic specialisatioil of a m a ~ i t i i n e  transport cluster is maritime 

transport,  and  this incorporates all  activities and  associated services t ha t  

facilitate the transport of comnzodities. Due to the variety and  range of 

services associated with the transpo1.t of coininodities there a re  different 

types of maritime t~ ,anspor t  cluatel-s ~ ~ h i c h  differ in terms of maritime 

activities, size, and  scope. Literature 011 maritime clusters illustrates how 

individual c1ustel.s perceive themselves, and  the importance placed 011 

certain sectors and  sub-sector activities by a n  individual maritime cluster. 

A s  already discussed, clusters generally a re  not the same and  therefore a re  

difficult to compare (Henneworth. 2002). 

- ~ 

I '  i\/leersman (et al. 2005) notes that stevedores are a special case has they are e v o l ~ ~ i n g  to\\.ards terminal 
operating companies as the!, provide a paid service. 
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Maritime clusters include sectors such a s  shipbuilding, finance, law, ports 

a n d  shipping companies etc. I t  can be argued t h a t  a maritime t ransport  

cluster should have representation from all  possible maritime t ransport  

sectors in  order to be classified a s  a maritime t ransport  cluster. However the  

London maritime cluster for example does not have a shipbuilding sector 

a n d  the lack of such a service does not render the Lolldoll maritime service 

cluster a n  a rea  of firm agglomeration a s  opposed to a n  international 

successful cluster. A ~na r i t ime  transport cluster would infer t h a t  the cluster 

h a s  a critical mass i n  terms of physical t ransport  activities a s  opposed to 

just services, or a combination of both physical logistical transportation a n d  

supportive services. 

Maritime transport cluster's econo~nic specialisation is maritime transport.  

The  econo~nic s t rength of the specialisation may be dictated by a specific 

sector e.g. port focused cluster, logistics focused or service focused. Also 

many c o ~ l t e m p o ~ a r y  maritilne clusters will have been heavily influenced by 

geographic and  historical econolnic occurrences. The London cluster is 

known a s  a maritime service cluster due to i ts  critical Inass of world ~na r l i e t  

players and  proliferation of maritime services such a s  banking, law, 

consultancy, media, risk, arbitration, a n d  insurance. Historically, the  UK 

h a d  a significant merchant fleet and  Londo~l  held a prominent position in  

te rms  of a major world lnar i t i~ne  power. However a s  the merchant fleet 

flagged out and  trading moved east,  and  Lolldon in terms of port activities 

no longer i~eallj- exists. the tit!- of' London has managed to maintain i ts  

prominence by evolving fi-om a majo~.  maritime trading nation to s majol- 

maritime service cluster. This could be argued a s  a s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  conlbinatioll 

i n  historical and  eco~lomic terms of the s t rength and  growing prominence of 

t he  city of London and  declining presence of the UK flagged fleet and  

general position of the UI< a s  a major maritime power. Basically the UI< 

maritime industry n:as s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  in  evolving and  maintaining i ts  maritime 

success in  terms of critical mass,  econoinics and  perception of' world class 

s e ~ v i c e  to evolve from major trading maritime nation to majol. world class 

maritime service cluster. 
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Maritime Clusters 

In  comparison, the economic specialisation of Dublin's maritime cluster is 

directly related to port activities, shipping services and freight forwarding. 

The concentration of the clustering of firms is based on the physical 

distribution of goods with a small representation of maritime transport 

support services. As described in Figure 16, the country's principle port 

drives the demand for firms and businesses to facilitate the trade of cargoes 

through the port. However Dublin port lies within proximity to Dublin, the 

countries capital city which inherently creates synergies between the city 

and the port and the establishment of some level of maritime transport 

service clustering. 

..................... ......................... ....................... ........................ ........... ....... '''''''~--''.~'.'(. ........ .......... ....... ....... .... .... :"'..:-%:- ......... .... .....: ::: .... """ ....::'... ..... .._. ..... ...... ..<,..' ....... ('.. . ..:'... '._ .. ...;.... .... 
2 

i Dublin 
1 Dublin City Dublin Port Maritime j 

.:? e., -. ... Cluster ,, .,..$ ,... ..." ...... '...".. ;... .. -.. ........ ...:I:... ...:..." __.. ... ...:" .,.... ."." ..... ........... ...... : ..,-,,,+, t:. ........ ....... 
" . .  "-"-............... ............................................................................ 

Figure 16 Interrelationship in the Dublin Maritime Cluster 
(Source: Author's Own) 

I n  summarising the importance of Dublin port as a seaport cluster which is 

key to the drive in developing a maritime transport service sector supportive 

of Dublin as a capital city. Therefore any future clustering and industry 

expansion development would logically benefit from the growth in services 

in Dublin port. Dublin port is situated on the east coast of Ireland and Table 

25 displays the value of trade handled in some of Ireland's ports in 2006 in 

which Dublin exceeds by far. 
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Table 25 Estimated Value of Trade Handled by State Commercial Seaports (€) 

I Port I High"l3 1 LOW* I Mean I 

I Rosslare 1 9,631 1 5,779 1 7,705 1 
(Source: 11-ish Port Association, Indecon  Analysis, 2006) 

Dublin 
Cork 

Dublin port in terins of RoIRo trade handled over 693,000 freight units and 

th is  accounts for 55% of the total throughput (Dublin Port, 2007). In terins 

of LoILo Dublin is also the main handler which in 2006 handled over 

675,000 TEU's (Dublin Port, 2007). The port also caters for liquid bulk, dry 

bulk and cruise liners. Ireland being a n  island nation the country's domestic 

ports handle 99.5% of Irish foreign trade in terins of volume, 90% of 

Ireland's GDP is exported, of which 42% is serviced through Dublin port. 

Between 40% and 50% of goods entering Dublin port are destined for areas 

\vithin the M50, ~vhich  increases to 75% ~ v h e n  the area is extended to 801im 

radius of the city (Dublin Port Co, 2006). 

The econoinic specialisation of a maritime transport cluster is influenced by 

the  geographic location of the cluster. For example inajor clusters like 

Rotterdam and Singapore have the benefit of critical inass due to their 

s ta tus  a s  trailshipment ports for Europe and Asia respectively. The inain 

concept of a maritime transport cluster is the clustcring of maritime 

transport firms as  opposed to a port cluster in which firms are located in or 

near  the port facility due to their direct operational role and lock in  effect 

n7ith the port facility. 

46,805 
16,311 

8.2.2 Spatial Concentration 

Spatial consideration in tel.ins of clusters relates to a n  issue of cluster 

boundal.ies or the delinliting of a cluster zone. Basically the spatial 

consideration is a n  aiin to determine the geography of a n  individual cluster 

and  therefore the geog~~aphical extent of its positive effects. Ho\vevel. 

litel.ature on clusters will support the theory that  clusters do not have a 

boundary and the positil~e atkrihutes associated with the clustering effect 

28,038 
9,787 

I '  " High and Lo\\; estimates presented are based on a range of -- - 3590 around the mean estimates 
sho\vn. 

37,444 
13,049 
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Maritime Clusters 

cannot be confined to the spatial  consideration of artificial boundaries 

implemented by government. The onslaught of globalisation a n d  

technological development has  truly created a dea th  of distance in  world 

markets ;  however there is still a recognised benefit of being located within a 

cluster and  therefore there is consideration to the reality of a cluster 

boundary. The difficult question is with respect to the extent  of diffusion of 

t he  positive effects of a cluster and  the extent of spatial  consideration. 

8.2.2.1 Spatial Consideration of a Seaport Cluster 

The  spatial  consideration of a port or the relevant port region consists of the 

interface of land and  sea in  the t ransport  of commodities and  the inlinediate 

surrounding area. The size of a port a n d  the  availability of the surrounding 

a rea  to support port activities vary from port to port. The  area of a port  can 

be divided into t ~ v o ,  first the primary port area which is directly 

proportional to the  size, structure,  depth a n d  capacity of the port to handle 

cargo and  includes the physical structure of quays a n d  terminals. Beyond 

t h e  initial primary port a rea  is the business district of the  port which 

incorporates offices and  firlns. 

The  spatial  consideration of a port area is determined by a firm's activity 

a n d  the need to be located ~v i th in  the port area or relevant port region to 

service the point of business. In the colztest of Dublin port the physical area 

is 270 hectares (IMDO, 2007) and  the port area and  relevant region holds 

t he  country's second biggest industrial es tate  in t,erms of employment of 

4,000 personnel ol which Dublin l ' o ~ t  Company sp~cifically emp1oj.s :!'70 

(Port Policy Statement ,  2005). Proximity in terms of the port is enforced by 

the  need of port users to be located neal. the point where business delivers. 

The  terms of the spread of the relevant port region is determined by the 

growth in  volulne of goods transiting through the port and  the available 

space the port has  to utilisc for future capacity demand.  Currently Dublin 

Port  has  plans to 1.ec1aim and  develop 21 hectares of i ts  foreshore (Oram. 

2006) fbr fut,ure expected demand for port capacitj-. 
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As  discussed, the relevant port region is determined by many physical 

factors a n d  therefore when colnpared to the spatial  concentration of a 

inaritirne transport cluster, a seaport cluster physical area can be a lot 

smaller. This could also provide clustering benefits for direct port related 

firms. The knowledge spillover effect would not have a greater distance to 

diffuse and  the smaller concentration of players may allow for faster 

diffusion of existing knowledge a n d  quick access to new linowledge in  cluster 

developments. The smaller nature of the  cluster may help to foster stronger 

relationships of t rus t  a s  the potential negative effects of a firin acting in  a 

mistrustful manner  may be more serious due to closer proximity of firms. 

The  relative closeness of proximity may also help to fuel faster cluster 

relationships a s  port regions tend to be detached a n d  isolated by the very 

na ture  of the port being a n  industrial  district. Basically other firm types and  

different industries  ill not locate in the port region; they .cvould locate i n  

t h e  city or general business area a s  only port related firms and  t ransport  

f i rms would logically locate within the port zone. 

8.2.2.2. Spat ial  Consideration of Clusters 

The  spatial  consideration of Dublin's potential maritime transport cluster i s  

centred 011 Dublin city and  Dublin port. The c~u. ren t  research required a 

definition of a boundary or potential cluster zone a n d  the justification is two 

fold. First ,  from cluster definitions, a cluster has  solne concept of a boundary 

a n d  second the potential cluster being researched required a boundary in  

oldel. to place some control 011 the r e s e a ~ . c l ~  process. 111 terms or tlzinliing of' u 

potential maritime cluster: Dublin is essentially a port city nrhich is self 

explanatory; port a n d  city are  co-located and  derive from historical 

consequence of tlle need to trade. 111 terms of spat ia l  consideration in  a 

contemporary frameivork the city and  the port a re  in reasonable close 

proximity. For the purpose of the current research the  obvious boundary is 

t h a t  of tlle city l i~n i t s  and  the city cent1.e. However the government NSS 

(2002-2020) discusses t ha t  much of 11.eland's recent prosperity has  been 

generated in a n  area defined a s  the GDR ~vh ich  refers to the area including 
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Dublin city and  all the Counties of Dun LoaghaireIRathdown, Fingal, 

Kildare, Meath,  South Meath,  South Dublin a n d  MTicklow. 

Unlike the  enforced spatial  consideration of a seaport cluster, a maritinle 

t ransport  cluster's spatial  consideration in  a contemporary setting i s  based 

i n  history while i ts  future and  potential have a s  yet to be realised. The 

boundary of a cluster can be determined geographically, spatially i n  tel-ms 

of the physical space actually available, econolnically in  terms of its 

potential  a n d  the ability to succeed in international markets.  The spat ia l  

consideration of a maritime transport cluster is a combination of the 

geographic breadth a n d  depth of the city and  the ability of t h a t  city to be 

successful in  a n  international business sphere. The city does not hold a lock- 

i n  effect a s  strong a s  a port, although depending on the cluster a n d  i ts  

international success, the city can have a strong location pull. The City of 

London's international competitive advantage a s  a nlaritime t ransport  

service cluster has  a n  inherent  s t rength and  lock-in effect i n  ternls of ~vor ld  

prominence, clustering, a n d  market  knowledge which keeps maritilne 

service firms focused on the  importance of their London location. 

There a re  differences and  similarities of a seaport and  a nlaritinle transport 

cluster, a s  already discussed. Ho~vever  clusters cannot be easily compared 

(Benne~vorth,  2002) and  similarly ports cannot be easily compared. I s  a 

seaport cluster just a smaller set  or a sub-set of a ~na r i t ime  transport 

cluster? There is little doubt t ha t  the t ~ v o  are  linlied and  interact,  benefit 

a n d  influence each other. L l l t l ~ o u g l ~  it coulcl hc reasonable to argue [ha t  a 

port cluster orig.inally would have had a greater i~lflucnce on the 

developnlent of a maritime transport cluster a s  opposed to a maritime 

t ransport  cluster influencing the developnlent of a port cluster. The Fishers  

Associate (2004) report investigated the future of the London maritime 

service cluster: and  59% of the respondents did not believe tha t  the London 

cluster will not be what  i t  is  today in ten to t ~ v e n t j ~  years time. This would 

raise the cluestion of the significance of considerable port activities for major 

a n d  future n la r i t i~ne  cluster development. For example, Singapore, Hong 

Kong and  Rotterdam are three of the world's major maritime clust,ers and  
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al l  three hold critical mass in terms of port activities. Perhaps a maritime 

cluster can be built without considerable port activities; however the 

activities of the port are a core feature in the development of a maritime 

transport cluster, especially in a historical context. The important question 

i n  terms of countries like Ireland, where the port in  question is not a major 

port or transhipment facility, is the ability to develop further a maritime 

transport cluster supported by only some level of limited port activities. 

I n  terms of spatial consideration there is a difference between a seaport 

cluster and a maritime transport cluster. A seaport cluster is limited by 

space and capacity and geographic facilities such a s  depth. A maritime 

transport  cluster is potentially liinited by a city boundary, however the 

world is i ts  market and thus  its success it  determined by the firms and  the 

clusters ability to succeed in international markets. 

8.2.3 Mutually Related Firms 

Within a cluster, firins are ~nutual ly  related to each other and determined 

by the cluster's core economic specialisation. The discussion on mutually 

related firms is similar to tha t  of the econolnic specialisation in terms of the 

type of firm, business or organisation nrithin a cluster. 

8.2.3.1. Mutually Related Seaport Cluster Firms 

Firms associated with a seaport cluster are inutually related and 

determined by the requirement of the port and the port's facilities. The 

firms are also li~lliecl 133. the econoniic specialisation of maritime transport. 

As already discussed in the context of the port t11e1-e are port users and 

service providers. What linlis firins to a port cluster is the direct 

relationship with the activities of the port a s  port users and the need for 

certain port services to accoininodate the service a n  individual firm 

provides. The basic lnutual relationship of firms in a seaport cluster is their 

purpose to be in the port in the first place. This may appear a s  a curious 

statement! 11om:cver it has relevance when one considers the mutual  

relationship of firms in a seaport cluster to that  of the mutual relationship 

of firms in a maritime transport cluster. 
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8.2.3.2 Mutually Related Maritime Transport  Cluster F i rms  

A maritiine cluster has  a wider scope of business t han  t h a t  of a port  cluster. 

Maritirne clusters provide the services to support t rade such a s  banking, 

law, consultancy, media, insurance, academia a n d  research a n d  

development. As discussed in  the l i terature review many ~ n a r i t i ~ n e  clusters 

have a n  a r ray  of ~nar i t in le  sectors a n d  not every individual ~ n a r i t i ~ n e  cluster 

h a s  all  potential maritime sectors. A ~nar i t in le  cluster's firm purpose is to 

provide a service and  therefore can basically locate in  any country or i n  any  

rnaritime cluster. Within a maritime a n d  seaport cluster firrns have direct 

relationships, bu t  a maritime t ransport  cluster would also have a greater  

density of indirect relationships owing to the varying na ture  of services a n d  

sectors potentially provided for. While the direct relationships i n  the port 

a n d  maritime transport cluster a re  based on business necessities with each 

other,  the mar i t i~ne  t ransports  indirect relationships may be Inore colnmon 

due  to associati011 with the core economic specialisation of rnaritime 

t ransport .  The difference between a seaport cluster a n d  a ~ n a r i t i ~ n e  cluster 

depends on the individual cluster, a s  the type of and  levels of ~ n a r i t i m e  

operations differ. There is also a historical and  evolutionary perspective to 

maritime clusters and  maritime industries,  a s  clusters of industries must  

evolve and  adapt  to maintain their competitive advantage. Other  decision 

factors could be the role of government, the locatio~l of the region in  te rms  of 

t h e  host country and  the strategic location of the country a n d  the general 

perception and importance of the maritime inclust,r~- nationally. Definitio~ls 

of clusters describe the concept of mutuallj, related firms in order to aid in  

identifgiing what  type of firm is associated nrith a specific cluster. Clusters of 

industries a re  complex and  have many different sectors and  potential sub-  

sectors a s  illustrated in  Figure 5 in  the shipbuilding sector relationship with 

t h e  potential sub-sectors of construction, ICT, the environment and  energy. 

4s  illustrated in the l i terature review different cluster will class sectors 

differently and  hold more importance of some sectors over others.  The 

relevance of mutually related firms is in contest to the core econo~nic 
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specialisation and  the possible direct and  indirect relationships firms have 

to  the clusters core economic specialisation and  to each other. 

The  coinprehension of the difference bet\veen a seaport cluster a n d  a 

maritime t ransport  cluster is relevant for the process of policy design. I n  the  

first instance a cluster infers t h a t  there is a level of critical mass.  With a 

seaport  cluster t h a t  critical mass  is enforced a n d  defined by firins ~ v h o  have 

a n d  require a direct relationship with a specific port, for the  port itself the  

critical mass can be determined by i t s  geographical location a n d  i t  ability to 

facilitate cargo 11o1\~ and  in  the future.  The port itself can be looked upon a s  

negative in  terms of effects on the environment, impact of local 

communities, and  increasing levels of noise, pollution and  traffic a n d  

therefore port development can be affected by local community groups, 

councils and  governments. In  terms of a mari t i i~le  t ransport  cluster the 

critical mass is a benefit, more players increase the level of cluster 

competition, firm variety a n d  potential cluster sticliiness. I n  te rms  of a 

maritime transport cluster i ts  potential illarket is determined by the  ~vor ld  

marke ts  and  is not a s  critically restricted by factors of space and  

geographical location and  i t s  potential illarliet is  determined by the 

individual cluster's ability to win customers and  maintain a competitive 

advantage. 

8.3 The EvidencelArgument For and Against that the GDR 
Maritime Transport Sector as a Maritime Transport Cluster 

The  nest  stage of' the discussion is to  investigate the a~ .guments  for and 

against  the GDR maritiilie transpo1.t sector a s  a maritime transport clust,er. 

I t  is  important to argue both cases in  order to provide a n  appropriately 

~ ~ n b i a s e d  and  balanced view. However it is a n  easier task to argue 

reasonably tha t  the GDR is a maritime t~.ansport  cluster t han  to argue 

against  it. In  a similar way i t  is  easier t,o prove competitive advantage using 

Port,el*'s 5 Forces illode1 than  to disprove a competitive advantage. N
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8.3.1 The Argument for the GDR as  a Maritime Transport Cluster 

The importance of the research question for the nlaritime sector in Ireland 

and  specifically in the Dublin region is tha t  Ireland is a n  island nation 

located on the periphery of Europe, and therefore requires conlmercial 

activities tha t  facilitate the transportation of comnlodities. Due to the 

geographical requirement for the transportation of goods and the fact t ha t  

within the GDR lies the country's principle port and the critical mass of 

rnari t i~ne firms, there is some level of clustering in the maritime transport 

sector in the GDR. 

In summary, the GDR appears to have a maritime transport cluster for the 

simple reason tha t  i t  has  to. The reality of the question is, is the sector of 

industry displaying clustering characteristics or is i t  just basic inaritime 

transport firm agglomeration. The cluster itself is to some extent visible 

because within the GDR lies the country's principle port and the critical 

inass of lllaritinle transport and related firms. The maritime transport 

sector within Ireland and specifically within the GDR therefore can be 

classified a s  being a cluster, although i t  simply does not coinpare in terms of 

critical mass and economic return to major maritime clusters of London, 

Rotterdam and Singapore. There are no appropriate guidelines although 

there are some indications tha t  infer when a cluster has been achieved. The 

maritime transport sector in the GDR loolis like a snlall maritime transport 

cluster. 

8.3.1..1 Evidence corn the Delphi Study 

As  the results from the Delphi study have already been discussed in detail 

this  discussion will not elaborate further. However the discussion will focus 

on consensus and opinions tha t  support the argument of the GDR maritime 

sector as  a maritiine cluster. The first question in the Delphi asked the 

panel members if they consider the GDR maritime transport sector a s  a 

maritime cluster. The question achieved a n  agreement consensus of 78% in 

the  first round and therefore 78% of the panel consider the GDR a s  a 

maritime transport cluster. The consensus had four main threads of opinion 
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which had  two core discussion points. Firs t  the  GDR maritime t ransport  

sector is a maritime cluster, although i t  is  a small  cluster i n  t h a t  it is 

limited and  there a re  gaps in  certain services. However opinion did make 

t h e  distinct correlation of the importance of relationships i n  clusters a n d  

although the Dublin maritime industry is small  a n d  h a s  a sinall number of 

players i n  contrast  to major inaritilne clusters, the smallness of the  industry 

is supported in  the benefit of relationships the industry players have by 

supporting co-proximity. The second core of opinion addresses Dublin city 

a n d  the surrounding area  a s  a focal point in  terms of both population 

density and  industrial  centre a n d  therefore a n  obvious focal point for 

business location. As already discussed 40% to 50% of goods entering Dublin 

port  a re  destined for areas  within the A450, which increases to 75% when 

the  area is extended to a n  80km radius of Dublin City (Dublin Port  Co, 

2006). There a r e  three key strong factors here, first the distortional 

population demographics near  a n d  around the GDR, the location of the  

countries principle port i n  the GDR and  the location of the countries capital  

a n d  primate city in the GDR. I n  combination a n d  co-location the  three 

factors discussed a re  a strong and  considerable clustering force for the  GDR, 

o r  for any industry. However i t  may be tha t  such forces are  the clustering 

power for the GDR maritime transport sector a s  opposed to the industry 

being the defining clustering force. Clusters of industries, lilie economies a r e  

not stationary, they evolve, develop, grow and  fail a n d  their future success is 

linked to their future potential. 

The  second question in  the Delphi addressed the f ~ l t u r c  potential clustering 

of the GDR maritime transport,  nihich reached a consensus agreement of 

7'2% in Round 2 tha t  the GDR nlaritilne transport sector had potential to 

move forward to a more recognisable cluster s ta tus .  Returned opinions for 

t he  question concentrate on the need of twealiing regulations, incentives 

a n d  iillplenlenting attractive policy and  developing niche areas  of maritime 

industry. The importance of Dublin port was again addressed in  terms of 

t he  trade volumes it services and  therefore the future potential t rade 

volumes and  gro~ving projected population statistics are  important.  
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Population statistics will be discussed in  the following section a n d  i n  te rms  

of cargo throughput statistics (Appendix 1) outlined the t rade flows for the 

Ports of Drogheda a n d  Dublin. The advent of the nemT Bremore port 

develop~nent  has  already been discussed and  m7ill not be fur ther  elaborated 

upon within this  discussion. However in  conclusion there is a n  expected 

increase in  the population of Ireland a n d  t rade flows continue to increase in  

t he  short  to lnediurn te rm period a n d  therefore the dernand for goods a n d  

the  vo lu~ne  of goods will increase. 

8.3.1.2 Cluster Statistics 

111 looking a t  clusters generally and  Inore specific maritime clusters we can  

gain a n  understanding of the concepts involved. While the cominon 

dominator of a cluster Inay not be solely one of critical mass,  i t  i n  no n7ay 

diininishes the advantages a n d  identified benefits of inass players within co- 

proximity. Major successful clusters a r e  first easily identifiable due to  their  

size alone but  not all clusters a re  "major clusters" a n d  this  leads to the  

question of a general cluster formula; does a cluster require a certain 

number of firms before it can be classed a s  a cluster? I s  there a n  optiinunl 

firm level t h a t  encourages the fostering of relationships? The story of 

clusters is not always about the major s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  clusters a s  i t  could be 

I-easonably argued t h a t  there a re  far  more s ~ n a l l e r  and  medium sized 

clusters a s  regional clustering can be identified in  alrnost all advanced 

economies and  developing econonlies (Enright, 2003). In  order to go sonle 

\yay to ;~clclres:; such questions, a meta-stud!, of' c1ustel.s n.as c1evi:;cd fi.oln 

both developed and  developing nations and  the author  T,inde (2003) 

concluded tha t  the study is the largest and  most representative basic da ta  

on cluster description. 

8.3.1.2.1 Location 

111 terms of locatioil the results from the study s h o ~ v  tha t  41.8% of clusters (a 

total  of '705 clusters) were located within the boundaries of a a t>- .  18.9% 

n ~ i t h l ~ l  a metropolitan area and  19.9% within part  of a state  (Linde, 2003). 

Clusters b. their very nature are  geographic concentrations. However the 
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context of a cluster life cycle and its relationship with the evolution of a city 

would be a n  interesting research area a s  i t  can be reasonable argued tha t  

cities do provide some level of host for a cluster. This supports the rneta- 

s tudy when allnost half of the clusters of the study are located within cities 

boundaries and a further 18.9% within a metropolitan area. The maritiine 

transport sector in the GDR is located within Dublin city boundaries. 

8.3.1.2.2 Size 

As already discussed clusters vary in size and scope, however in terms of the 

s tudy with respect to cluster size, a n  average cluster has  150 companies. 

The study had data with respect to size from 382 clusters of which 41.6% 

had  less than  100 firms, 13.9% had between 100-200 firnls and 9.4% had 

between 200-300 firms and therefore smaller clusters tend to be the norm. 

I n  line with cluster definition and in terms of what  type of firms, business 

a n d  organisations are included in a cluster, the GDR had 250 units. 

Therefore i t  could be proposed tha t  the GDR maritime transport sector has  

a reasonable cluster count. However a large proportion of tha t  count would 

be firms associated with direct port services such a freight forniarders a s  

opposed to maritime service areas of law, banking and broliering. The 

current cluster count for the GDR include government and ~ n d u s t r y  

organisations and it  is unclear if the study also considered such activities 

within the study cluster count. 

8.3.1.2.3 Employment 

The cluster size is also directional proportional to cluste~. employment 

statistics with smaller cluster size of less than  15,000 employees again 

1.epresenting the norm. Of the cluster data available (457 clusters) 38.1% 

had  less than  5,000, 12.3% had between 5,000 and 10,000, and 8.8% had 

between 10,000 and 15,000. 111 contrast the largest worliforce was 1 niillion 

fro111 the Silicon Valley and the smallest was 50 employees in a French 

musical instrument cluster (Linde, 2003). I11 terms of employment nuilzbers. 

direct statistics can be difficult to obtain a s  there is a tendency for 

gove12ninents to include maritime transport into a general transport 
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category ~vh ich  call include road, rail  and  air. Also in  terms of maritime, 

statistics can include a reas  of marine science and  sectors such a s  

aquaculture which result  in  a distortion of precise figures. In te rms  of 

statistics of the GDR there a r e  no definite employ~nent  statistics however 

t he  Ports Policy Statement  (2005) cited the Dublin Port  district employing 

4,000 personnel with 270 being employed by Dublin port alone. The GDR 

statistics while not conclusive, places the maritime transport sector a n d  

predominately the port district near the  less t han  5,000 employees bracket 

which represents 38.1% of the employment figures in  the cluster ~ n e t a  

study. 

Linde (2003) cites one of the largest clusters a s  t h a t  of the textile cluster i n  

P ra to  (Italy) which has  over 9,000 firms; however one of smallest clusters is 

t he  Swiss hearing aid cluster and  the ion implanting equipment cluster i n  

Boston (USA) which have only three core companies. Linde (2003) discusses 

fur ther  how successful clusters can be overlooked in  statistics a s  in the  

previous discussed Boston cluster has  only three cornpallies ~vh ich  hold 90% 

of the world market  supporting hundreds of employees, and  world leading 

1.esearch. In  conclusion on the argument  of the GDR a s  a maritime t ransport  

cluster, first i t  loolis lilie a cluster, the industry t h a t  f~lnct ion within the 

cluster in  terms of consensus consider t ha t  i t  is  a cluster and  in context of 

Linde (2003) meta study on clusters fur ther  supports the fact t ha t  in  terms 

of location, size and  e~nployinent  the maritime t ransport  sector i s  of a 

vea:;onable clustel-ing sizc. 

8.3.2 The  Argument against the  GDR a s  a Maritime Transport  Cluster 

For  the purpose of providing a balanced argument  it is  1.easonab1e to 

hypothesise 1vhy the GDR is not a maritime transport cluster i n  light of the 

fact t ha t  i t  is difficult to acutely define when a n  individual i n d u s t r j ~  a s  

achieved a clustering s tatus .  L\s already discussed it is easier to devise 

arguments  for the GDR as maritime trans11o1.t cluster t han  to develop 

arguments  tha t  disprove the concept. In  light of t,he arguments  discussed for 

t he  GDR a s  a maritime transport cluster the main source of disagreement 
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arguments  conle from the Delphi study and  therefore the following 

discussion \vill concentrate on opinions returned t h a t  support the concept 

t h a t  the GDR is not a rnaritirne transport cluster. 

8.3.2.1 Evidence from the Delphi Study 

I n  the first round of the Delphi a consensus agreement was  achieved i n  t h a t  

78% of the Delphi panel considered t h a t  the GDR maritime t ransport  sector 

is a maritime cluster. Therefore 22% of the panel disagreed t h a t  the  GDR is 

a maritime transport cluster and  the opinion returned had  two lnain 

threads.  Firs t  there is the opinion t h a t  i n  the context of international 

shipping there is not sufficient activity i n  Dublin a n d  this  opinion can be 

repeatedly seen throughout the three rounds of the  Delphi. Depending on 

t h e  context of the Delphi question rnany of the panel s ta ted t h a t  there is a 

rea l  need for more shipo\vners and  operators to be located in  the  Dublin 

maritime transport sector, either for the purpose to classify the sector a s  a 

cluster or in  the context of improving a n d  strengthening the clustering of 

t he  industry. The dominant number of firms with working relationships 

based on port activities, either directly or indirectly supports the argument  

of the GDR being cul-rently based on the importance of port activities and  

therefore it can be reasonably argued tha t  a n  increase in shipon~ners  and  

operators will increase demand for maritime services. However opinion did 

also discuss t h a t  there is no specific area in  Dublin t h a t  is a cluster except 

t h a t  of Dublin port and  a s  already discussed in  terms of employment 

figu1.e~. the Iluhlin port area is perhaps one of the 1a1,gest concent~~ation:; of 

industry in a specific geographic region within Ireland. Further  opinion 

retuned in disagreement discusses the maritime service sector specifically 

citing insurance and  banking in t,hat there are  only one or two firms 

facilitating such a service and  the service is for doinestic t rade only, in  t h a t  

international clients would not consider such firm's esperts.  I t  was also 

discussed tha t  many service orientated firms would only h a l ~ e  a designated 

person tha t  would deal wit11 maritime intel-ests. N
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I n  Round 2 the Delphi panel returned a n  agreement consensus of 72% t h a t  

the  GDR maritime sector has  the potential of developing further i ts  

maritime cluster. Therefore 28% of the panel disagreed with the consensus 

a n d  the opinion returned in disagreement had  two threads of opinion. The 

opinion returned further argued tha t  the GDR was not a cluster or had  

future cluster potential due to the region's lack of scale to be considered a 

strong cluster in international terms. The core arguments against the  GDR 

being considered a maritime transport cluster appear to have i ts  basis in 

size and critical Inass a s  opinion discusses the peripheral location of Ireland 

a n d  it  remoteness in contrast to competing clusters of London, Rotterdam 

a n d  Singapore. The lacli of resident shipowning and operators was again 

raised and the fact tha t  there is no port in Ireland with transhipment port 

s tatus.  The supporting thread of opinion discusses tha t  while there may be 

potential there is a lack of political drive to make i t  happen and discusses 

further a lack of qualified labour supply and training and education ~vhile  

the  issue of size and critical mass along with residential shipowners appear 

to be the main arguments in dispute of the GDR a s  a maritime transport 

cluster. 

In concluding the argument against the GDR a s  a maritime transport 

cluster the Delphi panel did provide valid examples and discussions from 

there opinion in disputing the sector of industry a s  a cluster which also 

provides indications to the w~ealiness of potential industry clustering. I t  

could be argued that  tllc real relo{-ance of the GDR maritime t ~ ~ a n s p o ~ . t  

industry not actually being a cluster is in terms of a point of' policy 

intervention to developing any policy or strategy to encourage clustering 

behaviour. The follom7ing discussion develops f ~ l r t h e r  011 the reality and 

concept of the GDR maritime sector a s  a maritime cluster or the p~.oposed 

concept of port cluster and capital city supporting fledging maritime 

services. N
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8.4 The GDR Maritime Sector as  a Port Cluster with Capital 
City Supporting Fledging Maritime Services 

I t  has  been highlighted throughout t h a t  the nlaritiine sector i n  the GDR is 

dominated by port activities i n  t h a t  the  critical inass of firins a re  associated 

wi th  direct transportation a s  opposed to inaritiine based services such a s  

law or banking etc. This section will investigate the role of the city a s  the  

host for maritime t ransport  industries and  i ts  potential support i n  

developing the clustering of a maritiine t ransport  sector. 

8.4.1 The Importance of Cities a n d  Dublin City 

Fujita a n d  Mori (1996) describe the concentratioii of econoinic activities i n  

te rms  of cities a s  perhaps one of the  most noteworthy features of 

contemporary econonlic geography. h4any of the ~vorld's major cities 

developed a t  a site of good water access and  the  opt i~nuni  geographical point 

for the trading of commodities. Historically, Inany cities developed from the 

importance of initial port activities a n d  the importance of a logistical inode 

interface for land and  sea trading, even though currently some cities do not 

require the  ongoing role of port activities to hold prominence of a cities 

s t a tu s  such a s  in  the case of Paris,  Chicago and  London. 

Dublin is the capital city of Ireland ~vllich is a n  island nation located on the 

northwest periphery of Europe. The city was originally founded in the late 

19th century by Viliing settlers and  later  the city developed into a port and  

urban  settlement by the Anglo Normans (Williams and  Redmond, 2006). 

The  Itepuhlic of T1.claiid in thc 1980's :-;uffered a 1.ep~c:;sion ancl considcsable 

job losses a s  unemployment pealied in  the 1980's a t  18% (\Villiams and  

Redmond, 2006), ho\vever together ~ v i t h  a shift froin a manufacturing and  

agriculture based cconomy to a service based econonly a n d  the closure of 

tariff protected industl.ies (VVilliains and  Shiels, 2002, :I) the country 

experienced rapid econonlic growth m ~ l ~ i c l ~  facilitated a strong "Celtic Tigel*" 

effect on the Irish econo111~~ in the 1990's. F1.oni a historical arid 

contempoi2ary perspective the Irish economy can be evaluated in  three 

distinct phases. first the basic manufacturing stage and  considerably 
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agricultural based economy, second phase sees the economy develop rapidly 

with the help of foreign direct investment and  s u c c e s s f ~ ~ l  inward investinent 

a n d  finally the economy is progressing towards a n  innovative a n d  

kno~vledge based economy. Ireland's attaininent for a knowledge based 

economy is perhaps driven by a n  over reliance on foreign direct investment 

a n d  the result  of poor infrastructural facilities to cope with the recent rapid 

development of the economy seen over the last  decade (Williams a n d  

Redmond, 2006). 

Dublin is the donlinant city in  Ireland a n d  is therefore classed a s  a primate 

city (examples of primate cities include, London, Paris,  Tokyo and  h/lexico 

City) which infers t h a t  Dublin city is the significant city i n  terms of 

financial, political and  population for the country and  i ts  s ta tus  is not 

rivalled by any  other city within the country. The  law of primate cities was  

developed by the geographer R4ark Jefferson i n  order to understand the  

phenomenon of large cities which hold a substantial  proportion of a 

country's population (Rosenberg, 2006). I n  terlns of the continued 

prominence of Dublin city nrithin Ireland's regional population, projections 

for the period 2006 to 2021 inclusive for the greater Dublin a rea  (i.e. Dublin, 

Kildare, Meath and  \Vicklon~) is expected to increase by over half a million 

persons. I n  line with the Central Statistics Office IVIIF2 scenario (the 

scenario assumes a continuation of recent demographics trends) the greater 

Dublin area ~vh ich  currently possess 39.2% of the population of the s ta te  i s  

projected to  inc~aease to -10.7% of the total p~.ojected population of 5 million 

i n  2007 (CSO: 2005). Table 26 depicts the bl~eakc1on.n of the population 

statistics in terms of Dublin city and  the surrounding areas  t ha t  constitute 

t he  GDR. 

'Table 26 Populatiori in P~.ovince. Count) 01. City 

Of which 
Dublin Citv 

Province, County or  City 
Dublin 

I Dun Laoghaire 1 Rathdown / 194,038 1 

Total 
1,187,176 

Fingal 
South Dublin 

239,992 
246,935 
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1 State 1 4,239, 848 1 
(Soul.ce: CSO, 2007. A) 

Meath 
T'iiicklo~v 

The breakdo11711 of the age profile of the population a s  depicted in Table 27 

162,831 
126,194 

and  shows tha t  the largest set  of the population is the 35-44 age group 

which is the main source of labour supply. 

Table 27 Population by Age in 2006 

I Age Group I Total 1 

I 

65 and over 1 467, 926 

I Total / 4,239, 848 1 
I I 1 

(So~urce: CSO. 2007, B) 

The presence of a primate city tends to indicate a n  unbalance in 

development which is reflected in Ireland generally in  terms of the 

Government's National Spatial Plan and the desire to relocate governinent 

offices to external GDR locations. Dublin is the commercial, political? 

financial, administrative and cultural centre of Ireland and holds 40% of the 

population along with 80% of government offices and 70% of headquarters of 

major Dublin and private f i~*ms locate within Dublin city (Williams and 

Shiels, 2002). 

8.4.2 The Role of the Port in the Making of Major. Cities and Clusters 

Many of the \vorld's prevailing cities historically developed a t  the site of 

good access and maily country's do~n inan t  cities have developed a t  po1.t sites 

(e.g. Rotterdam and Singapore). There are also leading cities which are not 

based on port activities (Chicago and Paris) although it  is argued tha t  their 

original growth is founded on their historical necessity to access water 

(Fujita and Thisse. 1996). The question of o r~g ina l  port development can be 

of interest to many different scholars. Fro111 a historical and geog~.aphic 

perspective the port is the opti~nuin point for the activities of trade however 
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Fujita (et al, 1996) argues t h a t  for the econoinist the question of ports is not 

clear. The struggle of the econon~ist  in  the concept of the interrelationship of 

ports a n d  cities may have i ts  relevance in  a contemporary framework a s  

opposed to just historical precedence. The neoclassical port city model is 

based on the t rade theory of comparative advantages,  ho\vever history has  

lead to the identification of the  limitation of such a model a s  many port cites 

have continued to develop long after the initial advantages the port locatioil 

offered i.e. access to cheap water  a n d  transportation. Fujita (et al, 1996) 

argues t h a t  i n  terms of the neoclassical model of port cities, such cities 

should have declined once the feature of cheap access become redundant .  As 

discussed ports have been important for city developlnent historically bu t  

other  influences have aided city development a s  a n  individual econoiny 

broadens and  produces additional services along with social s t ructural  

enhancement  (Gleave, 1997). Therefore i t  can be reasonably recognised t h a t  

there is a level of interrelatioilship between city a n d  port and  te rms  of 

maritime t ransport  there is some instance of co-evolution towards a 

maritime t ransport  cluster. 

I n  exaillining a cluster the first natural  s tep is to investigate a successf~il  

cluster. The process can be described as;  Country A has  a successf~il  cluster 

i n  developing a certain type of drug (e.g. drug is being used a s  a n  analogy of 

a n  i n d u s t r j ~  cluster) and  has  gained a co~npetit ive advantage. Country B h a s  

identified Country A's success and  also \vants a colnpetitive advantage. 

Count1.y'~ U first process is to ider~tifj- the ingredients of tha t  drug with the 

basic believe tha t  if' Country B identifies and  acquires those ingredients, 

Country B ~ ' i~ i l l  also gain a colnpetitive advantage. Country B's acquires such 

ing1.edients bu t  still i t  fails to a c l ~ i e \ ~ e  the cluster success of Country A. By 

just acquiring the ingredients ivill not guarantee any clustering success a s  

\vhile the ingredients a r e  the nlaill components, Cou11tl.y A's ingredients 

miould have been distilled, and  produced in diffbrent ways i.e. the formula: 

the  manner  in n~h ich  the ingredients a re  mixed, the cliffevent quantity of 

ingredients added. The formula process is what  makes a cluster a successf~il  

cluster: and  i t  is something tha t  occurs over a period of tillle (years, decades 
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etc) with historic consequence and  m o ~ n e n t s  of governance, policy a n d  

econornic serendipity and  supports the tenlporal dimensions of clusters. 

Clusters in  there sirnplicity a re  just complicated, a n d  by milnicking a 

successful cluster will not guarantee the  sanle positive economic 

consequence. Individual investigating successful clusters should approach 

t h e  concept a s  knowledge exploration and  not a s  a forrnula for economic 

success. 

The  City of London and  the London maritime service cluster provides a good 

exanlple of how a city can continue and  evolve to support a maritime cluster. 

If the City of London did not hold a n  international prominence in  services 

such a s  banking, law a n d  finance i t  would be reasonable to conjecture t h a t  

t h e  London maritime service cluster would not be the fornlidable cluster i t  is  

today. Historically the city of London like many cites developed from the  

appropriate point for access to t rade supported by the United Kingdom's 

dominance a s  a world superpower and  inajor maritime trading nation. The 

subsequent decline of the merchant fleet, flagging out  and  the fact t h a t  the  

city presently does not the hold the relevance of port activities i t  once had  

h a s  contributed to the decline of the physical elements of the maritime 

cluster. However a s  London declined in  terms of port activities a n d  the 

location of shipowners and  operators the City of London was continually 

developing a s  one of the world's major cities and  foremost financial clusters. 

The  nlaritinle industry like all industries requires the services of banking 

a n d  lan. and  associated support sc3-1.ice.i: ; ~ n d  the Citj. of London helped 

evolve a major maritime trading nation into a world class citj- which hosts a 

distinct competitive advantage in  terms of a maritime service cluster, 

supported by the City of London's prominence a s  a financial cluster. 

Therefore i t  can  be argued t h a t  a natural  or organic maritime clust,er 

develops from the location of a port first which inherently creates sonle level 

of port clustering. Froln the port cluster conles the port users and  a t  sonle 

point the city begins to support and  facilitate the se1~7ices for the port users 

a n d  the original port cluster can evolve towards a maritime t,ranspoi-t 

cluster. 
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8.4.3 The  Relationship between Cities, Ports  a n d  Maritime Clusters 

Fro111 the review of l i terature i t  is  accepted t h a t  clusters can aid in  the 

development a n d  successful conzpetitive performance of regional economies 

(Leibovitz, 2004). Although difficult to fully conceptualise there a re  mu tua l  

benefits i n  terms of the co-location harvested between cities, ports a n d  

maritime clusters. The  relevant question in  the current  discussion is to 

begin to understand t h a t  concept for Dublin City, Dublin Port  a n d  the  

potential  clustering of the maritime transport sector in  the  GDR i.e. the  

Dublin maritime cluster. The full extent of the concept would require 

detailed examination a n d  thus  is beyond the  scope of the current  discussion; 

however the current  debate can begin to appropriately s t ructure the 

concepts involved for fur ther  research. As already discussed, Dublin City is 

a primate city and  currently holds significant mass in  te rms  of employment, 

population, a n d  industry. The  country's principle port and  mass  of nlaritime 

t ransport  firms are  also co-located in  the  GDR and  particularly within 

Dublin City. I n  the first instance due to the consequence of co-location there 

appears  a visible albeit small  i n  global s tandards  maritinze t ransport  

cluster. 

8.4.4 Importance of Understanding Port, City a n d  Cluster 

The  importance of understanding the int,errelationship and  floul of benefits 

between port, city and  cluster has  i ts relevance in  why the current  question 

(is the GDR a maritime transport clustel-: or is it tlze result of major port 

facility and  capit,al citj. being one and  the same) was selected over the other 

research questions derived from tlze Delphi. Many of the fur ther  1-esearch 

questions a t  sorlze level assume or indicate t h a t  a cluster already exists. If 

there  is even a slight indication or viable query t h a t  questions tlze reality of 

t he  GDR and  i ts  cluster, t ha t  question must  first be addressed. I t  is  

important to lino117 and  understand first the extent a n d  reality of the concept 

of the Dublin maritime cluste~..  

The  discussion has  considered the argument  t ha t  the GDR maritime 

transport cluster ma\- be predominatel\- p o ~ t  based with tlze strengtlz of 
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Ireland's capital city supporting fledging maritime services and  thus  

producing a visible nlariti~lle transport cluster. For the Irish mar i t i~ne  

transport industry in terms of clustering i t  could be argued tha t  the  co- 

location of principle port and capital city a s  been a n  industry clustering 

serendipity. However the t rue reality and nature of the clusters foundations 

i s  still important. I t  is significant for policy intervention and  potential urban 

branding to truly understand the foundations of the cluster. If the industry 

is a cluster and behaves like a cluster, then if a t  some point in the future 

government or a relative industry organisation decides to devise a strategy 

or  policy to fuel industry clustering based on linowledge obtain from 

research and clustering theories, there is a possibility tha t  such a strategy 

or  policy may derive some benefit. However, if the industry appears to look 

like a cluster, but the reality is basic fir111 agglomeration, then the 

implementation of cluster driven polices may well fail a s  the policy would be 

based on theories tha t  enhance industry clustering. If the industry is not a 

cluster then clusters driven policy miill fail. Therefore in terms of the GDR 

maritime transport sector areas of research and understanding tha t  

concentrate on city developnlent and evolution, linowledge management and 

urban or city branding may be much lllore appropriate and more useful. I n  

such a n  instance the maritime cluster could still marliet itself a s  cluster 

however it  is important to lino1v and ullderstalld the reality for the point of 

policy intervention and to aid any process which looks a t  enhancing the 

sector of industry. As Ireland is a11 island nation it must have t,he industxy 

of' maritime transpo1.t and therefol-e it n-ould appeal* logical and i*easonable 

t h a t  government, industry? policy maliers and academics would have a 

continuing int,erest in the ongoing developllie~lt of Ireland's and specifically 

the GDR ~nari t inie  transport sector. Leibovitz (2004) argues the element of 

the role of the public sector and public policy can have a n  important 

influence of the relationship between cities and clustel* development. 

1,eibovitz (2004) ciiscusses tha t  unive~.sities. research institutions facilitate a 

significant role in tcrms of providing a potential 1inon:ledge and labour base 

for a cluster. Therefore it  can be argued that  the city could adapt or t n ~ e a k  
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certain infrastructures to positively encourage the conditions of clusterillg 

for a particular industry. 

The next chapter will draw on the final co~~clus io~ls  of the research. 
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Chapter 9. Conclusions 

I n  discussion of the conclusions for the research the original basis for the  

research question must  be briefly revisited. Ireland is a n  island nation 

located on the periphery of Europe a n d  therefore requires by necessity the  

ability to import a n d  export commodities. Specifically located within the  

GDR lies the country's principle port and  the critical lnass of maritime 

t ransport  a n d  related maritime firms. Therefore a s  a n  island nation there is 

some level of maritime transport activity and  exclusively within the  GDR 

due  to co-location of principle port, capital city and  critical mass of l na r i t i~ne  

t ransport  firms, there is some level of maritime transport clustering. I n  

concluding the necessity for n~ar i t in le  transport and  the proposed clustering 

of maritime transport activities within the GDR; what  is the potential for 

t he  clustering of the  rnaritilne transport sector in  the GDR? In  te rms  of the 

research objective and  the specific research question there a r e  three key 

words which arguably a re  the foundation blocks of the research a n d  direct 

t he  forlnulation of the  research process. Those three key words a re  

explorative, clustering and  potential. 

The  basis of the research is explorative in  the sense t h a t  while there is 

established exanlination in  maritime research, clusters and  maritime 

clusters, there is no research concept t ha t  has  investigated clusters in  the 

~nar i t in le  transport sector in  Ireland and  specifically ~v i th in  the GDR. The 

liypotllesis of the reseal*cl~ question addresses the maritime transport sector 

from a cluster perspective wllich the~aefore includes business. fiil.111~ and  

organisations related to activities of maritime transport.  The inherent  

na ture  of the research question dictates t ha t  all maritime transport related 

sectors inust be involved in the research process. 111 considering the 

clustering of the GDR niaritime transport sector requires the research 

process to hegin from a point of greater perspective of potential maritime 

clustering, a s  opposed to investigating the clustering of one individual 

~ n a r i t i m e  transpo1.t sector - for e s a ~ n p l e  the port sectol*. I11 terms of clusters 

of industry they are  conlples systems with a variety of features and  
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characteristics to consider. Therefore this  leads to the  question of wha t  is 

t he  most appropriate point to investigate a proposed cluster or clustering 

process. I t  is  logical i n  explorative research t h a t  progression through the  

research and  the results will help identify future research questions, i n  

order to achieve the most appropriate answers required, a n d  also to discover 

wha t  is useful to know. I n  te rms  of any research process the research 

question is important,  and  t h a t  the answers obtained, answer the  question 

t h a t  was originally asked. I n  understanding a cluster a n d  a clustering 

process identifying those specific questions is iinportant not only for fur ther  

research but  to concentrate knowledge at ta inlnent  on the reality of potential 

clustering of the inaritinle transport industry in  the GDR and  also wha t  i s  

useful to know to help develop a sophisticated understanding of the industry 

t h a t  currently functions within the GDR. 

The  research question enquires about the  potential clustering of the 

inaritiille transport sector i n  the GDR. The use of the term "potential" i s  

directly linked to the  use of the terininology of clustering and  both terms a re  

expressed in  coilstructing the research question. Poteiltial infers t h a t  there 

is a capacity to develop in  the future or there a re  certain qualities t h a t  nlay 

be shaped to lead to future success. As already discussed there is some level 

of inaritiille transport activity in  the GDR and  there is some level of 

maritime transport clustering. I s  i t  unrealistic in  the light of the 

development of linowledge on clusters a n d  the clustering process to assume 

t h a t  the GDR tnaritiine transpo1.t sector ca~lilot inlp~'ove? In a historical 

fi*aineworli clusters can he established owing to a natural  asset.  a resource 

o r  due to the strategic location of a region. I11 a contemporary contest 

governments will often investigate or fiscally support the developillent of 

industry and  industry clustering. Clusters to sollie degree can  be illail made, 

although a inan made cluster does not guarantee econoinic success or the 

attaiilinent of a distinct co~llpetitive advantage. The maritime transport 

sector in  the GDR is a n  industry t h a t  has  to f~inct ion in  the contest of 

marliet forces: the deinand for coinnlodities and  to facilitate t rade.  If a 
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particular industry is required out of necessity then  i t  is logical to strive to 

understand t h a t  industry and  i ts  potential to improve a n d  develop further.  

In terms of looking a t  clustering, a n  analogy of a horizontal line can be used. 

The  line h a s  three denoted points of A, B and  C. Point C is a well 

established maritime cluster with a distinct competitive advantage such a s  

t he  rnaritiine clusters of London, Rotterdam and  Singapore. Point A of the 

scale denotes basic firin agglomeration in t h a t  there a re  a number of similar 

a n d  related firms located in  co-proximity. Point B denotes a process of 

clustering which is neither A or C but  lies solnewhere between the  two 

points. Point B describes a n  econoinic condition of a n  industry which is more 

t h a n  just basic fir111 agglomeration, but  less t han  a considerable cluster with 

a distinctive international competitive advantage. In  te rms  of the maritime 

t ransport  sector in the GDR i t  is arguable to identi& t h a t  the sector of 

industry is inore t han  just a basic firm agglomeratioil and  equally arguable 

not  a inajor maritime cluster. Bu t  the maritime t ransport  sector i n  t he  GDR 

does reflect clustering and  therefore the  proposed cluster is denoted a t  point 

B. What  is the potential of this cluster? A cluster i s  always in a process of 

clustering a s  it is  not a fixed econoinic s ta te  and  can evolve towards greater 

clustering in  terms of economic re turns  or decline and  loss of colnpetitive 

advantage. Therefore the basis of the  reseal.cl1 was to investigate a 

particular industry tha t  is required out of the necessity to facilitate t rade for 

a n  island nation. The industry is concentrated in  a particular region which 

also holds co-loc:~tion and c o . . p ~ - o s i n ~ i ~ -  fol* firms related to thc pal.ticulal. 

industry being 1.esearchec1. Therefore specifical1~- within the GDR. the 

maritime transport industry exhibits sonle le17el of industrial  clustering a n d  

h a s  potential m~hich indicates a capacity to develop and  s t r eng t l~en  

clustering ability to enhance the econo~nic condition of a industry. 

The  following section discusses collclusions m~ith respect to the me tho do log^, 

process and  conclusions concerning the research question. N
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1. Develop a n  effective a n d  explorative research process 

I n  terins of a methodological hypothesis the first objective was  to devise and  

develop a n  effective explorative research process. As already discussed three 

key words of terillinology t h a t  describe the  fouildation of the research are;  

explorative, clustering a n d  potential. Clusters a s  a n  area of research is 

extensive owing to the complicated na ture  of the subject matter  a n d  the  

varying characteristics associated with a n  industry cluster a n d  a clustering 

process. For the purpose of the  current  research the concept of clusters had  

to be contained in  order to provide order and  control. There a re  many ways 

i n  1vhic11 to approach research on clusters. The current  research was  

explorative in  t h a t  no pervious worli had been urldertalierl on the clustering 

of the maritime t ransport  sector i n  the GDR. Many cluster scholars, 

governments or organisations in  investigating a cluster from a more 

qualitative perspective will utilise a n  economic theory such a s  Porter's five 

forces model. I t  is  arguable t h a t  all economic illodels or theories have their  

mrealinesses and  such models a re  derived from a n  exploration of a n  econoillic 

occurrence. However in  devising t h a t  economic model there is no guarantee 

t h a t  the same ecoilomic occurrence will be reflected in  the GDR maritime 

t ransport  sector. The coillbination of four of the main ecollonlic theories 

associated with the clustering process allo\vs for the creation of a checlilist 

of potential clustering features t ha t  call positively enhance the clustering 

effect a s  opposed to concentrating the research on just one model. Tf the 

research concentl-ated on one cconomic model this might it have delinlited 

the research area and  also run  the risk of d i s rega~ding  fkatultes tha t  affect 

clustering just because they are  not represented in the chosen model. \Vhile 

the current  research investigates clustering in the GDR, Porter's lllodel 

investigates competitive advantage in  many industries and  thus  i t  may be 

logical tha t  certain clustering characteristics relevant to the GDR nlay be 

lacliing clue to the different objectives of the current research question and  

original objective of Porter's model. Combining four of the illail1 theories 

provides a broader base from which to investigate a n  esplo~*ative cluster 

research process. As the 1.esearch was addressing the poteiltial c lu s t e~ ing  of 
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the  maritime transport sector i n  the GDR i t  required to use of industry 

experts a n d  the four theories provided a checklist of features t h a t  were used 

a s  a base for the questions in  the Delphi. The Delphi method facilitated the  

explorative nature of research process a s  the research question dictated the 

necessary involvement of all  maritime t ransport  a n d  related sectors acting 

within the GDR. The Delphi method acted a s  a platform for discussion for 

the  industry experts a s  the Delphi panel  was asked the questions repeatedly 

through three rounds in  order to achieve some degree of consensus. Due to 

the  explorative na ture  of the research the Delphi lllethod was  a more 

appropriate ~nethodological process a s  opposed to using a survey or a one 

shot  questionnaire. 

2. The utilisation of Delphi in explorative research; a process to identify 
the right questions to ask in order to gain the right answers 

I n  effectively examining any research concept the full potential of the 

subject matter  is restricted by the limitations a n d  scope of the PhD process. 

The  current  research was collsiderable in  size due the na ture  of the research 

process and  due to the fact t ha t  ill order to examine the potential of the 

clustering of the maritime transport sector in  the GDR requires the  

inclusioll of all maritime transport and  related maritime sccto~.s. The 

research fundamentally is explorative, in  t h a t  the research question s t a r t s  

a s  a process of discovery and  knomrledge creation in  terms of building a n  

understanding of the clustering of a n  industry. The research undertalics a 

first  s tep in  the process of understanding clustering in the maritime sector 

and  does provide fbr the crc;~tion of new l i~~owledgc  in tel*nis of' the concepts 

being researched. Fundamentally how eve^. the ~ e s e a r c h  through the 

utilization of the Delphi method, also affords a process tha t  creates the 

formulization of validated questioils for further research. Clusters a s  a n  

a rea  of research is extremely wide and  i t  is difficult to validate the decisio~l 

process of maliing up research questions n!llich a re  appropriate and  

relevant. a result the original Delphi statelllents were deli~nitecl by four 

ecoilolnic theories fro111 which eleven final consensuses \'irere achieved. In thc  

co~ltext  of f ~ l r t h c r  research the consensus achieved and  the opi~lioll provided 
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a r e  a reliable and  a useful framework in  which to develop a n d  investigate 

fur ther  the potential of clustering of the maritime t ransport  sector in  the 

GDR. Each statelllent t h a t  achieved consensus a s  displayed in Chapter  7 

h a d  key threads of opinion and  from those opinions a nurnber of fur ther  

research questions were devised in  order to help investigate the  full 

potential a n d  expanded context of the subject mat te r  being examined. I n  

criticism of the applied Delphi, i t  would have benefited from the application 

of a likert scale in  order to subtract  a greater understanding and  value from 

the  opinions provided for by the Delphi panel. The  consensus result  

achieved indicates a level of agreement or disagreement; however i t  is  the 

opinions returned both for and  against,  t h a t  provide a balanced perspective 

to  develop fur ther  research objectives. The opinion from the expert panel 

concentrates future research towards wha t  is relevant and  mihat is useful to 

k110~7 and  s tructures  efficiently the development of a potential framework of 

research. The current  research process has  been successful in  obtaining new 

knowledge a n d  developing a n  understanding of the potential clustering of 

t h e  maritime transport sector in  the GDR but  also catered for defining a n d  

validating a subject concept for fur ther  and  future research. 

3. Taking established theories to see how useful they a re  to provide a 
s t ructure for explorative analysis 

A s  already discussed the voluille of l i terature available for clusters a n d  

clustering is large owing to the coillplex na ture  in  which clusters of industry 

f~lnct ion.  There a r e  many hypotheses a s  to ~7h37 clusters exist, how they are  

formed. csplanations for thcii. e~rolution and  ongoing success and  

understanding their decline. Hon7evel. due to the inherent complexity of 

clusters one aspect of the cluster coilcept is clear; there is no one illode1 or 

theory t h a t  can evaluate or measure the f ~ l l l  irnpact of a cluster and  i ts  

potential clustel*ing effect. Clusters a s  a n  econoillic entity has  g-i.o~vn in 

significance fol3 all cluster participants such a s  the firms tha t  act within the 

i1ldusti.y. the region and  local council in which the cluster of industry is 

located, the government along with policy makers,  academics and  related 

a n d  associated organisations. Historically. research on industrial  clustel-ing 
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w a s  driven by the need to understand why some countries a re  rich a n d  why 

some are  poor, why do certain countries have a distinct na tura l  competitive 

advantage in  a particular industry t h a t  is so robust i t  affords a level of 

global dolninance. There is no theory called the  "cluster theory" but  there 

a r e  those t h a t  looli a t  different features such a s  competitive advantage, 

population of a n  industry, why industries cluster or converge in  particular 

regions or  countries. Such features a r e  interrelated and  i t  is  the  term 

cluster t h a t  coinbines all  the concerns of industry,  competition a n d  global 

competitive advantage into one concept; the concept of clusters a n d  the  

process of clustering. The  theories t h a t  investigate clusters and  clustering 

approach the concept from different perspectives which obliviously overlap 

a t  certain points. While i t  may appear  t h a t  theories do not approach clusters 

directly the  concept examined in  the theories investigates a n d  eventually 

theorize the  fundamental  characteristic of a n  industry cluster. Many 

scholars i n  examining a cluster will take the perspective of one theory such 

as Porter's five forces model which may be appropriate if the context is to 

examine a n  industry from a coinpetitive advantage. A cluster is wider in  

te rms  of a n  econo~nic occurrence and  therefore bj7 combining four of the  

main theories establishes a Inore appropriate frame~vorli  for explorative 

analysis. However individual theories have their ~s~ea l iness  and  can fail to 

take  into consideration what  people do a n d  it is  argued tha t  the 

practicability of exanlining a cluster should take into consideration many 

philosophies such a s  economics. sociologl~ and  kno~vledge management.  The 

cluster :;tructul*e cluster gox7ernance f ra~l ienork  devised bj- de 1,angen based 

on  the theories of agglomeration economics, competitive advantage: 

population ecology and  the industrial  district theory is utilised for initial 

research or exploration of a poteiltial cluster and  does not test  the validity of 

the  individual economic model, but  ra ther  adapts  the core characteristics of 

each theory to formulate a cluster ingredients list or cluster SIVOT analysis. 

Such a process caters for explorative research a n d  aids in delinliti~lg a large 

concept illto a n  appropriate format in order to devise a n  effective and  

realistic research question. 
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4. Is  the GDR a maritime transport cluster? 

I n  te rms  of a cluster i t  is  difficult to prove ~ v h e n  a cluster of industry h a s  

been achieved. At what  point is a n  industry a cluster? At  wha t  point does a 

process of industry clustering achieve a cluster s ta tus .  h4ajor clusters a r e  

easily identifiable due to their distinct international competitive advantage, 

there visible size, critical mass of industry players, the creation of new 

cluster knowledge, a centre of excellence, and  number of firms a n d  

employees. Identifying when a cluster exists is difficult a n d  in  terllls of a 

point of policy or intervention i t  is  important to strive to understand if the 

industry is i n  fact a cluster or just the product of firm agglomeration. The 

first  question of the Delphi asked the panel if they considered the  GDR 

maritime transport sector a s  a lnaritime t ransport  cluster. The question 

reached a n  agreement consensus in  round 1 of 78%. The Delphi panel who 

operate within the GDR maritime transport sector considered t h a t  i t  is  a 

lnaritinle t ransport  cluster. I n  fur ther  support the panel also reached a n  

agreement  consensus of 72% t h a t  the GDR inaritinle t ransport  sector h a s  

t he  potential to illove forward and  develop further. Appropriate statistics 

where available can be used to support the argument  t h a t  the GDR cluster 

exists. Statistics can also provide soine level of proof t h a t  a cluster exists in  

te rms  of contribution to balance of payinents and  the donlestic economy. 

Hom~e~rer there i s  not a n  agreed defined level i n  terms of econolllic statistics 

o r  number of firms t h a t  suggest ~srhen a cluster of industry h a s  been 

ach ic \~c l .  A cluster i:; I I I O J . ~  than  just tllc halad ecoiloinics associated with 

money and  numbers: c1ustel.s are  f~~nda inen ta l ly  the basis of business ant1 

econoinic relationships and  inte~*action therein. A11 indi \~idual  cluster may 

hold a thousand firms but  a cluster 111aj7 also have ten firms which hold 90% 

of a world market .  I s  the cluster ~ v i t h  ten firms not a cluster? Evaluating 

clusters in terms of statistics and  numbers can be useful. I n  comparing the 

Dublin and  London cluster the result obtained would indicate the difference 

i n  size, number of firms and  economic contribution etc. The result  nrould 

provide details t h a t  clarify the difference be t~veen  the two clusters, however 

if the Dublin cluster were to achieve a par  with tha t  of the Londoil cluster in  
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te rms  of those econonlic statistics t h a t  m~ould not necessarily infer t h a t  the 

Dublin cluster has  achieved a maritime cluster i n  terms of the success a n d  

international competitive advantage of London. I t  is already known t h a t  the  

London cluster is larger t han  the  Dublin cluster (in te rms  of econoinic 

contribution, elnploynlent and  firm statistics) a n d  although useful to  know 

it only provides a numerical a n d  statistical difference. I n  does not provide 

insight or understanding on how to enhance the clustering of the maritime 

t ransport  sector i n  the GDR. One of the  original objectives was  to establish 

if the GDR was a lnaritinle t ransport  cluster a s  opposed to relying on a n  

assumption t h a t  the  industry was clustering within the GDR. In  conclusion 

t h e  representatives from the GDR nlaritilne transport industry,  in  

consensus though the Delphi process showed tha t  the GDR maritirne 

t ransport  sector is a maritime transport cluster. 

5 .  Develop guidance for the  development of t he  GDR maritime t ransport  
cluster 

T h e  objective of the research is to expand the understanding a n d  knowledge 

of the maritime transport sector in  the GDR. The drive behind the objective 

i s  in  the logic t h a t  if mTe knom~ and  understand the industry, we can help a n d  

encourage fur ther  development of the sector through clustering. The  first 

aspect of guidance is concerning the results of the  Delphi and  the initial 

guidelines derived from the Delphi consensuses for f~lr thel* research. A total 

of eleven consensuses were achieved a n d  the consensuses provide the first 

direction in terms of the reality of the clustering of the GDR. I11 the 

consensuse:; tha t  \\ere achievecl ;I number of further ~,e:search questions 

were formulated. The objective of the ful.ther research questions is to 

investigate filrther the validity of the consensuses and  to determine the full 

reality of the potential clustering of the GDR. While not a n  original objective 

of the research, Round 1 opinion highlighted the possibility tha t  even 

though the GDR may appear to be a maritime transport cluster, there is 

also the possibility tha t  the cluster is the result  of a major port facility and  

capital  city being one and  the same.  The concept n7as discussed in chapter 8 

and n~on ' t  be summarised further in  these conclusions. Ho~vever  two points 
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can  be repeated. First ,  the capacity of the  Delphi panel to raise important  

considerations for discussion on the potential clustering of the maritime 

transport sector i n  the GDR and  secondly i t  reaffirms the  coinplex na ture  of 

clusters and  the process of clustering. The research has  identified t h a t  

clusters a re  a process t h a t  continuously evolve a n d  therefore  nus st be 

approached a s  a long term strategy a s  opposed to a one off cluster policy or 

initiative. Therefore i t  i s  logical t h a t  t he  first  s tep for guidance in  the 

developing fur ther  the maritime transport industry requires the  

establishment of a n  Ir ish rnaritiine t ransport  cluster organisation. The  

format of such a n  organisation is debateable in  te rms  of the construction of 

t he  organisation from government, industry,  industry organisations, 

academics and  public a n d  private companies. Resources to financially 

support such a n  organisation a re  also a n  issue which could also possibly 

affect the organisation's format. However the really important  fact is t h a t  

any  cluster organisation, objective or governlnent policy should take  into 

consideration the breadth and  complex na ture  of a cluster. 

6. Developing a n  understanding of the  temporal dimensions 
of clusters a n d  the  developmental evolution of a maritime cluster 

A n  economy, sector of industry and  the individual firm is often measured in  

terins of success a s  a n  econoinic or  statistical value a n d  is a result  t h a t  

infers quantifiable measurement  which is a fixed process and  a fixed result. 

T h a t  fixed nuinerical value within the greater perspective of world inarliets 

a n d  the passing of time provides a snap  shot of the value of the economy, 

industrj-  o~ fi1.111 being iileasurccl. The passing of time is ;I s imi la~ .  process to 

t h a t  of the evolutioil of clusters, in t ha t  a cluster is a process of cluste~*ing a s  

opposed to a fixed s tate  ~ ~ h i c h  describes a fixed econoinic condition. 

Therefore the term cluster is perhaps misleading and  the  term clustering 

\vhich illustrates soine level of mo\~ement  is perhaps a inore appropriate 

economic description of a n  industry in co-location and  co-proximity. Due to 

t he  explorative nature of the research there nras no original objective to 

measure the potential GDR clustel- a s  hasically it nTas unsure if a cluster 

existed in  the first place a n d  the difficult nature of the clustering concept, 
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raised questions such as,  how do you linomr when a cluster of industry has  

been achieved? The qualitative nature of the current  research h a s  

reaffirmed the importance of understanding a cluster from the t e~zzpo~a l  

dimension a n d  t h a t  they evolve over t ime in  a n  industrial  clustering 

process. The evolution of clusters of industry can be depicted effectively by 

examining a cluster from a historical context. I n  examining a cluster such a s  

t he  maritime transport sector in  the GDR i t  can  be useful to observe other 

major international maritime clusters. The  effect of t ime on clusters can  be 

witnessed in  the  fact t h a t  clusters can die due to inany different reasons 

such a s  the effects of change in  international nlarkets or the decline of a 

na tura l  resource. However what  more conllnon is t h a t  a cluster can grow, 

adapt  maintain i t s  interrzational conlpetitive advantage a s  seen in  the  case 

of the  London niaritilne service cluster. I n  the  evolution of clusters, the 

history of how a cluster is established i n  international markets  can help in  

the  understanding of conteinporary clustering by the  aclino~7ledgelnent of 

where a n d  h o ~ v  i t  mras originally established. In  the current  research the 

GDR lnaritime transport cluster is arguably a cluster due to co-location of 

principle port, capital city and  critical mass of maritime transport firms. 

Therefore the GDR maritime transport sector is a nlaritilne cluster based on 

industrial  descriptions of clusters and  in comparison to other maritime 

clusters (albeit smaller). Hom7ever it is the evolution of the GDR cluster tha t  

raises the question of the reality of the cluster of industry,  in  t h a t  n7hat may 

appear  to be in  fact a cluster. is in fact a consequence of econorllic 11isto1.y. 

geographic locatio~l ancl the cle\relopment of' the capital citj-. The GUK 

ma~*i t ime transport industry may be approached from a cluster perspective 

bu t  also from t h a t  of city development ancl future city evolution, branding 

a n d  city and  industry knonrledge management.  

7. Fur ther  Research 

I11 the context for f ~ l r t h e r  research there a re  certain areas  that  should be 

highlighted. First: the issue of typology of clusters in t ha t  maritime clusters 

tend to be nlainly port focused, logistics focused or service focused. or sonle 

degree of combination of one or more of the above lnentioned sectors. 
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Exploring maritime clusters from this perspective would be of benefit in  

further  understanding the complexity tha t  is industrial clustering in the 

context of rnaritime industries. Also approaching clusters from a typology 

concept would cater for greater understanding of potential sub and sub-sub 

sectors of a lnari t i~ne transport cluster. 

The Delphi provided a format for data collection and the production of new 

knowledge. However, the methodology also provided many further research 

questions outlined in  Table 24 ( ~ 2 2 1 ) .  The initial research question 

discussed the potential of the clustering of the maritime transport sector in 

the  GDR. From the Delphi inethod there nras significant knowledge 

extracted from the expert panel which u7as formed into threads of opinion 

a n d  formulated into further research questions. The research questions 

outlined in Table 24 have already been presented and will not be further 

discussed here. Due to lilnitations of the current research there are Inany 

further research questions d r a ~ m  froln the Delphi tha t  can be utilized for 

further  knowledge creation and understanding on the GDR rnaritirne 

transport cluster. 

The context of the current research was maritime clusters from slllaller 

inaritilne nations, ill t ha t  there must be more maritime clusters like Dublin 

t h a t  there are Rotterdam's, Singapore's or Hang I<ong's. The methodological 

approach catered for the investigation of the cluster from a broad 

pei.spective in order to s tar t  to attain 21 tlauc understanding and potential of 

the cluster and the clustering process. It  would be of bellefit to see the 

methodological process cal.riec1 out in the current repeated in 

another small potential maritime cluster in order to f~ l r the r  validate the 

approach, and to identify if the methodological approach call be of benefit for 

the purpose of knowledge creation and understanding in other maritime 

clusters. 

Another area highlighted in the research that  nrould benefit from f~ l r the r  

research is the issue of the temporal dilnensiolls of clusters. Clusters of 
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industry inove and evolve of periods of time as clusters are not a fixed 

econolnic state. Developing kno\vledge and understanding on temporal 

dimensions mrould help to identify why certain clusters are nlajor nlaritirne 

clusters and to investigate to evolution of clusters over a period of time, in 

order to understand why certain nlaritinle industries and clusters have 

declined and how some clusters successfully evolved and maintained there 

international competitive advantage. Investigating temporal dimensions 

would also involve investigating other factors that  effect clusters over a 

period of time, such as the effect of cities on maritime clusters. 
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Appendix 1: Dublin Port and Drogheda Port Statistics 

Dublin Port 

Dublin Port is the premier port in Ireland in terins of cargo handled, 

econoinic impact, freight and passengers services and Dublin Port Company 

is responsible under statute for the management, control, operation and 

developinent of its harbour (IMDO, 2007). Throughput a t  Dublin port is 

expected to exceed 30 inillion tonnes in 2007 which is an  increase of 8.7% 

from 2005 (Ireland.com, 2007). 

Dublin Port Cargo Statistics 

9.5111 tonnes 

I I 

630,000 units 

Imports 

I I 

Lo-Lo 1 675,000 TEU's I 590,000 TEU's 

19in tonnes 17.5111 tonnes 

I I 

I I 

4.0111 tonnes Liquid Bulk 

Dry Bulk 
I I 

4.2111 tonnes 

Break Bulk 

Passenger No's 

I 

(Sot~rce: Dublin Port. 2006) 

2.3111 tonnes 

Tourist Cars 

2.1111 tonnes 

80,000 tonnes 

1.1111 

90,000 tonnes 

1.2111 

245,000 285,000 
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Drogheda Port 

Drogheda Port is one of Ireland's premier multi modal ports and facilitates a 

wide range of commodities including paper, containers, LPG, petroleum, 

grains, timber and steel (IMDO 2007). 

Drogheda Port Cargo Statistics (tonnes) 

1 TEU 23,939 1 23,425 1 29,899 1 31,307 ( 21,880 1 
Total I m ~ o r t  

2005 
1.104.820 

Total Export 
TEU 
Throughput 
No. of Vessels 

2004 
964.425 

(Source: Drogheda Port Company. 2006) 

296,735 
24,834 

1,401,555 
592 

2003 
1.003.002 

303,972 
24,948 

1,268,405 
570 

2002 
1.092.71 1 

252,071 
3 1,494 

1,255,076 
640 

200 1 
1.025.123 

279,752 
31,872 

1,372,463 
743 

304,647 
22,873 

1,329,970 
668 
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Appendix 2: Bremore Deepwater Port Development 

The map shows the location of the Brernore site in relation to Dublin port 

and the direct access that  Bre~nore site would have to the logistical 

infrastructure of the M1 and the M50. 
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Appendix 3: NACE Classification 

There are a number of formats for the classification of industries in order to 

formulate and organise the collection of statistical data on econoinic 

activities such a s  the SIC (Standard Industrial Classification) and Europe's 

NACE (Nomenclature gdnerale des Activit6s dconomiques dans  les 

Cominunautds Europdennes). The f o l l o ~ ~ i n g  NACE sector classification 

devised by Peeters and Webers (2006) establishes a starting point in  terms 

of maritime sector classification for maritime industries. 

NACE 

Shipping: Merchant shipping and ship management, short sea shipping, 
cruise and ferry services, ocean to~vage. 
NA C E  61. 10 Sea an  d Coastal rva tel. tl-a12spo1-t. 

Shipbuilding: New buildings (merchant ships, fishing boats, tugs, 
workboats, supply ships, floating sections, barges, dry docks, inland vessels, 
yachts, naval vessels). 
Repair and conversion of vessels. 
Ship Scrapping. 
N A  C E  35.11 Building- and ~.epaii.li~g. of  shi>s. 
NL4 C E  35.12 B~iildii2g. and repail fig. o f  pleas rue and spolti~lg. boats. 

Marine Equipment: R4anufacturing and n~holesale in maritime equipment 
NL4 C E  2911 ,  51,14. 51.65, 63.22 hal7tljd. 

Offshore (supply): Construction, installation and conversion of platfornzs, 
storage vessels and equipment, drilling and support services. 
.Mil C E  28. I I flh112 rrhct-u1.e o f  112etal stl~rrctrrl~es (bal.tir% 

CE 63. :2,2 Ot11e T *  %5 ~~pp(j~atiiig. rt-21 tela ~ I ~ : I I I S ~ ( I I Y '  actir Yfies. 

Dredging: Dredg~ng.  river works, construction of dykes. sand transport. 
nautical cable and pipeline n7orks for offshore. 
N A  C E  45.24 Consti.rrctioa o f  r.r.8 tel. pl.ojects. 
NA~1 CE GI. 20 rnlan d rrra tel. tlSanspol.t kalstlr -: sa12 d and t1;712sp01*1). 

Inland Shipping: Inland shipping (dry cargo: liquid bulk: containers, special 
transport): rivela and harbour towage: freighting. inland cruises and ferries) 
NA C E  61. 20 Jillai2d 1 2 3  r Yga tio12. N
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(Sea)ports: Cargo handling, shipping related storage, agency, rnaritinle 
logistics and for~varding, port authorities, pilotage. 
NA C E  63.11 Ca1-g.o handIi12g (bal~tly). 
N A  C E  63.22 Other srrppo~.ting. rva t e ~ .  transpolst activities (bal.ti''d. 

Fishing: Maritime fishing, professional inland fishing, shellfish production. 
N A  C E  05.01 Fishing: 
NA C E  05-02' Fish Falming-, 

Water Recreation: Yacht construction (sporting, sailing and rowing boats, 
canoes, inflatable boats, floating sections). 
Repair. 
Yacht renting and catering. 
N A  C E  35.12 shipb rrildi11g.pleasrrl.e boats (bal~tly). 
NL4 C E  71 ,B  Ren ti12g o f  lira ter  tl.anspol-t e q u ~ p m e n  t, 

Maritime Services: bunkering, ship supply, rescue, diving, research and 
development, nautical training and education, maritime associations, 
maritinle associations, maritime government services. 
N A  C E  63.22 ot12es s r1ppo1.til2g. cva tel. tl;?12spo/.t activities (bartlJ % 

Navy: (operations, maintenance, staff and administration, education and 
research). 
N A  C E  7522 Defence activities (bal-tlJ.). 
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Appendix 4: Round 1 Appreciation Letter 

First: 1 ~ l o u l d  like to take this opportilnity to thank you for agreeing to participate in the 

Delphi stirdy survey on the Greater Dublin Region maritime transport sector. You're 

agreed participation and involven~ent is vital to the overall success of  the research 

project. 

As described in the first letter. the Delphi Study is a survey that is conducted over three 

rounds of questionnaires. The candidates are asked to try and finish the questionnaire 

and return it by post within three nlorking weeks. I do realise that this may not always 

be possible for candidates. hon~ever if the responses are received in good time the n~hole  

Delphi process can be fiilfilled quickly. Once all the responses have been returned. I as 

the Delphi facilitator can process the responses and formulate the second round 

questionnaire. 

If at any time you have ally concerns about the Delphi questionnaire or any qiiestions 

about the research process please don't hesitate to contact me. 

Thank you for your time and co-operation and looliillg for~vard to your rcsponsc. 

Kind Regards 

Valerie Brctt 
National college of Ireland. 
Mayor Street. IFSC. 
Dublin 1 .  
0 1 449854'7 
vb rc t t~nc i r l . i e  N
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Appendix 5:  Delphi Round 1 Questionnaire 
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Delphi Questionnaire - Round 1 

ALL ANSWERS MUST REFER TO THE IRISH TRANSPORT SECTOR 

ALL ANSWERS MUST PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION 

The purpose of the following questionnaire is to discuss the maritime 

transport sector in Ireland and more specifically the current clustering of 

the  maritime transport sector in the greater Dublin region1-'. The term 

"cluster" or "clustering" is used in respect to the conceiltration of certain 

industry activities in a particular region or area. 

A cluster can he defined as. 

Spatially concen t1.a ted gl.0 LIPS o f  fii722s 112  the same or I-ela ted i ~ ~ d u s t r i e s  fl2a t 
are linked tl21 w ugl2 r~eitical and ho~Yzo11 tal rela tionsl21ps': 

A maritime cluster for example can be defined as, 

" A  pop ula Lion o f  geograpl~y concen ti3 ted and 112 rr  t u a l y  iselated b usi12ess 
L J I ~ ~ ~ S ,  associates and p ~zblic4i.ir.a te  o1.g-anisa tions centred 011 a disti12ctir.e 
economic specializa tio17)' . 

A maritime transport cluster is a population of related business units such 

a s  ship managers, shipbrokers, ship agency, stevedores, freight forwarders, 

chartel.ing, shippers. ship operators. p o ~ t  authorit,ies. consultants. marit,ime 

lan-J-el-s, ship financier:s. marinc insurers. go\-e~~nment.  maritime. education 

and training along with associations and related public and p~israte 

organisations. 

I -I Refers to the area iricl~rdirig Dubliii tit!. and all of the Courities of Dun Laoghail.e'Ratlldo\\lt~. Fingal. 
Kildare. h;leath. So~rtli Dublin and \\'icl;lo\v as detitied by the National Spatial Strateg). (NSS)  2002 - 
2020. 
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Section 1 

Ql .  Do you consider the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 

as a maritime cluster? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Q2. Do you believe the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 

has the potential to move forward towards a more international 

recognisable cluster status? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Unable to comment 

Section 2 

Clusters occur for many reasons such as  the p r imar j~  availability of a 

particular resource (i.e. oil. metals. minerals or a specific labour supply) or 

the strategic locatioil of a region (i.e. the port of Singapore). There are 

certain factors 01- criteria that  can help to fuel the growth of a cluster. and 

the feature of access to an  efficient and sliilled lahour force is just one of 

those features that  call help or enhance cluster development. 
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I11 the maritime transport sector there are two main types of maritime 

labour r e q ~ i ~ e i n e n t s ,  first the seafaring labour required to physically inan 

and operate ships, and second the labour supply working in the maritime 

transport sector and related transport areas. Question 3 and 4 addresses the 

question of access to, and the quality of the oilshore labour in the  Irish 

maritime transport sector. Question 5 concerns the area of education and 

training of tha t  labour for the maritime transport sector. 

Q3. Do you believe there is a lack of sufficient onshore labour supply for 

any specific maritime transport sector in the greater Dublin region? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Q4. Do you believe the current maritime transport labour supply is 

sufficient to meet the labour requirements of a growing maritime transport 

sector? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree? Unable to comment 
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Q5. Do you believe there are sufficient educational and training 

opportunities in Ireland to service the labour, skill and expertise required 

by various fields in the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please nive an explanation for vour answer 

Section 3 
A n  important par t  of cluster theory is the feature of location a n d  the  

advantages of locating and  operating inside a cluster and  in co-proximity 

with other related firms. 

Q6. Do you believe your business, firm or organisation would be at a 

disadvantage if located somewhere else within the country? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Unable to comment 

Business and  firms t h a t  locate n-ithin a cluster 1.egion have the benefit of 

being located where the cluster's knon~ledge is first developed a n d  have 

greater  access to the knowledge spillovel. affect. Therefore businesses, firms 

a n d  organisations located in the relevant cluster region have earlier access 

to  clustel. linowledge a s  it flows easilj, locally, along with the benefit of being 

i n  close prosimifq~ to individual firm's competitors and  custo~liers.  The tel.ni 

cluster knowledge includes up to date market  infol.mation, innovation a n d  
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entrepreneurship created by the market  player's inside the  cluster a s  well 

a s  the benefits of chance meetings a n d  the general knowledge created by the 

industry a n d  the industry players. Question 7 addresses if the candidates 

consider t h a t  the  greater Dublin region location provides advantages with 

respect to access to cluster knowledge. 

Q7. Do you believe that the greater Dublin region location of your firm, 

business or organisation has the advantage of access to earlier cluster 

knowledge? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Section 4 

Clusters have both barriers to entry and  barriers to exit. A cluster will want  

to  have high exit barriers so t h a t  the cluster's infrastructure \\rill make i t  

ha rd  for firms or business to leave and  operate in  conlpeting clusters. A 

cluster will want  to be "stickJ." and aim to provide firms and  business with 

resources t h a t  they would find hard  to source elsewhere. Clusters will also 

to  have low b a ~ ~ * i e r s  to entry a s  o p p o s ~ d  to  high hai*ricrs to  entl-!: (e .g .  

infrastructu~*e.  access the clustel* linowledge and  genera l l~ ,  harriers t ha t  

nlalie i t  difficult for firms, business or organisations to relocate to  the area),  

a s  low entry barriers would 11lalie it easier for firnls, business and  

ol.ganisations to relocate into a nemr cluster. 
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Q8. Do you believe the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 

has high barriers to entry? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Unable to comment 

Q9. Do you believe that the greater Dublin region maritime transport 

sector has high exit barriers and that firms, business and organisations in 

the sector are "sticky" to the Dublin location? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Unable to comment 

Section 5 

The level of i n t e~*na l  and  external competition in a countl*y and  a n  

indivictual sector is impol*tant to fuel a vibrant and compefiti~,e 

environment. If a firm n~ithiil  a cluster does not operate in a h ighl j~  

competitive and  vibrant market  place domestic all^^, the11 firms call be a t  a 

disadvantage m~11en competing wit11 firms in a n  iilterilatioilal market  place 

who do operate in  a n  active, vibrant and  competitive nrorliplace. 
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Q10. Do you believe that the greater Dublin region maritime transport 

sector has a strong level of internal competition? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Unable to comment 

Q11. Do you believe if the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 

were a highly competitive and vibrant environment, Irish business and 

firms within the sector would be in a better position when competing 

internationally? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please qive an explanation for your answer 

Section 6 

The inis and weight (c1iffel.eilt size) of firms opel*ating aild conducting 

busiiless from within a cluster is an  important agent in internationalisi~lg. 

and strengt,hening a cluster from estel*nal shoclis in  a marliet place. As the 

earlier cluster definition described clusters conlbiile " I Z ~ L I ~ L Z ~ ? ~ ~ J ~  ~zelateo' 

brrs i~css  1112its'' and a mal*itime transport cluster includes industry sectors 

such as ship managers, ship broliers, ship agency, stevedores, freight 

forwarders. charters. shippel-s, ship opel*ators. maritime 1an~j'el.s and 

banlring. mal*ine consultants and insurers. industry and government 

organisation. p o ~ t s  and the port authorities. T11erefo1.e a good lnix and 
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weight and variety of firms operating within a cluster adds to the overall 

performance of a cluster and helps to internationalize a cluster. 

Q12. Do you believe that the greater Dublin region maritime transport 

sector has a sufficient variety and diversity of maritime transport firms? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Q13. Do you think the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector 

would perform better if it had a greater variety and mix of maritime 

transport firms? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Unable to comment 

Q14. Do you think your business, firm or organisation would benefit from 

a greater mix and diversity of maritime transport firms? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 
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Section 7 
Numerous amounts  of firms operate within a cluster a n d  each individual 

firm is operating within a competitive eilvironment within the cluster i.e. 

regionally, nationally a n d  internationally. I t  is  important for f i r ~ n s  t o  keep 

their  competitive base but  to also have a level of t rust ,  interaction and co- 

operation with the contemporary firins t h a t  operate within the cluster. 

Ideally a level of co-competition i s  required where firins maintain their  

coinpetitiveness and  co-operate on a level t h a t  benefits the whole cluster 

while still supporting their  individual competitive needs. I n  order for co- 

competition to develop there is the requirement of a good level of t ru s t  

between the industry players. 

Q15. Do you think there is a high level of trust between firms operating 

within the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please qive an explanation for vour answer 

C1uste1.s a re  internationally I-ecognisable cent,res of excellence and  one 

factor t ha t  helps in the process of internationalising a cluster is the 

residence of leader firms nrithin a cluster. A firm in a cluste~.  t,hat f~lnct ions 

a s  a leader firm is so called due the firms size a n d  the firms strong marliet 

position within the doinestic cluster and  internationally. N
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Q16. Do you think there is a lack of leader firms in the greater Dublin 

maritime transport sector? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Unable to comment 

Q17. Do you think a lack of leader firms within the greater Dublin maritime 

sector is having a negative affect on the development of the greater 

Dublin region as a maritime transport cluster? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 
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Appendix 6: Delphi Panel Member Information Document 

The following information is kindly requested with respect to the current 
Delphi survey. 

Background knowledge of individual participants can help to understand 
where possible answers are sourced. 

Name: 

Company: 

Current Position: 

Membership of Transport or Associated Organisations: 

Brief Summary of Transport Work Experience: 

Which of the following activities does your business, firm or organisation belong 

to? (You can tick more than one box if applicable. If you tick other please 

describe the reason for your answer). 

Sector Definition 

Port U 

Marine Finance 1 
. . -. - - -. -. 

Maritime ILaw II 

Government I 

Academic I 

Ship Management 1 1 
- 

Agency I 

Freight Forwarder rn 
Marine Insurance L I  

Industry Organisation I I 

Consultant rn 
Shipowner 1 Operator 1-1 

Other rn 
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If ticked the "other" box please provide an explanation 
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Appendix 7: Delphi Round 2 Questionnaire 
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PLEASE NOTE THE NAMES OF THE PARTICPANTS IN THIS DELPHI 
SURVEY ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE 
OR PUBLISHED AT ANY TIME. 

Name: 

Company: 

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING: 

There are a total of 14 questions in Round 2 of the Delphi Study 

Survey. 

e Question tha t  achieved a result consensus of over 70% (from Round 1) 

are not included in the second round. 

e Candidates are asked to read the feedback provided from Delphi 

Round 1 statenlents (in doculllent 2) before proceeding to answer the 

Delphi Round 2 statements. 

e Candidates are asked to read the feedback provided and to answer 

the questions. 

Thanli you very nluch on your co-operation .......... 
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Section 1 
In Section 1 of the Delphi Round 1 Survey. respondents were asked if they considered 

that tlie greater Dublin region maritime transport sector had tlie potential to niove 

towards a more international recognisable cluster status. 

The Response from Round 1, Section 1, Question 2 

The majority of the response for Round 1, Section 1, Question 2 sho\vs an agreement 

result o f  59%. 

Result: Agreement Conse~lsus of 59% 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q l .  Do you believe tlie greater Dublin region maritime transport sector has tlie potential 

to move forward to\vards a more international recognisable cluster status? 

Do you? 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Section 2 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2 (page 2), under 
Round 1, Section 1, Question 2, and answer Question 1 below. 

Total 

3 7 

Unable to 
Comment 
5 

Section 2 of the  Delphi Round 1 Surve) addressed the area of the onshore labour suppl) 

for tlie greater Dublin region and the education and training available Ibr that specific 

% 

59% 

No 

Q2 

labour pool. 

Agree 

22 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Do you believe the greater 
Dublin region maritime transport 
sector has tlie potential to niove 
forward towards a n ~ o r e  
international recognisable cluster 
status? 

Disagree 

10 
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The Response from Round 1, Section 2, Question 3 

The majority of the response for Round 1, Section 2, Qi~estion 3 shows an agreement 

result of 49%. 

Result: Agreement Coriserisus of 49% 

1 No Delphi Statemerit Round 1 Agree Disagree I I Unable to I Total 1 % 

Q3 

Comment I I 

Please read the feedback summary in document 

Do you believe that there is a lack of 
sufficient onshore labour supply for any 
specific maritime transport sector in the 
greater Dublin region? 

2 (page 3), under 
Round 1, Section 1, Question 3, and answer Question 2 and 2A below 

18 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q2. Do you believe that there is a lack of sufficient onshore labour supply for any 

specific maritime transport sector in the greater Dublin region? 

Do you? 

13 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Unable to Comment 

Q2A. Do you believe that there is lack of management personnel with relative industry 

experience available to be sourced for the onshore labour supply in Ireland? 

I10 !.on. 

Agree Disagree IJnable to Commcnt 

Please give an explanation for your answer 
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The Response from Round I, Section 2, Question 4 

The majority o f  the response for Round I .  Section 2. Question 4 shows a disagreement 

result of 49%. 

Result: Disagreement Co~iserisus of 49% 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Do you believe the current maritime 
transport labour supply is sufficient to 
meet the labour requirements of a 
growing maritime transport sector? 

Agree Disagree 1 Total 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2(page 5), under 
Round 1, Section 2, Question 4, and answer Question 3 below. 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q3. Do you believe that the current maritime transport labour supply is sufficient to 

meet the labour requirements of  a growing maritime transport sector? 

Do you. 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please give an explanation for J ~ O L I S  ansnier 

The 111ajority of the scsponse Ibr R o u n d  I .  S c c t i o ~ ~  2. Queslion 5 she\\ s a disagn-eement 

result of 46%. 

Result: Disagreemelit Consensus of 46% 

1 Delphi Statemerit 

Do ):OLI believe there are sufficient 
educational and training opport~~nit ies  
in Ireland to service the labour. skill 
and expertise required b~ \/arioiis fields 
in the greater Dublin region maritime 
transport sector? 

Disagree 1 Total 
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Please read the feedback summary in document 2 (page 5), under 
Round 1, Section 2, Question 5, and answer Question 4 and question 
4A below. 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q.4. Do you believe there are sufficient educational and training opportunities in Ireland 

to service the labour, skill and expertise required by various fields in the greater Dublin 

region maritime transport sector? 

Do you? 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Unable to Comment 

Q4A. Do you believe that there is a lack of promotion and awareness of the career 

options available in the maritime transport sector in Ireland? 

Do YOLI, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Unable to Comment 
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Section 3 

Section 3 of the Round 1 Delphi Survey addressed the possible advantage of a business, 

firm or organisation location \vithin the greater Dublin region and the possible 

advantage and availability of industry knowledge inside the greater Dublin region. 

The Response from Round 1, Section 3, Question 7 

The majority of the response for Round 1.  Section 3, Question 6 shows an agreement 

result of 49%. Result: Agreement Consensus of 49% 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q5. Do yo11 believe that firms. businesses or organisations located in the greater Dublin 

region have the advantage of access to earlier industry knowledge? 

Do you. 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please aive an explanation for your answer 

Section 4 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2 (page 7), under 
Round 1, Section 3, Question 7, and answer Question 5 below. 

Total 

3 7 

No 

Q7 

Section 4 of the Delphi Round 1 Surve~, addressed the issue of the barriers to entr). and 

esit of a cluster and the level of stickiness firms might have to the greatcr Dublin region 

location. 

% 

49% 

Agree 

I S  

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Do yo11 believe that the greater 
Dublin region location of your 
firm, business or organisation 
has the advantage of access to 
earlier cluster knowledge? 

Disagree 

13 

Unable to 
Comment 
6 
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The Response from Round 1, Section 4, Question 8 

The majority of  the response for Round 1. Section 4, Question 8 sho\\is a disagreement 

result of 4 1 %. 

Result: Disagreement Corise~isus of 41% 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q6. Do you believe the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector has high barriers 

No 

Q8 

to entry? 

Do YOLI, 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2(page 8), under 
Round 1, Section 4, Question 8, and answer Question 6 below. 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Do you believe the greater 
Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has high 
barriers to entry? 

Please qive an explanation for your answer 

The Response from Round 1, Section 4, Question 9 

Agree 

14 

The ma-jority of the response for Round 1. Section 4. Question 9 slio\vs a disagreement 

result ol"4 1 %. 

Disagree 

15 

Result: Disagreenlcnt Conisenisus of 41% 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Unable to 
Comment 
8 

Do you believe that the greater 
Dublin region maritime transport 
sector has high exit barriers and 
that firms. business and 
organisations in the sector are 
"sticlq " to the Dublin location? 

Agree Disagree 7 

Total 

37 

Unable to 
Comment 
10 

% 

41% 

Total 'YO T N
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Please read the feedback summary in document 2(page 9), under 
Round 1, Section 4, Question 9, and answer Question 7 below. 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q7. Do you believe that the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector has high 

exit barriers and that finns, businesses and organisations in tlie sector are "sticky" to the 

Dublin location? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Section 5 
Section 5 of Round 1 of the Delphi survey addressed the issue of tlie level and 

application of internal competition. 

The Response from Round 1, Section 5, Question 1 1 

The majority of tlie response for Round I .  Section 5 .  Question 1 1 shonzs an agreement 

result of 65% 

Result: A ~ r e e n ~ e r ~ t  Cor~ser~sus of 65% 

Round I, Section 5 ,  Qaaestiona 11, and answer Question 8 beloni. 

No 

-- 

Q11 

Please read the feedback summary ina docaament %(page lo), aarader 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

-- - 

Do jou bclieve il' thc greater 
Dublin region maritime transport 
sector nese a liiglily competitive 
and vibrant environment. Irish 
business and firms within the 
sector would be in a better 
position when competing 
internationally? 

Agree 

3.1 

Disagree 
-- - 

3 

Unable to 
Conn~n~enlt - 

1 1  

Total 

3 7 

% 

65% 
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DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q8. Do you believe if the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector were a liiglily 

competitive and vibrant environment, Irisii business and firms within tlie sector \vould 

be in a better position when competing iriternationally? 

Do YOLI, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Unable to Comment 

Section 6 
Section 6 of the Round 1 Delphi Survey addressed the issue of tlie mix and variety of 

firms available and currently operating in the greater Dublin region maritime transport 

sector. 

The Response from Round I, Section 6, Question 12 

The majority of  the response for Round 1 .  Section 6. Q ~ ~ e s t i o n  12 shows an apreemerit 

result of 59%. 

Result: Agreement Corlserisus of 59% 

Round I, Section 4 ,  Questions 112, and answer Qtaestioxa 9 below 

No 

Q12 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

0 9 .  Do jrou believe tliat the greater Dublin region maritimc transport sector has a 

sufficielit variet) and diversit) of maritime transport firms:' 

Do J ou. 

Agree Disagrce Unable to Comment 

Please read the feedback summary in doctamenl 2(page 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Do j.ou believe that the greater 
Dublin region maritime 
transport sector has a sufficient 
variet~ anci divcrsitj of 
maritime transport flrms? 

Agree 

22 

- 

Disagree 

13 

Unable to 
Comnie~lt 
2 

1 -- 
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The Response from Round I, Section 6, Question 13 

The majority of  the response for Round 1. Section 6: Question 13 shows an agreement 

result of 54%. 

Result: Agreement Co~iserisus of 54% 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Do you think the greater Dublin 
region inariti~ne transport sector 
would perform better if it had a 
greater variety and tiiis of  
maritime transport firnis? 

Agree Disagree 
Comment Y Total 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2 (page 12), under 
Round 1, Sectiorl 6, Question 13 and answer Question 10 below. 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q10. Do you think the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector would perform 

better if it had a greater variety and mix of  maritime transport firms? 

Do you. 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

The Response from Round 'I, Section 6, Question 'I4 

The majorit), of the response for Round 1 .  Section 6. Question 13 slio\\s a 

disagreement result of 43%. 

Result: Disaereeniel~t Coi~se~lsus of 43% 

I No I Delphi Statemerit Round 1 1 Agree Disagree 1 Unable to I Total 

I firm or organisation \\auld / 
Q14 Do >.ou think )our  business. *I$==+ 
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benefit from a greater mix and 
diversity of ~iiaritime transport 
firms? 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2 (page 13), under 
Round 1, Section 6, Question 14, and answer Question 11 below. 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q11. Do you think your business, firm or organisation ~ / o i ~ l d  benefit fro111 a greater ~ n i s  

and diversity of  maritime transport f i r~ns? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanatio~l for your answer 

Unable to Comment 

Section 7 

Section 7 of  the Round 1 Delphi Survey addressed the issue of triist greater Dublin 

region maritime transport sector. 

The Response from Round I, Section 9, Question 15 

The majority of the response for R O L I I I ~  I .  Section 7. Qucstion 15 shoivs a 

disao,reernent result of 4 1 %. 

Result: Disagreement Consensus of 41% 

I I I 

Please read the feedback summary iina docunaepat 2 (page 

Delphi Statement Round B 

Do you think thcrc is a high 
level of t r ~ ~ s t  betlveen firms 
operating within the greater 
D ~ ~ b l i n  region maritime 
transport sector? 

Round 1, Section '7, Question 15, arud answer Questions 1% belo'sv. 

-- 

Agr-ec Disagree I Uslnble to 

-~~ 

12 
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DELPHI ROUND 2 

Q12. Do you think there is a high level of trust between firms operating within the 

greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 

Do YOLI. 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please aive an explanation for your answer 

Section 8 

Section 8 of the Round 1 Delphi Survey addressed the topic of  leader firms. 

The Response from Round 1, Section 8, Question 16 

The majority of  the response for Round 1. Section 7. Question 16 shows an agreemelit 

result of 54%. 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

Result: Agree Consensus of 54% 

Q13. Do lrou think there is a lack of leader firms in the grcater Dublin maritime 

No 

Q16 

transport sector? 

Do you. 

Please read the feedback summary ira document 2 (page Is), under 
Rornnnd 1, Sectioan 8, Questio~n 16, anad annswen. Qarestioan 13 below, 

Delphi Statemerit Round 1 

Do you think there is a lack of  
leader firms in the greater 
Dublin maritime transport 
sector? 

Agree Disagree IJnable to Comment 

Agree 

20 

Disagree 

I 1  

Uriable to 
Cornnie~it 
6 

Total 

37 

O/o 

54% 
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The Response from Round 1, Section 8, Question 17 

The majority of  the response for Round 1. Section 8: Question 17 sho\vs an agreement 

result o f  4 1 % 

Result: Agree Corlsensus of 41 0/u 

Round 1, Section 8, Question 17 and, answer Question 14 below. 

DELPHI ROUND 2 

No 

' Q17 

Q14. Do you think a lack of  leader firms within the greater Dublin maritime sector is 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2 (pagel6), under 

Unable to 
Commerit 
12 

having a negative affect on the development of  the greater Dublin region as a maritime 

Delphi Statement Round 1 

Do you think a lack of leader 
firms ivithin the greater Dublin 
maritime sector is having a 
negative affect on the 
development of  the greater 
Dublin region as a maritime 
transport cluster? 

transport cluster? 

Do ~ O L I .  

Total 

3 7 

Agree Disagree 

Agree 

15 

% 

41% 

Unable to Comment 

Disagree 

10 

Please aive an explanation for your answer 
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Appendix 8: Delphi Round 3 Questionnaire 
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Document 1: Delphi Round 3 Questionnaire 

PLEASE NOTE THE NAMES OF THE PARTICPANTS IN THIS DELPHI 
SURVEY ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE 
OR PUBLISHED AT ANY TIME. 

Name: 

Company: 

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING: 

This is the final round of the Delphi and the last questionnaire you 

will receive. 

Questions tha t  achieved a result consensus of over 70% (from Round 

2)  are not included in the third round. 

Candidates are aslied to read the feedback provided from Delphi 

Round 2 statements (in document 2)  before proceeding to ansm7er the 

Delphi Round 3 questions contain in this docume~lt (document 1). 

Candidates are aslied to read the feedback provided and to answer 

the questions. 

There are a total of 9 questioils in round 3. 
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Section I 

All questions in Section 1 reached a consensus of over 70% and therefore there are no 

questions in Round 3, Section 1 .  

Section 2 

Section 2 of the Delphi Round 2 Survey addressed the area of the onshore labour supply 

for the greater Dublin region and the education and training available for that specific 

labour pool. 

The Response from Round 2, Section 2, Question 2 

The ma-jority of the response for Round 2. Section 2. Qi~estion 2 sIio\vs a disagreement 

result of 50%. 

Result: Disagreenlent Co~isensus of 50% 

Delphi Statement Round 2 

Do you believe that there is a lack of 
sufficient onshore labour supply for any 
specific maritime transport sector in the 
greater Dublin region? 

Agree Disagree Unable to 
Comment 

Total 

2 2 

-- 

Please read tliepfeedback summary in document 2 under Round 2, 
Section 2, Question 2 (page 2) arid answer Question 1 below. 

DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q1. Do ~ ' O L I  believe that there is a lack of sufficient onshore labour suppl! for an\ 

specific maritime transport sector in the greater Dublin region? 

Do J OLI. 

Agree Disagrce Unablc to Comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

-- 

The niajorit of the response for Round 2. Section 2. Question 2A shon s an agreement 

result of 45%. 
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DELPHI ROUND 3 

Result: Agreement Corise~isus of 45% 

Q2. Do you believe that there is lack of management personnel with relative industry 

experience available to be sourced for the onshore labour supply in Ireland? 

Do you: 

Please read the feedback summary in document 2 under Round 2, 
Section 2, Question 2A (page 3), and answer Question 2 below. 

Total 

22 

Unable to 
Conlment 
6 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

% 

45% 

Disagree 

6 

Please qive an explanation for your answer 

Agree 

10 

No 

Q2A 

The Response from Round 2, Section 2, Question 3 

Delphi Statement Round 2 

Do yo11 believe that there is lack of  
management personnel with relative 
industry experience available to be 
sourced for the onshore labour supply it1 

Ireland? 

The ma-jority oi'the response for Round 2. Scctiotl 2. Question 5 sIioi\s a disagreement 

result of 50%. 

merit Consensusof ?EO? 

Please read the feedback sanmnlary ina document 1 taraden. Round 2, 
Section 2, Question 3 (page 5), and answer Question 3 below. 

Total 

2 2 

Urlablc to 
Conlrnelit 
I 

% 

50% 

T~iaagrcc 

1 1  

- -- - 

ll~elplli ~Tatelncllt ligounc-i 2 

Do you believe that the current masitime 
transport labour supplj) is sufficient to 
meet the labour requirements of a gronling 
maritime transport sector? 

-- 

~ g r c c  

10 
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DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q3. Do you believe that the current maritime transport labour supply is sufficient to 

meet the labour requirements of a growing maritime transport sector? 

Do you, 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

The Response from Round 2. Section 2, Question 4 

The majority of the response for Round 2. Section 2. Question 4 sho\vs an agreement 

result of 59%. 

Section 2, Question 4 (page $1, and answer Question 4 below. 

Result: Agreement Consensus of 59% 

Please read the feedback summary i11 document 1 under Round 2, 

Total 

2 2 

Uriable to 
Conime~it 
0 

O/u 

59% 

Disagree 

9 

Delphi Statement Round 2 

Do you believe there are sufficient 
educational and training oppo~-tunities in 
Ireland to service the labour, skill and 
expertise required by various fields in the 
greater Dublin region maritime transport 
sector? 

Agree 

13 
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DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q4. Do you believe there are sufficient educational and training opportunities in Ireland 

to service the labour. skill and expertise required by various fields in the greater Dublin 

region maritime transport sector? 

Do ~ O L I ,  

Agree Disagree 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Unable to Comment 

Section 3 

All cluestions in Section 3 reached a consensus of over 70% and therefore there are no 

questions in Round 3 Section 3. 

Section 4 
Section 4 of  the Delphi Round 2 Survey addressed the issue of the barriers to entry and 

exit of a cluster and the level of  stickiness firms might have to the greater Dublin region 

location. 

The Response from Round 2, Section 4, Question 6 

The majority of the response for Round 2. Section 2. Question 6 sho\\ls an agreement 

result of 45%. 

Result: Agreemel~t Co~ise~isus of 45% 

% 

45% 

Please read the feedback summary ira document B under Rotand 2, 
Section 4, Question 6 (page $1, and answer Questioan 5 below. 

Unable to 
Coamnaeait 
3 

Disagree 

- 

9 

Delphi Statement Rounnd 2 

-- 

Do jou believe &at the griater Dublin 
region maritime transport sector has high 
barriers of entry? 

Total 

- 9 ,- 9 

Agree 

10 
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DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q5. Do you believe that the greater Dublin region maritime transport sector has high 

barriers of entry? 

Do YOLI. 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please give an explanation for vour answer 

Section 5 

All qiiestions in Sectioli 5 reached a consensus of over 70% and therefore there are no 

questions in Round 3. Sectioli 5. 

Section 6 

Section 6 of  the Round 2 Delphi Survey addressed the issue of  the mix and variety of 

firms available and currently operating in the greater Dublin region maritime transport 

sector. 

The Response from Round 2, Section 6, Question I "I 

The majority of the response for Round 2. Section 6 Question 1 1  shows an agreement 

result of 68%. 

Result: Agreement Consensus of 68% 

I Waxable to / Total / O/O No 

Q11 

I 
I under Round 2, 

Section 6, Questio~a 11 (page 9), and answer Qtaestiora 6 below. 
Please read the feedback sramanaary in document 

Delphi Statenlent Round 2 

Do you think pour business. firm or 
organisation would benefit fi.0111 a 
greater mix and diversit>, of maritime 
transport ilrms? 

Agree 

15 

Disagree 

5 
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Maritime Clusters 

DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q6. Do you think your business. firm or organisation would benefit fiom a greater mix 

and diversity of  maritime transport firtns? 

Do you. 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

Section 7 

Section 7 of the Round 2 Delphi Survey addressed the issue of tri~st greater Dublin 

region maritime transport sector. 

The Response from Round 2, Section 7, Question 12 

The majority of the response for Round 2. Section 7. Question 12 s l ~ o ~ v s  a 

disagreement result o f  59% 

Please ]read the ffeedbacl~ saaxmrnary in1 docnananennt 11 nnmden. Ronannd 2 ,  
Section 7, Questioan 12 (page 1 I), and answer Qraestiona 7 belo\v. 

Result: Disagreemerit Consensus of 59% 

DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q7. Do j80u think there is a Iligll level of trust bet\\een firms operating within tlie 

greater Dublin region maritime transport sector? 

Do you. 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Total 

2 2 

Unable to 
Commerlt 
4 

% 

5 9% 

No 

Q12 

Agree 

5 

Delphi Statement Round 2 

Do you think there is a Iiigli level of 
tri~st betureen firms operating \vitI~in tlie 
greater Dublin region maritime transport 
sector? 

Disagree 

13 
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Maritime Clusters 

Section 8 

Section 8 of  tlie Round 2 Delphi Survey addressed tlie topic of  leader firms. 

The Response from Round 2, Section 8, Question 13 

The majority of  the response for Round 2. Section 8. Question 13 shows an a~reement  

result o f  54%. 

DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q8. Do you think there is a lack of leader firms in the greater Dublin maritime transport 

sector? 

Do you. 

Result: Agreement Consensus of 54% 

Agree Disagree Unable to Comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

The majorit~r of the response for Round 2. Section 8. Question 14 sh0n.s an agreenient 

Please read the feedback summary in document 1 under Round 2, 
Section 8, Question 13(page 12), and answer Question 8 below. 

Total 

2 2 

result of 59%. 

% 

54% 

Disagree 

8 

Agree 

12 

No 

Q13 

Unable to 
Comment 
2 

Delphi Statement Round 2 

Do you think there is a lack of leader 
firms in the greater Dublin maritime 
transport sector? 

Result: A~reenient Consensus of 59% 

% Total Unable to 
Comment 

Disagree Agree 

-- 

No DeIpl~i Statenlent Round 2 N
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Maritime Clusters 

DELPHI ROUND 3 

Q9. Do you think a lack of  leader firms within the greater Dublin maritime sector is 

Q14 

having a negative affect on the development of the greater Dublin region as a maritime 

transport cluster? 

Do you. 

Please read the feedback summary in document 1 under Round 2, 
Section 8, Question 14(page 14), and answer Question 9 below. 

Do you think a lack of leader firms 
\\lithit1 the greater Dublin maritime 
sector is having a negative affect on 
the development of  the greater Dublin 
region as a maritime transport 
cluster? 

Agree Disagree Unable lo Comment 

Please give an explanation for your answer 

13 7 2 2 2 5 9% 
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